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Introduction

W

elcome to the Synagogue 2000 Prayer curriculum, one of several curricula in the Synagogue 2000 Itinerary for Change. Materials in this
curriculum will guide your work as you begin to imagine your synagogue as
a sacred community and make the prayer experience in your congregation
one that moves people—touching heart, mind, and soul.
Synagogues have been called by many names over the centuries: beit midrash,
house of study, beit t’fillah, house of prayer, and beit k’nesset, house of gathering. A synagogue should be all these and more. If your synagogue goes back
a long time, you are likely to find its Hebrew name beginning with the two
letters K.K., standing for Kehillah Kedoshah, “Sacred Community.” Synagogue
2000 wants to revive the intent of the founders of North American synagogues by envisioning the synagogue of the future as just that: a kehillah
kedoshah, where an atmosphere of the sacred is pervasive.
At stake is a singular institution where just to enter its doors is to be aware of
the spiritual. Since there is no Hebrew word for what we mean these days by
spirituality, the notion of sacred community comes closest to describing the
ideal synagogue as a spiritual community.
Synagogue 2000 congregations see their institution as a place where individuals find meaning and purpose in their lives:
• a place of healing and wholeness;
• a place that empowers Jews to believe, to behave, and to belong; and
• a place where people encounter the presence of the Divine and become
partners with God in the ongoing work of creation.
As a result, the synagogue is a place of enduring, intimate, and Jewishly enriching relationships among people who share their whole beings with one
another throughout their lifetimes.
The Synagogue 2000 vision is further explained in Partnerships for a New
Vision, included at the end of this curriculum.
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COMPONENTS
OF THIS
CURRICULUM

T

his S2K Prayer curriculum is rooted in the above perspective. In order to
move the prayer-life of the congregation towards greater personal meaning and spiritual depth, team members using this curriculum will explore
three approaches to prayer. Elements of each approach appear in every unit
of the curriculum, but some obviously emphasize one area more than the
others.
1. What makes prayer unique: the application of insights from the social sciences and humanities to ritual and worship.

In the last decades of the twentieth century, a scholarly field called ritual
studies emerged. It applies insights from anthropology, sociology, performance, theater studies, and other disciplines to understand how worship
works. Insights from the field of ritual studies will help you think differently
about your synagogue’s life of prayer.
2. What makes Jewish prayer unique: the background and structure of the Jewish
liturgy, including, in particular, the history and values of Reform Jewish liturgy.
Technically, “liturgy” is the text of the prayers we say. Most books on Jewish
prayer treat the liturgy as a relatively fixed body of written texts, and then
explain the historical origins and the “meanings” of the prayers they find
there. To some extent, that view misses the point. Liturgy may be a book, but
prayer is not. Prayer is an activity. The printed text of the prayers is to liturgy
what a dramatic script is to a play; one can read the script, including its stage
directions, but this is far less fulfilling than actually staging the play. This
curriculum includes study on the texts and history of the liturgy, but it asks
you always to focus on the play, the acted-out script that becomes your communal worship.
3. What makes your own congregational culture unique: the life-experiences, memories, and values of S2K team members and, by extension, of the congregation.
The spiritual life of the synagogue cannot be renewed and deepened simply
through the efforts of the clergy to “uplift” or “transform.” Congregational
worship is just that—congregational. Nothing new will happen if you delegate it to the clergy alone. This work of renewal demands both revolutionary thinking and evolutionary action. Part of the “revolutionary thinking” is
the empowerment of laity and clergy together to take responsibility, even
take risks, and enjoy the transformation that results. Part of the “evolutionary action” is the realization that worship change should flow naturally from
the values and traditions that make each synagogue uniquely what it is. Selfaware reflection about our personal feelings and attitudes about prayer is
therefore just as critical as book-knowledge. Our memories, individual histories, and deeply held values are influential factors that shape our responses
to prayer. Self-reflection and study deepen our liturgical understanding, increase our comfort with different liturgical styles, and let us model the way
others in the congregation can think productively about prayer.
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T

he three goals of this curriculum are: Vocabulary, Understanding, and
Transformation. Vocabulary: in order to speak a common language and
employ the tools of the Jewish tradition and modern scholarship, the S2K
team will develop a shared vocabulary for speaking about prayer and worship; Understanding: using its vocabulary and tools, the S2K team will deepen
its understanding of spirituality, liturgy, and worship, learning how worship
can enhance the personal and communal spirituality of team members and
of the entire congregation; Transformation: applying its insights and knowledge, the S2K team will encourage the transformation of the worship life of
your synagogue towards greater spiritual depth and meaning.
Vocabulary
The first goal of this curriculum is for team members to develop a shared
vocabulary for talking about Jewish worship. Vocabulary, in this setting, is
not limited to words alone; it also encompasses concepts and evaluative tools
which help you—and, eventually, others in the congregation—speak meaningfully about worship. Vocabulary also lets us articulate worship standards
and preferences that are rooted in historical Jewish teaching and that are
consistent with each congregation’s uniqueness. Vocabulary promotes dialogue about theology, aesthetics, and the ultimate values that shape the worship life of the synagogue.
Understanding
Another outcome of your study together is a deeper understanding of the
relationship between spirituality, aesthetics, liturgy, and prayer. Part of this
process is mastery of what Jewish sources say about prayer and the way that
scholars think about prayer today.
In addition, however, we will ask you to think deeply about your own spiritual path and prayer life. In prayer particularly, our strong reactions for or
against something are often shaped by emotional connections to the past or
by unexamined core values that we carry without recognizing them. When
we say things like, “It’s too traditional” or “I don’t like the organ,” we are
usually responding to something very deep within ourselves, rather than to
“tradition” or to “the sound of the organ” per se.
Worship styles reflect underlying values that derive from human experience.
Styles may be rooted in values that were appropriate once, and are still enshrined as “traditional” and “proper” long after the experience that created
them has lost is urgency or significance. Similarly, the desire for change comes
from a desire for a different kind of experience that we wish to have, or from
new values that we seek to express in order to explain the worth of our own
experiences. Understanding why we feel strongly for or against one style or
another helps us name the values that we believe should guide a rational
choice of what to do now.
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The earliest Reform Jews, for example, reacted to the disorderliness, noise,
and free-for-all nature of pre-modern Jewish worship. They found that worship disrespectful of God, alienating to anyone who did not already know
everything going on, and spiritually depressing. Prompt starting times, responsive readings, and professional choirs are part of a worship aesthetic
shaped by the desire for decorum. Understanding the values which underlay
that aesthetic enables us to appreciate it on its own terms.
Similarly, the desire for more music which the congregation can readily sing
reflects the desire by many to overcome what they see as loneliness or even
alienation in the classical Reform service that they may describe as cold. They
are likely to voice a “new” value of “community,” by which they mean a feeling of intimacy and togetherness that singing together accomplishes. Again,
understanding the kind of spiritual experience such worship offers and the
values it represents allows us to appreciate it on its own terms.
Neither aesthetic of worship is objectively correct for all time. After all, neither one is commanded in the Torah. But congregations are likely to be divided as to which one is preferable today. Understanding deepens our knowledge of the issues in question, and helps us develop open-minded appreciation for the preferences of others. We each have our own desired form of
spiritual experience, which is rooted in the values we bring with us into the
sanctuary.
Understanding emerges from the way we use vocabulary, from the lessons we
learn from Torah and scholarship, as well as through the respect we show
each other as we speak. An important part of sacred community is the commitment to show each other mutual respect, even as we discuss the things
that matter most and on which we differ greatly. That is one reason this curriculum turns to prayer only after exploring the wider question of what we
understand by “the sacred.”
Transformation
The final and ultimate goal of this curriculum is transformation. Once you
learn to use common vocabulary and to discuss issues that matter in terms
of different kinds of spiritual experience and values, you will feel empowered
to experiment with different ways of worship. This process will no doubt be
time-consuming and difficult—but intensely rewarding as well. Your team
members will develop sacred ties to one another; you will be enriched by the
abiding Jewish value of study; and, our experience teaches, you will be transformed yourself on the way to transforming your synagogue.
If you are successful, you will transform more than prayer. Public worship is a core function of the synagogue and a key component in the creation
of a spiritual community. You want the changes to be transformational,
not superficial.
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Transformational change can succeed when:
• Changes are based on deep and serious study;
• You are continually conscious that your work is as significant for this generation as that of Rabbi Akiba, Maimonides, and the great leaders of the
Jewish past was for theirs.* You will have to balance the claims of tradition
with those of our own modernity, making sure you give each its due;
• The changes begin with the self—with new ways of thinking about and
experiencing prayer. As you speak your mind, speak the truth as you see it,
but try to get in touch with the experiences and the values that motivate
you. Listen to how you speak—and how well you listen.
• You continually share your internal deliberations as the S2K team with the
congregation as a whole.
Some congregational changes will be in the form of “low-hanging fruit,” relatively small and “low cost” ideas which may be implemented during the early
course of the team’s work. Other changes will happen less quickly; they will require more investment of time and spiritual capital, and will not happen at all
without regular consultation and collaboration with other synagogue bodies.
Make everyone a stakeholder in the excitement of spiritual transformation.

T

his curriculum consists of twelve units, divided into four sections. The
sections vary in size from two to five units. The material in each unit will
occupy the group for one, two, or more meetings, depending on how the
team and its leaders decide to apportion the available sessions. You are not
obliged to spend equal time on each unit. There is more in this the curriculum than you can cover in the year and a half allotted to it. Apportion your
own time in ways that best suit your own congregational needs. Speak regularly with your consultant who can help you make decisions on what to cover
carefully and what to skim within each unit. Suggestions for different ways to
use the curriculum are included in the “Notes to the Facilitator” section of
every unit.
Section I: Sacred Community, Sacred Worship
Section I introduces the team to each other, and to the Synagogue 2000 method
and values, and initiates the process of reflection on the place of prayer and
worship in your own and your congregation’s life.
Unit One: Envisioning Sacred Community invites the team to envision the
experience of being in a fully realized sacred community and what the ritual
life of such a community might look like.
* Maimonides, for instance, had the temerity to suggest that a “silent” Amidah be eliminated because the noise with which it was said offended the aesthetic sensitivity of enlightened Jews in the Muslim world which Maimonides inhabited.
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Unit Two: Personal Tales of the Sacred focuses on the team members’ own
individual experiences with prayer and spirituality.
Section II: How Our Liturgy is Shaped
This section explores the history, contents, and meaning of the liturgy.
Unit Three: The Elements & Structure of the Worship Service examines the
formal structure of Jewish prayer and the historical origins of the liturgy.
Unit Four: Reimagining God explores the theology of prayer. This unit explores three questions: how have Jews understood God? How has this understanding been expressed in the prayer book? How are our answers to these
questions alike and different from those of prior generations?
Unit Five: Liturgy as History and Identity considers how the act of praying a
liturgy creates identity and defines a group.
Section III: How We Shape Our Liturgy
While much of what we do is determined by our tradition and informed by
our movement, we can and do shape the presentation and experience of
worship. The five units in Section III explore the different “vocabularies” we
can employ to shape the experience of worship.
Unit Six: The Vocabulary of Symbol introduces the distinction between “signs”
and “symbols,” and explores how symbols function in our worship. The unit
examines two groups of symbols: the sacred objects in the sanctuary, and the
gestures and choreography of worship. This unit is also the gateway to Units
Seven through Ten.
Unit Seven: The Vocabulary of Language, Unit Eight: The Vocabulary of Music, and Unit Nine: The Vocabulary of Space are devoted to interlocking aspects of worship which shape the experience of prayer.
Unit Ten: “Spectacle and Game” invites our attention not just to the experience of the prayer service but to everything else that goes on in and around
the service—from what happens when people drive into the parking lot to
how the Oneg Shabbat is served. All of these activities send messages about
your congregation and its values.
Section IV: Moving Forward
Unit Eleven: Planning and Leading A Service is for team members and others who wish to learn more about the planning and leading of services.
Unit Twelve: Cheshbon Hanefesh: Reflection & Taking Stock; Next Steps concludes the curriculum with evaluations, reflection, and attention to the implementation of the team’s work.
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T

he curriculum contains an abundance of material which could occupy
an S2K team for many months of dialogue, decision-making, and action. Teams will want to complete this curriculum within a period of eighteen to twenty-four months. Eighteen is ideal, since another conference will
take place at that time to transition teams into a second curriculum that
picks up where this one leaves off. However, there is no need to finish the
curriculum entirely by then. Even with the introduction of the second curriculum, teams can return home, spend a few more months to finish the first
one, and then begin the second one.
Teams should, in any event, personalize their use of the curriculum, following the suggestions made above—spend more time with units that interest
you, less time with those that do not; do not feel obliged to do everything
within every single unit.
There are several different ways that this curriculum can be used. The choice
among options depends on the size of the synagogue, the size of the team,
and the availability of professional staff or lay volunteers to support the effort. Ultimately, the decision should be made by the team itself, guided by
the thinking of the internal team facilitator and the UAHC-S2K consultant
who is assigned to you.
One option is for the entire team to do all twelve units together. This is likely
to take at least two years of meeting time to accomplish. Unless the team
intends to spend this length of time on this curriculum, it will be necessary
to choose selectively which activities and discussions to do within each unit.
Team members may enjoy and benefit from the readings and activities that
they are not formally studying.
Another option is for the entire team to complete Sections I and II together.
The S2K team can then divide itself into mini-teams to address the topics in
Section III, “How We Shape Our Liturgy.” Additional members might be added
to the mini-teams—people with special knowledge or previous experience
with the issue at hand. For example, one mini-team would use the material
in Unit Eight to develop a comprehensive set of activities for expanding the
role of music in the spiritual life of the congregation. Another mini-team
might use the material in Unit Ten to develop a project to make the congregation a more welcoming place to non-regular attendees at worship. Another
mini-team could use the material in Unit Six to create ways to tell about the
symbolic significance of the space and objects in the synagogue to those who
do not arrive with a shared history. The down side of this approach is that
the team as a whole will not grow together. It will become sub-teams which
only meet on occasion to report back to one another. If you elect this approach be sure to schedule meeting times with the whole group. The S2K
process works when and only when the team itself becomes a sacred community
in miniature. If the team loses its cohesion, the curriculum and transformation
process will get bogged down in working conflicts.
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A third option is for the team to complete Sections I and II and then to choose
one or two of the units in Section III on which to concentrate. The team may
choose to spend more time on Sections I or II, but before reaching this decision team members should consider the long-term time consequences of
doing so. The team may then choose to focus on one or two of the remaining
units. The down side to this approach is that teams will learn selectively about
the overall topic of worship, knowing a lot about space, for example, but not
much about music. If you adopt this course, at least read briefly through the
sections you do not study carefully. The curriculum presupposes at least a
working familiarity with all aspects of prayer. They all intersect, after all, so
that, for instance, changing music may rely upon a musically-sensitive use of
space.
At any point, a mini-team may split off to develop specific projects, such as
how to offer throughout the congregation the service-leading skills taught in
Unit Eleven. The members of this mini-team may do this in addition to whatever else the S2K team is doing, as one of several mini-teams, or become a
group dedicated to this goal and “spun off ” from the S2K team. Whenever
you develop a mini-team dedicated to a single project, be sure to broaden it by
inclusion of the appropriate synagogue authorities and personnel. Never allow
such teams to be seen as parallel structures to the formal synagogue governing
bodies, lest they become bogged down in “turf disputes” and institutional wrangling.
Whatever option is chosen, the entire Synagogue 2000 team should continue
meeting so as to maintain the team members’ connections to one another. It
is important to find ways to keep the entire team apprized of the work of
each mini-team. For example, the entire team might meet together for food
and opening ritual and then break into the smaller mini-teams for check-in
and discussion. The team members might come together again for a closing
ritual and a brief report back. Alternatively, the mini-teams might set up
their own meetings and schedule report-back sessions to the entire team as
needed.
It is equally necessary to keep the board, the congregation, and relevant committees apprised of the S2K team’s thinking. Think creatively about how to
“spread the word” about what you are doing. Ideas from other S2K congregations are listed in the section, “Spreading the Word About S2K,” p. F-23.
Language Notes: Prayer, Worship, and Liturgy
In this curriculum, the words “prayer” and “worship” are used interchangeably. Both are the communal act of enacting the liturgical “script.” Prayer
comes from a middle English and old French root that means “to entreat or
to request,” as in the Shakespearian “I pray you. . . .,” meaning, “I request that
you . . . .” Worship derives from an old English word meaning “honor” (as in
“Your worship,” an old form of addressing people of high rank) and, by extension, as the verb “to worship,” meaning “to show honor or pay homage.”
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Liturgy is from a Greek word meaning “public works,” like building bridges
and clearing roads. The greatest public work in ancient Greece was appeasing the gods through appropriate sacrifice. Similarly, In Hebrew too, the ancient sacrificial cult was called avodah, meaning the public “work” of sacrificing to God. The Rabbis believed that the words of prayer were “the offerings of our lips,” and were therefore the appropriate version of avodah, or
“liturgy,” after the destruction of the Temple.
The Rabbis
Judaism as we know it was shaped by the Rabbis who lived in the Land of
Israel and Babylonia during the period of the Mishnah and Talmud, roughly
between the second century B.C.E. and the end of the sixth century C.E. The
Judaism they founded is called “Rabbinic Judaism.” All subsequent expressions of Judaism over the centuries, including our own, are rooted in Rabbinic Judaism. In order to identify the leaders of Rabbinic Judaism, we capitalize references to those Rabbis.
Gender-Inclusive Style
S2K materials use gender-inclusive language in references to people and to
God. Quotations from classical sources, modern authors, and the traditional
prayer book, however, have not been changed, including excerpts from the
original edition of Gates of Prayer.
Sources
The materials in this curriculum have been compiled from many sources.
Some have been written by a person associated with Synagogue 2000, as a
consultant, S2K Fellow, or member of an S2K participating congregation.
Some are syntheses or excerpts from publications in the Jewish community,
from other religious communities, from academic journals and books, or
from the secular world of non-profit organizations and businesses.
All team members receive a copy of Lawrence A. Hoffman’s The Art of Public
Prayer: Not For Clergy Alone, the companion text-book for the Synagogue
2000 T’fillah curriculum.
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I

n this first unit of the S2K Prayer curriculum, you will explore what it
means for a synagogue to be “a sacred community,” and reflect on what
“sacred worship” should be in a sacred community. In these materials, you
will find no single definition of what constitutes a sacred community; this is
for you—individually and collectively—to formulate for yourselves.
The readings and activities in this unit are designed to encourage you and
your team members to engage in conversation about the meaning of the sacred, community, and prayer, for you personally and for your congregational
community. Your team’s efforts to understand the multiple meanings of these
words, and then to forge common understandings that embrace the diversity
you bring, can be a microcosm and a model for the wider congregation.
As you move through the readings and discussions in Unit One together, you
will no doubt come up with a variety of interpretations for the term sacred.
For some, a sense of sacredness comes from calm and contemplation. For
others, a spiritual or sacred sense comes from relationships with others, and
certain kinds of intimate communication. For still others, spirituality is about
moving towards a sense of personal wholeness and integration. Some people
may describe spirituality or sacredness as the work of making manifest their
commitment to improve the world. These are several of the understandings
contemporary North American Jews may use; there are, or course, many other
possible interpretations.
The members of your team will probably also have different associations and
interpretations for the other key words in this unit: community, worship, and
prayer. It is not necessary for your team to come up with a single definition of
these various terms; rather, team members need to understand the range of
meanings and associations that these words evoke. Over the course of this
curriculum, your team will evolve shared understandings of what these words
signify in your sacred community.
This curriculum will enable you, your team, and your synagogue to explore
and learn what it would mean to pray and live in a synagogue committed to
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being a sacred community, and to envision the qualities and attributes of such
a community. Once you have a clear vision, you will be able to celebrate those
aspects that are already in place and begin to implement those which are not.
The readings and activities in this unit ask you to focus on two primary questions: 1) what is a sacred community? and 2) how do spirituality and worship meet in the life of your congregation? This unit emphasizes the community and communal experience; Unit Two will focus more on your own personal experiences. These distinctions are not strict, as it is hard to speak of
one without the other. While it may appear that the first se veral activities
have very little to do with worship, we believe that they are the essential foundation for your long-term goals.
Synagogue 2000 b elieves that, in the Jewish world in America today, only the
synagogue has the cap acity to deliver Judaism’s religious messag e of the complexity of life and the mystery of God. Each congregation, its members and its
leade rs together, are the means f or that to happen. As an S2K team, you are
committed to the idea that sy nagogues can b ecome more spiritual communities.
Objectives
• The S2K team, the leaders, and the members of the congregation will explore the meaning of becoming a sacred community.
• The S2K team will begin envisioning the qualities and attributes of “sacred
worship in a sacred community.”
Action Items
The S2K team will:
• Discuss, clarify, and agree upon the roles and responsibilities of the team
members;
• Agree on a preliminary schedule for its work together;
• Acquire new vocabulary and tools for how to discuss issues surrounding
liturgy and worship change;
• Develop and implement plans to inform and engage the leadership and general membership about the work of S2K in the congregation;
• Develop and implement plans to inform and engage the leadership and
general membership in dialogue about the liturgical life of the synagogue
and worship change.

“The person who occupies him/herself with the needs of the community
is as though he/she occupies him/herself with Torah.”
—Palestinian Talmud, Tractate Berakhot
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S

everal weeks before the initial meeting of the Synagogue 2000 team, a
provisional planning group should come together. Initially, this group
might be composed of members of the clergy, a meeting organizer, the process facilitator, a member of the board, and others who would like leadership
and planning responsibilities for the team. At some point, early in its deliberations, the team itself should endorse this arrangement or decide on some
other appropriate mechanism for planning its meetings.

1-3

NOTES TO THE
FACILITATOR

This provisional planning group should review the Introduction to this curriculum as well as the Facilitation Guide, and read through the materials in
this unit.
Preparing for Unit One
We recommend that at least two and one-half hours be set aside for each
meeting, scheduling it either for evenings or Sunday mornings. Some teams
like to alternate meeting days; others like a permanent regular meeting time.
All meetings of Synagogue 2000 teams should incorporate all the elements
of an S2K meeting. (See the Facilitation Guide for additional suggestions.)
Planning for the First Meeting
• You should plan a “working agenda” for the first meeting of the team. Some
of topics listed below may have been discussed in prior start-up meetings
taking place either at the synagogue or at the kick-off S2K conference. You
will need to decide whether to revisit them for those who may not have
participated in these previous activities. You may find that these topics may
not be completed in the first meeting, and discussion will be carried over
into subsequent meetings.
• If you want team members to read and respond to any readings, be sure to
give them ample advance notice.
Preparing for Subsequent Meetings
The discussions at meetings should build on one another—topics discussed
at one meeting may be revisited more deeply or more broadly at subsequent
meetings. It is important to strike a balance, on the one hand, between making the agenda for meetings crisp and orderly, and, on the other, following
the inclination of team members to dwell on and explore interests, relationships, and new ideas. This is especially true at early meetings; before the group
can move forward together, its members must begin to get to know one another and the team must agree on how it goes about doing things. Issues that
need to be resolved include both formal and logistical matters, such as meeting frequency and times, and more informal, interpersonal issues, such as
how to respect diverse opinions and work with people whose perspectives
are widely divergent.
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Planning a Timeline for Unit One

Possible Topics for the
First Post-Conference
Meeting
• Becoming better acquainted with
one another
• Reviewing the curriculum notebook and anticipating the workyear
• Debriefing the S2K Kick-off Conference
• Understanding the S2K team meeting format
• Scheduling subsequent meetings,
including the dates of upcoming
S2K seminars
• Working through norms, goals, and
expectations of team members
• Discussing the Introduction to this
curriculum

•
•
•
•
•

Unit I includes sufficient readings, activities, and discussions for many meetings. A minimum of two meetings
should be devoted to this unit, although the team may find
that it wants to spend more time discussing the mat erial.
The readings and activities in Unit I move through two
broad topics: What is a sacred community?; and, how do
spirituality and worship meet in the life of your congregation? One way to work through this unit is to devote a single
meeting to each of these areas. If you choose to do this, the
team will not have time to discuss at length all of the possible readings and activities; instead, some readings or activities can be done as “homework” and then briefly reviewed at the meeting. You should allow the equivalent time
of at least a full meeting for organizational and logistical
issues which need to be worked through at the beginning.
If you decide to devote four sessions to Unit One, you will
cover the material more thoroughly but team members may
feel frustrated that they have not gotten to deal with the
issues that inspired them to sign up in the first place. This
will certainly be true if meetings only occur monthly! The
planning group should present a “map” for the unit at the
first meeting.
While each congregation will have its own priorities, the
readings/activities in Unit One which every team should
be sure to read and discuss include:

Introduction to the Prayer Curriculum
Synagogues As Community, p. 1-5
“But It's Traditional!,” p. 1-27
A New Reform Revolution, p. 1-34
Experiences of Worship/Envisioning Sacred Worship, p. 1-43

For these and other readings, team members should be encouraged to read
the selections in advance of the meeting and, where appropriate, to note down
their own responses to the discussion questions. For some readings, the team
will devote much of a meeting to discussing the reading and its follow-up
questions; for others, the team may only have time together for a short conversation reacting to the reading.

Rabbi Jochanan the Sandalmaker: “Every assembly that is for the sake
of Heaven shall in the end bear fruit; but any which is not for the sake
of heaven shall not bear fruit.” —Pirkei Avot 4:11
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The Synagogue As Community:
But What Kind of Community?
Lawrence A. Hoffman

S

ince the 1960s, community has been a buzz word evoking the deepest
longings within us. Everyone wants it. But what exactly is the “it” that “everyone” wants?
Types of Community
Discussion of community has floundered because we have not specified what
kind of community we are talking about. Educator Parker Palmer, for instance, distinguishes three communities: therapeutic, civic, and marketing.
Therapeutic communities, such as the many twelve-step or self-help groups,
feature a shared intimacy where love and support can blossom into healing.
Civic community is the democratic model of small-town life, where excessive intimacy is avoided, but where citizens band together in mutual civility
to build a better commonwealth. A marketing community knows neither intimacy nor civic virtue, but is organized around economic principles of
maximizing profit, effectiveness, and a “bottom line.” Parker suggests yet a
fourth community: an academic community, where the search for truth is
supreme. A professor gives a paper and is immediately challenged by other
professors giving responses. No one cares much about how the first professor feels. This is a community hunting for truth, not healing.
Synagogues As Communities
What kind of community have synagogues usually been in the past? The
synagogue was originally a civic community. The very term beit ha-k’nesset
(House of Gathering) tells the tale. The word “synagogue” comes from Greek
and means beit ha-k’nesset, or “gathering.” Though nowadays we think of
synagogues also as pla ces for prayer and study, the very earliest synag ogues
were gathering places. In more recent times, people frequented synagogues
the way small-town or semi-rural Americans in the late nineteenth century
congregated at the general store. Yiddish writer Sholom Aleichem depicts
eastern European Jews coming to synagogue to have the newspaper read to
them. Even in modern America, as sociologist Samuel Heilman tells us, traditional worship has often been as much about shmoozing as about davening
(praying).
Mostly, then, the synagogue was where one went to obtain the news of the
day, to joke and to gossip, to get in touch with other Jews, to launch community programs, and even (in medieval Ashkenaz) to lodge legal complaints
against fellow community members. These are functions of civic communities, and in our time, for most synagogue members who rarely even come,
they have ceased.
Already in the early 1960s, a study of synagogues by Leonard Fein demonstrated that people did not usually make friends at synagogues. They dropped
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off children, attended special programs, but rarely just “hung out” to be part
of a community.
The synagogue remained an institution, obviously, but not a civic community. Instead, it evolved into a market community. The board meets to determine efficiency, which is defined as capturing the market share of members.
The rabbi is the CEO, responsible to the board for effective management
technique and for marketing and packaging the product: a Jewish line of
services, for which people pay annual fees, called membership dues. People
join to get what they need, and quit when they no longer need it.
It may be that the American move toward a service economy has contributed
to the synagogue’s becoming such a market “service” center. The ubiquitous
“programming” in which synagogues engage are the services designed to attract the people. Busy is better. Given enough programs, people will consider
their dues worthwhile. The synagogue as successful market community provides a host of services advertised in the bulletin. It successfully keeps people
coming for lectures, special Shabbatot, child-centered events, youth groups, and
meetings. Our essence as “spiritual” community now becomes problematic.
As we shall presently see, civic, therapeutic, and academic communities contribute to the spiritual community. By contrast, marketing communities do
not. We should understand why that is so.
The Spiritual and the Sacred
To begin with, it is important to admit that “spiritual” is not inherently a Jewish word. That does not mean that Judaism has no spirituality, but just that
Jews have never called it by that name. In many instances, we find that Christianity uses terms that initially sound foreign to Jews, but that turn out to be
adequate representations of something Jews have as much as Christians.
“Theology” is a nice example. The first obvious study
“Judaism does have spirituality. The of Jewish theology (that is, a book with the word
“theology” in the title) was by Kaufman Kohler, a
word may not fall trippingly off our
rabbi in New York, and then president of the Hebrew Union College around the turn of the twentitongues yet, but it will; it will.”
eth century. Kohler’s work was virtually ignored. It
didn’t look Jewish. It was Eugene Borowitz, in the
1960s who, virtually single-handedly and ultimately,
successfully “invented” and mainstreamed the field of Jewish theology. He
himself had no doctorate in the subject; no one did yet. The school where he
taught eventually listed him as a professor in Jewish Thought, not “theology,”
since “thought” sounded more Jewish at the time. Only recently have Jews
begun recognizing that theology is simply a word for “doctrine of God,” and
that, of course, Judaism does indeed have that. Yes, Judaism does have theology; it just took us a little while to get used to the word. And similarly, yes,
Judaism does have spirituality. The word may not fall trippingly off our
tongues yet, but it will; it will.
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As theology becomes acceptable for Jewish ears because we identify it with
“doctrine of God,” a subject that we know we have, so spirituality may become acceptable if we identify it with something that is clearly Jewish. That
identification is somewhat more difficult because, unlike “theology,” whose
etymology clearly points us to a specific subject matter, “spirituality” has come
to mean all sorts of things. Twelve-step programs use it for “connection to a
higher power.” Catholics use it for connection to God. New Age religion uses
it for connection to the earth. In therapeutic circles, it has come to mean a
connectedness within, a sense of personal wholeness.
Of course, Judaism recognizes all of these, and other sorts of connectedness
also, but for now, we should fasten our attention on the common term, “connectedness.” At the very least, spirituality is connection to something, as opposed to the opposite: a sense of being disconnected, alienated, fragmented;
a solitar y cell in a vast impersonal universe, with no connection to anything
beyond ourself.
That sense of alienation is exactly “So, the fascination with spirituality has arisen
what social thinkers from the turn
of the twentieth century have pre- because of the entrepreneurial loneliness of the
dicted would become of a market
market community. Spirituality is an attempt to
community. Emil Durkheim, for
instance (a Jew himself, who was reconnect to something beyond ourselves.”
slated from childhood to become a
rabbi, but who became a secular
scholar instead) studied alienation, calling it anomie, and predicting a higher
rate of suicide because citizens of a mere market community have no experience of “organic solidarity”; they are loners. In 1889, German sociologist
Ferdinand Toennies coined a new word for the marketplace society: not
Gemeinschaft, a German word which implies inherent belongingness, as in a
family, but Gesellschaft, a market term which stands for a community that
exists only because of a market contract: exactly what the synagogue has become. The synagogue as civic center was the Jewish Gemeinschaft, the community as extended family. The synagogue as a place for programs in return
for dues is the Jewish Gesellschaft, the community of the market, where members enter into limited liability contracts. No wonder Fein discovered by the
1960s that people no longer made their best friends in synagogue.
British anthropologist Mary Douglas calls these entrepreneurial communities a necessary stage of the evolution into modernity. As modernity progresses,
men and women are spun loose of commitments to other people and to
simple rules of conduct that once were taken for granted. They become social isolates, entering into all relationships only by contract and then, predictably, discovering how lonely it is not to be connected to anything real
and enduring beyond themselves.
So, the fascination with spirituality has arisen because of the entrepreneurial
loneliness of the market community. Spirituality is an attempt to reconnect
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to something beyond ourselves. It asserts the very opposite of the disconnect
that occurs when the only community we know is service-based and contractual.
If we turn now to Judaism’s traditional word for Jewish community, we come
immediately to the adjective kodesh (or the feminine, k’doshah)—“sacred.”
Durkheim knew that, and posited the need for the sacred in any social system that sought to escape anomie and loneliness. (Given his childhood rabbinic ambitions and the fact that his grandfather was a chief rabbi in AlsaceLorraine, he may have learned this from
Judaism originally.) Leviticus says over
“Being Jewish has always been the immediate and over again, “You shall be sacred as I
[God] am sacred.” We are am kadosh, a
knowledge of being part of something more: a “sacred people.” A synag ogue is a
kehillah kedoshah, a “sacred commupeople and a purpose . . . part of history and
nity.” Being sacred, for us, is knowing a
connection to each other, to Torah, and
part of a plan, with God at its center.”
to God; a connection that has nothing
to do with contract, but is received simply by virtue of being Jewish. True, the covenant is often described as a contract, entered into at Sinai, but the midrash knows it was much more. Being
Jewish has always been the immediate knowledge of being part of something
more: a people and a purpose, what Reform Jews called “the mission of Israel” and, ultimately, part of history and part of a plan, with God at its center.
Being Jewish is the opposite of social isolation, because being Jewish contains the certain truth that a person is intrinsic to an ultimate system of connection in time and space. The synagogue as civic community embodies that
truth; the synagogue as market community obfuscates it.
Jewish sources on the nature of the sacred demonstrate even more clearly
how far removed sacred community is from marketplace calculation. The
Mishnah, for instance, has almost nothing to say about synagogues, but it
does say that one may not use synag ogues for taking a shortcut—that is, one
may not enter the front door in order to walk out the rear door and get somewhere faster. Our codes expand on this teaching. One may not go into a synagogue to do business. Synagogues are for sacred purposes only. We will return to that teaching in a moment, but first, let us look at three other rabbinic precepts: one on Torah, one on rabbis, and one on Chanukah lights.
Pirkei Avot says that we may not “use Torah as a spade to dig with.” The codes
prohibit paying rabbis for teaching Torah. Technically, they get paid only for
the work they would, but cannot, do because they are engaged in Torah instead. And, ever since at least the eighth century, we have been saying this
prayer in the traditional ritual of lighting Chanukah tapers: “These lights are
sacred, so we are not allowed to make use of them.” It is forbidden, for instance, to read by the light of Chanukah candles.
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The nature of the sacred is now evident: in all these cases, the sacred is defined as being non-utilitarian. Torah, which is sacred, cannot be used “like a
spade to dig with.” Rabbis who teach it cannot treat the sacred act of teaching
as a job. Chanukah lights cannot be used for illumination. Synagogues cannot be used for extraneous purposes—no short cuts, no conversations, even,
if they are not about the sacred purposes for which the synagogue exists.
Synagogues, then, as sacred communities are places where we eschew the merely
utilitarian, which, by definition, is exactly what the market community features. If we are to remake the synagogue as a spiritual—that is, a sacred—
community, we must begin by saying “No” to the market community as our
model. Similarly, too, people are sacred, so that it is forbidden to use people.
Synagogue As Sacred Community
Let us look again at the other models of community. If the synagogue must
turn its back on its current status as mar ket community, can it or should it
strive to be a therapeutic or academic community? Can it or should it recapture the essence of civic community? And is that enough?
In fact, synagogues in America today are already in the throes of experimenting with new community models. The idea that a synag ogue should be a
place of healing reflects the influence of the recent trend toward therapeutic
communities. The more common designation is “caring community,” an idea
that was in vogue by the last decade of the twentieth century, when synagogues wholeheartedly embraced the idea of learning how to care about
members’ lives. That response to the perceived need to care, however, was
symptomatic of synagogues that were still market communities: they formulated another committee for the purpose of caring. The “care committee”
offered a new program alongside the old ones, thus honoring the goal of
care, but using the old market structure to deliver that care. The idea of caring is a good one. However, if “care” is the job of a committee but not of all
the synagogue members for each
other, one wonders if the community is really a caring community or “Transforming a synagogue into a healing,
if, more likely, the community is caring community is a question of synagogue
what it always was, with a special
group of care-givers added to the cultural change; it requires transformative alterservice structure. I mean no disservice to the wonderful people who ations in the way the community sees itself.”
make a difference because the y
adopt as their own mitzvah the care of synagogue members who need it. But
we want to imagine a caring community entire, and as long as the synagogue
is seen as a market community existing for the utilitarian advantages it offers
to members who invest their dues, the community in its entirety cannot be
“caring.” Transforming a synagogue into a healing, caring community is a
question of synagogue cultural change; it requires transformative alterations
in the way the community sees itself.
12/00
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Similarly, we have recently seen the synagogue take strides toward becoming
an academic community. Given the centrality of learning in Jewish tradition,
adult education has always been crucial to the mission of synagogues. But
adults interested in learning have generally complained about the level of
learning that the synag ogue offers. Teaching is often the preserve of the rabbinic staff, which is overworked to the point of having little or no class preparation time. Once, when we were a civic community, Jewish adults were storeowners on Main Street or home-makers a few blocks away. Now they are
sophisticated city dwellers and suburbanites who are likely to have a postgraduate degree, and who can easily sign up for outreach classes taug ht by
professors at the local university. The old idea of the rabbi as generalist but
part-time educator requires reconsideration. In the model we now have, adult
classes are just another program, and not the most important one at that: the
rabbi adjusts his or her time to the needs of the moment, without much time
to spend on satisfying any one need.
Nonetheless, a change is underway. The first step was taken by Jewish Federation Continuity Commissions that raised our consciousness ab out the
need for serious Jewish education. Non-synagogue responses came first, most
notably, the initiatives of CLAL: The Center for Leadership and Learning
and of the Wexner Heritage Foundation. These programs demonstrated the
thirst for serious adult learning in the Jewish community but, simultaneously,
threatened the learning hegemony of synagogues. Synagogues and rabbis saw
both initiatives as draining them of serious adult learners. The conflict was
typical of a market mentality where one store’s gain is a competing store’s
loss. As long as the Jewish community at-large exists as an entrepreneurial
enterprise, we will have a zero-sum game, and synagogues, which work with
low budgets and stretched-thin human resources, will not win. What we need
from a synagogue is not just more of the adult
“Synagogues should be the places where knowledge which can be accomplished in classes
anywhere. We need more than a class Tuesday
or Wednesday night in this or that subject. The
Jewish truths matter mightily. They
larger goal is to develop learning everywhere in
should feature gatherings of people
synagogues, even in committees. Synagogues
should be the places where Jewish truths matter
whose every association together is
mightily. They should feature gatherings of
people whose every association together is dedevoted to the search for Jewish truth.”
voted to the search for Jewish truth.
Just as a therapeutic community (renamed, perhaps, a caring or healing community) is part of a spiritual community, so too is an academic community
(renamed, for our purposes, as a learning or studying community). For good
reason, S2K’s PISGAH acronym features both healing and study. Healing connects us with the lives of others; it makes us over into givers of care—a divine
passion. According to the Talmud, healing is genuinely God’s work, not our
own, but we are given permission by God to heal. When we do so, it is like
“opening up a divine decree that has been hidden away.”
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The case for study as a spiritual discipline is mo re obvious yet. Even Albert
Einstein, a Jewish but thorough-going secularist, acknowledged the religious
roots of scientific discovery:
The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the fundamental emotion, which stands at the cradle of true art and true science.
Whoever does not know it and can no longer wonder, no longer marvel, is as
good as dead. A knowledge of the existence of something we cannot penetrate, our perceptions of the profoundest reason and the most radiant beauty,
which only in their most primitive forms are accessible to our minds—it is
this knowledge and this emotion that constitute true religiosity.
Einstein was only following Sir Isaac Newton who believed his every discovery was a step toward uncovering the mind of God.
What, then, is learning in the Jewish tradition if not precisely what Newton
believed: a spiritual voyage into the mind of God to wrest the secrets of the
universe? Learning in a Jewish mold is not just mastery of facts. It is the
union of those facts to a universe where all things are part of a single entity
emerging from the unity of the divine mind behind it. Study occurs in a
group, a community, not just as an individual
student who pays tuition and shows up for a
“Synagogues, at best, therefore, are also
lecture or two. As wonderful as extra-synagogue
learning opportunities are, they cannot form the civic communities, featuring prayer and
basis of genuine community: Parker’s academic
community, engaged in a passionate search for good deeds.”
truths that matter.
So, the synagogue as spiritual community needs to be partly a community of
healing and par tly a community of study, on the highest level. Alternatively,
we can say that since healing and study must equally be pursued in a community, the synagogue needs to be the place where healing and study occur,
not as isolated activities, but as communal ventures.
We should similar ly revisit the promise of civic community. I said above that
the synagogue as civic community has been replaced by the synagogue as
market community, for the simple reason that the natural community of
Jews who live in proximity to each other and who are socially isolated from
other sources of companionship and information (like an old-time Iowan
farm community) have disappeared. But the concept of civic community is
still viable; more, it is desirable. A civic community is a community that comes
together to create a viable civic entity, what the Romans called civitas, the
word from which we derive our term “city.” That civitas featured two things:
prayer as a communal people and civic virtue—performing good deeds for
each other as communal members.
Synagogues, at best, therefore, are also civic communities, featuring prayer
and good deeds. But they are no longer geographically natural ones, the way
they were when we lived in ghettos, self-imposed or otherwise. Then, com12/00
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munity was bestowed; we inherited it; it was a given that we never questioned. Now we choose what community we call our own as we choose the
responsibility we have within it.
Here is where the S2K “spokes” of prayer and good deeds enter. Prayer is
obvious. It arises because it summons Jewish community at its best; Jews
come together in prayer to renew the covenant at Sinai. Good deeds, too,
follow logically. They are the synagogue activities that arise from being a civitas, a “civic community,” in the religious sense. The synagogue cel“Good deeds are the synagogue activities that
ebrates its transcendent values in its
and puts them into pracarise from its acknowledgment that it is a civitas, worship
tice in the good that it does to the
larger civic community of which it
a ‘civic community’ in the religious sense.”
is a part. In antiquity, cities saw that
larger community as the province,
the kingdom, or the empire. Nowadays, synagogues see it as the larger civic
entities without which they would disappear: the neighborhoods, cities, and
country on which synagogues depend and according to whose laws they prosper. Good deeds are like liturgy; they are liturgia, avodah, “public works” that
we enter into as our sacred—that is, non-utilitarian—recognition that we
owe what we owe, regardless of payback.
Toward a Transcendent Purpose
Spiritual community, then, is distinctly not a market community, where payback is everything. It is a combination of civic, therapeutic, and academic
community, where we seek to do what is right, to support one another in our
personal needs, and to arrive at ultimate truth together. These are not simply
optional activities that members elect or not (according to utilitarian payoff). They arise as a matter of principle, because these are things that human
beings at their best and at their core value most. Otherwise, our spiritual
community falls by the wayside.
Yet, something is missing still. Ultimately, a spiritual community needs to
grasp at transcendence. “I read somewhere,” says a character named Ouisa, in
the play Six Degrees of Separation, “that everybody on this planet is separated
by only six other people. . . . A native in the rain forest, a Tierra del Fuegan, an
Eskimo. I am bound to everyone on this planet by a trail of six people. It’s a
profound thought . . . how every person is a new door opening up onto other
worlds.” Ouisa is right. The connection we sense between one person and
another is a miracle. So, too, is the connection between two facts that make
us say, “So that’s how it all hangs together.” And connecting ourselves through
good works with the larger body politic is nothing to sneeze at either. But we
should never forget that all of everything is connected into one. It is a glimpse
of what we will never know: the “allness” of it all. It is a peek into the mind of
God, the only mind that knows it. It is the beginning of what Abraham Joshua
Heschel calls “radical amazement,” the root of all spirituality.
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It is amazing how many of the world’s mystics build their system around the
unity of the “allness.” Normally that vision is built on experience, not cognition, since it is impossible for us to grasp intellectually the reality of creation’s
unity. The mystics, therefore, strive for what is called unio mystica, mystical
union with God, whom they identify as an indwelling presence in all reality.
The kabbalistic system favored in sixteenth-century Eretz Yisrael, and labeled
Lurianic, after Isaac Luria, the most prominent kabbalistic leader there, saw
the cosmos (and God within it) as having been fractured during the moments of creation, but existing as a single unfragmented entity in its essence.
Shabbat was seen as the weekly occasion when the reality of cosmic wholeness became momentarily evident, as it would eternally, some day, when history gives way to the world to come.
Once again, in our time, mystical systems have reached out to touch modern
men and women who know fragmentation in their lives but intuit a greater
wholeness to creation.
Tomorrow’s Synagogue
The larger promise of tomorrow’s synagogue, then, transcends civic, therapeutic, and academic models of community. In Synagogue 2000’s lexicon,
the activities of each of these communal models—prayer and good deeds,
healing, and study—are not ends in themselves, but pathways into a larger
realization: the certain insight that every human being matters, because we
are part of infinite time and space, related in
ways we will never know to a vast network of
physical laws of nature, and to a profound pur- “Ultimately, a spiritual community
pose that gives life meaning. Who would believe needs to grasp at transcendence.”
that such a world could exist? And that we could
be part of it? Who would predict, a million or
billion millennia ago, when there was nothing, that there would some day be
something, and that each of us would occupy it? Who could know that each
of us, in our own way, could make a difference in such a massive cosmos? But
we do.
Synagogue 2000 calls our making such a difference our “Jewish journey.” Synagogues, we say, are places where Jewish journeys happen, because synagogues
are places where prayer and good deeds, healing, and study—the pathways
to eternity—occur. A Synagogue 2000 congregation is a place for these activities, but even more, it is a place of profound mystery: the mystery that we
can connect ourselves to the cosmos, to God, and to each other, day by day.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

The Synagogue As Community:
But What Kind of Community?

T

he S2K perspective is that a congregation functions as many communities, with individuals continually forming and re-forming around prayer,
around healing, around study, around good deeds. What links these interdependent communities, making them into a unified spiritual community,
into a congregation, is the common underlying sensibility of “grasping for
the transcendent.”
1. What is your reaction to this formulation?

2. Does this match your own ideas of how a synagogue community should
be? To what extent is your synagogue already like this?

3. Synagogues are often made of several sub-communities: chavurot, a
board that meets regularly, perhaps a Shabbat morning minyan crowd,
and so forth. Which sub-communities function well in your synagogue?
Given the categories outlined here (academic, civic, therapeutic, market,
and sacred), what kind of communities are they? Which should be developed further, and why?

4. How can all these communities become part of one spiritual community?
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READING

Ron Wolfson

A

t the dawn of the twenty-first century, many synagogues seem to be
composed of producers and consumers.

Many modern synagogues have found themselves, perhaps inadvertently,
becoming supermarkets of programs, governed and managed by professional
staffs and lay boards and frequented by members who regard themselves as
consumers of synagogue activities.
As synagogue memberships have become increasingly diverse, many congregations try to offer a panoply of programs, each one targeting a different
audience. Such a “synagogue of programs” is often a very busy place with
hundreds of people coming and going to the various activities. Yet, dozens of
synagogue leaders, both lay and professional, admit to a recurrent concern
that their synagogues are full but empty—empty of the close and intimate
relationships that sustain a community through a lifetime of good times and
bad times. Except for the relatively few “regulars”—those congregants who
have maintained long-term connections with each other and feel “at home”
in the synagogue—“synagogues of programs” have not created the enduring
spiritual community among its members that people increasingly desire in a
time when their lives seem packed full of temporary and transient relationships.
Brief History
Historically, synagogues, always central in the life of the Jewish people, change
the specifics of their activities in accordance with the needs of time and place.
Synagogues arose about two millennia ago, probably in the first century BCE.
They were originally places of gathering. They quickly became places of study
and eventually of prayer as well. Roman synagogues of the first century were
places where young men and
women met for dates. In the Middle
Ages, the synagogue evolved into a “‘Synagogues of programs’ have not created the
community center where life cycle
enduring spiritual community that people inevents occurred and where people
who had been wronged sought re- creasingly desire in a time when their lives seem
dress. By modern times, the synagogue became the general Jewish full of temporary and transient relationships.”
address.
In the late nineteenth century, influenced by the German culture surrounding them, Jews in Western Europe began to envision synagogues as places
somewhat like the Protestant churches of the time. Bringing this model with
them to the New World, these West European Jews established in America
large cathedral-like synagogues with organ music and choirs. Some years later,
East European Jews brought with them to America their smaller storefront
shtiebel model synagogues.
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During the first half of the twentieth century, Mordecai Kaplan, a perceptive
observer of the American scene, envisioned yet another kind of “reconstructed” synagogue, one arranged to meet the needs of an ever more diversified and Americanized Jewish population. Kaplan’s “synagogue center” was
to be a true community center, a place for Jews to belong and to engage
Judaism as a complete experience, for socializing, playing, and activism, as
well as for studying and praying.
As Jews moved to the suburbs en masse after World War II, and as a generation of rabbis influenced by Kaplan’s Reconstructionism assumed leadership
positions, many synagogues—Reform, Conservative, Reconstructionist, and
Orthodox—became dedicated to providing Jewish education for children,
social programming for adults, and a concern for social justice.
Now: The Frequent Flyer Synagogue
In response to their carpool constituencies, many contemporary suburban
synagogues have become what might be called “frequent flyer” institutions
whose members receive an avalanche of flyers and announcements of upcoming programs, usually targeted to specific
populations in the congregation. Children re“Many contemporary suburban synaceive flyers from Hebrew school, teenagers get
flyers from the youth group, Sisterhood and
gogues have become what might be
Men’s Club members get flyers announcing
their programs, and everyone gets the weekly
called ‘frequent flyer’ institutions.”
or monthly bulletin which lists the myriad programs sponsored by the congregation. Even
religious services seem to be marketed as programs. Members are enticed,
cajoled, and sometimes threatened (“Return your membership enrollment
or you won’t get your High Holy Day tickets”) to participate.
Our frequent flyer synagogues are very busy places, sometimes with dozens
of programs offered in a single week. Synagogues with good demographics
and with skilled leadership often feel themselves successful: impressive buildings, professional staff, big budgets, and up to two thousand or more membership “units.”
And, yet, many people in such successful program-driven synagogues sense
that something may be awry, something may be missing. Families who joined
when their children were ready for instruction leading to Bar and Bat Mitzvah
often drop out or become shadow members once the youngest child has completed the ceremony. Leaders who spend years rising through the ranks of
committee chairmanships and board responsibilities sometimes disappear
from the synagogue scene once they have achieved the highest levels of office. Some people feel themselves ignored by synagogue programming, especially young professionals, the elderly, intermarried families, and others who
feel they don’t fit the conventional family profile.
Even in synagogues whose smaller numbers make intimacy and community
more possible, a core group of volunteers usually does most of the sustained
12/00
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connecting with one another and take care of doing most of the work, with
the rest coming for specific activities and programs. Moreover, in small synagogues, there is the constant financial pressure of raising enough funds to
support the building and the professional staff from a small membership base.
We live in a society that is lar gely consumer driven. Our attitudes, buying
patterns, and cultural choices are continually shaped by this consumer mentality. Constantly bombarded with advertisements and media designed to
influence our decisions, we have all become astute, sometimes cynical, buyers of services and products. The aging baby-boomer generation was shaped
by mass media; younger generations are being raised on the Internet, the
new nexus between individualism and consumerism.
These cultural forces are pervasive, and seem to contaminate even our most
intimate relationships, sometimes family relationships, frequently relationships in our religious communities. Synagogues have responded to that consumer mentality by trying to compete in the same terms, as do other claimants on our discretionary time and disposable income. Synagogues offer programs targeted to specific niche markets. We make these markets aware of
our congregation through advertisements and membership campaigns. We
charge for membership and call this
charge “dues,” for which we provide
an array of services and activities, “For synagogues to make this transition—from a
clearly a fee-for-service model. And,
annually, we hope that members will collection of consumers to a congregation of spiriperceive sufficient benefit from their tual community members—will require a signifiprevious year’s membership so that
they will renew their commitment cant paradigm shift: from a synagogue of profor another year. We know quite well
that many regularly ask themselves grams to a synagogue of relationships.”
if membership is worth the cost.
Soon: The Synagogue As Spiritual Community
For the twenty-first century, Synagogue 2000 envisions a new model of synagogue—the synagogue as spiritual community. For synagogues to make this
transition—from a collection of consumers to a congregation of spiritual
community members—will require a significant paradigm shift: from a synagogue of programs to a synagogue of relationships.
What would it be like if we altered the ground rules of our contemporary synagogues? What if we abandoned the implicit relationship of seller to buyer of
services? What if we no longer regarded some in the synagogue—the clergy
and the regulars in the congregations—as producers of programs and the
rest of the congregation as the audience for programs? What if we no longer
tried to have Judaism compete with work, school, sporting events, family
activities? What if the synagogue became a true spiritual community for
congregants and clergy alike?
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How would the clergy feel and act in such a spiritual community? Perhaps, the
clergy would no longer need to behave as if they were executive officers of a
corporation or business. Rather, they would be true spiritual leaders, guides
for those traveling the Jewish path. As spiritual leaders, the clergy would spend
far less time on administrative duties and far more time teaching and counseling. They would not feel lonely. Rather, they would be supported by a team
of lay leaders who understand the demands upon a spiritual leader.
How might the leaders or the “regu“How would the clergy, leaders, and members feel lars” of the congregation feel and act
in such a spiritual community? Perand act in such a spiritual community?”
haps, the lay leadership of the congregation would be empowered as
partners with the clergy in creating a spiritual climate in the congregational
community. In place of the “corporate” model of operation, the board itself
would be the center of spiritual activity. The lay leadership would understand
its role as “culture creators,” people whose warmth of welcome and sincere
spiritual search would characterize the climate of the congregation. The “regulars” would always be cognizant of the “stranger,” the “newcomer,” and resist
the temptation to ignore them in favor of being with their friends. Rather, the
regulars would regularly welcome and invite new people to sit with them, to
share in a meal, to join the congregational community.
How would members feel and act in such a spiritual community? Perhaps, the
congregational membership would enjoy the intimacy of community that is
developed when a culture of spirituality is established. Members would form
strong and lasting friendships. These friendships would be deep, leading
people to respond to one another in times of crisis and loss. Members would
feel “safe” to express their “spiritual being” and to participate actively in the
religious life of the congregation without fear of intimidation or embarrassment. Everyone would feel respected, no matter where they stood on their
own Jewish journey. All members would recognize the importance of responding to the call for tikkun olam, to repair the world through acts of social justice. The lobby of the congregation would “buzz” with warm embraces
of greeting.
How would a stranger walking into the synagogue feel and act? All visitors would
feel an immediate sense of welcome when entering the synagogue. Everyone,
stranger and regular alike, would be warmly greeted before entering the sanctuary. The newcomer would feel a sense of warmth in the congregation. Opportunities to connect with regulars would be available immediately. Strangers would feel respected, safe, and genuinely welcomed.
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W

hether or not you are discussing this reading as a team, take a few
minutes to reflect on your own answers.

1. To what extent is our congregation a “frequent flyer” congregation?

2. To what extent do people feel themselves to be one or the other—either
producers or consumers of synagogue programs?

3. To what extent is our congregation one of programs?

4. To what extent is our congregation one of relationships?

5. Is this the way we want our congregation to be?

If the team discusses this reading together, the Chronicler for this session
should take notes and enter them in the Reminder Portfolio.
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READING

Elements for Creating Community
Adapted from Peter Senge, et al., The Fifth Discipline Fieldbook: Strategies
and Tools for Building a Learning Organization (New York: Doubleday,
1994).

M

any management specialists suggest that organizations of the future
will become more like interdependent communities, and less like the
isolated, compartmentalized hierarchies that have characterized business enterprises in the past. Peter Senge, along with others, says that, in the twentyfirst century, for-profit and not-for-profit organizations must become “communities of learners” in order to deal with the rapid pace of change. They
identify five essential elements for creating community in businesses. These
elements can also be applied to the creation and nurturance of synagogues as
communities.
1. Capacity for Conversation
“The lifeblood of the organization as community is the capacity for dialogue—
not just within a team but throughout the enterprise. If intellectual capital is
the key asset in the knowledge era, then the capacity for great conversations
about things that matter is essential for breakthrough thinking and collaborative innovation.”
a. How open is our synagogue to dialogue and conversation?

b. Are there existing settings within our congregation where spiritual conversation takes place?

c. Does conversation about the experience and quality of worship now occur?

d. What forums do members of the congregation have for learning about or
reflecting on worship in the synag ogue?

When considering the role of conversation in forming communities, Senge
and his colleagues asse rt that “learning communities are essentially communities of inquirers. Hence the role of expert and learner become arbitrary
delineations.” Learning communities value the collective process of discovery and people within them value living with their questions.
12/00
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e. What is the frequency and quality of questions in synagogue gatherings?

f. How much value is placed on curiosity?

g. How do we treat the vulnerability which is created when living with unanswered questions?

2. Opportunities for Contribution
“Healthy communities provide opportunities for the full diversity of members’ talents and contributions. . . . Each person’s gifts are unique; each enables the community to continue developing and serving the common good.”
a. How much do people know about others’ talents and gifts?

b. How diverse are the talents, skills, backgrounds, and experiences of members?

c. How might congregants share their talents, skills, and experiences with
the congregation? How could we make this a valuable and rewarding experience?

d. Do non-clergy ever lead services? Are they invited to teach or speak from
the bimah? Would this be desirable? If so, what are the barriers to this
taking place?

3. Memory and Continuity
“Institutional memory is one of the most critical factors for community. . . .
Elders pass along best practices and wisdom to their successes. Induction
into the community for new members provides them with the history, the
practices, the standards, and the norms of behavior.”
12/00
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a. Where is the institutional memory stored in this congregation?

b. Who transmits it and how?

c. Does institutional memory act to stimulate or retard change?

d. What are some of the liturgical practices or traditions which are part of
this synagogue’s institutional memory?

e. Are there any events or parts of our history which are painful and which
some of us find difficult to contemplate or name?

4. Effective Collaboration
“Developing reliable interdependence is the essence of effective collaboration.” This means “creating a web of multiple constituencies and stakeholders—engaging, involving, and mobilizing members until there is a critical
mass of people who can move together on a common path.”
a. How do the various parts or sub-groups of the congregation interrelate?

b. How do people who are part of one group find out what is going on in
other parts of the organization?

c. Is there a sense of “the common path” ? How is it created?

d. Are services occasions for celebrating “the common path” or do they reinforce the boundaries of the synagogue’s sub-groups?
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5. Active Conscience
“The organization finds ways to embody or invoke guiding principles, ethics,
and values into daily actions and concrete decisions. . . . Organizational conscience may ultimately take its shape as a Bill of Rights and Responsibilities
for organizational citizens.”
a. What does this congregation believe in?

b. What are its values?

c. How are they demonstrated in daily life?

d. What could we do better?

Elements for Creating Community

S

enge and his co-authors identify five core elements necessary for the
success of an organization: Conversation, Contribution, Continuity, Collaboration, and Conscience. Divide the team into five groups, assigning
one core value to each group.
Option A: Each group discusses the questions listed under its core value,
answering about the synagogue as a whole and, when appropriate, about
the services and prayer life of the congregation.
Option B: Each group reflects on the members’ own experiences in the
congregation that are related to this core value. What effect did these
experiences have on the group members’ sense of being part of the synagogue community? How can we apply this value to the synagogue so as to
create greater and deeper community among our members?
A reporter from each group should summarize the key points and give
them to the Chronicler for this session.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Recalling a Spiritual Community

E

ach of us may have different definitions and various experiences of
spirituality. In this exercise, you are invited to reflect on your own spiritual life—however you understand it. Some people may not like the word
“spiritual” or have any experience they would describe in this way; if this is
your situation, you might discuss why this language does not resonate for
you and/or tell about profound inner experiences using the language you
are most comfortable with.
1. Have you ever had an experience you would call “spiritual?” If so, where
was it and what was it?

2. Do you have an experience specifically from synagogue life that is spiritual? If so, what was it?

3. Do you experience “spirituality” in communal worship? If so, when?
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Divide into pairs.
Take a couple of minutes to reflect in silence on the above questions. When
you are ready, talk to your partner about your spiritual experiences or other
ideas that these questions bring up for you.
Choose the question whose answer is most evident to you and begin telling about that experience to your partner. You may not have time to respond to all three questions or have a clear response to all three. Each
person has four minutes; the person may speak or choose to be silent for
all or part of the time. The listener should pay careful attention, but should
not interrupt, ask questions, or comment. The facilitator will announce
when to switch turns.
After both partners have taken their turn, discuss together what the experiences you each talked about have in common and how they are different. Also, reflect on the experience of being listened to attentively without
interruption. What was that experience like for you?
Return to the large group and report to one another on what you learned
from this exercise.
How many people named synagogue worship experiences as their most
evident spiritual moment? Can you draw any conclusions from this?
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READING

“But It’s Traditional!”
Yoel H. Kahn
Have you ever heard something explained as “Because it’s traditional!”? What
exactly do we mean when we say, “It’s traditional”? Whose tradition? For how
long? In this excerpt from a longer essay about liberal Jewish decision-making,
Yoel Kahn argues that in the absence of the binding authority of halakhah, “the
tradition” is the highest authority liberal Jews have to invoke. He proposes a
more nuanced use of the category of “traditional,” distinguishing among four
distinct levels of what can be properly called “traditional.”

I

n my youth, Fiddler on the Roof was the most popular musical around.
My family saw it on stage, on the screen, and at my own and every other
high school in town. Young people and adults who had never met a Jew before came away with the impression that rabbis are witty and know all the
answers, and that all authentic Jews have large, loud families in which the
men are autocratic if ineffectual patriarchs (who wear side-curls and fringes
on the corners of their garments) while the women are either dutiful if scheming daughters of Israel (who shave their heads and wear wigs) or radicals
who run off and foment revolution. Before political upheaval and modern
ideas threaten their stability sometime in the second act, the Jews of Anatevka,
it would seem, have lived the same way since time immemorial and they
always know what to do in any circumstance. The opening musical number
explains how the Jews of Anatevka knew the answers to any and all questions: Tradition! . . . Tradition!
Jew and non-Jew alike ask me, on an
almost daily basis, what Judaism says
about this or that. The question is invariably framed in the same manner.
I was once called urgently on the eve
of Passover to answer the question: “Rabbi, can I serve polenta at my Seder?”
Other questions—about medical decisions or life-choices—are perhaps more
significant, but over and over, just as I begin to offer my nuanced and multilayered answer, the inquirer cuts me off to say: “You can skip all that. I just
want to do whatever is traditional.”

“The Jews of Anatevka knew the answers to any
and all questions: Tradition! . . . Tradition!”

Why We Value “Tradition”
“Tradition,” or “the traditional,” is a primary and privileged category in contemporary American Jewish life and thought. In an era of plasticity and selfinvention, doing what is “traditional” is a route to personal authenticity and a
socially-validated explanation for what might otherwise be considered irrational or inappropriate. At important times or special occasions, those who
may not be otherwise Jewishly-connected or knowledgeable want to do “the
right thing”—which surely is what Jews have always done. Theologically, the
invocation of “tradition” represents the adoption of what Rabbi Mordecai
Kaplan called sancta, by which he intended essentially anything that popular
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Jewish custom had approved, as the primary criterion of Jewish authenticity.
This reverence for the idealized “tradition” and its clearly demarcated customs and mores is the root of my problem—because it never existed.
While the question, “What is traditional?” is a sincere one, to expect a simple
answer requires us to suspend belief in what we know to be true; we must
imagine that “Jews have always done” the same things, regardless of the historical period in which they lived or what cultural milieu shaped their lives.
It is not just as an issue of historical accuracy that this reification of “tradition” is problematic. The continual invocation of tradition as the primary
justification for Jewish authenticity is
an abdication of covenantal responsi- “The continual invocation of tradition as the
bility and engagement in the present
in favor of a romanticized, ahistorical, primary justification for Jewish authenticity is
and ultimately disingenuous reclamation of a fictional past. There is noth- an abdication of covenantal responsibility.”
ing wrong with maintaining a mythic
narrative of a single, unified tradition from Sinai until now; it is when the
myth is invoked as the justification for contemporary standards that we run
into trouble.
“Radical” Today, “Traditional” Tomorrow
The myth of the unity and uniformity of tradition is important to Judaism’s
self-understanding. The tune for the Kol Nidre chant, for example, along with
certain other melodies, has been called since the Middle Ages “mi-sinai” (i.e.,
tunes dating from the giving of the Torah at Mt. Sinai). Now the musical and
textual evidence amply demonstrates that these melodies first entered the
liturgy in the Middle Ages, and that the Kol Nidre prayer itself was not even
composed before the eighth century at the earliest. But once these tunes had
entered the synagogue canon, they became so beloved and emotionally powerful that within generations it was inconceivable that they had not always
been part of Jewish prayer, not just in the synagogues of Europe for a hundred years or more but throughout the generations—all the way back to that
little Israelite shul at the foot of Mt. Sinai.
The medieval Jews who projected the origins of this melody—and, obviously, the words to which it was set—back two thousand years in time were
expressing their valuation of its legitimacy by assigning its origins to the ultimate Jewish legal authority, Moses at Sinai. For succeeding generations, the
authenticity of its antiquity was the by-now-traditional narrative of its origins. In fact, though, the Kol Nidre text did not come from Moses at Sinai; we
know this because Rabbi Natronai Gaon, religious leader of the Babylonian
academy in the city of Sura between 853 and 858, strenuously objected to
saying it! What is now quintessentially Jewish only entered the liturgy over
the strongest rabbinic protest—protest which was ultimately overruled by
popular practice. The rabbis got with the program.
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The practice of giving new practice legitimacy by assigning its origin to an
ancient source was itself a normative rabbinic “tradition.” For example, the
Talmud’s midrashic explanat ion of how the times for morning, afternoon,
and evening daily prayer were established by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, respectively. In fact, virtually every liturgical innovation that the Tannaitic authorities made which did not have an explicit biblical origin was given legitimacy through attribution to the Great Assembly, an organization which probably never existed. The model they established, of explaining what we do as
the recovery or continuation of that which has always been done has been . . .
well, “traditional” ever since.
Today, the category and value of tradition is central for all non-halakhic Jews.
This is true, whether the rejection of the received halakhic system is theological, as in the case of Reform Judaism, or merely functional, as is the case
for the vast majority of North American Jews. In the absence of the binding
discipline of the halakhah, the claim of “it is the tradition” is often the highest authority to which we can appeal. In the early days of the Reform movement, uncovering the head was a daring, radical move roundly condemned
as an outrageous break with Jewish tradition.* In more recent years, in some
congregations, the reappearance of the rabbi on the bimah with head covered
was the subject of no less protest in many synagogues as contradicting the
spirit and practice of Jewish tradition.
While, thankfully, in most synagogues
“How can two mutually exclusive choices each
this is no longer a burning issue, the
question remains: how can two mube defended as representative of the authentic
tually exclusive choices each be detradition?”
fended as representative of the authentic tradition?
Private Memory as a Jewish Standard
The passion successive generations have brought to this minor question illustrates the common understanding of tradition. The practices and customs of a nation or large Jewish community, which became fixed over time,
are called a “minhag,” or “rite.” Thus, we have the large groupings of “minhag
Sefarad” and “minhag Ashkenaz,” the Sefardi rite and the Ashkenazi rite, as
well as the Polish, Italian, and Yemenite rites. When Isaac Mayer Wise wanted
to create a new Judaism for a new land, he called his first prayer book, Minhag
America, “the American rite.” Most Jews-by-birth consider “authentic” to be
whatever the traditions were in their family of origin, synagogue, or summer
camp growing up. I call this short-term, uncritical, and self-referential set of
expectations “Minhag I remember” or, “I remember rite/right.” Faithfulness
* In 1937, young Rabbi Maurice Eisendrath, later President of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, brought a controversy to climax on the bimah of Holy Blossom Temple
in Toronto on Erev Rosh Hashanah with his head uncovered. Years later he wrote: “A thousand gasps, gathering into bursts of whispers, spread through the congregation and exploded across the pews like a clap of long-delayed thunder.”
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to the customs and traditions of one’s family and community should not be
discouraged; it is the opening of a connection to a wider understanding of—
and commitment to—both history and community. However, privileging
the private memory and then reifing this as the “traditional” can result in a
romanticized and calcified practice which is not necessarily rooted in historical practice, however understood, nor spiritually alive in the present.
Instead, the result is often a nonnegotiable rigid commitment to the
“The answer to the question: ‘What is tradiremembered rite, a commitment that
abdicates communal and theological tional?’ properly begins, then, by asking: ‘Exresponsibility through submission to
the authenticity of memorialized ex- actly what tradition do you mean?’ ”
periences or practices. My challenge
to the invocation of “it’s traditional” as a basis for contemporary Jewish action and decision-making is that, as customarily used, it is cited uncritically
and ahistorically.
In order to make the category of “the traditional” meaningfully useful, we
must first refine what we mean when we speak of “the tradition.” The answer
to the question, “What is traditional?” properly begins, then, by asking: “Exactly what tradition do you mean?” Beyond our private memories of what
we “remember right,” there are at least four layers of tradition.
Pre-modern Judaism
The first level is historical Jewish practice before the modern era. It is a convenient historical fiction to imagine the two thousand years from the
Hasmoneans to the Emancipation as a single, unified period. The various
rites associated with different communities are themselves evidence for the
diversity of Jewish practice; most North American Jews, when they imagine
the pre-modern “tradition,” intend East European, Ashkenazi practice. Even
if we choose to privilege the traditions associated with a particular community, it would still be proper to ask: how long must something be done for it
to become “traditional”? The observance of Yahrzeit, for example, is a medieval, post-Crusades innovation while the Kabbalat Shabbat service in its entirety was added only in the seventeenth century. Ought these to be considered somehow less traditional than the Amidah, a rabbinic innovation, or the
Bar’khu, whose use may date as far back as the late Second Temple and whose
words are biblical in origin? In fact, by virtue of having become normative
prior to any lived memory, we commonly understand all of these practices as
undifferentiated aspects of “traditional practice.”
Although it speaks in multiple voices and many accents, we can and do refer
to the pre-modern expressions of Judaism and its canonization in halakhah
and custom as “traditional practice.” The Judaism and Jewish religious life
we know and teach today is, at its heart, rabbinic Judaism. It is the evolved
practice of Judaism as received at the beginning of the modern period—a
Judaism which had as many varieties as at any time in the past—which is our
12/00
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touchstone standard for what constitutes “the tradition.” All the same, our
valuation of the pre-modern tradition should not be uncritical; thus, while
some may wish to recover various aspects of nineteenth-century Hasidic practice, these customs should be recognized as both “recent and innovative” on
the continuum of Jewish time, and identified as the “traditional practice” of
only a small portion of the Jewish community. Such an honest description
does not reduce the potential spiritual significance of these practices for Jews
today; however, it should inform how we value them as expressions of authentic Jewish tradition.
Denominational Judaism—For Example, Reform Judaism
Modern Orthodoxy, with all its internal divisions, is the linear descendent, if
not the spiritual heir, of these historical expressions of Judaism. For almost
two hundred years, though, the Reform movement has striven to meaningfully balance the culture and claims of modernity with inherited Jewish practice. Reform Judaism’s founders and their successors were steeped in the learning of the Jewish tradition that proceeded them and spiritually rooted in its
soul. As a committed Reform Jew, when I look to historical Jewish teaching
for guidance, my eye need not skip over the last two hundred years of Reform Jewish history or only look to neo-Hasidism for models of “authentic”
Jewish practice. Rooted in my own historical tradition, I properly look to the
history of Reform Judaism as a source of guidance as to how we should live
as Jews. What Reform Jews have done for the last two hundred years is an
essential component of my understanding of “the tradition.” There is no more
reason to arbitrarily decide that “the tradition” is authentic until 1850, and
that after that date all changes will be
considered innovative and inauthen“For almost two hundred years, the Reform
tic, than there is to reject the many
movement has striven to meaningfully balance kabbalistic innovations and changes
introduced under the influence of
the culture and claims of modernity with
Isaac Luria from the sixteenth to the
early eighteenth centuries. All of these
inherited Jewish practice. ”
changes were seen in their day as radical breaks with pr ior practice,
staunchly resisted initially, and they all became normative within the communities where they were adopted. Reform, Conservative, Reconstructionist,
or Renewal Jews properly look to the history and customs of their own movements as legitimate sources for what should be considered “traditional.” This
endeavor may result in a more sophisticated relationship with “the tradition,” for example, “It is the tradition of the Jews of [insert name of your
synagogue] to break with prior traditional practice and instead do thus….”
Such a statement requires honesty and non-apologetic integrity as it recognizes the complexity of our relationship to tradition.
The Local Synagogue
The pre-modern, normative historical tradition itself recognizes and honors
another, potentially contradictory or competitive source of authentic tradi12/00
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tion: the local community. Rabbinic leadership, despite its concerns about
doing “the right thing,” has often chosen to defer to the traditions of local
communities. Kol Nidre is one such example. If in the past the entire town or
country constituted a community of shared practice, the place where I live
much of my Jewish life and whose memory encompasses and extends my
own is my local synagogue. My synagogue—like every other congregation—
has its own traditions that are beloved of the community, precisely because
they are the legacy of the people and
history of their congregation. The lo- “The place where I live much of my Jewish life
cal customs and variations of my synagogue, shaped by the history and cir- and whose memory encompasses and extends
cumstances of the founders and members of the shul, are firmly rooted in my own is my local synagogue.”
the diverse history of Reform Jewish
practice, a practice which is itself grounded in the historical roots of Judaism. For example, in our synagogue, the singing of Oseh Shalom at the end of
every service is a tune and practice that dates directly back mi-Sinai, to Mt.
Sinai, even if the synagogue is less than twenty-five years old! The centrality,
as well as the theological and ritual significance of singing this song, is equal
to that of the Sh’ma, and its absence from a liturgy where it is expected would
be equally distressing.
Our Families
The last source of authentic tradition is the practices I learned from my own
family. At Passover, my father always hid the afikomen between the two pillows next to his chair; and for the first course of the meal, we ate chopped
eggs in salt water amongst other customs. It was only when I went to college
that I learned that these were not universally shared practices! I have not
tried to introduce either of these customs at communal Seders when I officiate, but I am faithful to them at home. I know where these customs come
from; they were innovations of my father and mother respectively and now
are traditions I will pass on to my son. These familial traditions link me to
my most personal relationship to the chain of Jewish tradition.
All four of these layers of the tradition—pre-modernism, denominational
practice, synagogue custom, family—are authentic and each is embedded in
the one that precedes it. None speaks in a single voice, but rather all are, at
one point or another, internally diverse. Collectively and often contradictorily, they are the source of the answer to the question: “What is traditional?”
Collectively, these layers of tradition are Torah. Torah of course means the
Written Teaching, the five books of Moses; but Torah also refers to the Oral
Teaching—whether as codified in the halakhah, or more broadly, as the historical tradition in all its complexity, diversity, and unfolding message. Jewish covenantal obligation begins with our commitment to Torah—but Torah
must be understood not in its narrowest sense but in its broadest.
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Tradition Cannot Be Our Sole Guide
Now we can begin to give a meaningful response to the question “What is
traditional?” It is a nuanced, multi-vocalic, layered response. However, even
if we can responsibly answer what has been done in the past, this conclusion
does not tell us what we should do in the present. Even if we can honestly
explain “what is traditional,” this is not adequate to guide us as to what we
should do now. The discernment of Jewish duty always begins with Torah—
but it certainly does not end there. Judaism is more than its past, even when
we broaden our understanding of the past to include our own personal and
communal histories. Tradition—in each one of its manifestations—has, as
Mordecai Kaplan taught, “a vote, never a veto.”

DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

“But It’s Traditional!”
1. What are Kahn’s four levels of tradition? Are there others you would add?

2. What are examples from the liturgy in this congregation which come
from each of these levels?

3. Has it been your experience that people identify most strongly with the
“What-I-Remember rite”?

4. What were the formative communities in your life that shaped your
understanding of what is “traditional” —your childhood synagogue, camp,
Hillel, or other settings?
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5. What changes in synagogue prayer practices have you witnessed over
your lifetime? What are your feelings about these changes?

6. Is there anything in the liturgy of the synagogue that you consider
“traditional” and that is not done in this congregation?

7. What are the special “traditions” of this congregation? How do these
affect the experience of worship here? Are there any that you would like to
change?

8. Does reading this essay give you ideas for how your S2K team can be
more precise or clear when it talks about “tradition”?
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READING

A New Reform Revolution
Eric H. Yoffie
The partnership between Synagogue 2000 and the Reform movement was announced by UAHC Presdient Eric Yoffie in his UAHC Biennial address on December 18, 1999. The program of study and transformation that you have embarked upon is the undertaking proposed by Rabbi Yoffie in his address, excerpted below.

R

eform Jews are rediscovering the power and the purpose of prayer. We
sense that our Judaism has been a bit too cold and domesticated; we
yearn to sing to God, to let our souls fly free. And we feel that through prayer
we can rediscover our inner selves, and bind ourselves to the collective body
of Israel.
There is nothing surprising about this. Prayer is an irrepressible expression
of the human spirit, and we Jews appeared on the historical scene as a praying people. Yes, we know how hard prayer
is; we do not expect that every Shabbat we
“Prayer is an irrepressible expression of the will leave the synagogue personally transhuman spirit, and we Jews appeared on the formed. But we do expect to be gently
moved each time we come to Temple. And
we do expect that our prayers will make us
historical scene as a praying people.”
feel closer to God.
Studying Jews, Praying Jews
Does this mean that Reform Judaism is abandoning the rationalism and intellectual rigor that are the foundation of Jewish belief? Heaven forbid. When
Reform Jews enter the synagogue, we refuse to check our brains at the door.
Two years ago, this Assembly initiated a program of adult Torah study, and
Torah study is a cerebral act, requiring reason, contemplation, and analysis.
But our members are very wise. They believe they can have a Judaism that
welcomes exuberance and song as well as ideas; that celebrates the cerebral
yet pulsates with emotion. And they are right. Judaism has always prescribed
two paths to tradition: the path of the mind and the path of the heart. Torah
study is the way of thinking, prayer the way of feeling. And even though these
paths are parallel, the Jew has always been required to walk them both. Therefore, the Reform Jew must be both a studying Jew and a praying Jew.
And what is happening in our synagogues? Can the fiery enthusiasm for
worship that we experience here be found in our congregations?
In many of our synagogues, the prayers are heartfelt, the music uplifting, and
the participation enthusiastic. But that is only a part of the story. All of us—
rabbis, cantors, lay leaders—seem ready to admit that far too often, our services are tedious, predictable, and dull. Far too often, our members pray without fervor or concentration. Far too often, our music is dirge-like and our
Torah readings lifeless, and we are unable to trigger true emotion and ascent.
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Poll after poll tells us that forty percent of Americans attend congregational
worship every week, while for Jews, the figure is under ten percent. We joke
about two day-a-year Jews, but we know in our hearts that the fault is not
entirely theirs. We need to ask ourselves why so many of these Jews feel religiously unsatisfied in our synagogues.
There is a certain irony in these numbers. The Jews authored the Psalms—
the most passionate, poetic, and beautiful prayers ever composed. How is it
then that we are today the least worshipful of peoples in North America?
Worship Reform Was the Very Heart of Early Reform Judaism
It is also ironic that we Reform Jews find ourselves in this situat ion because
our Movement came into being as a liturgical revolution. Reform Judaism
did not begin with ethics, social justice, or personal autonomy; it was a reaction to the chaos and mechanical mumbling of the then-dominant forms of
Jewish prayer. Worship reform was the very heart of early Reform Judaism;
classical Reform Jews, then as now, brought a deep earnestness to issues of
prayer.
So what happened? What happened is that the innovations of the early nineteenth century no longer suffice, but we are not certain what should replace
them. And Reform Jews turn out to be quite conservative in their worship
patterns. We say we want prayer that is authentically Reform, but what that
usually means is: “what I remember from my temple when I was growing
up.” And no two of us ever seem to remember the same thing. Generational
differences are particularly pronounced. Our congregations, therefore, often
confront a multiplicity of conflicting worship demands. Older members
threaten to vote with their checkbooks if worship is changed, while younger
members threaten to vote with their feet if it is not.
And this too: the pressures of the worship
wars have created a turf consciousness un- “The innovations of the early nineteenth
usual for our Movement. Caught in the
crossfire, rabbis sometimes insist they alone century no longer suffice, but we are not
have authority over worship; cantors somecertain what should replace them.”
times do the same. Lay leaders seem to alternate between indifference, and the expectation that their rabbi will be transformed into a guru who will do their worshipping for them. And finger-pointing is all too common. Lay leaders complain to me that their rabbi has introduced too much Hebrew, or too little
Hebrew, or too many changes, or too few changes; and that their cantor does
not let them sing, or sings music they do not like. Rabbis and cantors tell me
how frequently their members greet every new idea with that well-worn refrain: “But we’ve never done it that way before!”
Is it a surprise that even some of our most dynamic congregations have grown
fearful of innovation?
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But there is no reason for despair. I see emerging a collective resolve to overcome this paralyzing fear of change. And I see, too, leaders and congregations whose relentless creativity and commitment to renewal will light our
way.
A New Reform Revolution
I propose, therefore, that at this Biennial Assembly we proclaim a new Reform revolution. Like the original Reform revolution, it will be rooted in the
conviction that Judaism is a tradition of rebellion, revival, and redefinition;
and like the original too, this new initiative will make synagogue worship our
Movement’s foremost concern.
I further propose that this worship revolution be built upon the premise of
partnership: rabbis will be its architects, cantors its artists, and lay people its
builders. This has always been the way of our Movement. No other religious
movement in Jewish life has ever been as democratic, as open, and as rooted
in the collective partnership of rabbi, cantor, and lay person.
And what is generally true is especially important in this case. Because prayer
is not a noun but a verb; it is not something that is done to us or for us, but by
us; it is not something that you create and give to the congregation, but something that the congregation creates with you. So it is critical that vested interests be put aside and that the lait y be admitted into the dialogue, even as we
acknowledge that Jewish wisdom is ultimately the rabbis’ expertise.
The revolution that I propose will require an accurate understanding of what
we mean by “tradition.”
The heart of the worship tradition is the order of prayers that has become
standardized during the last two millennia. And while Reform Judaism has
revised this liturgy to make it fully inclusive, the Sh’ma, the Amidah, and the
Torah service are not very different from what they were in the third century.

“Prayer is not a noun but a verb; it
is not something that is done to us
or for us, but by us.”

Everything else, however—the chanting styles, the music, the aesthetics—has been ever-changing. If we have
learned anything at all from Jewish history, it is that
there is no one way to worship God. In fact, much of
what we now refer to as “tradition” is not tradition at
all, but reflects European culture of the eighteenth and
nineteenth century.

And we need not be bound by cultural precedents that no longer resonate.
Eighteenth century Minsk is not our worship ideal. Neither is Berlin of the
1850s, nor suburban America of the 1950s.
And just as we reject nostalgia disguised as tradition, so too do we reject
worship that is pur ely “contemporary.” Communal prayer requires recognizable constants; there is no Jewish worship without age-old prayers and timehonored chants. In short, we need not choose between “traditional” worship
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and “contemporary” worship. As Reform Jews, we insist on the best of both
worlds: continuity with our tradition and constant reformation.
To do this, we need both innovators and conservators: those who push the
envelope and those who hold back. But at this moment it is innovators that
we need most. We must give our leaders the freedom to experiment, and to
develop forms of communal prayer that are both Jewishly authentic and fully
indigenous to North America.
Music Is Central to Worship
And what will be the single most important key to the success or failure of
our revolution? Music. Every congregation that has revived its worship has
begun with music that is par ticipatory, warm, and accessible. Our wisest synagogues invite their members to sing, because they know
that Jews feel welcomed, accepted, and empowered when
they sing. Because ritual music is a deeply sensual expe- “Music converts the ordinary into
rience that touches people in a way that words cannot. the miraculous, and individuals
Music converts the ordinary into the miraculous, and
individuals into a community of prayer. And music en- into a community of prayer.”
ables overly-intellectual Jews to rest their minds and open
their hearts.
There is nothing new in this. At the very moment of Israel’s liberation, Miriam
led her people in song on the far shore of the Red Sea. But somehow, many of
us have lost our voices. The music of prayer has become what it was never
meant to be: a spectator sport. That is why our cantors, soloists, and choirs
are working so hard to sing with us, and not for us.
In many instances this work is just beginning. It is not easy for a congregation that has never sung to begin to sing. And let’s be honest: it’s not always
easy for cantors and soloists either. Because East European melodies—
soaring and rich—are often difficult to sing; a simpler, American nusach is
only now being developed. And this too: when the congregation finds its
voice and lets go with singing, the prayer leader—whether cantor or soloist,
rabbi or lay person—is no longer completely in control.
Still, despite these challenges, I am convinced that music will be the foundation upon which our worship revolution will be built. And this means that
Jews will return to our sanctuaries only when we offer them music that is
vibrant, spiritual, and community-building; music that speaks directly to their
soul.
The other great challenge of our worship revolution is to bring young families and young children back into our sanctuaries. A twenty-seven-year-old
rabbi, newly ordained from the Hebrew Union College, will often look out at
her congregation on Erev Shabbat and realize that she is the youngest person
there by several decades. Why has this happened? Some have suggested that
we may have unwittingly driven young people away. Convinced that exuberant children could not be accommodated at regular Shabbat worship, and
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that their baby-boomer parents would not be drawn to the somber melodies
of the older generation, we created the monthly Shabbat family service, which
is shorter, more energetic, and more spontaneous. And it has succeeded. The
average family service is filled with wonder and dissonance and natural enthusiasm, and our sanctuaries are often filled to over-flowing.
But by creating the family service, we may have signaled that young parents
and children are not welcome at other times—that for them, in effect, Shabbat
falls but once per month. How do we change this perception and put Shabbat
back on their weekly schedule?
Many suggest that Shabbat morning is the best time for family prayer. But
this means confronting a myriad of conflicts, including the choice between
soccer and synagogue. As Rabbi Jeffrey Salkin has put it: “The God of soccer
is a vengeful God.” An even greater obstacle is the Shabbat morning bar or
bat mitzvah, which in most cases has alie nated the uninvited, young and old,
and appropriated the worship service as a private affair of the bar mitzvah
family. This is far from a simple matter. For many Reform Jews, the rite of bar
mitzvah is the single most significant religious event in their lives, and we
should be respectful of its impact. Still, Judaism is a collective enterprise, not
a private pursuit, and we must be troubled by the prospect that a family celebration is displacing Shabbat morning communal prayer.
But Reform Judaism is ever-evolving. And so some of our congregations have
proclaimed that no longer will there be an Erev Shabbat adult service and a
Shabbat morning bar mitzvah service, but that every worship service will be
intergenerational, welcoming all. Others have undertaken to provide familyoriented worship, in addition to regular services, not once a month but every
week. Whatever the solution, this we know: young chil“Judaism is a collective enterprise, dren and young families must be part of our revolution. The children in turn, through their simple faith
not a private pursuit.”
and playful eagerness, will help us to breathe new life
into our prayer.
Proposals for Action
That we might realize this revolution, I put the following proposal before
this Assembly:
First, I urge each member congregation of our Union to devote a major segment of two upcoming Board meetings to defining a worship agenda for the
synagogue. This is the star ting place for worship reform: forward-looking lay
leaders, invested as partners by rabbi and cantor, assuming responsibility for
congregational prayer that they see as their own. The UAHC has prepared a
suggested agenda for these board deliberations.
Second, I propose that we call upon all our congregations to do what many
have already done: reorganize the Ritual Committee, co-opting our best and
brightest to work with rabbi and cantor on worship renewal. As many of us
know who have done combat duty on the Ritual Committee, it is sometimes
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the stepchild of the synagogue, focused on ushering and high holiday tickets.
But it must now become the primary venue for rethinking the congregation’s
worship agenda.
I recommend that our reorganized Ritual Committees begin by studying,
with rabbi or cantor, the history and theology of Jewish prayer. Just as one
cannot pray without appropriate preparation, one cannot engage in the transformation of worship without preparation and knowledge. The Union has
prepared a detailed curriculum for course leaders.
I also recommend that our Ritual Committees under- “Reform Jews are never
take, under the guidance of rabbi and cantor, an indepth self-evaluation of worship in their congregations. searching self-study.”
If we aspire to spiritual greatness, we must begin with a
fair accounting of what our worship practices really are. Does our Shabbat
prayer capture the heart and soul and kishkes of the congregation? Is our
music uplifting? Are we creative worshipers or captives to sameness? These
are difficult questions, but Reform Jews are never afraid of searching selfstudy.
Clergy and Lay People: Visit Other Congregations
I further recommend that each synagogue evaluation team commit itself to
visiting at least four other Reform congregations. We are sometimes terribly
parochial, unaware of what our sister congregations have done to bring dignity, reverence, and beauty to their worship. It is important that rabbis and
cantors be included in these visits; we ask our clergy to be experts in matters
of prayer, but it is difficult to lead if one lacks exposure to other models of
t’fillah.
Here again, the UAHC has assembled a comprehensive self-study document
that congregations may use both to evaluate their own worship practices and
to assess the pr actices of others.
Third, I propose that we initiate an on-line, Movement-wide dialogue on
prayer . . . .
Fourth, I propose that the Union, the College-Institute, the Central Conference of American Rabbis, and the American Conference of Cantors cooperate in sponsoring retreats for rabbis and cantors, where our worship leaders
can consider and develop the scholarly and professional dimensions of worship reform, and examine successful models from across the country. Such
gatherings, I believe, will generate many of the creative ideas that will power
our revolution and assure its success.
Hebrew Literacy
Fifth, I propose that we enrich our worship by undertaking a program of
adult Hebrew literacy. Some view the increased use of Hebrew in prayer as
contrary to Reform principles, but I disagree. Every Reform service contains
an ample number of English prayers so that all worshippers can pray with
12/00
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comprehension. At the same time, Reform Judaism has appreciated that the
Hebrew language is more than just a vehicle of expression; it is, in fact, part
of the fabric and texture of Judaism, vibrating with the ideas and values of
our people.
The division that exists in our Movement is not between those congregations that use more Hebrew and those that use less; these differences are not
that significant. The important division is between those congregations where
many worshippers know some Hebrew and those where they do not. Why?
Because absence of Hebrew knowledge is an obstacle to heartfelt prayer; because inability to pray with the congregation at peak moments becomes a
source of frustration; and because the full participation for which our members yearn is that much more difficult without some access to the sacred
language of the Jewish people.
Let me put it plainly: we value Hebrew for many reasons, but it is most of all
the great democratic tool of Jewish worship, the vehicle that “opens the gates
of prayer” to the average Jew. If we fail to learn at least the basics o f Hebrew,
then we are forcing our rabbis and cantors to serve as priests—as an ecclesiastical elite that enjoys sole access to the secret code of Jewish worship. But
they do not want to be cast in this role, and we should not force it upon
them. We want to be empowered to pray on our own, and this is so much
easier when we can turn those little black dots and boxes on the page of the
siddur into a conversation with God. . . .
UAHC and S2K
The course of action that I have put forward is an ambitious one. For those
synagogues willing to undertake an even more vigorous effort, the Union has
entered into an agreement with Synagogue 2000, the synagogue transformation project led by Dr. Ron Wolfson
and our own Dr. Lawrence
Hoffman. Drs. Hoffman and
“Hebrew language is . . . part of the fabric and
Wolfson are the pioneers and cretexture of Judaism, vibrating with the ideas and
ative geniuses of the movement for
worship renewal. They have agreed
values of our people.”
to accept fifteen congregations into
an intensive program of worship
self-study and reform. Congregations prepared for the highest level of commitment to worship revival are encouraged to apply.
I do not wish to mislead you. The revolution that I am calling for is as daunting a challenge as any that this Movement has ever faced. We Jews are never
more recalcitrant than when we deal with issues of prayer. But I am convinced that our Movement possesses the spir itual courage for just such a
revolution, and indeed that it is already underway.
Above all else, our success will depend on creating the partnership that I
discussed before.
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We do not want to be rabbis who are spiritual imperialists, insisting that
worship is ours alo ne; we do not want to be cantors who are operatic obstructionists, intent on performance at the expense of prayer; and we do not
want to be lay people who are conscientious objectors, objecting to everything that is not as it was.
What we do want is for our members to join together with rabbi and
cantor in creating worship that
leaves us all uplifted—connected to
ancient wisdom and to our deepest
selves.

“The revolution that I am calling for is as daunting a challenge as any that this Movement has
ever faced.”

And to join together in creating a synagogue that is a center of Jewish life in
all its sweep and scope, but that is first and f oremost a center of avodah—of
worship, reverence, and awe.
And we will do this because we are the most creative movement in Jewish
life; because, in the absence of prayer, all our crowded congregational calendars are for naught; and because to live without prayer is to live without God.
And so, together, we will give Reform Jews the meaningful prayer they demand from us—worship rooted in tradition that manages still to seduce the
soul and electrify the hear t.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

A New Reform Revolution
In small groups, discuss:
1. What part of Rabbi Yoffie’s talk especially resonated with you?

2. Were there any places where you strongly disagreed?

3. Which of the issues he describes are most important for your congregation to address?

4. Have changes been made in any of the areas he cites? If so, how have
they been received? Do you experience the difference?

5. What do you see as the obstacles in your congregation to experimenting
with and ultimately implementing change in worship?

The Chronicler for this session should include the notes and conclusions
from this exercise in the Reminder Portfolio. The notes should also be available to the team to consult when doing part II of Experiences of Worship,
p. 1-44. This is also a time to schedule visits to other congregations to see
how they “do” worship.
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Experiences of Worship/
Envisioning Sacred Worship

T

o allow each member more time to speak, the team may be divided
into smaller groups for this exercise. Each person should be allowed to
speak for several minutes, without interruptions or questions. If this exercise is done in small groups, a report can be made back to the whole team;
see Facilitator’s Guide, p. F-16, for suggestions on how to report back. The
second part of this exercise should be done by the entire team together; it
may be done at the same meeting as the first part or at a subsequent S2K
team meeting.
Part I
1. When have you had positive or spiritually fulfilling experiences at worship?

2. When have you had negative or spiritually unfulfilling experiences at
worship?

3. What are the strengths of worship at this synagogue?

4. What are the weaknesses of worship at this synagogue?

5. If our goal is to envision and realize a plan to help create “sacred worship for a sacred community,” what does your vision of “sacred worship”
for this congregation include?
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Part II
1. After listening to the reports from the small groups, list the ideas and
values people named as important for their vision of what “sacred worship” in your synagogue would be like.

2. As a team, create the beginnings of a vision or mission statement for
“sacred worship for the sacred community” of your synagogue. Your statement will change as your study progresses. As you create this statement,
mark the topics about which differences of opinion arise. The absence of
clear agreement about your vision or goals in these areas can create blocks
to possible changes later. Over the course of your meetings, your team will
revisit these unresolved topics; over time, the areas of consensus will expand.

The Chronicler for this session should include the notes and conclusions
from this exercise in the Reminder Portfolio.
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A

s an S2K team, you have been grappling with the nature and characteristics of the synagogue as sacred community, and the role of shared
worship in creating and sustaining such a community. Among yourselves,
there may be agreements and disagreements about both what constitutes
a sacred community and about your visions for sacred worship in your
community. The wider congregation needs to be included in the dialogue
your team has participated in. The S2K team must do “outreach” to other
lay leaders, professional staff, identifiable constituencies, and the general
membership of the congregation.

LOW-HANGING
FRUIT &
ACTION ITEMS

In order for others to imagine the synagogue as sacred community, they
must have opportunities to learn about the ideas and vocabulary that you
have explored in this unit so far. They too must have forums to reflect on
their experience of worship and their visions for its transformation. For
change to occur, the leadership, membership, and staff must become knowledgeable, engaged, and ultimately committed to the project. The members of the S2K team can and should initiate this process on an individual
level, and the team should discuss how to reach out in an organized way
to the entire synagogue community.
As a team, discuss:
1. What working statement do you want to share with others your vision
about “sacred worship for the sacred community” of your synagogue?
Review your conclusions from Experiences of Worship, p. 1-43.

Stages of
Understanding
• Awareness
• Interest

2. Who else do you want to involve in the discussion about the purpose
and nature of congregational worship? How will you involve them in such
discussion? What S2K readings or activities might help you in this process?

• Engagement
• Involvement
• Commitment

3. Review the specific tasks your team has identified. Who will take responsibility for their implementation? Within what time frame?
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I

n Unit One, you began your exploration of the synagogue as a sacred community. In this unit, you will reflect and talk about your own personal
spirituality and your spiritual connection to the liturgy of the synagogue.
The readings in this unit begin by asking: What is Jewish spirituality? What
does it mean to be a spiritual Jew? These readings are followed by a set of
activities designed to explore your spiritual life and experiences. The final set
of readings and discussion develop the relationship between your personal
spirituality and the experience of communal prayer.
Each of us has different understandings of what the spiritual is. You may be a
person who is not sure of what place spirituality has in your life, or this may
not be a word you customarily use. We invite you to use the readings and
activities in Unit Two to extend your own understanding of spirituality and
to share aspects of your inner life with other members of the S2K team. The
insights team members gain about themselves and each other are the grounding for your work together in leading your synagogue to a new spiritual plane.
Objectives
Team members will:
• Deepen their awareness of their own spirituality;
• Reflect on how to nourish their own personal spirituality and the sense of
the sacred within the S2K team setting, within the larger congregation, and
within the Jewish tradition;
• Understand the role of prayer in their own spiritual lives.
Action Items
The S2K team will:
• Develop ways of talking or writing about spirituality, inviting all congregational members to explore how to articulate and deepen their spirituality;
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• Consider how to enable members of the congregation to deepen their spiritual growth and explore the role of prayer in their spiritual lives, whether
through existing or new forums or programs;
• Identify different groups or constituencies within the congregation that
might be interested in using S2K-type discussions or exercises when they
meet together, and plan next steps for contact and follow through.

NOTES TO THE
FACILITATOR

T

he facilitator, or a planning group for the S2K team, should read through
the material in this unit.
Preparing for Unit Two

S2K
Meeting
Format
• Food
• Opening ritual or
prayer
• Check-in
• Readings,
discussion,
activities
• Process checks
• Closing ritual or
prayer

The materials in this unit ar e sufficient for several meetings, depending on
the interests of the S2K team. You might decide, in advance, whether you
think the team should devote two, or more than two, meetings to this unit; or
the team might want to postpone this decision until they engage some of the
readings. It is important to find the right balance between moving the team
along in its discussio n on the one hand and, on the other, staying with a
subject long enough to permit new insights to be generated and shared.
While each congregation will have its own priorities, the readings and activities in Unit Two which every team should be sure to read and discuss include:
•
•
•
•

The Spiritual Jew, p. 2-10
Connectedness: Resonances in the Liturgy, p. 2-16
Prayer as Vehicle and Vessel, p. 2-17
Low-Hanging Fruit & Action Items, p. 2-21

All meetings of Synagogue 2000 teams should incorporate all the elements
of an S2K meeting. (See the Facilitation Guide for specific suggestions.)
Before you begin the substantive work of this unit, check to find out how
team members feel about the S2K team’s work so far. You might want to raise
some of the following questions with the group:
1. How do I feel about my participation in this group?
2. Do I know where the group is heading?
3. What changes in the meetings would make this experience better for me?
4. Are there any concerns about the pace or schedule?
For the first meeting in this unit, you may wish to ask team members to read
the first two readings, “What is Jewish Spirituality?” and “The Spiritual Jew,”
and to do the exercises associated with those readings. Even when you have
asked team members to read something in advance, always allow a few minutes
for them to refresh their memories by rereading the article or summarize the
reading before beginning a discussion.
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All or a significant portion of the last meeting should be devoted to the action items in this unit. At each stage of this curriculum, the team needs to
consider how to expand the conversations that are taking place internally
among the members of the S2K team to include the wider synagogue membership.

“All beginnings require that you unlock new doors.
The key is giving and doing.
Give charity and do kindness.”
—Rebbe Nachman of Breslow,
The Empty Chair: Finding Hope and Joy

“Awe enables us to perceive in the world
intimations of the divine,
to sense in small things
the beginning of infinite significance,
to sense the ultimate in the common and the simple;
to feel in the rush of the passing
the stillness of the eternal.”
—Abraham Joshua Heschel, 100 Ways to Keep Your Soul Alive:
Living Deeply and Fully Every Day

“How greatly God must have loved us
to create us in the Divine Image;
yet even greater love did God show us
in making us conscious
that we are created in the Divine Image.”
—Pirkei Avot 3:18
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READING

What is Jewish Spirituality?
Lawrence A. Hoffman
In this essay, Synagogue 2000 co-founder Lawrence Hoffman asks: What is spirituality? The English word makes some Jews uncomfortable; for many, it has
Christian or New Age overtones. Is this a Jewish category at all? What makes a
spiritual practice, value, or teaching “Jewish?” Why can’t we just be “spiritual”
and skip the Jewish part?

A

s with all great and lofty concepts, “spirituality” is harder to define than
to recognize. What is love? What is dignity? What is integrity? Spirituality is another one of those things that matters profoundly but is hard to capture without just pointing to an example or two, and saying, “See? It’s like
that.”
A more serious difficulty with defining spirituality is that the languag es of
western civilization have been heavily influenced by Christianity, so that until recently, “spirituality” was a word that was associated with Christianity.
People regularly pointed to “spiritual” monks or nuns, but not rabbis, even
though it takes just a moment’s thought to realize that people would have
pointed also to Nachman of Bratslav, and did point to Abraham Joshua
Heschel, as equally “spiritual.” Interestingly enough, however, both Nachman
and Heschel “qualified” as spiritual not so much on Jewish grounds but because in addition to their substantial Jewish qualities, they exemplified the
Christian definition of people who were apparently intoxicated with God,
completely selfless, and more or less beyond anything to which any “normal”
person could aspire.
To some extent, that Christian use is still alive and well. It is related to the
Christian notion of the holy spirit that comes upon the chosen few and infuses them with the divine. In Shakespeare’s day, “spiritual” was the opposite
of regal; it was the church as opposed to the British crown.
Nowadays, it is commonly thought of as what proper church
“As with all great and lofty
representatives are supposed to be like, as opposed to policoncepts, ‘spirituality’ is harder ticians: unconcerned with affairs of this world, beyond avarice and power; uninterested in business affairs; even unto define than to recognize.”
worldly. Some of these values are also Jewish—Judaism also
opposes avarice. But some are not. Judaism never withdrew
from the world like the monastic tradition in Christianity. Judaism therefore
shares parts of the Christian definition, but it has its own take on spirituality
as well.
We should ask, first, what “generic” spirituality might be, that is, how anyone—Jew, Christian, Buddhist, or atheist—might be spiritual; and then, how
spirituality can be specifically Jewish. Then we can illustrate the Synagogue
2000 precept that synagogues can transcend mere ethnicity to become spiritual places.
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The Demise of Natural Communities
Once upon a time, we lived in what are called “natural communities.” We
romanticize them now, even though there was a lot that was genuinely positive about them. I mean farm communities where people lived all their lives,
married each other, and settled down into predictable ways of life until they
died; or a shtetl community where the role people played in town was relatively predictable —girls, for instance, grew into women, married young, had
children (if they could), and became housewives. Men entered one of several
predictable businesses, and eked out a living. Fiddler on the Roof portrays the
romanticized version of reality when Tevye asks, “Who day and night must
scramble for a living?” and answers, “The father, the father.” But even Tevye
sees his daughters fall in love with a Russian and a socialist. Even his world
was changing by the time Sholom Aleichem parodied it so well in the Yiddish
tale upon which Fiddler on the Roof was based.
With few exceptions, there are no more natural communities in modern life.
The essence of natural communities is that everything is sure. The old-time
religion has all the answers, even to unexpected tragedies. Pogroms happen
because of our sins. Sickness occurs because it is God’s will. Life always makes
perfect sense because there are no options. There is no existential anxiety
about what to “become,” no question about where to live, no issues about
“lifestyle.” In reality, life is never quite that simple—there were always some
people who never followed the norm, but they were easily cast as deviants,
they stayed in the closet, they led two lives, or somehow managed to present
a proper facade to the tightly-knit community as proper.
The difference today is that it has b ecome normal for everyone to face uncertainty. Old answers are challenged; institutions that once gave stability, like
the family or the neighborhood, are being challenged or have altogether disappeared. Half the occupations our children will enter have not even been
invented yet. We live in “future shock,” have mid-life crises, think values are
relative, suffer from loneliness, and discuss alienation (a word our grandparents never knew). We undergo crises like sickness and divorce without the
consoling verities that religion once provided as a matter of course. All of
this is not to pass judgment on old-time natural communities or on ourselves. It is just a statement about how things have changed. Some things
about modern life are better—it is good to have choices about what role we
will play in life rather than to be gifted with or condemned to our status in
advance, just because we are “the oldest son” or “the youngest daughter,” a
talmid hakham [Torah scholar] or the village cobbler. But it is harder to find
meaning in a world where everything is up for grabs.
The Search for Meaning
Our world therefore suffers most from a lack of meaning. Religion could
never end suffering, but it could make suffering endurable, because if you
knew you were being tried by God or punished for sin, at least your suffering
had meaning. If values are relative, if even old-time traditions were once just
12/00
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invented by people like us, if our parents and teachers turn out to be all too
human, and if even God’s existence is questioned all around us, what is the
point of suffering? Or even of work? Or of morality, for that matter? These
are real questions. Remember Woody Allen’s Crimes and Misdemeanors, where
the perfect Jewish citizen and UJA-Federation honoree kills his mistress successfully and gets away with it because no one (not even God) is watching? If
there is no higher value, no God, nothing that endures, no human virtue to
which to aspire, life becomes an accidental thing into which we are born with
nothing worth doing but maximizing pleas ure and minimizing pain as lo ng
as we can. An ancient school of Greco-Roman philosophers that arrived at
that conclusion were called the Epicureans; the Rabbis called them apikorsim
(singular: apikoros). In Yiddish and in Hebrew, apikoros is still the worst thing
you can call someone: it conveys the denial of all that is noble, great, and real
in human life.
The search for meaning is the search to transcend being an apikoros, and
every thinking person these days is to some extent on that search. Another
way to describe it is to say that we are trying to give shape to our lives. Who
are we? Where did we come from? Where are we going? What do we stand
for? We want to know we have integrity. A good metaphor is the child’s pastime called “connect the dots.” There is something very consoling about taking a pencil and connecting the dots on a page until a picture emerges. The
apparently random dots turn out to be a boat, and the wiggly lines at the
page’s margin are waves. In the natural community, our lives had natural
shape, because everything was explainab le and we had a minimum of big
decisions to make, as things were mostly decided for us. In modern life, with
everything up for grabs, life becomes a jumble of dots, without design or
meaning. The task of modern life is to make sense of it all by connecting the
dots of our lives into a coherent picture of a person whose biography we are
proud to call our own. The psychologist Erik Erikson called it “owning our
own life cycle.” Judaism calls it becoming a mensch.
The way we do that is universal. We need to identify with something greater
than ourselves. Before we were ever born, we had ancestors and a history.
Before we started our own life’s journey, we were placed at the end of a journey that others had set for us, so that to some extent, our own trek through
time is a continuation of a longer journey, much much greater than our own.
The decisions we make are not just self-indulgent; they are part of that journey, determined by the values that the jour ney represents. When we die, our
life’s project does not die with us, because others will come along and inherit
what we have wrought, continuing our story just as we continued the tale of
others. In the here and now, we are not alone either, because we have a genuine community of people on the same journey as we are. Our communities
gather to celebrate the things that matter and to mourn life’s traumas. The
search for personal meaning is the sear ch for history and hope; it is the search
for community and connectedness.
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Ultimate Connectedness
Spirituality is the dawning recognition that we are connected in all these
ways: to our ancestors, our descendants yet to come, to history, to a purpose,
and to a community of others united by values implicit in that pur pose. But
the spiritual dawning goes deeper still. It has an intellectual component when
we think through the nature of the universe, governed by dependable laws in
which we ourselves have a place. Our very bodies are connected to laws of
chemistry and physics; our minds are connected to some larger intelligence
that seems to lie behind the magnitude of reality. It dawns on us also, one day
or other, that we are part of a grand design in nature of which we know only
a fraction. We feel called to revere all that is, to take responsibility for other
creatures, for the environment, for all of life. Everything has consequences
for everything else, everything is interrelated. There is majesty to it all, a shape
to time and space, and a feeling that we belong
to a very large picture where we can make a difThe Image of God
ference, for better or for worse.
“And God created human beings in God’s own
Ultimate connectedness leads us to sense the
image, in the image of God, God created hudivine. At that ultimate level of thought, what
man beings. Let us make human beings in our
Heschel called “radical amazement,” words beimage, b’tzelem Elohim” (Genesis 1:27).
gin to fail. So we use the word God, knowing, as
Maimonides did, that we can never do justice
to God’s reality. Is God a mind that lies behind
it all, and accessible, therefore, to our own
minds? That’s what Maimonides thought. Is
God the source of help, the friendly presence
we seek behind the phenomena of nature? That’s
what the psalmist thoug ht. Is God the voice of
conscience that guides us toward all that is right
and good? That’s what Isaiah thought. Is God
the intimate presence who follows us even into
the moments of despair that Judaism calls “exile?” That’s what the Rabbis thought. The list is
endless: it is infinite, indeed, as we say God is.
Spirituality, then, is a word that changes meaning from era to era. It need not be a Christian
term, and it is a far cr y from abandoning our
reason and taking up other-worldly pursuits. It
is not mindless emotionality. It is the dawning
recognition that we are not apikorsim; that some
things are forever; that we are not alone; that
our lives have shape; that we are connected first
and foremost to others and to history; and that
our connectedness leads ultimately to our being at home in the universe, where we sense the
reality of the ultimate presence we call God.
12/00

There is a wonderful midrash about the origins
of the little indentation in our face just above
the lip. The story goes that God put a fingerprint
on our faces, just about the mouth. Whenever I
look at myself, I notice that little indentation and
think: there’s the trademark—the “Made in the
Image of God” label.
When I think of the term “image,” I think of a
mirror. That is where I see my reflection. And if
my reflection has within it something of the Divine, what might I find if I were to look in God’s
mirror? Would I find within me the Godliness I
seek? Would I find my capacity for compassion,
understanding, and forgiveness? Would I find
strength and resolve? Would I find a desire to
repair the world? Can God be my role model?
My mind wanders to Michael Jordan, arguably
the most famous athlete of the late twentieth
century. At the height of his basketball career, a
company seeking to trade on Jordan’s power as
a role model developed an advertising campaign
with the slogan: Be Like Mike. What happens
when my slogan is Be Like God? —Ron Wolfson
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Jewish Spirituality
I have spoken so far only of generic spirituality, the search of Everyman and
Everywoman for connectedness. But the truth is, there is no generic spirituality, just as there is no Everyman or Everywoman. We are all a particular man
or woman, and we think with particular models, metaphors, values, and images of the whole. Even God, who is a God for all peoples, can only be imagined as a particular God. Jewish spirituality is the specifically Jewish search for
connectedness. It is the dawning realization that we were at Sinai, not at the
founding of the Church in Rome; that our story is the story of the Exodus, not
the story of the Buddha; that our enlightenment comes through Torah, not
through the gift of the holy spirit that calls us to conversion; that our most
sacred place to which we make pilgrimage is Jerusalem, not Mecca; that our
celebrations are seders and Shabbatot, not eucharists and the Lord’s Day.
The dots we connect cannot be generic “everyones,” just as great art cannot
be generic paint-by-number. Generic pictures are hung on the walls of Holiday Inns and Howard Johnsons. Masterpieces are particular things: they are
Rembrandts, Monets, or Michelangelos. We too are masterpieces, masterpieces in the making: not just generic men and women, but specific someones,
in our case, Jews—not pagans, Christians, Muslims, or Hindus. Jewish spirituality is identification with the master narrative of Judaism, the Jewish picture, the Jewish project, and Jewish hope.
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What Is Jewish Spirituality?
With a partner, discuss:
1. What is your own understanding of spirituality?

2. Do you believe that your life has shape? What form has it taken or is
taking?

3. How would you summarize the “master narrative” of Judaism?

4. Where are some points of connection between your own life and this
narrative?
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READING

The Spiritual Jew
Ron Wolfson

R

abbi Harold Schulweis, widely recognized as one of the most influential
rabbinic leaders of the last half of the twentieth century, has suggested
that there are three kinds of Jews we encounter in synagogues: the religious
Jew, the ideological Jew, and the psychological Jew.
The religious Jew shapes her/his life according to the wisdom and ethics of
the commandments. The rhythm of daily living is organized around the three
worship services, the yearly calendar is set around the steady stream of holiday celebrations. Moreover, the community of faith offers a kind of therapeutic power to the religious Jew, there when someone falls ill, to offer blessings of healing or words of consolation when a loss is endured. Schulweis
argues this kind of Jew is rare in modern congregations.
The ideological Jew rejects the dictates of the rabbis, preferring a secular Judaism. To be sure, Jewish peoplehood, most especially evidenced by the State
of Israel, resonates in the soul of this Jew. For both the religious and ideological Jew, the community does make some claims upon their loyalty and participation. Ideological Jews feel themselves Jewish, connected to the history
and destiny of the Jewish people.
The psychological Jew is radically different from the other two types. Primarily a privatist, all community is suspect, robbing the person of privacy and
individualism. Religious community is especially suffocating, dictating what
we eat, where we eat, when we eat, when and who and how we marry, when
and who and how we mourn. Schulweis reminds us of the wonderful story of
the salmon and the hen to illustrate his point. When the hen invites the salmon
to enter a restaurant featuring lox and eggs, the salmon declines. “From you
they only want a contribution,” he says, “From me they want a commitment.”
As Schulweis views his congregation in suburban Los
Angeles, he discovers a place filled with psychological
“A fourth type of Jew is emerging
Jews. Why are they there? To celebrate rites of passage,
at the dawn of the twenty-first
particularly those involving children. To identify with
a group. Yet the psychological Jew, in general, resists
century—the spiritual Jew. ”
the call of community, preferring to focus on the private experiences of Jewish life, the invited reception of
the bar mitzvah, the wedding ceremony held in front of a small audience of
family and friends, a private meeting with the rabbi.
We believe a fourth type of Jew is emerging at the dawn of the twenty-first
century—the spiritual Jew. The spiritual Jew is first and foremost a seeker.
The seeker seeks answers to four questions, spiritual in nature:
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What is the meaning of my life?
What is the purpose of my life?
Where can I connect to others in my life?
How can I bring the presence of God into my life, however I define Divinity?
Many Jewish seekers see their lives as journeys and search for teachers and
fellow students, those who can guide them towards answers to these fundamental questions. Like the psychological Jew, they tend to be individualistic,
hoping to shape a Judaism that is idiosyncr atically theirs. Often, they have
explored other spiritual traditions. Some grew up in a different religious tradition than Judaism. They may have chosen to be Jewish or may be considering conversion.
Seekers are questioning Jews who want answers to dif- “Seekers are questioning Jews who
ficult questions of theology, who need reasons to adopt
religious practices, but who are willing to try on a par- want answers to difficult questions
ticular identity, even perhaps a spiritual regimen, to see
if it fits them. These are Jews whose Jewish identity is of theology, who need reasons to
an intensely personal, ever-changing phenomenon. As adopt religious practices . . . ”
Eisen and Cohen discovered in their recent study of
American Jews, the post-modern American Jew has
been most influenced by a first languag e of individualism and is somewhat
resistant to a second language of community. Even among those who are
already members of congregations, these spiritually seeking Jews are a new
type, representing new challenges to institutions not accustomed to reaching
the Jew within.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

The Spiritual Jew

I

dentify yourself as a religious Jew, an ideological Jew, a psychological
Jew, a spiritual Jew, or none of the above. Find others who have similarly
self-identified and form a small group. Convene in one section of the room
to discuss these questions.
1. Why did you self-identify the way you did?

2. How are you similar to, or different from, your family, friends, and colleagues?

3. How are you similar to, or different from, other people you know in this
congregation?

4. What are your sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction in this congregation?

5. Has your identity as a Jew changed over the years?
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Understanding Spirituality
Nancy Flam

T

here are many ways to understand or define spirituality. One way to think
about spirituality is to explore the variety of ways in which human beings experience a sense of connection to a whole that is lar ger than the self, a
sense of being a part of something coherent and meaningful. There are many
avenues toward such experience. Some ways in which Jews experience themselves to be part of a meaningful whole include:
Meditating: Meditation can soften the boundaries and definitions of the self
so that one experiences a connection with all that is.
Walking or sitting in nature: Contemplating the immensity and variety of
nature can lead one to an appreciation for one’s place in creation, help put
the ego in perspective, and inspire awe.
Through intimate relationships of love and friendship: Love and affection
can soften the boundaries of the self.
Singing, hearing, or playing music: Music can also open the heart, break
open normative boundaries of the self, and help connect us to the cosmos.
Joy and ecstasy are a path to God.
Praying with the inherited liturgy of the Jewish people: Praying with the
siddur, knowing that one is using the same words as millions of Jews past and
present, can expand one’s sense of self and bring a sense of connection to the
Jewish people and its sacred history.
Traveling in Israel: In much the same way as praying with the siddur, being
in Israel can forge a connection to all Jews past and present and the course of
its sacred history.
Studying Jewish texts: Finding oneself in dialogue with sacred Jewish texts
and using the mind in order to gain wisdom and understanding can connect
one to the timeless Jewish search for truth and illumination.
Doing acts of compassion: Acting generously and with compassion toward
others, loosening the binds of personal greed and fear, help us know our
essential connection to all other created beings. Acts of compassion can open
and soften the heart.
Doing acts of justice: Knowing our responsibility to the other six billion people
on the planet is one way to sense our connection to all of creation.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Understanding Spirituality

I

n groups of three, explore the following ideas. You may choose to sit
silently before or after this exercise, or you may pause for a moment of
silence between each speaker.
1. How do you experience spirituality in your own life?

2. What are some particularly Jewish ways in which you and people you
know experience spirituality?

3. How has your experience of participating in public Jewish worship resonated with, helped make you aware of, remember, or otherwise connect
to any of these activities?

4. What are other expressions of spirituality that you could add to this list?
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Connectedness: Reflections

W

rite a few paragraphs about your own sense of connectedness, or
of disconnection, in regard to spirituality.

Do you have a preferred way of moving towards a sense of connectedness? (You might want to remember and describe a particular experience,
or you might want to think more generally about the ways in which you
experience a sense of connection. Maybe you have more than one avenue
of connection to the Divine.)

Do you have particular practices that have become a regular part of your
life that bring you to this sense of connection or spirituality?

Are there any practices you would like to make a part of your regular life?

How might you deepen and broaden your spirituality? Deal with a sense of
disconnection?
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ACTIVITY

Connectedness: Resonances in the Liturgy

W

here do you find echoes of your own understanding of spirituality in
the liturgy? Do you have a favorite passage or prayer from the prayer
book? If you wish, borrow a copy of your synagogue’s prayer book and
take it home to leaf through before the next session; if you remember
having resonated with a particular passage in a different prayer book, can
you perhaps find it in your synagogue library (or ask your clergy for help in
locating a copy).
As a team or in small groups, you might:
• Read the passage out loud.
• Explain why or how it moves you.
• Link this passage to the “avenues to spirituality” identified in “Understanding Spirituality,” p. 2-13.
• Invite others to respond to the same passage.
When everyone who wishes has presented their passage, the group should
discuss:
• Are there are any common themes in the different passages chosen?

• How well do the words of the liturgy evoke the awareness of the Divine
as experienced by the members of the team?

• What suggestions or ideas do you have for how to increase the resonances between the words of the liturgy and congregants‘ experience of
the spiritual?

The Chronicler for this session should add any conclusions or significant
observations to the Reminder Portfolio.
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READING

Yoel H. Kahn
Keva and Kavvanah

J

ewish prayer always combines that which is fixed, predictable, and ordered—the formal structure and themes of the service—called keva, with the
spontaneous, personal, and heartfelt, called kavvanah. For the last 2,000 years,
Jews have sought to balance the need for both keva and kavvanah in worship.

Today, we consider the words of the prayer book the keva. For the Rabbis, it
was only the themes and sequence of the prayers that were fixed: it was up to
the individual prayer leader to improvise an appropriate text for each prayer
of the service. People who came knew what the themes were and their sequence, and the prayer leaders could freely improvise so long as they touched
on the proper themes in the correct order. The Mishnah gives detailed instructions about those mistakes in reciting the order of prayers that are allowable and those that require the leader to go back and start over again.
The same chapter of the Mishnah which delineates precisely what constitutes
the keva, the fixed liturgy, also emphasizes the importance of newness and
improvisation: “One who makes all of one’s prayers the same has not truly
prayed” (Berakhot 4:4). Over time, not surprisingly, the practice of prayer leaders continuously improvising prayers was displaced by the gradual adoption
of “official” versions of each of the prayers. Keva came to mean
not just the themes and sequence of the liturgy, but the words
Prayer As Reminder
themselves. Kavvanah, in turn, came to mean intent, concentration, and the personal meaning a person brought to prayer.
When I enter the sanctuary, surrounded by my community, lifting
I sometimes think of fixed prayers as being a vehicle and somemy voice in song of praise or meditimes being a vessel. Reading the words of the prayers—whether
tating silently on the issues that
an ancient text or a modern setting—can often remind us of
confront me in my life, I am called
what we wanted or yearned to say but did not know how to
to consider once again my role as
articulate. Polished over the generations, the texts of our liturgy
God’s partner in the work of crecan be the vehicle for our prayers, giving form and name to our
ation. The words of the prayers are
deepest yearnings, or helping us express what we know to be
reminders of what that means: to
true but cannot necessarily say by ourselves. When prayers are
care for the less fortunate, to fight
our vehicle, the words of the prayers come to us to help us pray,
injustice, to remember I, too, was
and they carry heavenward the words we wish to say.
once a slave, to support and build
At other times, the prayers are more like vessels, container ships
the community, to study for mywhose holds can be filled with our private thoughts. At such
self, to heal the ill, to comfort the
times, the words themselves are not important, or the Hebrew
mourner, to repair the world. With
may just pass through us, perhaps it is music which carries these
every step I take on my Jewish
prayers, or even simply the opportunity to be present in the
journey, I have the power to make
gathered community. Under these circumstances, the words and
the world a better place, to help
their meaning, let alone the apparent manifest purpose of the
realize God’s reign on earth.—
individual prayers—or even the service as a whole—are simply
Ron Wolfson
vessels, the containers we fill with our own deepest longings.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Prayer As Vehicle and Vessel
1. Which description of fixed prayer speaks to your experience?
• “Prayer is a vehicle,” in which the prayers help us to say what we wanted
to, but did not know how to express;
• “Prayer is a vessel,” in which the prayers themselves do not matter but
their music, sound, or the experience of being in community serve as
holders for our own personal prayer.

2. When, if ever, do the fixed prayers of our prayer book speak to or for
you? When, if ever, do they not?

3. Private prayer can mean many things to people. What does it mean to
you? Would you say that you engage in private prayer? If so:
• Where and when do you do it? For instance, at home, before bedtime?
In the synagogue during services? Other times and places?

• Do you pray in words? Do you use the words of the prayer book? Do you
meditate? Sing? Think? Feel?

• What kinds of prayer do you use? Do you petition? Express gratitude?
Muse about life? Other?

• If you pray, what sources other than the prayer book (if any) do you turn
to for inspiration or guidance in prayer?
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“All of Life is Meeting:”
Reflecting on S2K Meetings to Date

M

artin Buber taught: All of life is meeting. Where do we find God?
Not in the aron hakodesh, the Holy Ark. Not in the Torah. Not even
in the sanctuary itself. We find God in a simple Hebrew word: “bein,”
which means “between.”
We find God in between—between a wife and husband, between a parent and child, between two lovers, between a student and teacher. We
find God in relationship—between human beings, bein adam lachavero,
as well as between human beings and God, bein adam lamakom.
Your Synagogue 2000 team meetings are intended to be a living example of
the building and nurturance of a sacred community whose gatherings are
true Buber-inspired meetings. Before moving on to the next sections of the
curriculum, devote some time to reflection on how you and your team have
created a sacred community together.
1. As you recall your S2K meetings, can you remember particular moments
of “meeting”—moments of deepened relationship between people? Moments of deepened relationship between yourself and God?

2. As you recall your S2K meetings, can you remember moments when
“meeting” did not occur?

3. What got in the way of true meeting: Unresolved conflict? Too little
communication? Insufficient time? Too much distraction?
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4. How might meetings of the S2K team move towards “meeting” in the
way Buber describes?

5. What can the S2K team do to expand the concept of “sacred meetings”
to other aspects of its work and in the life of the congregation as a whole?
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A

s an S2K team, you have been discussing your own spirituality and its
relation to prayer and Jewish worship. Are there other places within
the synagogue setting where such conversations might occur? Are there
other people who might be interested in engaging in such conversations?
As a team, discuss:
1. How interested might others be in conversations about spirituality, spiritual growth, and the role of prayer in one’s spiritual life?

2. What are times and places for introducing such conversations?
• During the service itself?
• In conversation groups after services?
• In the learners’ minyan or alternative worship settings?
• At Torah study?
• In school or youth group settings?
• As a suggested conversation for Shabbat dinners?
• At board and committee meetings?
3. Should there be new forums and/or new materials created for doing
this?

4. Who will take what actions in order to reach out and interest others in
the congregation?

5. What is the time frame for these actions?

The Chronicler for this session should enter the main points of the team’s
discussion into the Reminder Portfolio. The team should periodically discuss its progress in following-up on these actions.
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LOW-HANGING
FRUIT &
ACTION ITEMS

The Elements & Structure
of the Worship Service
About Section II: The Shape of the Liturgy

U

nit Three: The Elements & Structure of the Worship Service is the first of
three units in Section II of this curriculum. Section II: The Shape of the
Liturgy explores the history, contents, and meaning of the liturgy. This unit
examines the formal structure of Jewish prayer and the historical origins of
the liturgy. Unit Four: Reimagining God explores the theology of prayer. Unit
Four explores three questions: How have Jews understood God? How has
this understanding been expressed in the prayer book? How are our answers
to these questions alike and different from those of prior generations? Unit
Five: Liturgy as History and Identity considers how the act of praying a liturgy
creates identity and helps groups define and maintain the ir boundaries.
The Structure of the Service
For many worshippers, the liturgy is an undifferentiated mixture of songs,
prayers, and words. Familiar passag es, like the Sh’ma or the Aleinu, are recognized, but the unity of the service is often unclear. This unit explains the
formal structure of the synagogue liturgy. The central structure and central
themes of the liturgy have been the same for roughly two thousand years;
while the language of a few of the individual prayers has been the same over
that period, the majority have been changed repeatedly over the years. What
we consider “traditional” may date back two thousand years—or it may have
entered Jewish practice in the year 840, 1205, 1570, or more recently. Most of
the texts in the service are in the form of b’rakhot (blessings); and each b’rakhah
(blessing) and section of the liturgy has a title, called a rubric. In this curriculum, we also call the major sections of the service modules.
Many people go the performance of a symphony without knowing anything
about classical music and have a fine time. Yet those who can recognize the
structure of the composition, listen for the themes, and appreciate the
composer’s creativity within the form may have a deeper and more profound
experience. This unit is to Jewish worship what a music appreciation class is
to the symphony—an introduction to the rules and structure of this art form,
enabling you to appreciate its artistry and participate more fully.
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S2K
Meeting
Format
• Food
• Opening ritual or
prayer
• Check-in
• Readings,
discussion,
activities
• Process checks
• Closing ritual or
prayer

Further, since deepening the liturgical and spiritual life of your congregation
is your ultimate goal, this unit will help you learn what the Jewish tradition
has considered most important in communal prayer, and how within the
fixed structure we express our own spiritual creativity.
The unit begins with a short essay on “The Roots of the Siddur” by Lawrence
A. Hoffman.
Objectives
Team members will:
• Differentiate the overlapping meanings of rubric, blessing, and module;
• Distinguish between the different modules of the service;
• Recognize several different types of prayers within the litur gy;
• Recognize how the modules of the liturgy vary according to time of day,
day of the week, and holiday;
• Link the rubrics of Gates of Prayer with their services’ thematic themes.
Action Items
The S2K team will:
• Encourage the clergy, leadership, and synagogue groups to include study
and discussion about the origins and structure of the liturgy in services
and other settings;
• Explore creating written or other explanatory materials about the origins
and structure of the liturgy for the use of newcomers and visitors.

NOTES TO THE
FACILITATOR

T

he facilitator, or a planning group for the S2K team, should read through
the material in this unit in advance of the meetings, and should decide,
with the group, how many meetings will be devoted to this unit. The contents of the material may be entirely new to some individuals and quite familiar to others. Some people may be impatient to start making changes right
away and skip over the study materials in Section II. These three units are
designed to give your team the vocabulary and understanding it needs to
propose changes with integrity and insight. The facilitator should recognize
the differing goals and interests of the various team members. By conducting
regular “process checks,” asking the team members how they feel about the
pace and contents of the discussion, and what they would like to do differently, the team can air and resolve questions about its pace and goals.
The rabbi or cantor can be asked to lead the activities in this unit. Alternatively, he/she can be present as a resource to answer questions and give further information about issues that come up. Some teams ask a different person to prepare the different sub-sections of the readings and then to lead a
short segment of the meeting.
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The Activities in Unit Three
There are three different sets of activities in this unit. Each of these activities
includes background reading and exercises using the pr ayer book. The exercises are keyed to Gates of Prayer but you should use whatever prayer book is
in regular use in your congregation.
The unit begins by introducing the building-blocks of Jewish liturgy, blessings, and explains how the liturgy can be understood as a series of modules.
The word “module” is used instead of the more familiar “rubric”, to distinguish between smaller rubrics, e.g. the two blessings before the Sh’ma, Creation and Revelation, and large rubrics, e.g. the Sh’ma and Its Blessings. We
further use module to refer to sections of the liturgy to which the historical
Jewish tradition has not given a rubric title, e.g. Concluding Prayers. A chart
of the modules of the different services is included here. Team members will
benefit from looking up each service in their prayer book, and, with the
facilitator’s help, locating the beginning and end of each module. This exercise could also be done in pairs or small groups.
The second activity is a detailed study of the primary modules of Jewish
prayer, the Sh’ma and Its Blessings and the Amidah. The other modules which
are regularly seen in the liturgy are explained without great detail. The clergy
may be asked to speak in greater depth about any of these modules. Note that
the modules are not presented here in the order in which they appear in the
service, but in order of importance. Thus, on Friday evenings, the Kabbalat
Shabbat always precedes the Sh’ma and Its Blessings, even though the Sh’ma is
introduced first below. The Sh’ma and Aleinu prayers are not explored in
depth here because there are activities dedicated to them in Units Four and
Five, respectively.
The final activity is dedicated to understanding the the matic structure of
Gates of Prayer. If your congregation does not use Gates of Prayer regularly,
you may choose to omit this activity.
Suggestions for Planning the Sessions
By design, this curriculum does not specify how much time to allow for each
activity. This decision needs to be made by the facilitator and the team. If you
decide to dedicate two sessions to this unit, one possible arrangement for
this unit would be:
In advance
Background reading
Read through unit
First session
“Blessings, Rubrics, and Modules”
“The Structure of the Service” (begin)
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Homework
Attend one or more services, paying attention for rubrics and modules
Review “The Structure of the Service”
Second Session
Review
“The Structure of the Service” (conclude)
“Using Gates of Prayer”
Wrap-up/next steps
Check-in on Progress and Direction
If you wish, set time aside to check-in about the “big picture” of the S2K’s
team. See the “Notes to the Facilitator” for Unit Two, p. 2-2, for questions and
issues to raise, as appropriate, with your team. If you do not do so during
Unit Three, be sure to do so during the course of Unit Four.
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The Roots of the Siddur
Lawrence A. Hoffman, in Keeping Posted (March 1977), pp. 7-10.

BACKGROUND
READING

This short essay summarizes the historical background of the prayer book, explaining when and how the siddur assumed the form it does today.
(This reading is found at the back of this unit.)

Blessings, Rubrics, and Modules

T

he primary unit of Jewish prayer is a blessing. Every blessing in the prayer
book has a name, called a rubric. Larger units of the service, consisting of
multiple blessings and prayers, also each have a name or rubric.
• Rubric is a technical term for a title or heading, and we use it to name any
discrete unit of liturgy, large or small. The Amidah, the Aleinu, and the Kaddish
are all rubrics. Within the Amidah, any of the numerous individual blessings,
each with a fixed topic, is a rubric unto itself, e.g. the Avot V’imahot.
• For the purposes of this curriculum, we have added a new term for the larger
sections that comprise the service, modules. Each module has several rubrics
within it. For example, we will refer to, for example, the Amidah, the Sh’ma
and Its Blessings, and the Concluding Prayers as modules.
B’rakhah (Blessing)
A b’rakhah is a blessing or a benediction. These terms mean the same thing.
Berakhot (pl., blessings) are the most common kind of prayer in our liturgy.
The bulk of the Amidah is a series of blessings. The berakhot were the favorite
form of prayer of the ancient Rabbis and are the most familiar pr ayers to us
today. Blessings are the route by which Jews greet and acknowledge the presence of God in the world. The most familiar blessings are those which celebrate and give thanks for the common activities and events of life: these are
the “one-liners” that Jews say, for example, upon drinking wine: “. . . borei p’ri
hagafen;” or before eating bread, and, by extension, a meal, “. . . hamotsi lechem
min ha-arets;” or upon joyous occasions, “. . . shehechiyanu.”
Blessings always end with a summary line: “Barukh atah Adonai. . . [Praised
are You Adonai]” followed by a short summary of the theme of the blessing.
One-line blessings consist of the summary line alone. Blessings which are
linked to the fulfillment of specific mitzvot have a similar formulaic opening,
but with the addition of a middle phrase emphasizing that this a ction is in
fulfillment of a commandment: “. . . asher kidshanu b’mitzvotav v’tzivanu . . .
[. . . who makes us holy through mitzvot and has commanded us to. . .].” The
blessing concludes with a description of the sacred action one is about to do,
for example, “l’hadlik neir shel Shabbat [kindle the lights of the Sabbath].”
These “short” blessings are easily recognizable.
The Rabbis also established what they called “long” blessings. A long blessing
may be a single paragraph or continue over several paragraphs. The long
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blessings can be described as brief theological essays, summarizing the Rabbis’ ideas about the theme of the blessing. The first blessing that precedes the
morning Sh’ma, for example, greets the morning light by acknowledging God’s
eternal presence as creator of light. The Rabbis also liked to bracket biblical
readings with blessings. For example, when called for an aliyah to the Torah,
the honoree says a blessing before the reading, and then another after. Similarly, the Sh’ma and V’ahavta, themselves biblical passages, are surrounded
by blessings on either side. The text of the Amidah has no biblical root at all;
it is simply a succession of blessings.
Blessings are relatively easy to spot because of their distinctive prose style.
While their beginnings vary and can sometimes be difficult to locate, long
blessings always end with a two-part summary: the formulaic “Barukh atah
Adonai . . . [Praised are You Adonai . . .]” followed by a synopsis of the blessing’s
theme. [In some congregations, “Praised are You Adonai” is regularly replaced
by an alternative expression.] This is the opposite of what English readers
have been trained to expect: we learned long ago that the most important
sentence in a paragraph is the first one. Blessings in the prayer book may
indeed have a beginning topic sentence that begins with Barukh atah Adonai
. . . , but just as often they do not. They always do, however, have a summary
sentence at the end. This closing “topic sentence” is called a chatimah, literally a “seal,” referring to the seal on a signet ring, once used to close a letter. It
is as if each blessing is a letter to God—or perhaps, to us, about God—signed
and sealed at the end with a liturgical signature.
Besides blessings, the most common elements of the prayer book include:
biblical passag es (the Sh’ma), psalms, hymns (Adon Olam, L’kha Dodi), and
prayers composed by the ancient Rabbis or later generations of Jews (Aleinu
and Kaddish).
Modules
The different groupings of prayers and texts, which we call modules, have
independent origins. They were not all created at the same time, and each
one has a particular purpose in the scheme of the liturgy. Only the Amidah is
included in every service.
The Sh’ma and Its Blessings module is included at morning and evening services, while the Morning Blessings module is recited, obviously, only in the
morning.
The Torah service module is included on Shabbat mornings (and two weekday mornings); when Reform Jews began to read Torah at Friday evening
services, they simply inserted the entire Torah service module into the evening
service.
A specific service is composed of the appropriate modules for the day of the
week (Shabbat vs. weekday), time of day (morning, afternoon, or evening)
and season of the year (High Holiday, festival, or other special occasion).
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Blessings, Rubrics, and Modules

ACTIVITY

1) Using your congregation’s prayer book, identify the modules that are
included in: a) Shabbat evening, b) Shabbat morning, c) afternoon, d) weekday morning service. Which modules vary by the time of day? Which by
the day of week? Compare what you find to the chart below.

2) Locate several blessings in the prayer book. Find the chatimah, and then
work backwards to locate where the blessing begins.

Prayer Modules in the Daily and Sabbath Liturgy
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READING/
ACTIVITY

The Structure of the Service
Yoel Kahn

The Sh’ma and Its Blessings
Although not always the first, the Sh’ma and Its Blessings is the most easily
recognizable module of the liturgy. The Sh’ma and Its Blessings is included in
the Morning and Evening services, in fulfillment of the Torah’s instruction: “Talk
about them when you lie down and when you rise up.” The structure of the
Sh’ma and Its Blessings is explained in this reading. Page numbers correspond
to Gates of Prayer (1975).
The Bar’khu (GOP, p. 301)

T

he Bar’khu is not a b’rakhah, since it does not include the blessing formula. It is, rather, the “official” invitation to worship. The leader invites
the assembly to join together in prayer, and those who have gathered together to pray respond. This form of call-and-response is among the oldest
modes of Jewish prayer. The second line of the Bar’khu, the congregation’s
response, is very similar to the second line of the Sh’ma, as well as to the
congregational response which follow the first paragraph of the Kaddish. All
three of these congregational responses make an important declaration of
Jewish faith: the E is God.
Bar’khu
Blessed [or Praised] is the One to
whom our praise is due, now and
forever!
Sh’ma
Blessed is God’s glorious majesty forever and ever.
Kaddish
Let God’s great name be blessed for
ever and ever.
The Bar’khu, the call to prayer, always begins the Sh’ma and Its Blessings module. Because this is such an ancient part of the worship, when later generations added prayers, psalms, and readings—like L’kha Dodi and Kol Nidre, on
Shabbat and Yom Kippur, respectively—they were added before the Bar’khu,
thereby avoiding an insertion into the already existing structure of the service. This is why the “call to worship” sometimes takes place well after the
service has begun.
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Two Blessings before the Sh’ma (GOP, p. 301)
There are always two blessings between the Bar’khu and the Sh’ma. The first
blessing originally focused on God as the creator of light and dark, evening
and morning. Contemporary Jews have come to see the theme of this blessing as creation and God’s role as the Creator. The second blessing emphasizes how God’s love is known through the mitzvot; this blessing is now commonly understood as a blessing about the gift of Torah and God’s role as the
Revealer of Torah.
Find these two blessings in your prayer book (GOP, pp. 301 & 302). Find
the chatimah for each one; this summarizes the blessing’s theme. Working
backwards, locate the beginning of each blessing.

Sh’ma and V’ahavta
The Sh’ma and V’ahavta consists of three parts: the Sh’ma itself: “Hear, O
Israel. . . ,” the response: “Blessed be the name. . . ,” and the V’ahavta. The
V’ahavta is only a separate rubric in Reform Jewish worship; for others, it is
simply the continuation of the first paragraph of the Sh’ma, taken from the
Torah, Deuteronomy 6:4-9.* The Sh’ma has been an important Jewish prayer
since the time of the Second Temple. The opening line of the Sh’ma would be
publicly announced by the leader: “Hear O Israel the E is our God,
the E is One.” Everyone present would declare in response: “Blessed
is God’s glorious majesty forever and ever!” When the opening line of the
Sh’ma was no longer publicly proclaimed, the practice of the congregation
responding out loud also ended. Early Reform Jews wanted to emphasize the
centrality of the Sh’ma in their theology, as it represented to them Judaism’s
special emphasis on the oneness of God. They therefore made the recitation
of the Sh’ma and its response a central moment in their services. In contrast
to pre-modern and non-Reform custom, Reform congregations rise for the
most important words in the liturgy.
After the Sh’ma: Redemption
Following the Sh’ma and V’ahavta is the passage we customarily call Mi
kamokha. This name comes from opening words of the song we always sing
at this time. Mi kamokha is not the beginning of this rubric nor its title.
Find the chatimah and the beginning of this blessing in your prayer book
(GOP, p. 304). This blessing praises God’s faithfulness to Israel over time,
and affirms God’s role as the Redeemer.

* The place of the Sh’ma and V’ahavta in Reform worship will be further studied in Unit
Four, “Theology and Text,” p. 4-13.
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Differences Between the Morning and Evening Service
The central themes of the blessings do not change between the evening and
the morning services: the themes of Creation, Revelation, and Redemption
appear in both. The words of the traditional liturgy do change,
however, between the morning and evening. The wording of
Many modern Jews have found
the first blessing, about light and creation, corresponds to the
in the Sh’ma and Its Blessings a
time of day. The words of the other blessings are also different,
simple summary of Jewish thebut the content and message are identical. There were once
ology. In the themes of these
many blessings in circulation on the theme of “the gift of Torah,”
blessings, we acknowledge that
but when the liturgy was “standardized,” over a thousand years
God is the Creator, Revealer of
ago, only two were preserved as the official versions for our
Torah, and Redeemer of history.
liturgy. Over the centuries, the many other formulations on
More abstractly, Jewish thinkers
this theme were lost.
have taught that these blessings
Compare the content and chatimah for each of the blessings
point to the central Jewish moin the Sh’ma and Its Blessings in the Morning Service (GOP,
tifs: Creation, Revelation, and
pp.301-305) with its corresponding blessing in the Evening
Redemption.
Service (GOP, pp.129-132).
Additions to the Evening Service
The Evening Service always includes a second blessing following the Sh’ma
that is not included in the Morning Service. The Hashkiveinu is a nighttime
prayer, petitioning God to watch over us during the darkness of night, “spreading a sukkah of peace.”
On Shabbat, the special day is announced with the inclusion of a passage
from the Torah, V’shamru, declaring how the people of Israel shall “keep the
Sabbath throughout their generations.” Like the V’ahavta, this passag e is a
biblical quote, rather than a b’rakhah. On festivals, a verse from the Torah
appropriate to the occasion is inserted here; on weekdays, the Sh’ma and Its
Blessings conclude with the Hashkiveinu.
Locate the chatimah and beginning of the Hashkiveinu in the Shabbat
Evening Service (GOP, p. 133). Find the V’shamru (GOP, p. 133). Compare
the end of the Sh’ma and Its Blessings in the Evening Service for a festival
(GOP, p. 475) and for a weekday (GOP, p. 31).
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The Amidah

T

he second major module of the service, coming next in sequence after
the Sh’ma and Its Blessings, is the Amidah. Amidah means “standing”, for
the Rabbis legislated that this section of the service should always be recited
standing up (in contrast to the Sh’ma, which could be recited sitting or standing). The Amidah is also called Ha-t’fillah, “The Prayer.” Less commonly used
today is a third name, the Sh’moneh Esrei, “The Eighteen,” after the original
number of blessings in the daily Amidah. Since the time of the Talmud, there
have in fact been nineteen blessings in the daily Amidah. The name Sh’moneh
Esrei, though, has never been changed.
The blessings of the Amidah are usually divided into three groups:
1. Three blessings of praise;
2. Thirteen blessings of petition;
3. Three blessings of thanksgiving.
The Shabbat Amidah
Most Reform Jews are familiar with the opening three blessings of the Amidah.
In most synagogues, they are chanted or recited together. On Shabbat, the
halakhah prohibits the recitation of petitions. Instead, a special blessing for
Shabbat is substituted for the intermediate blessings. Many Jews, who use a
prayer book only on Shabbat, are entirely unfamiliar with the contents and
themes of the thirteen intermediate blessings for weekdays. On Shabbat, the
Amidah has the Shabbat-appropriate number of seven blessings in total
(3+1+3). The special blessing for Shabbat is preceded by a passage about the
joy of the Shabbat, Yis’m’chu.
The final three blessings of thanksgiving do not, on the surface, appear much
different than the petitionary blessings that precede them. By definition,
though, they are blessings of thanksgiving and therefore can be recited on
Shabbat. The last blessing of the Amidah is always a blessing for peace.

Find the first three blessings of the Amidah, the insertion for Shabbat, and
the three blessings of thanksgiving in the Shabbat Evening Service (GOP,
pp. 309-313). Examine the intermediate blessings of the weekday Amidah
(GOP, pp. 39-42).

The K’dushah
The Rabbis taught that the daily recitations of the Amidah correspond to the
daily sacrificial offerings in the Temple. In fact, although the Amidah was
recited three times daily since its institution, there was no daily sacrifice in
the evening. Accordingly, the halakhic status o f the evening Amidah was somewhat questionable; it was never given the same stature as that of the morning
recitation. One consequence is that the K’dushah prayer, the elaborate expansion of the third blessing of the Amidah declaring God’s holiness, is only
recited at the Morning Service. There are variations in the language of the
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closing three blessings for thanksgiving between the Morning and Evening
Services, but in all other respects the Amidah does not vary according to the
time of day.
In the traditional liturgy, insertions are made into the Amidah according to
the season of the year, and for holidays and festivals. Based on the putative
correspondence to the sacrificial services of the Temple, the Rabbis added an
additional recitation of the Amidah on Shabbat and festivals because an additional offering was indeed brought into the Temple on these days. This
offering, and the service which symbolizes it, are called Musaf. Reform liturgy does not include a Musaf service.
Compare the third blessing, GOD’S HOLINESS, in the Morning and Evening
Services (GOP, p. 135 and p. 307)

Adding Personal Prayers
Like other Jewish prayers, the Amidah is phrased in the plural. The formal
text of the Amidah is framed, at the beginning and at the end, by two biblical
verses which are in the singular. Before the first blessing of the Amidah, we
find, usually in smaller type, Psalm 51:17: “Adonai, open my lips, that my
mouth may declare your glory.” At the very end of the Amidah comes Psalm
19:15, “May the words of my mouth, and the meditations of my heart, be
acceptable to You, God, my Rock and my Redeemer.” The inclusion of these
verses is suggested in the Talmud; however, they still stand outside the Amidah
itself. Their purpose is to remind us that, although we rehearse the themes
and words of the fixed liturgy, the Amidah is our personal prayer. The Rabbis
also encouraged each person to add their own personal prayer after reciting
the required, fixed liturgy (this is another example of the Rabbis’ insistence
on the equal importance of keva and kavvanah). The Talmud records the
personal prayers of several of the Rabbis. An early codification of the text of
the liturgy, in the ninth century, recommended the prayer of Rabbi Mar bar
Ravina as a meditation text for people who did not want to compose an original prayer. Ever since, what began as Rabbi Mar’s private prayer has been
included as part of the Amidah: “O God, keep my tongue from evil. . . .” GOP,
p. 314.
The last blessing of the Amidah is the prayer for peace. Find this prayer and
its chatimah; then identify the other elements that are included in the
Amidah (GOP, p. 313 ff.).

The Torah Service

T

he public reading of the Torah is the climax of the traditional Shabbat
service. Torah is also read at the Morning Service on Mondays and Thursdays, the market days in ancient Israel when large crowds would gather in the
towns.
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Concluding Prayers

T

here is one more module which is included in every regular service: the
Concluding Prayers. This module always includes the Aleinu and the
Mourner’s Kaddish. Both of the these rubrics entered the liturgy after the
Talmud. The Aleinu was originally part of the Rosh Hashanah litur gy and,
because of its popularity, was added to the daily liturgy some centuries later.
The origins of the Kaddish are not fully traceable. While the use of some
form of the Kaddish prayer in Jewish liturgy probably dates back to before
the destruction of the Second Temple, the wide-spread recitation of the
Mourner’s Kaddish became popular only after the twelfth century.

*

*

*

Kabbalat Shabbat

O

n Friday evening, the regular, daily evening service is introduced by a
special group of psalms and hymns called Kabbalat Shabbat. The
Kabbalat Shabbat service, created by the Jewish mystics of Safed during the
sixteenth century, consists of seven hymns. Six are psalms, Psalms 95-99 and
Psalm 29, one for each day of the week. The seventh hymn is not a biblical
psalm but the kabalistic hymn, L’kha Dodi. L’kha Dodi is followed by Psalm
92, whose first line describes it as a “song for the Sabbath.” Reform services
rarely include the entire mystical Kabbalat Shabbat service, as can be seen in
the various versions found in Gates of Prayer.
Count the seven hymns in honor of the days of the week in GOP Service I,
p. 118; compare this to the other Kabbalat Shabbat sections in later services.

Birkhot Hashachar/P’sukei D’zimrah

T

he Birkhot Hashachar (literally, Morning Blessings) were originally said
at home by the individual. When this set of blessings and readings was
first moved to the synagogue, it was said silently by the worshipper. The special blessings for the morning are followed by a group of psalms, called P’sukei
D’zimrah (literally, Passages of Song). These preliminary psalms are a “warmup” to the formal worship service, which begins with the Bar’khu. The biblical psalms are preceded by a rabbinic prayer and close with a blessing. (Birkhot
Hashachar, GOP, pp. 283-289; P’sukei D’zimrah, Poems of Praise, GOP, pp.
290-301).

Hallel

O

n festivals, a group of psalms called the Hallel are included in the service. Hallel consists of Psalms 113-118 (GOP, p. 525). On some occasions, a short version of Hallel is said. The Passover Haggadah also includes
the Hallel.
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ACTIVITY

Using Gates of Prayer
Gates of Prayer organizes each of its Shabbat services around a particular
theme. This theme informs the English interpretations of the prayers—the
kavvanah—while the Hebrew maintains the continuity of the liturgy, the
keva. The Hebrew rubrics for each prayer are identical throughout the book
while the English rubrics vary according to the translation. The translations
in Gates of Prayer vary, as we‘ll see, according to the over-arching theme
of each service.
Service I in Gates of Prayer is a faithful translation of the Hebrew and a
Reform expression of the traditional prayer book. Here is how the Avot,
the first blessing of the prayer book, appears in Shabbat Service I, p. 134:
God of All Generations
We praise You, Lord our God and God of all generations: God of
Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Jacob [God of Sarah, Rebecca,
Rachel, and Leah];* great, mighty, and awesome God, God supreme.
Master of all the living, Your ways are ways of love. You remember
the faithfulness of our ancestors, and in love bring redemption to
their children’s children for the sake of Your name. You are our King
and our Help, our Savior and our Shield. Blessed is the Lord, the
Shield of Abraham.
Part I
1. What would you say this blessing is about?

2. Does the English rubric reflect the contents of the blessing?

3. If you were the editor, what one- or two-word title would you give for
this blessing as its rubric?

* Most Reform synagogues now include the four matriarchs in this prayer, although their
names were absent from the original edition of Gates of Prayer.
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Part II
Divide into five groups. Assign one of the translations on pages 3-17 and
3-18 below to each of the groups. Read the English translation out loud.
1. How does this interpretation relate to the themes and images of the
original? How does it expand or alter the message of the blessing?

2. What is the message of the English rubric?

3. How would you characterize the theology of this passage?

4. What changes might you want to make in this language to make it
resonate with you?

5. What do you think people need to know in order to understand this
prayer?

6. Does this prayer serve you as “vehicle” or as “vessel”?
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Part III
1. Find the description of your service in the article, “A Guide to the Services in Gates of Prayer and Their Themes” (found at the back of at this
unit). How does the passage you looked at relate to the theme of the
service as a whole?

2. If time permits, examine the rest of this service in Gates of Prayer. How
does this service integrate the themes and rubrics of the traditional liturgy
with the particular theme of this service?

As a large group, each group can report on their discussion.
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English Rubrics and Translations for the Avot Blessing
in Gates of Prayer
1. Service II, p. 152 : THEIR QUEST IS OURS
Source of all being, we turn to You as did our people in ancient days. They
beheld You in the heavens; they felt You in their hearts; they sought You in
their lives.
Now their quest is ours. Help us, O God, to see the wonder of being. Give us
the courage to search for truth. Teach us the path to a better life. So shall we,
by our lives and our labors, bring nearer to realization the great hope inherited from ages past, for a world transformed by liberty, justice and peace.
2. Service III, p. 169: A COVENANT PEOPLE, ETERNAL . . .
Lord, You are the God of all generations; the ones that are past, and those yet
unborn. You are our God.
You are the First; You are the Last; You are the Only One.
You made the earth and brought us forth to dwell in it.
You called Abraham to righteousness, his children to bear witness to Your
glory.
You formed us to be a covenant people, eternal as the hosts of heaven.
Oh God, You are the Shield of our people, our everlasting light!
3. Service VI, p. 212: THE DISTANT SHORES OF BLESSING
Blessed is the power that moved our ancestors and sustained them on their
journey.
Abraham left familiar ways, set forth to an unknown land, and learned to
silence terror with a ready heart.
Isaac came to know how parents may risk their children for the sake of a
vision; out of his weakness he forged the strength to live and love.
Jacob dreamed and fought and grew, at last to become the blessing he
wrestled for.
So did those who came before us send forth a blessing fashio ned out of their
own longing to outgrow themselves. And their longing is ours.
Blessed is the power that sustains us on our journeys to the distant shores of
blessing.
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4. Service VII, p. 229: A HERITAGE OF FAITH
Our God and God of our fathers, God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, Amos,
Isaiah, and Micah, a heritage has come down to us along all the painful paths
our people has traveled.
Our God and God of our mothers, God of Sarah, Rebekah, Leah and Rachel,
Deborah, Hannah, and Ruth, a heritage has come down to us.
When others worshipped gods indifferent to goodness, our mothers and
fathers found the One whose law unites all people in justice and love.
A heritage of faith has come down to us out of the life of our people.
When knowledge was the secret lore of princes and priests, our sages opened
their doors to all who sought understanding.
A heritage of learning has come down to us out of the life of our people.
5. Service IV, p. 185: BE PRAISED
Be praised, O Lord, God of all generations, of Abraham, of Isaac and Jacob;
our God. Your wondrous creative power fills heaven and earth.
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Y

ou have been learning in your team meetings about the origins and
structure of our liturgy. If this was new knowledge for you, has it
changed your experience of worship? How can your team help the congregation as a whole develop a greater appreciation for the form and art of
Jewish prayer? What are appropriate forums for teaching about the origins and structure of the liturgy? Are there people, on and off the S2K
team, who would be interested in further study?
If you have not recently done so, devote some time to reviewing your goals
and implementation plans for “spreading the word” about S2K and your
work to the wider congregation. For additional ideas, see the section on
“Spreading the Word” at the end of the Facilitator’s Guide.
As a team, discuss:
1. How can you encourage learning and increased awareness about the
formal structure and origins of Jewish prayer?

2. What are times and places for introducing such study?
• During the service itself?
• In conversation groups before or after services?
• In the learners’ minyan or alternative worship settings?
• At Torah study?
• In school or youth group settings?

3. Should there be new forums and/or new materials created for doing
this? Are any of the activities or readings you have done in this unit appropriate for use in other settings?

4. Are there ways for visitors or new members to learn about the structure
of the service and its key parts?
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5. What are the necessary next steps to implement these ideas?

6. What is the time frame for these actions?

The Chronicler for this session should enter the main points of the team’s
discussion into the Reminder Portfolio. The team should periodically discuss its progress in following-up on these actions.
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“Guide to the Services and Their Themes”
by Chaim Stern
In Lawrence A. Hoffman, ed., Gates Of Understanding: A Companion Volume to Shaarei Tefillah:
Gates of Prayer (NY: Central Conference of American Rabbis/Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1977), pp. 171–176.
celebrates God. the universe and their impact on us.
Perhaps a more adequate statement of the theme would
be our human responsibility in relation to our partnership with God.

Service One (pp. 117–141): The Classical Siddur
Service One adheres closely to both the structure and
the content of the classical Siddur. Thus, for example,
the candles may be kindled before dark, and, therefore, before the service begins; the candle lighting
ritual, if read at all, would then be considered as retrospective. Its contents, in any case, set the tone, since
the prayer introducing the actual blessing (Av
Harachamim) is traditional, coming from the Techinah
literature.

Service Three (pp. 158–175): Mystical Search
This is a lyrical song of praise to God, with strong
mystical overtones. The recurring image of light serves
as a unifying motif. Much of the Kabbalat Shabbat
derives from the Jewish mystical tradition, newly compiled, creatively translated, and arranged in a novel way.

The English of this service consists entirely of translations of traditional Hebrew prayers. The Kabbalat
Shabbat contains all the traditional psalms (95-99, 29,
92/93), though some are abridged, and a complete version of Lecha Dodi. The Tefillah contains several innovations as compared with the old Union Prayerbook:
inserts for Shabbat Shuvah, Rosh Chodesh, Chol Hamoeid, and Chanukah; a new chatimah for the Gevurot;
some novel Hebrew and some old Hebrew restored for
the Avodah.

The English surrounding the Shema consists of selected
biblical citations regarding the traditional themes of
creation, revelation, and redemption. But revelation
is viewed from the human perspective, being seen as a
continuing possibility for us. And redemption, too, is
seen from our side of the divine-human relationship.
This service also provides four passages for silent meditation, one of them (p. 168) from the Zohar; and a
new continuation of the Hashkiveinu (p. 168) which
extends the metaphor of light.

The service is clearly divided according to traditional
rubrics. Each prayer bears a brief descriptive heading
in both Hebrew and English. The former are generally
drawn directly from rabbinic literature, and the latter
are corresponding translations, assuming at times,
however, the viewpoint of covenant Theology. The
Chatsi (hereafter referred to as the “Reader’s”) Kaddish
introduces Barechu.

As for the Tefillah, its English (as in most other services) is almost entirely new; but here, even the Hebrew is somewhat unique. For example, the Hebrew
of the Hodaah is a slightly adapted version of the
Modim Derabbanan.
Although the prevailing mood is primarily an exuberant celebration of faith, a challenging note is injected
regarding the shadows that darken our lives and shake
that faith. See, for example, the meditations on pages
173 and 174. So faith, here, is not predicated on a blissful ignorance of reality; rather, it is affirmed in the face
of full recognition of all that challenges our trust.

Service Two (pp. 142–157):
Religious Naturalism
Service Two follows the thematic development of the
traditional service, but its English, apart from standard passages like Barechu and Shema, is, in the main,
new. Its general tone, moreover, is humanistic, emphasizing our obligation to grow in godliness. Like other
services, however, it contains passages which belie any
simplistic label. As a totality, it is richer and more polyphonic than any label can denote. Thus, though humanism remains the dominant theme, the service also

Service Four (pp. 176–188): Social Justice
Social justice and personal uprightness are the themes
of Service Four. In the Kabbalat Shabbat, the Sabbath
is itself designated as a day with moral dimensions (pp.
177–178); so, too, the synagogue (p. 179), in a passage
adapted from the Union Prayer Book.
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Service Seven (pp. 219–234 or 219–229 and 235–
243): Covenant and Commandment

The blessings before the Shema are adapted from the
Union Prayer Book, Service Three. The Geullah, however, is new. It utilizes biblical passages and interpretative responses to spell out our responsibilities as a
covenanted people. The Hebrew of Haskiveinu comes
from the Sefardic rite. A meditation on our human
nature leads us to the Tefillah, which contains all the
traditional themes, but in an abbreviated Hebrew,
some of it untraditional in this context (e.g., Kedushat
Hashem, p. 186). The result is a novel Tefillah emphasizing personal righteousness as our response to the
Divine imperative.

The unifying complex of this service is the constellation of life, choice, and covenant, bound together. The
theme appears first in the Kabbalat Shabbat where there
is also a meditation on the Holocaust, as a counterpoint. This service views us as God’s partners, called
to labor for a better world, a more abundant existence
for all.
The Shema and its blessings, particularly, are of interest here. The Hebrew is traditional, but the English is
arranged to connect the themes of creation, revelation
and redemption (e.g., p. 226). The English of V’eahavta
contains responses which are a commentary on the
V’eaharta. Though the general tenor of the service is
humanistic/active, the English that follows the
Hashkiveinu (p. 228) is quiet and philosophical. Yet
the responsive reading before Veshameru (p. 228) returns to the basic theme of life/choice/covenant, and
to the active mood that stance entails. The Tefillah continues this theme, but leaves room for others as well:
heritage, peoplehood, prayer, etc.

Service Five (pp. 189–203):
Our Reform Heritage
This service will be recognized as coming essentially
from the Union Prayer Book, enriched, however, by
Bialik’s Hachama (p.190), and the Reader’s Kaddish (p.
192). The English passages represent several Union
Prayer Book services, but the English is somewhat revised. In a number of blessings, the Hebrew, too, resembles the Union Prayer Book (e.g., Avodah, p. 200;
Hodaah, p. 201). The service includes all the traditional
themes.

An alternative Tefillah (pp. 236–238) is unusually free
in its text and themes. It is preceded by an optional
meditation and litany of praise and thanksgiving (p.
235). It is in turn philosophical, meditative, and affirmative. Its major themes are the nature of humanity,
our relation to God, our peoplehood and responsibilities.

Service Six (pp. 204–218): Equivocal Service
Service Six is quite unusual in that its English (almost
entirely new) is equivocal; that is, theological language
is either omitted completely from the English, or is
phrased so as to allow for the possibility of a multiplicity of subjective interpretations by individual worshippers. Thus, for example, no passages intended for
English reading contain the word “God.” The word appears only in translations of Hebrew that are meant to
be sung in the original. Otherwise, all references to
Deity use wording that may be understood in a variety of ways.

Service Eight (pp. 244–259):
Confrontation with Estrangement
This is the last “adult” service (Services Nine and Ten
are intended as Family Services). This service assumes
in the worshipper a degree of alienation from Shabbat
and Jewish tradition, and provides a way back
through a confrontation with this estrangement. So
the theme of this Service, sounded immediately and
most particularly, in the Kabbalat Shabbat, is Shabbat
itself; and those affirmations inherent in our worship
and faith, as well as the difficulties people may have
in understanding or accepting them. A number of
the traditional Hebrew passages are omitted from this
service, but the English content is both stimulating
and eloquent.

The service follows the traditional thematic pattern,
but its treatment of these themes is unconventional.
The Kabbalat Shabbat, for example, emphasizes the
related concepts of creation and freedom.
To maintain the concept of equivocation, thus avoiding theologically biased English, this service leaves basic
recurring Hebrew passages (Barechu, Shema, etc.)
untranslated. The English is rich in thought and feeling. It can be experienced equally profoundly by people
of diverse religious view-points.
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Theology–Reimagining God

A

s we learned in our study of the Sh’ma in the last unit, the most fundamental idea of Judaism is the unit y and oneness of God. But the Holy
One, Blessed Be, is known by many different names; according to a Jewish
teaching, the Eternal is called by some ninety names in the Torah. Others
teach that just as there are 600,000 faces of the Torah, one for every Jew who
stood at Sinai; since we further teach that every Jew, throughout the generations, was there, there are an equal number of routes to knowing and naming
the Source of All. Many of us, though, have difficulty speaking about our understanding of the Infinite One, or are unsure of the presence of Shekhinah in
our lives.

Unit 4
OVERVIEW/
OBJECTIVES

For many of us, our growth in theological understanding has not kept pace
with our intellectual and personal growth. We may know that we have outgrown our childhood images and understandings of our relationships to God
but we may not acknowledge that we have not replaced them with more
mature understandings. Others of us may be afraid that our own private
concept or awareness of the transcendent in our lives is somehow “unJewish.”
Many of us seem to think that there is a single
Jewish understanding of the Source. In fact, over
the centuries and in our current day, knowledge- “In fact, Jews have spoken to and about
able and learned Jews have spoken to and about God using a vast range of metaphors,
Hamakom (literally, “The Place” or “Grounded
One”) using a vast r ange of metaphors, images, images, and interpretations.”
and interpretations.
When asked what we do believe about God, many of us are quick to point
out what we do not believe: we know that we do not believe in an “Old Man
on a Cloud.” Harder for us to articulate is what we do believe or know about
God. In this unit, you will have the opportunity to clarify your own ideas
about God, to compare how your own understanding of God relates to that
of the other members of your team, and to discuss whether and how your
theological understanding is found in public worship within synagogue services. In order to help you locate your own theological vision in Jewish teach12/00
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S2K
Meeting
Format
• Food
• Opening ritual or
prayer
• Check-in
• Readings,
discussion,
activities
• Process checks
• Closing ritual or
prayer

ing, we include a excerpts from important modern teachers about Jewish
paths to knowing and speaking about God.
Before your first meeting for this unit, please be sure to read the two background chapters: Chapter 5 of the Art of Public Prayer, and “Using the Liturgy” from Reuven Hammer’s guide to the Jewish worship service, Entering
Jewish Prayer.
Objectives
Team members will:
• Recognize the wide spectrum of contemporary Jewish beliefs about God;
• Relate their theological perspectives to contemporary Jewish teaching;
• Explain how the God-idea of any given culture is located within a larger
socio-cultural system;
• Identify how different God-images are represented in Jewish worship;
• Explore the correlation between the institutional ambiance of American
synagogues and prevailing God-images.
Action items
The S2K team will:
• Engage leaders, groups, and individuals in the congregation in discussions
about theology and its impact on prayer;
• Encourage the clergy, leadership, and synagogue groups to include study
and discussion about God-images and ideas as part of their messages from
the bimah and in their programs and activities;
• Find out how these kinds of discussions are handled in school and youth
group settings.

Let Me Behold Your Presence
The Eternal said to Moses, “I will do what you ask, for you
have truly gained My favor and I have singled you out by
name.”
[Moses] said, “O, let me behold Your Presence!”
[God] replied, “I will make all My goodness pass before you
as I proclaim the name “Adonai” before you. I will be gracious to whom I will be gracious, and show compassion to
whom I will show compassion. But you cannot see my face
and live.

• Encourage discussions, both formal and informal about these issues, among professionals in the
congregation, and between professionals and congregants.
• Encourage congregants to speak
with their children about some of
these ideas in developmentally appropriate ways.
• Explore the creation of discussion
groups of parents interested in exploring this further.

—Exodus 33:17-20
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T

he facilitator, or a planning group for the S2K team, should read through
the material in this unit in advance of the meetings, and should decide,
with the group, how many meetings will be devoted to this unit. It is important not to rush through this unit if people are interested in the topic. However, there may be some for whom the discussion will be too personal, too
difficult, or may appear to be not relevant to what they came to do—making
prayer services in the synagogue more connected to their needs. The facilitator should do frequent “process checks,” asking the team members how they
feel about the pace and contents of the discussion, and what they would like
to do differently.
Talking about God can be exciting and liberating for some people; for others,
it can be difficult or almost impossible until they hear others talk about their
views, or until they feel comfortable that they will not be judged or made to
feel ignorant or misguided. As you move through this unit, it will be particularly important to pay attention to where people are spiritually and emotionally. Discussions of faith and God are not just intellectual conversations;
they touch deep in the soul. People whose God-idea does not conform to
what they themselves or others consider “normative” may be embarrassed or
hesitant to speak; on the other hand, people who have a traditionalist understanding of God may also feel that they themselves are “out of step” or being
left behind in today’s approaches to religious belief or matters of faith.
The Activities in Unit Four
There are five different sets of activities in this unit. Two attend to team members’ personal ideas about God and Jewish images of God, God Ideas and
Images of God Over Time. Two activities look directly at how our ideas about
theology relate to the texts of the prayer book, Theology and the Prayer Book
and Theology and Text: The Example of The V’ahavta. The final activity is a set
of readings and related questions from modern Jewish teachers about contemporary theological options, Pathways to Faith: Theological Possibilities for
Contemporary Jews.
While these readings are at the center of the unit, we recommend that the
team begin by talking about their own ideas and faith. Having done this, the
readings can be reviewed at home, with the invitation to reflect on how the
points of view expressed by the various team members are addressed by these
authors. As this unit has the most r eading of any of the units in the curriculum, the facilitator and the team should together decide how to handle the
readings. There are a number of options: everyone might be asked to read all
the readings; individuals might choose which they wish to read and take responsibility for summarizing them for the group; or, meeting time might be
dedicated to reading in advance of the discussion.
The first exercise, God Ideas, p. 4-6, begins the team’s conversation about
theology. This exercise requires an open space for people to move around in;
you may need to meet in a different location than the team customarily does.
The facilitator should read through the exercise to learn about how to ar12/00
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range the space and the other “props” that are needed. A key conclusion from
this exercise for many people is that the manifest content of the liturgy is not
an accurate reflection of their own theology. This increased consciousness
may temporarily increase their discomfort with services.
Suggestions for Planning the Sessions
By design, this curriculum does not specify how much time to allow for each
activity. This decision needs to be made by the facilitator and the team. If you
decide to dedicate only two sessions to this unit, one possible arrangement
for this unit would be:
In advance
Background reading
First session
“God Ideas”
“Theology and the Prayer Book”
Homework
“Pathways to Faith: Theological Possibilities for Contemporary Jews”
Second Session
Review/short conversation of readings
“Theology and Text: The Example of the V’ahavta”
“Images of God Over Time”
Wrap-up
You may wish to eliminate one of the activities from the second session to
allow more time for discussion, or perhaps create an alternative forum for
exploring these theological options in more depth. Be sure to begin each
session with an opening ritual and a personal check-in.
Check-in on Progress and Direction
If your team has not done so recently, set time aside to check in about the
“big picture” of the S2K’s team. See the “Notes to the Facilitator” for Unit
Two, p. 2-2, for questions and issues to raise, as appropriate, with your team.
This is also an appropriate time to review your team’s progress in spreading
the word in the congregation about what you are doing. Is it time to followup on your earlier low-hanging fruit initiatives? How have they been received?
What should you do know to get the word out about what you are learning
and doing? See “Spreading the Word about S2K,” p. F-23, for ideas.
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Using the Liturgy
Chapter Two in Reuven Hammer, Entering Jewish Prayer: A Guide to
Personal Devotion and The Worship Service (New York: Shocken Books,
1994), pp. 27–38.
(This reading is found at the back of this unit.)

The Presence of God at Worship
Chapter Five in The Art of Public Prayer, pp. 115–143.

12/00
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ACTIVITY

God Ideas
Yoel Kahn

W

hen asked what we believe about God, many of us are quick to
point out that we do not believe in that “Old Man on a Cloud.” Less
easy for us to articulate is what we do believe or know about God. Many of
us have also been convinced that there is a single Jewish understanding of
God. In fact, Jews have long imagined and known God in many different
ways. In this exercise, you will have the chance to think about your own
understanding of some aspects of God and to explore how you think God
relates to the Jewish people, and compare how your own understanding
of God relates to that of the other members of your team. In the second
part, you will discuss whether and how your theological understanding is
found in worship.
This exercise requires a relatively large, open space. If it is not possible to
push the chairs and tables out of the way in your regular meeting room, try
to arrange to use a different space for this exercise. On the floor, using
masking tape or yarn, mark off an x- and a y-axis. Each person will need a
3x5 card, Post-it, or similar piece of small paper. It may be helpful to have
pieces of tape prepared to make team members’ cards stick to the floor.
Part A
1. Each person should write their name on their card, Post-it, or paper.
2. The facilitator explains:
The x-axis represents common ways we think about God. One end is the
idea of a personal God, who is active in the world, listens to prayer, and
responds. At the other end of this axis is the idea of God as “Energy,” a
“Source of inspiration,” or a non-personal dimension or part of nature
itself.
[The facilitator may place signs with key words, such as “Personal” or “Responds to Prayer,” and “Non-personal” or “Force in nature” on either end
of the x-axis].
You may have difficulty with the way in which this axis is defined. You will
have an opportunity to discuss that after the exercise. For the moment,
decide where on this axis you would place yourself.
2. The Facilitator explains:
The y-axis is about chosenness. On one end [indicate which!] is the idea of
the Jews as the chosen people with a distinctive and special relationship
with God. At the other end is the idea that all people are chosen, and/or
that the Jewish people is not chosen in particular.
[The facilitator may place signs with key words, such as “Chosen” and “Not
chosen” at either end of the y-axis].
12/00
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Here, too, you might want to question the meaning of this axis. For the
moment, please set your question aside, and, as best as you are able, decide where on this axis you would place yourself.
3. Please decide where on each of these two axes you would locate yourself right now. Walk out and place your marker down at the point where
you think you should be. You may want to place yourself closer or further
from the end-points of either axis.
4. Once everyone has put down their marker, the people in the same general location should talk to one another, and explain to each other why
they are in that particular quadrant.
5. After everyone has spoken, if time allows, allow people to ask each
other questions about their respective positions.
If possible, the team members should be asked to remain “on the graph”
through the course of the above discussion. The physical representation
helps people define themselves in relationship to the ideas that others express. If this is not feasible or appropriate, team members should clearly
identify where their personal marker is on the graph when they speak.

Chosen

<

Personal,
Chosen

Non-personal,
Chosen

Personal
<
God

<
Non-personal,
Not chosen

<

Personal,
Not chosen

Not Chosen
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Part II
As a large group, discuss:
1. Was there a clear concentration of people in any one quadrant?

2. What commonalities or differences do you observe in the distribution?

3. Do you think the distribution observed in this group is representative of
your congregation? Reform Jews? American Jewry in general? Americans
in general?

4. Of the four quadrants, which seems most commonly articulated in the
words of the liturgy?

5. For those in each quadrant, ask: Is this theological perspective represented or heard in the liturgy? Are there specific readings or texts that you
can point to which resonate with this theological position? What is your
theological experience of prayer services?

6. For those in each quadrant, ask: Are there any resonances with this
position in the non-textual aspects of services that resonate for you?

7. Do the observations you have made in the course of this discussion have
any implications for the worship life of the congregation?

The Chronicler for this session should record any conclusions or follow-up
ideas in the Reminder Portfolio.
12/00
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Theology and the Prayer Book

W

hat theological images do you hear in the text of the prayers? Which
speak to you? Which make you uncomfortable? Every team member needs a copy of your synagogue’s prayer book for this exercise.
Each person should get a copy of the prayer book used in your congregation. Allow at least five minutes for each person to go through the book,
and identify at least one prayer or passage whose God image or language
speaks to them, and one prayer or passage that disturbs or alienates them.
Not everyone may be able to find both types of passages.
1. With a partner, read out loud the passage you have chosen that does
speak or resonate for you. What is the image of God in this text? What is
the source of its appeal to you?

2. Have the partner now read his/her passage out loud. What is the image
of God in this text? What is the source of its appeal to you?

3. Turn to the passage that you find disturbing or alienating. The partner
(not the person who chose it) should read this passage out loud. What is
the image of God in this text? What makes it disturbing or alienating to
you? Switch readers and discuss the partner’s second text.

4. Join with another pair and explain to them the two selections your partner chose. What were the values and images, positive and negative, that
informed each person’s choices?

5. Are there any texts in common among the members of your group? Are
there are any common themes as you compare your various reactions?

Report back to the large group your observations or conclusions. The Chronicler for this session should record any significant observations or conclusions.
12/00
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READING

Pathways to Faith: Theological Possibilities
for Contemporary Jews

W

e can describe the contents of our prayer book as having three primary topics:

1. Cosmology: what the prayers say about the nature of time and space, including, most particularly, the condition of the Jewish people as part of history.
2. Anthropology: what the prayers say about human nature.
3. Theology: what the prayers say about God.
Any one of these elements may challenge thoughtful worshipers with problems. Reform Jews, especially, are apt to experience some difficulties, since
they tend to read their prayers in English, and in so doing, have to contend
with what the words directly say. Jews who pray in Hebrew and understand
what they’re saying have the same problem. Even those who pray in Hebrew
but who do not understand the Hebrew completely may find their eye wandering to the English side of the page, and their mind wondering why they
are reciting material with which they take exception.
Cosmology
Jews, as individuals and as a people, have to come to terms with what we
believe about chosenness. The liturgy addresses this theme in the blessing
always found immediately before the Sh’ma and in the Aleinu. We must also
wrestle with how we understand God’s presence in history to work. Do we
expect God to intervene in human events? Do we expect God to respond to
prayers and supplications? Do we expect that God has an opinion about our
individual and collective behaviors? Do we expect a messiah or a return to
Eretz Yisrael at the end of days, two themes found in the traditional daily
Amidah?
Anthropology
Most American Jews today find the pre-modern liturgy’s accent on human
sin hard to take. Since the nineteenth century, we have emphasized the potential for good in every person. In the medieval era, by contrast, it was human evil that received the most attention, so we have many prayers that remind us of how far short we fall when compared to what God demands of
us. It is quite clear that our conception of cosmological issues depends on the
larger socio-cultural context in which we live, and that twenty-first century
American Jewish views are different, in many regards, from earlier views which
rose in a different contexts.
Theology
Many people today have trouble believing in a God who appears, in many
earlier texts, to be male, fickle, and punitive. This God also seems to crave as
much praise as He can get, so people wonder also why God needs constant
12/00
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fawning from us, His people. In fact, the early Rabbis worried about these
things too. They also did not believe that God was a “man in the sky,” and
many also objected to the overabundance of praise. Nonetheless, our written
prayers seem to be filled with material that seems to repetitiously praise an
all too human and gendered deity.
Other theological issues trouble us, too. If God is all-powerful, and allknowing, and also all-good, why is there evil in the world? This is a question
where theology, anthropology, and cosmology all come together.
If we excuse God from being the source of evil and explain it as entirely
caused by humans, such that “we deserve what we get,” then we are asserting
a negative view of humankind. Such an anthropology is problematic for our
time, as most modern American Jews subscribe to the belief people are mostly
good, not bad. We think that if evil is built into the rules of nature, we have a
cosmic order (cosmology) that seems unjust. We wonder how a good God
created it. This is the theological problem Job faced. The inclusion of the
Book of Job in the Bible teaches that we are not the first to wrestle with the
question of theodicy, explaining why “bad things happen to good people.”
If the traditional image of God is One who is all-powerful (omnipotent), allknowing (omniscient), and all-good (benevolent), most modern theologians
suggest that we might better understand God as having two of these qualities, but that we cannot imagine God having all three.
Readings:
Nancy Flam, “Reflections Toward A Theology of Illness and Healing,” Sh’ma
24:475 (May 1994).
Daniel Matt, “Beyond the Personal God,” in The Reconstructionist 59:1 (Spring
1994), pp. 38–44.
Emanuel S. Goldsmith and Mel Scult, Dynamic Judaism: The Essential Writings of Mordecai M. Kaplan (New York: Reconstructionist Press, 1991), pp.
69–83.
Martin Buber, I and Thou (New York, Simon and Schuster, 1958), pp. 3-6,
11-12, 333-34, 75, 77, 78-79, 80-81.
Judith Plaskow, Standing Again at Sinai: Judaism From a Feminist Perspective
(San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1990), pp. 136-169.
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Pathways to Faith: Theological Possibilities
for Contemporary Jews

W

e include selections from the writings of several modern Jewish teachers who have wrestled with these questions. As you read through
these excerpts, keep these questions in mind:
1. What does this teacher teach about cosmology? Anthropology? Theology?

2. How does this teaching draw upon or root itself in historical Jewish
teaching?

3. In what ways does it break with prior Jewish teaching?

4. Is God considered omnipotent, omniscient, and/or benevolent?

5. Think back to the exercise you did at the beginning of this unit about the
two axes of belief (see the illustration on p. 4-7). In which quadrant would
you assign this author?

6. Does the God-image presented in this reading resonate with you? What
appeals to you about this approach? What questions or hesitations do you
have?
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Theology and Text: The Example of the V’ahavta
Yoel Kahn
Theology is not just an abstract conversation; it has a direct impact on the language
and form of our prayers. Sometimes, though, there are conflicts between our theology and other values we seek to honor. The case of how we should present the Sh’ma
and V’ahavta in the Reform movement’s new prayer book is a case in point.

O

ne of the most familiar and beloved texts in our liturgy is the V’ahavta. This
passage is a quote from the Torah, or to be precise, two quotations from
the Torah. The first paragraph is taken from the book of Deuteronomy 6:5-9:
You shall love the Eternal Your God, with all your heart, with all your soul,
and with all your might. And these words, which I command you this day,
shall be upon your heart. You shall teach them diligently unto your children,
and shall speak of them when you sit in your house, when you walk by the
way, when you lie down and when you rise up. You shall bind them for a
sign upon your hands, they shall be for frontlets between your eyes. You shall
write them upon the doorposts of your house and upon your gates.
This is immediately followed by a closing section, taken from the book of
Numbers 15:39-41:
You shall remember and do all of my commandments and be holy unto your
God. For I am the Eternal your God who brought you out of Egypt to be your
God; I am the Eternal your God.
These two texts are seamlessly woven together in our Reform liturgy. But
they did not start this way. The V’ahavta was not a distinct rubric, separate
from the Sh’ma, before the emergence of Reform Judaism. According to the
Mishnah, the second century guide to early rabbinic practice, the Sh’ma has
three sections: our familiar opening paragraph from Deuteronomy 6 and
then a second reading from Deuteronomy 11, verses 13–21, beginning:
If you carefully heed my commands, the ones I command you today, to love
Adonai your God and worship Him with all your mind and body, then I
shall grant your land’s rain in its season, in the autumn and in the spring,
that you might gather your grain, wine, and oil. . . . Take care lest your mind
tempt you to revel by worshipping other gods and by bowing down to them.
For the then the fire and fury of Adonai will turn against you. Adonai will
the flow of the sky. There will be no rain. The earth will not grant its produce.
You will quickly perish from the good land that Adonai grants you. . . .
The third paragraph begins with the mitzvah of tzitzit:
Adonai said to Moses: Speak to the children of Israel and tell them to make
themselves a tassel on the corners of their clothes in every generation, and to
put a blue thread on the tassel of each corner. Let it be a tassel for you. When
you see it you shall remember all of Adonai’s commandments and do them,
and not follow your mind or eyes which you follow in false worship.
12/00
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Then it closes with the lines that we are familiar with:
Thus will you remember and do all of my commandments and so be holy
before your God. I am Adonai, your God, who led you out of the land of
Egypt to be your God. I am Adonai your God.
Early Reform Jews, starting with David Einhorn in his Olat Tamid [1854],
eliminated the second two paragraphs of the Sh’ma from their worship, retaining only the first par agraph (and adding a closing line from the Numbers
passage). They justified their actions based on their firm belief that it was
only the first section which was originally part of the liturgy when this prayer
was recited in the Temple, and, more importantly, they rejected the theology
of the second two paragraphs. They believed in and wanted to affirm the
centrality of the Exodus but strongly repudiated the strict, this-worldly reward-and-punishment directly at the hand of God presented in the second
passage from the Book of Deuteronomy. The opening of the third passage,
with its reference to the wearing of tzitzit (fringes), was precisely the type of
external Jewish ritual the early Reformers disapproved of.
By and large, we don’t like the Deuteronomic theology any better than our
Reform predecessors. Instead of the assurance that everything is for a reason
and is explicable as the direct consequence of a just God, today we find the
counter-theology of the Book of Job a better representation of what we believe. For Job, God’s reasons are inscrutable; illness, disaster, suffering cannot
be explained as the consequences of our actions. Even in non-Reform synagogues, in recognition of the difficulty of this passage, the second paragraphs
of the Sh’ma are universally recited silently and never read out loud.
This passage remains seriously problematic for myself and, I believe, the overwhelming majority of Reform Jews. Why then are some Reform Jews asking
for it to be included in our liturgy? Well, we have, as an overriding theological value, the commitment to k’lal yisrael–the unity of the Jewish people.
Some times we are willing to make significant compromises with our own
personal preferences in favor of maintaining continuity of practice with either the pre-modern historical traditions of Judaism, or with normative Jewish practice outside our movement. Is this such a case?
In one Reform synagogue, a recent, experimental edition of the prayer book
includes the full traditional text. A lengthy footnotes explains that:
This warning has ironic ecological significance in today’s world. “Serving
other gods” could be interpreted as serving the gods of greed, ambition, and
short term profit at nature’s expense; “the skies will close up, the rain will
not fall, and the land will not produce” would be an accurate prediction of
the environmental disasters caused by pollution, as opposed to a sign of divine retribution.*

* Siddur L’erev Shabbat (San Francisco: Congregation Sha’ar Zahav, 2000), p. 65.
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Is this an adequate solution to the theological difficulties this passag e presents? Does the reduction of the divine justice to a mechanistic cause- and
effect response diminish the imag e of God which the Torah seeks to teach?
Are there are other metaphorical readings of this passage which would make
it more acceptable to us?
Another theological value we hold is fidelity to tradition. But, as you read in
“But It’s Traditional!”, p. 1–26, the tradition is rarely if ever monochromatic
or uniform; do we have a particular obligation to maintain fidelity to our
Reform tradition? Having integrated this liturgical passage, by taking the last
lines and adding them to the first paragraph, Reform Judaism created the
V’ahavta as we know it; what would it mean to split them up again in order
to restore an older practice? Is the desire to replace a two hundred year old
Reform Jewish liturgical tradition with its second century, Mishnaic original, an instance of our buying into the theological and religious conceit, that
the more ancient something is, the more “authentic” or “proper” it must be?
Or is this an example of fidelity to our ancient tradition and compromise in
order to maintain fellowship and commonality with the wider Jewish community?
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The Sh’ma & V’ahavta in Traditional and Modern Prayer Books
Deuteronomy 6: 4-9
Hear O Israel, Adonai is your God, Adonai is One.
[Blessed is the One the glory of whose kingdom is renowned forever.]
You shall love the Eternal Your God, with all your heart, with all your soul and with all
your might. And these words, which I command you this day, shall be upon your
heart. You shall teach them diligently unto your children, and shall speak of them
when you sit in your house, when you walk by the way, when you lie down and when
you rise up. You shall bind them for a sign upon your hands, they shall be for frontlets
between your eyes. You shall write them upon the doorposts of your house and upon
your gates.
Deuteronomy 11:13-21
If you carefully heed my commands, the ones I command you today, to love Adonai your God
and worship Him with all your mind and body, then I shall grant your land’s rain in its season,
in the autumn and in the spring, that you might gather your grain, wine and oil I shall grant
grass in your fields for your cattle, that you might eat your fill. Take care lest your mind tempt
you to revel by worshipping other gods and by bowing down to them. For the then the fire
and fury of Adonai will turn against you. Adonai will stop the flow of the sky. There will be no
rain. The earth will not grant its produce. You will quickly perish from the good land that
Adonai grants you. So put these words of mine in charge of your mind and body, bind them
to your hand as a sign and set them between your eyes as a symbol; teach them your children, using them when you sit at home and when you walk about, when you lie down and
when you stand up; write them on the doorposts of your house and your gates—that your
days and your children’s days in the land that Adonai promised to give to your ancestors may
be as numerous as the days that the sky overlooks the earth.
Numbers 15:35-41

>

Adonai spoke to Moses: “Speak to the children of Israel, and tell them to make themselves a
tassel on the corners of their clothes in every generation, and to put ia blue thread on the
tassel of each corner. Let it be a tassel for you. When you see it you shall remember all of
Adonai’s commandments and do them, and not follow your mind or eyes which you follow in
false worship. You shall remember and do all of my commandments and be holy unto
your God. For I am the Eternal your God who brought you out of Egypt to be your
God; I am the Eternal your God.*

* Translation by Joel Hoffman in Lawrence A. Hoffman, ed., My People’s Prayer Book: Traditional Prayers,
Modern Commentaries (Woodstock, VT: Jewish Lights Publishing, 1998), Vol. I.
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Theology and Text: The Example of the V’ahavta
1. Look at “The Sh’ma & V’ahavta in Traditional and Modern Prayer Books,”
p. 4-16. How do the three original paragraphs relate to one another? What
phrases and themes do they have in common? How do the two paragraphs in the Reform version relate?

2. Out of our commitment to k’lal yisrael, the unity of the Jewish people,
we sometimes make significant compromises in order to maintain continuity of practice with the pre-modern historical traditions of Judaism or with
normative Jewish practice outside our movement. In your opinion, is this
such a case?

3. One Reform congregation’s prayer book interprets the second paragraph
of the V’ahavta as a prophetic statement about our responsibility to act
with responsibility towards the environment. Is this an adequate solution
for you of the theological difficulties this passage presents? Does the reduction of the divine justice to a mechanical cause-and-effect response
diminish the image of God which the Torah seeks to teach?

4. Are there are other metaphorical readings of this passage which would
make it more acceptable to us?

5. Do we owe more fidelity towards our immediate past or our ancient
past? Do you believe that the Jewish people at one time or the other was
in closer touch with God’s word or teaching?
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ACTIVITY

Images of God Over Time

O

ur images and understandings of God are not just a product of study
and intellectual analysis. They are deeply rooted in our childhood experiences, and absorbed as part of the unexamined background of our culture. This exercise discusses several different sources for where our Godimages derive, and their impact on us as contemporary Jewish God-seekers.
The team should be divided into three or four small groups for this discussion. Each group can be assigned one of the sections, below, and report
back its conclusions; alternatively, ask each group to address all of the
sections but for a shorter period of time.
I. Different Cultures, Different Images
According to the Rabbis, “The Torah speaks in human language.” We interpret this teaching to mean that every culture imagines and describes
God using the metaphors, images, and language which are natural to it.
Later generations must reconcile or integrate their own language and images with what they inherit from their predecessors. Commentators have
long observed that the Amidah, where we address God individually, speaks
of “The God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, the God of Jacob; the God of
Sarah, the God of Rebecca, the God
of Leah, and the God of Rachel, ”
The Torah Speaks in the Language
and not “The God of Abraham,
of Human Beings
Isaac, and Jacob; of Sarah, Rebecca,
Rachel, and Leah.” Each person
It is expressly explained in both the Torah and the Prophets
knew the One differently, for God
that God has no body or physicality, for it says: “The Lord
is known in many ways and by difyour God is God in heaven above and on the earth beneath”
ferent names, yet always remains
(Joshua 2:11), and no body can be in both places. It also
One.
says: “You saw no physical form when God spoke to you...”
In the age of Abraham and Sarah,
(Deuteronomy 4:15), and “To whom will you liken me, to
nomadic existence gave us the idea
whom can you compare me?” (Isaiah 40:25). Now if God
of a God who travels with the pahad a body, God would be comparable to other bodies.
triarchs, and is a kind of patriarch
If that is the case, what can it mean when scripture says,
Himself. God has no single dwell“under [God’s] feet,” “written by the finger of God,” “the
ing place. For instance, Jacob erects
hand of God,” “the eyes of God,” “the ears of God,” and
a place for God at Beth El, and
the like? The whole thing is composed with the understandMoses meets God at the burning
ing of human beings in mind; since they think in terms of
bush.
bodily shape, the Torah speaks in the language of human
In Roman times, God began to look
beings. . . . Everything is metaphoric. . . . The truth is, the
like a Roman noble, monied and
human mind cannot understand the divine; it cannot grasp
powerful, an emperor, in fact, or
or fathom it.
at least the head of family and
—Moses Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, “Foundational Prinstate, as in “Avinu Malkenu, Our
ciples of Torah,” 1:8-9
Father, our King.”
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Unit Four: Theology—Reimagining God

1. What additional images of God did later generations of Jews create?
How were these images rooted in their lives and cultures?

2. Have new images of God been created in America?

3. Are there specifically Jewish–American images of God? Are these the
same or different from how God is imagined in American culture generally?

II. Different Ages, Different Images
When asked to talk about God, many people comment that they cannot
move past their childhood images and associations. For some people, these
are very positive and comforting; for others, these early associations get in
the way of a mature relationship and understanding of God.
4. What images did you have about God as a child?

5. Are these images still powerful and/or meaningful for you?

6. How has your understanding of God changed over your lifetime?
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III. Institutional Images, Divine Image
Religious institutions are built and organized, in part, to reflect the Godimage of the people who build them. (The “message” of the institution is
expressed both in its architecture and through its programs). The institution itself then imparts that image of God to the people who go there. This
creates a “theological feedback loop.” People with a particular view of
God build institutions that confirm their image; and so long as that view is
shared by the people who use the institution, the system “works.” When
the institution’s message does not resonate with the religious or spiritual
values of the people it seeks to serve, they describe it as “irrelevant” or
“not meaningful.” They look for God elsewhere.

>

Social
Structure

>
God
Image
Institutional
Ambiance

>
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When social structures change, the original God-image may no longer resonate as it once did. An institution that tries to sustain the outdated metaphor may lose people’s confidence. A particular challenge of our contemporary situation is that there is no longer a single, dominant God-image
within our communities. All the same, though, we must be attentive to the
relationship between synagogue “style”—look, organizational structure,
program, and activities—and the image of God that is thereby projected.
7. What image of God is portrayed in the “style” of American synagogues?

8. Is God associated with the activities that the synagogue does? Which?
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IV. Secular Jews, Secular Synagogues
In many synagogues, a majority of people would be uncomfortable with
answering these questions. Most American Jews are fully integrated into
modern Western culture and values but are carrying around a pre-modern
understanding of God. The problem began in Europe in the nineteenth
century, not here in America. By the time our forbearers arrived here as
immigrants, they had mostly jettisoned the traditional God-images of the
Middle Ages, but they had no other concept to replace them with. As a
result, many considered themselves atheists. In Eastern Europe, some channeled their Jewish messianic fervor into socialism, remaining proud cultural
Jews without the baggage of a God they could not believe in. In Western
Europe, with the advance of scientific and intellectual Enlightenment
thought, Jews became as skeptical as their non-Jewish peers about the
idea of a personal God active in history. Jews from both Western and Eastern Europe built synagogues here, but their synagogues served as social
meeting places and ethnic compounds more often than as sacred meeting
places for divine encounters. With the emergence of American ideas of
corporate efficiency in the twentieth century, and the suburbanization of
much of Jewish life, synagogue leaders concentrated on making their organizations efficient deliverers of services to a consumer-oriented population. Today, Jews are increasingly identifying themselves as yearning for
spiritual connectedness, and are looking to their synagogues as spiritual
communities.
9. Do you agree with this brief historic overview of American Judaism?

10. In your experience, do American synagogues function as “ethnic compounds”? Do you think the place of ethnicity in American Judaism has
changed in your lifetime?

11. In your experience, have synagogues “concentrated on making their
organizations efficient deliverers of services”?
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12. Is your synagogue an ethnic compound? An efficient deliverer of services?

13. Are there many in your synagogue who you believe are spiritual seekers?

14. Is your synagogue moving from being an “ethnic synagogue for ethnic
Jews” towards becoming a “spiritual synagogue for spiritual Jews”?

15. If your synagogue were to better reflect your own God-image, what
would be different?
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A

s an S2K team, you have been discussing modern Jewish theological
options, your own personal theology, and how theology informs our
liturgy. Are there other places within the synagogue setting where teaching and dialogue on these topics might occur? Are there other people who
might be interested in engaging in such study and dialogue?
If you have not recently done so, devote some time to reviewing your goals
and implementation plans for “spreading the word” about S2K and your
work to the wider congregation. For additional ideas, see the section on
“Spreading the Word” at the end of the Facilitation Guide.
As a team, discuss:
1. How can you encourage discussions, both formal and informal about
these issues, among professionals in the congregation, and between professionals and congregants?

2. How can you encourage congregants to speak with their children about
some of these ideas in developmentally appropriate ways?

3. How can you support your school and youth groups to include study
and conversation on these questions, if they are not already part of their
curriculum and program?

4. What are times and places for introducing such conversations?
• During the service itself?
• In conversation groups after services?
• In the learners’ minyan or alternative worship settings?
• At Torah study?
• In school or youth group settings?
• As a suggested conversation for Shabbat dinners?
• At board and committee meetings?
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5. Should there be new forums and/or new materials created for doing
this? Are any of the activities or readings you have done in this unit appropriate for use in other settings? How can the synagogue facilitate parents’
conversations with their children about God and belief?

6. Who will take what actions in order follow through on these suggestions?

7. What is the time frame for these actions?

The Chronicler for this session should enter the main points of the team’s
discussion into the Reminder Portfolio. The team should periodically discuss its progress in following-up on these actions.
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Reflections Toward a Theology of Illness and Healing
by Rabbi Nancy Flam, reprinted from Sh’ma 24:475 (May 1994).

O

ver the past two and a half years, I have
worked with dozens of sick Jews who have
turned to the Jewish community and tradition in
the hope of finding strength, meaning, comfort,
and guidance in the face of illness. My task has
been two-fold: 1) to teach people what the tradition has to offer; and 2) to help them struggle toward authentic articulations of what their illness
may mean to them.

seemed to her a random event in the universe: unearned, without moral cause. And yet, she was able
to find some good; in fact, she was creating some
good out of the painful circumstances.
Meaning Beyond Morality
It was important to Rebekah to resist the urge to
attribute divine intent to her illness: either as punishment, or as a “blessing in disguise.” Such formulations, though emotionally compelling,
seemed facile. Searching her deeds, she reckoned
that there was nothing she did or failed to do which
was commensurate with this afflic tion. Some part
of her wished there were a correlation between
“sin” and “punishment,” because she might then
be able to affect her situation positively through
teshuvah. But she did not believe that God intervened this way in individual human lives, meting
out rewards and punishments.

My own working theology of illness and healing
comes out of the dialogues I have maintained with
ill Jews, but perhaps most of all in relation to one
woman whom I will call Rebekah.
The Search for Meaning
When Rebekah was diagnosed with breast cancer,
she felt ambivalent. On the one hand, she had all
the “expected” responses: fear, anger, sadness. On
the other hand, she began to feel relief, as if an
enormous burden was being lifted from her. Having entered “crisis mode,” Rebekah was no longer
able to “do” her regular life: working as a highpowered psychiatrist, taking charge of household
management, her family’s financial planning, and
so on. All of those concerns receded as she began
to manage the one great task before her: how to
seek treatment and recover health.

Likewise, she could not accept her illness as a divinely intended “blessing” sent by God to help her
change her ways, what rabbinic theology calls
yisurin shel ahavah (chastisements of love); afflictions sent by God as prods to do teshuvah. Although some good emerged from her suffering,
she did not believe that this was the reason for her
affliction.

The shock of serious diagnosis propelled Rebekah
to examine her life, determine what was of real
value, and restructure the way she was spending
her time and energy. Without question, she would
have preferred to have been spared life-threatening illness and grown to reorder her life in a gentler fashion. Yet, somehow, she was experiencing
her illness as a blessing at the same t ime as she
believed it to be a curse.

Victor Frankel asserts that humanity’s essential
drive is to make meaning. Rebekah struggled to
find the meaning of her illness. But her experience suggests to me that disease may be devoid of
moral meaning; perhaps disease has nothing t o do
with merit or demerit, and is simply a necessary
though sometimes agonizingly painful feature of
this physical creation. When Elisha ben Abuya
watched the obedient young boy climb the ladder
to send the mother bird away before collecting its
eggs, falling on the way down to a horrifying and
untimely death, Elisha ben Abuya denounced God
as the arbiter of justice. There was no justice in
the boy’s death. The boy had simply slipped from

Rebekah sought a theological framework with
which to understand her illness. She refused to
believe that God actually sent her this disease with
the intent of helping her reorder her life;. she didn’t
believe that God worked that way. Her illness
1

a ladder that did not support him; his death expressed the laws of gravity and physics, not a moral
law.

death: not moral law, but natural law, the Godgiven truth of limits and finitude. Blessed is Adonai
our God, Ruler of the universe, who sets limits and
ordains the physical laws of creation.

Din is the Divine Imposition of Limits

Rahamim Is the Expression of Healing

To Elisha ben Abuya’s mind, there was no din and
no dayan (judge) in this picture. But I think the
element of din is here. By this I do not mean “judgment” or “justice” in the way the rabbis usually
mean it. I mean a morally neutral din: din as the
imposition of limits, the correct determination of
things, the din Cordovera talks about as inherent
in all the things insofar as all things need to remain what they are, to stay within their boundaries (Pardes Rimonim, ch. 8).

Whereas illness expresses midat hadin, healing
expresses midat harahimim (the divine attribute
of mercy). Rahamim is classically envisioned as the
force which mitigates the severity of the din; in
cases where midat hadin would exact strict punishment, midat harahimim comes to commute the
sentence, to soften the decree. Rahamim makes it
possible for us to live within the reality of din.
Though originally, according to one midrash, God
thought to create the world with the attribute of
din alone, God found that the world would not
endure without rahamim. The two principles had
to work together in the formation and daily recreation of the world.

Midat hadin (the divine attribute of din), then,
carries within it the necessity of limits and finitude. Disease and death are expressions of midat
hadin. Physical bodies are limited; they are created with a finite capacity for life and health. They
are vulnerable to disease, injury and decay. We are
created and, without exception, pass away. This is
part of God’s holy design.

To my mind, this is indeed how the world works.
Our human acts of mercy, compassion and empathy make it possible for us to endure, to suffer
the sometimes excruciatingly painful limits and
losses of creation.

It is with this understanding that I am able to accept the instruction to recite tziduk hadin upon hearing bad news, specifically upon hearing of a death.
The core of the prayer blesses God as Dayan haemet
(the judge of truth). On the level of pshat [“manifest content”], Dayan haemet implies moral judgment, of course, where God knows in God’s wisdom who should die, when and for what reasons.

And it seems to me that the Jewish impulse is to
add to the principle of rahamim so that it might
outweigh, indeed ideally, messianically, overcome
the power of din. It doesn’t seem to be our task to
add to the power of din.
Consider the instruction that we should imitate
God’s ways. God’s ways are various, but the examples given in our sources about “following in
God’s ways” are all instances of rahamim: to clothe
the naked, visit the sick, comfort the mourner, bury
the dead. We are not told to imitate God in strictness and severity. Perhaps the very nature of din
as setting the principles of creation precludes human imitation, whereas the nature of rahamim
invites it. As Abraham Joshua Heschel wrote in The
Prophets: “Justice is a standard, mercy an attitude;
justice is detachment, mercy attachment; justice
is objective, mercy personal.”

But the tradition hints of a morally neutral din as
well. Consider the new year of Tu B’Shvat, what is
sometimes referred to as the yom din for trees. Certainly it is not the righteous trees that will bear
fruit in the new year, but rather those whose structures are fitting, those that can conduct water efficiently from root to branch. So perhaps Dayan
haemet makes better sense on the level of derash.
Perhaps Dayan haemet refers to God who sets
down the hard and fast laws of physical creation.
To say Dayan haemet would affirm that din and
God’s truth are expressed when there is illness or
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Softening the Edges of Din with Rahamim

the world holding a greater share of rahamim than
of din. Even God is imagined to exclaim in
Berakhot 7a, “O that I might forever let my mercy
prevail over my justice.”

When it comes to illness, our acts of rahamim can
affect our experience of din. We may not be able
to make disease disappear, but we can profoundly
affect how we cope with illness, thereby “softening the decree,” if you will. In the Talmud, Tractate
Nedarim 39b, we learn that a visitor can take away
part of a sick person’s pain, can affect the experience of illness. Enough love, Rav Huna asserts,
might entirely eradicate the pain, the tza-ar, the
subjective burden.

Recognizing Dayan Haemet
I hope that this rethinking of din and rahamim
may help us fulfill the imperative to recognize God
at all times. At moments of blessing, release, relief,
healing, beauty, communion of spirits, it is not
hard for us to affirm God’s presence. It is decidedly more challenging to affirm God’s presence in
the midst of loss or limitation. But, as Jews, this is
what we are called upon to do. In the Book of
Isaiah, God says: “I the Lord do all these things.”

I would go further. Acts of rahamim may not only
make the limits more bearable, but may actually
affect the limits themselves. The growing field of
mind-body medicine suggests this possibility .For
instance, Dr. David Spiegel of Stanford University
conducted a classic study where he found that
women with metastatic breast cancer who provided emotional support and care for one another
lived twice as long as those who did not receive
such care. While all the women eventually died of
cancer, the realm of din, of limits and infinitud e
was moved.

Sometimes we recognize God only in what is positive, in blessing, as hatov ve hametiv, “the One who
is good and who brings goodness.” But such a view
mistakes a part for the whole and leaves open the
possibility of a dualistic theology. If God is the One
who inspires us with strength to cope with difficult
circumstances such as illness, who or what is responsible for the fact of illness itself, the limitations
of creation which bring us so much suffering?

Our classic Jewish sources speak of the power of
rahamim to affect the realm of din. Consider Rabbi
Akiva’s visit to his sick disciple. Upon the cleaning
of the sick man’s room and tidying up, a simple
act of care and dignity cured the patient of his ills
(Talmud, Berakhot 39b). Or the various people
Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakkai would visit: upon honest conversation and a show of care, Yohanan Ben
Zakkai would reach out his hand and the fellow
would be cured, not just comforted. As if our very
human love, compassion and empathy, as well as
our research and treatment, could move nature to
overcome previously known limits. As if our love,
our attention, our presence, our bestowal of dignity could heal both spiritually and physically. This
is the messianic v ision toward which we strive; to
overcome the limits of din with the power of
rahamim. I do not suggest that din ought to be or
could be eliminated entirely. The same midrash
says that the world cannot be ruled by pure din
also states that it would not stand if guided only
by rahamim. But our desire, our vision, is to move

This is God too, Dayan haemet, the Maker of limits and finitude.
Let us together construct a theology which affirms
the truth of our experience as well as the truth
which the Zohar teaches: “There is no place where
God is not.”

3

Liturgy As History
and Identity

Unit 5

A

s we have seen in the earlier units, our prayers have had different meanings for different groups of Jews over the centuries. Besides teaching
what the Jewish people, or at least those who edited the liturgy, believed at a
particular point in time, the language of the prayers was sometimes intentionally used to make some people uncomfortable. By including prayer language that others disagreed with, the Rabbis established and maintained the
theological boundaries for membership in the community. If a person was
not comfortable reciting the words of the prayers, the individual had to choose
where his or her loyalties belonged. The boundary-marking messages the
ancient Rabbis included in prayers are rarely obvious to us because the controversies they reflect were resolved long ago. The text of most of our prayers
has been fixed for so long that it is hard for us to imagine them ever having
been otherwise. This unit explores how liturgy creates and maintains identity and boundaries.
In our own memory, though, many of us can recall heated battles over how
to conduct worship. In the past, like today, some decisions about how to conduct worship were intended as boundary markers and designed to distinguish Jewish worship and theology from that of other religions, while others
were clearly for the purpose of distinguishing one group of Jews from another. For example, early Reform Jews elevated the place of the Sh’ma in their
worship, seeing in it a reminder of Judaism’s discovery of, and emphasis on,
ethical monotheism. The heightened attention given to the Sh’ma in early
Reform liturgy had the goal of raising the consciousness of Jews about what
separates Judaism from Christianity. For later generations of Reform Jews,
the custom of rising for the Sh’ma became an identity marker of Reform
Judaism, distinguishing it from other streams of Judaism.
In our world, “identity-enhancing” activities—be they words, gestures, or
garments—are usually considered good, while “boundary-marking” activities are often viewed less positively. In truth, it is often hard to say where one
type ends and the other begins. As you move through this unit, reflect on
how the words, gestures, music, and other practices in your congregation’s
12/00
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worship function to create identity and unity, and also ask yourself if may
serve as boundary-markers to exclude. Both of these processes take place
both deliberatively and unintentionally.
As background reading, we include an essay by Rabbi A. Stanley Dreyfus on
Reform Judaism’s prayer book reform projects during the late twentieth century.
Objectives

S2K
Meeting
Format
• Food
• Opening prayer
or ritual
• Check-in
• Readings,
activities, and
discussion
• Process checks
• Closing prayer or
ritual

Team members will:
• Recognize how liturgical language has been used to create Jewish identity
and maintain group boundaries;
• Connect the formal theological statements of Reform Judaism with changes
in its ritual practice;
• Explore how liturgical language continues to be used to create identity and
maintain boundaries.
Action Items
The S2K team will:
• Identify and review the synagogue’s messages of inclusion and boundarymarking;
• Encourage congregation-wide conversation about the identity and boundary messages the liturgy currently sends, and that the congregation wants
to send.
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T

he facilitator, or a planning group for the S2K team, should read through
the material in this unit in advance of the meetings, and should decide,
with the group, how many meetings will be devoted to this unit. This unit
concludes Section II: The Shape of the Liturgy.

5-3
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The Activities in Unit Five
There are four different sets of activities in this unit. The first reading explores how the Rabbis inserted into their prayers messages about what they
thought Jews should and should not b elieve. The examples demonstrate how
the Rabbis expressed their opposition to two competing religious visions in
Late Antiquity, Gnosticism and nascent Christianity. The next two activities
look at the history of Reform Judaism in America. One examines the history
of the Aleinu prayer in American Reform prayer books and the other looks at
the platforms of Reform Judaism. Team members will need copies of the
Aleinu from Gates of Prayer, pp. 615–619, for this exercise. If meeting time is
short, The History of Reform Judaism activity should be skipped (although
team members can be encouraged to read it and answer some of the questions as a homework task).
The final reading, The Significance of a Word: Theology, Language, and Identity in the New Reform Prayer Book, may prove difficult for some people. It
can be used most effectively by having people read it in advance, and then
being carefully explained at the team meeting. Be sure to draw team members’ attention to the accompanying translation chart, which will help them
follow the various examples in context.

The Gates Liturgies: Reform Judaism Reforms Its
Worship
A. Stanley Dreyfus, in Paul F. Bradshaw and Lawrence A. Hoffman, The
Changing Face of Jewish and Christian Worship in North America (Notre
Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1991), pp. 141–156.
The facilitator should ask the team to read this essay in advance of the first
meeting devoted to Unit Five.
(This reading is found at the back of this unit.)

The Presence of God at Worship
Chapter Five in The Art of Public Prayer, pp. 115–143.
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READING

Boundaries and Identity in Rabbinic Prayer
Yoel Kahn

W

henever possible, Jewish prayers are built on a biblical foundation.
Many familiar prayer expressions and phrases, including “Barukh atah
Adonai,” are biblical in origin. The Rabbis did not, however, always quote
directly or precisely. In one case that we know of, the Rabbis deliberately
altered the language of a biblical verse out of fear that it would be misinterpreted. They were very intent on using the prayers as signals that estab lished
Jewish boundaries and clarified Jewish identity.
The Blessing for Light: An Anti-Gnostic Statement

“In addition to a beautiful declaration
of what they did believe, the Rabbis
formulated this blessing to make
equally clear what they did not.”

The first blessing in the Sh’ma and Its Blessings identifies the God of Israel as the Creator of light and
darkness. The blessing begins: “Blessed are You,
Adonai our God, ruler of the world, who forms light
and creates darkness, makes peace and creates everything.” Except for the last word, this is a quote
from Isaiah 45:7: “. . . who forms light and creates
darkness, makes peace and creates trouble [or:
evil].” Why did the Rabbis substitute “hakol, everything” in their blessing for
Isaiah’s “hara, trouble”? Many in the ancient world conceived as the universe
as divided into two realms, one of good and light, the other of darkness and
evil. A widely accepted theological view, called Gnosticism, taught that there
were in fact two gods, an all-powerful but hidden god and a second deity
who created darkness. It was against this background that the Rabbis created
their blessing, declaring one God the source of light and darkness. Lest Jewish Gnostics and others claim that the God of Israel was only the lesser deity
who created darkness and evil, they changed the language of the biblical verse
to underscore their God’s role as the creator of hakol, everything. In addition
to a beautiful declaration of what they did believe, the Rabbis formulated
this blessing to make equally clear what they did not.
From Ten Commandments to Torah and Mitzvot

The second blessing in the Sh’ma and Its Blessings is called Birkat Hatorah,
the Blessing for Revelation. The Talmud tells us that at this p oint in the service originally, the Ten Commandments were read out loud. Their recitation
was dropped, probably at some point during the second century, when “heretics” claimed that it was only the Ten Commandments—and not the entire
Torah—which was given at Sinai. Our liturgy preserves two versions of the
“new” blessings. In the evening, we declare: “Torah and commandments, laws
and ordinances have You taught us.” In the morning, we pray: “[I]nspire us . . .
to keep and fulfill all the teachings of your Torah in love.” While both of these
statements are what we might expect to find in a Jewish prayer about the gift
of Torah, they assume added poignancy when we recall their original purpose: to assert the binding importance of the entire mitzvah-system in contrast to those who dismissed its importance.
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For Judaism, God’s Love Means Torah
Who were these heretics who rejected the importance of the commandments?
The Talmud does not tell us, but our prayer gives us a hint. The last line of
the prayer, the chatimah, was the one line of the blessing which did not change,
while the individual prayer leader was free to compose an original arrangement of the introductory words. The chatimah tells us what the Rabbis considered to be the theme of the prayer. Our liturgy, in fact, preserves two
chatimot: in the evening, “Blessed are You, Adonai, who chooses his people
Israel with love,” and in the morning, “Blessed are You, Adonai, who loves his
people Israel.” In the versions of the prayers which have come down to us, the
word “love” is repeated again and again, as in the evening’s Ahavat Olam:
Unending is Your love for Your people, the House of Israel: Torah and mitzvot,
laws and precepts have You taught us.
Therefore, O God, when we lie down and when we rise up, we will meditate
on Your laws and rejoice in Your Torah and mitzvot for ever.
Day and night we will reflect on them, for they are our life and the length of
our days. Then your love shall never depart from us for eternity.
Blessed are You, Adonai, who loves His people Israel.
According to this blessing, God’s love for Israel is expressed through the gift
of Torah. Israel’s fulfillment of all the mitzvot, according to this prayer, is not
a sign of Israel’s love for God, but it does ensure the
continuation of God’s care and love for Israel. For
Jews, this blessing declares, love equals Torah. Who “Both of these statements . . . assume
in the rabbinic world taught a different doctrine? added poignancy when we recall their
One obvious group is the nascent Christian church.
Early Christians taught that God’s love was really original purpose: to assert the binding
shown through the gift of Jesus to the world, not
through the Torah. Is that why the Rabbi’s created importance of the entire mitzvahthese explicit stat ements about Torah as the ulti- system in contrast to those who dismate expression of God's love? Perhaps Jews who
were trying to worship both in the synagogue and missed its importance.”
the young Christian church were compelled by this
prayer to clarify their allegiances.
This historical reconstruction this prayer’s origins is hypothetical, and cannot be proven one way or the other. All the same, a blessing which is not
highly charged for us today was probably once used by the Rabbis as an identity statement to clarify what their Judaism stood for, and as a filter to keep
out those who were not able to affirm its message.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Boundaries and Identity in Rabbinic Prayer
1. How did the Rabbis use the passage from Isaiah? Are we as free as the
Rabbis were to use biblical texts for our own purposes? Are our purposes
different today from those of the Rabbis? In what ways?

2. Neither of the two prayers discussed in this reading are especially
“charged” for Jews today. What texts in our liturgy are “charged” for you
and your community? How free are you, in the Reform movement and in
your synagogue, to modify them?

3. What texts, actions, or customs distinguish your congregation: From all
other synagogues? From non-Reform synagogues? From non-Jewish houses
of worship?

4. How does the language used in your synagogue’s worship, whether in
prayers or in other forms, function so as to bring people in, or to make
some people or groups unwelcome?
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Identity and Change in Reform Liturgy

R

eform prayer books tell us a great deal about the history of our move
ment and the changes that have taken place within it. In the twentieth
century, the Reform Movement published major revisions of its liturgy: in
1945, the “newly revised” edition of The Union Prayer Book replaced the
1920s’ “revised” edition of the original 1895 version. The Union Prayer
Book was ultimately replaced by Gates of Prayer: The New Union Prayer
Book, which was first published in 1975. Various excerpts of Gates of Prayer,
many incorporating changes, have been produced in the intervening years;
the most substantial of these was Gates of Prayer for Shabbat and Weekdays in 1994.
This activity compares the treatment of the Aleinu prayer in these three
prayer books:
1. The Union Prayer Book (1945)
2. Gates of Prayer: The New Union Prayer Book (1975)
3. Gates of Prayer for Shabbat and Weekdays (1994)
In small groups, read and compare the different versions of the Aleinu.
1. List as many differences as you can find. Consider:
a. Amount of Hebrew used
b. Length of the prayers
c. Amount of transliteration used
d. English title of the prayers
e. Choreographic directions (e.g., sitting, standing)
f. English translations (e.g., the terms used for God)
g. Prayer readers or leaders
h. Number of options offered
i. Layout of the prayers

2. What do these differences tell you about the different communities that
created these prayer books? What values are reflected in these prayer books?
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4. Which version of the Aleinu speaks to you? If they were here today,
which do you think your parents would prefer? What about your children?

The Chronicler for this session should record any conclusions or follow-up
ideas in the Reminder Portfolio.
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The Union Prayer Book (Newly revised edition, 1945)
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Gates of Prayer for Shabbat and Weekdays (1994)
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ACTIVITY

History of Reform Judaism

T

he Reform movement has periodically created “platforms,” statements
of principle that reflect the thinking of the Reform rabbinate at particular moments in history. The four documents that have been produced to
date were written in 1885, 1937, 1976, and 1999. These documents show
us what the dominant ritual and theological values of their day were.
Divide into three groups, and assign one group to the 1885 Pittsburgh
Platform; one to the 1937 Columbus Platform; and one to the 1976 Centenary Perspective.
1. Read your group’s platform out loud (see pp. 13–15).
2. You are the Ritual Committee for a synagogue and have just received
this platform. Your task is to insure that the liturgy and ritual practices of
your synagogue conform with the sentiments expressed in this document.
Make a list of your guidelines and recommendations.

3. Have a representative from each group report to the entire team on your
group’s recommendations.

4. Repeat the exercise, using the 1999 “Statement of Principles for Reform
Judaism” (p. 5-14). If you are completing this as a large group, “brainstorm” responses rather than debating or refining them.

5. How do the hypothetical values that you charted over time compare to
your own experiences or the history of your congregation?

The Chronicler for this session should record any conclusions or follow-up
ideas in the Reminder Portfolio.
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Platforms of Reform Judaism, 1885–1999 (excerpts)
[The complete text of these platforms can be found on-line at: ccarnet.org/
platforms]
Declaration of Principles—Pittsburgh, 1885

W

e recognize in every religion an attempt to grasp the Infinite, and in
every mode, source, or book of revelation held sacred in any religious system the consciousness of the indwelling of God in man. We hold
that Judaism presents the highest conception of the God-idea as taught in
our Holy Scriptures and developed and spiritualized by the Jewish teachers, in accordance with the moral and philosophical progress of their respective ages. We maintain that Judaism preserved and defended, amidst
continual struggles and trials and under enforced isolation, this God-idea
as the central religious truth for the human race. . . .

PITTSBURGH
1885

We recognize, in the modern era of universal culture of heart and intellect, the approaching of the realization of Israel’s great Messianic hope
for the establishment of the kingdom of truth, justice, and peace among
all men. We consider ourselves no longer a nation, but a religious community, and therefore expect neither a return to Palestine, nor a sacrificial worship under the sons of Aaron, nor the restoration of any of the
laws concerning the Jewish state.
The Guiding Principles of Reform Judaism—Columbus, 1937

T

he heart of Judaism and its chief contribution to religion is the doctrine of the One, living God, who rules the world through law and
love. In Him all existence has its creative source and mankind its ideal of
conduct. Though transcending time and space, He is the indwelling Presence of the world. We worship Him as the Lord of the universe and as our
merciful Father.
Prayer is the voice of religion, the language of faith and aspir ation. It
directs man’s heart and mind Godward, voices the needs and hopes of
the community, and reaches out after goals which invest life with supreme value. To deepen the spiritual life of our people, we must cultivate
the traditional habit of communion with God through prayer in both
home and synagogue.
Judaism as a way of life requires, in addition to its moral and spiritual
demands, the preservation of the Sabbath, festivals, and Holy Days, the
retention and development of such customs, symbols, and ceremonies as
possess inspir ational value, the cultivation of distinctive forms of religious art and music, and the use of Hebrew, together with the vernacular,
in our worship and inst ruction.
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SAN FRANCISCO
1976

Reform Judaism: A Centenary Perspective—San Francisco, 1976

T

he affirmation of God has always been essential to our people’s will
to survive. In our struggle through the centuries to preserve our faith
we have experienced and conceived of God in many ways. The trials of
our own time and the challenges of modern culture have made steady
belief and clear understanding difficult f or some. Nevertheless, we ground
our lives, personally and communally, on God’s reality and remain open
to new experiences and conceptions of the Divine. Amid the mystery we
call life, we affirm that human beings, created in God’s image, share in
God’s eternality despite the mystery we call death. . . .
Judaism emphasizes action rather than creed as the primary expression
of a religious life, the means by which we strive to achieve universal justice and peace. Reform Judaism shares this emphasis on duty and obligation. Our founders stressed that the Jew’s ethical responsibilities, personal and social, are enjoined by God. The past century has taught us
that the claims made upon us may begin with our ethical obligations but
they extend to many other aspects of Jewish living, including: creating a
Jewish home centered on family devotion; lifelong study; private prayer
and public worship; daily religious observance; keeping the Sabbath and
the holy days; celebrating the major events of life; involvement with the
synagogues and community; and other activities which promote the survival of the Jewish people and enhance its existence. Within each area of
Jewish observance Reform Jews are called upon to confront the claims of
Jewish tradition, however differently perceived, and to exercise their individual autonomy, choosing and creating on the basis of commitment
and knowledge.

PITTSBURGH
1999

A Statement of Principles for Reform Judaism—Pittsburgh, 1999
We affirm the reality and oneness of God, even as we may differ in our
understanding of the Divine presence.
We affirm that the Jewish people is bound to God by an eternal b’rit,
covenant, as reflected in our varied understandings of Creation, Revelation, and Redemption.
We affirm that every human being is created b’tzelem Elohim, in the image of God, and that therefore every human life is sacred.
We regard with reverence all of God’s creation and recognize our human
responsibility for its preservation and protection.
We encounter God’s presence in moments of awe and wonder, in acts of
justice and compassion, in loving relationships, and in the experiences of
everyday life.
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We respond to God daily: through public and private prayer, through
study, and through the performance of other mitzvot, sacred obligations—
bein adam la Makom, to God, and bein adam la-chaveiro, to other human
beings.
We strive for a faith that fortifies us through the vicissitudes of our lives—
illness and healing, transgression and repentance, bereavement and consolation, despair and hope.
We continue to have faith that, in spite of the unspeakable evils committed against our people and the sufferings endured by others, the partnership of God and humanity will ultimately prevail.
We trust in our tradition’s promise that, although God created us as finite beings, the spirit within us is eternal.
In all these ways and more, God gives meaning and purpose to our lives. . . .
We affirm that Torah is a manifestation of ahavat olam, God’s eternal
love for the Jewish people and for all humanity.
We affirm the importance of studying Hebrew, the language of Torah
and Jewish liturgy, that we may draw closer to our people’s sacred texts.
We are called by Torah to lifelong study in the home, in the synagogue
and in every place where Jews gather to learn and teach. Through Torah
study we are called to mitzvot, the means by which we make our lives
holy.
We are committed to the ongoing study of the whole array of mitzvot and
to the fulfillment of those that address us as individuals and as a community. Some of these mitzvot, sacred obligations, have long been observed
by Reform Jews; others, both ancient and modern, demand renewed attention as the result of the unique context of our own times.
We bring Torah into the world when we seek to sanctify the times and
places of our lives through regular home and congregational observance.
Shabbat calls us to bring the highest moral values to our daily labor and
to culminate the workweek with kedushah, holiness, menuchah, rest, and
oneg, joy. The High Holy Days call us to account for our deeds. The Festivals enable us to celebrate with joy our people’s religious journey in the
context of the changing seasons. The days of remembrance remind us of
the tragedies and the triumphs that have shaped our people’s historical
experience both in ancient and modern times. And we mark the milestones of our personal journeys with traditional and creative rites that
reveal the holiness in ea ch stage of life.
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READING

The Significance of a Word: Theology, Language,
and Identity in the New Reform Prayer Book
Yoel Kahn
Factors affecting a decision about what language to include in a prayer book
may include theology, fidelity to historical practice, and how specific words or
texts function as identity markers. In 1998, the Central Conference of American
Rabbis authorized the creation of a new Reform prayer book for the twenty-first
century. This essay examines a controversial question for the editors of this new
prayer book in which issues of language, theology, and identity converge: should
Reform Jews restore the phrase “m’haiyei hametim, who revives the dead,” in
the second blessing of the Amidah? As you read and discuss this essay, you may
wish to refer to the comparative translations beginning on pp. 5-18.

T

he second paragraph of the Amidah is one of my favorite passages. The
translation is:

Eternal is Your might, O God, all life is Your gift, great is Your power to save.
With love You sustain the living, with great compassion You give life to all.
You send help to the falling and healing to the sick; You bring freedom to the
captive and keep faith with those who sleep in the dust. Who is like You,
Master of Might? Who is Your equal O Source of life and death, Source of
Salvation? Blessed is the Eternal, the Source of life.
Truth be told, at services I am barely conscious of the text. In my synagogue,
we always chant this paragraph in Hebrew: “Atah gibur l’olam Adonai. . . .” At
this point in the service, my experience of the liturgy has nothing to do with
the words or thoughts about God; for me, its about leaning into the music—
the pleasure of anticipation of the notes, and the satisfaction of having them
arrive just when I expect them. While I know
quite well the meaning of the Hebrew, I can
“My experience of the liturgy has nothing to honestly say that neither last Shabbat—nor
on most any other—was I thinking for a
do with the words or thoughts about God;
moment during this prayer about how God
for me, it’s about leaning into the music— sustains the li ving and with great compassion gives life to all; I was not focused on
the pleasure of anticipation of the notes,
how I can be like God who sends help to
the falling and healing to the sick; I was not
and the satisfaction of having them arrive
even reflecting upon what it might mean to
just when I expect them.”
be bring freedom to the captive and keep
faith with those who sleep in the dust.
I consider this to be a most moving and inspirational prayer—but I hardly
pay attention to its manifest content when I chant it. I carry it around with
me; if someone asked about Jewish ideas, I might quote the lines of this prayer.
But in the actual hour of prayer, the theology is as much contained for me in
the comfort and joy I derive from participating in the familiar, communal
worship, losing myself in the rhythm of the service, as much as it is found in
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the actual words of the prayer. Our theological reflection about prayer typically takes place outside of the context of the service itself; on the other hand,
any discomfort I discover when I am outside of the actual praying of the
liturgy creates “static” that will return and interfere with the flow of my prayer
when I seek to pray the text.
God’s Power or Our Power?
If asked to summarize what the Gevurot prayer is about, I would look to the
English rubric printed in Gates of Prayer above every passage: in this case,
God’s Power. If pressed, I would say that this is a pr ayer about God’s qualities
which we, in turn, are supposed to emulate: thus, my favorite translation of
the Gevurot is found in Shabbat Service II of Gates of Prayer:
“Your might O God is everlasting;
Help us to use our strength for good and not for evil.”
In this English version, the opening words of the Hebrew are translated into
English; however, the literal meaning of the Hebrew words—along with the
theological force of the original—is
promptly reversed. While the name of the
prayer, “Gevurot,” is accurately rendered as “While the name of the prayer, ‘Gevurot,’ is
“God’s Power,” this translation draws our
accurately rendered as ‘God’s Power,’ this
attention to human power and human responsibility: “Help us to use our strength for translation draws our attention to human
good and not for evil.” God is not “my Rock,
and my Redeemer” in this version, so much power and human responsibility. . . ”
as our “Head Coach in the heavens above.”
You are the Source of life and blessing;
Help us to choose life for ourselves and our children.
You are the support of the falling;
Help us to lift up the fallen.
You are the Author of freedom;
Help us to set free the captive.
You are our hope in death as in life;
Help us to keep faith with those who sleep in the dust.
This passage has a lovely rhetorical pattern. In each couplet, the first line
invokes an image from the Hebrew original, describing one of God’s qualities: Source of life; support of the falling; Author of freedom. These qualities
exist in the abst ract; they are all nouns. The verbs are reserved for the responses, the action belongs to us: we choose life, we are to lift up the fallen,
set free the captive, keep faith with those who sleep in the dust; we are to “use
our strength for good.” This is Reform Judaism at its best: tikkun olam, globally and personally, as the essence of living out the gift of being created in
(continued on page 20)
the divine image.
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A. Gates of Prayer, Service I, “Faithful translation”
Eternal is Your might, O Lord;
all life is Your gift.
great is Your power to save.
With love You sustain the living
with great compassion give life to all.
You send help to the falling
and healing to the sick;
You bring freedom to the captive
and keep faith with those who sleep in the dust.
Who is like You, Master of Might.
Who is Your equal
O lord of life and death, Source of Salvation?
Blessed is the Lord, the Source of life.
C. Union Prayer Book, Newly Revised (1940)
Eternal is Thy power, O Lord,
Thou art mighty to save.
In lovingkindness Thou sustainest the living;
in the multitude of They mercies
Thou preservest all.
Thou upholdest the falling and healest the sick;
freest the captives and
keepest faith with Thy children in death as in life.
Who is like unto Thee, Almighty God,
Author of life and death, Source of salvation?
Praised be Thou, O Lord,
who hast implanted within us eternal life.
E. Translation of Hebrew, Reform Text
You are forever mighty, Adonai
giving life to everything
You are a mighty savior

You sustain life with kindness
giving life to everything with great mercy
supporting the fallen
healing the sick, and freeing the captive
and keeping faith with sleepers in the dust.
Who is like you, master of might,
and who resembles You
a King who causes death and causes life and causes salvation to flourish!
You faithfully give life to everything.
Blessed are You, Adonai,
who gives life to everything.
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B. Gates of Prayer, Service II (p. 326)
Your might O God is everlasting;
Help us to use our strength for good and not for evil.
You are the Source of life and blessing;
Help us to choose life for ourselves and our children.
You are the support of the falling;
Help us to lift up the fallen.
You are the Author of freedom;
Help us to set free the captive.
You are our hope in death as in life;
Help us to keep faith with those who sleep in the dust.
Your might O God is everlasting;
Help us to use our strength for good.
D. Union Prayer Book, Revised (1924)
Thou art mighty for ever, O Lord;
Thou aboundest in salvation.
In lovingkindess Thou sustainest the living,
in the multitude of Thy mercies Thou quickenest all;
Thou upholdest the falling, healest the sick
and loosest the bound.
Thou will fulfil Thy promise of immortal life
unto those who sleep in the dust.
Who is like unto Thee, Almighty God,
Author of life and death, Source of Salvation?
Praised be Thou, O Lord,
who hast implanted within us immortal life.
F. Translation of Hebrew, Pre-Modern Text
You are forever mighty, Adonai,
Giving life to the dead.
You are a mighty savior.
[From Shmini Atzeret (Simchat Torah) to the first day of Passover add:]

You cause the wind to blow and
You cause the rain to fall.
[From the first day of Passover until Shmini Atzeret add:]

You bring down the dew.
You sustain life with kindness,
giving life to everything with great mercy,
supporting the fallen,
healing the sick, and freeing the captive,
and keeping faith with sleepers in the dust.
Who is like you, master of might,
and who resembles You,
a King who causes death and causes life and causes salvation to flourish!
You faithfully give life to the dead.
Blessed are You, Adonai,
who gives life to the dead.
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“Keep Faith with Those Who Sleep in the Dust”
If we look closely at the text, we will see one line which does not quite fit with
the rest:
You are our hope in death as in life;
Help us to keep faith with those who sleep in the dust.
The first line of each couplet is about a quality of God; we had “Author of
freedom,” “support of the falling.” But this line is different; God’s quality is still
a noun, but now it refers back to us, “You are our hope in death as in life.”
What exactly does that mean? Until now, God’s leadership was clearly stated:
“You are the Author of freedom, the support
of the falling.” Here, though, things are a
“How does knowing God as ‘our hope in
little less definitive: “You are our hope”—
but is this really true? If, as in all the other
death as in life’ inspire us to ‘keep faith
pairings, the first line tells us about God and
with those who sleep in the dust’?”
the second what we should do, how do we
“keep faith with those who sleep in the
dust?” I have always read this line as being a poetic reference to the homeless,
or the people in refugee camps, or whoever is in greatest need. But how does
that fit in with “our hope in death as in life?” Maybe this is not a prayer about
tikkun olam at all.
Each of the first lines in these c ouplets corresponds to a phrase in the Hebrew original of this prayer. So how does knowing God as “our hope in death
as in life” inspire us to “keep faith with those who sleep in the dust”? It still
doesn’t make much sense!
Let us consider an older version of the Hebrew text. In the first line, we find
that the Hebrew word “hakol, everything,” is replaced by “metim, the dead,”
giving us now: “Eternal is your might, O God; giving life to the dead, you are
a mighty savior.” This expression, “who gives life to the dead,” is repeated
four times in the course of the blessing. Gates of Prayer replaces the earlier
“hametim, the dead” with “hakol, everything” throughout—keeping the same
number of syllables, so that the rhythm of the prayer is not distur bed.
Here we have a major theological dispute hinging on a single word: should
our new Reform prayer book retain our traditional Reform reading of “gives
life to everything,” or shall we revert to the prior traditional reading of “gives
life to (or: revives) the dead?” Is one more authentic? More intellectually or
spiritually honest? More inclusive in its symbolism? More meaningful? More
true?
A Statement about What the Rabbis Believed
What a prayer has meant in the past does not encompass all the richness and
depth of meaning that it can hold for us today. All the same, an honest consideration of what we might mean when we invoke the historical liturgy properly should include an understanding of what this text once meant. There is
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no question that, in its origin, this prayer was a theological statement by the
Rabbis about their confident belief in the resurrection of the dead. This was
not a universally held belief in the time of the Mishnah, during the second
century of the Common Era. Its inclusion in the central section of the liturgy
may have been intended to make clear how much importance the Rabbis
placed on this doctrine and to remind everyone in the community of this
fact. In its entirety, the Gevurot blessing can be understood as a series of images about how God sustains life and saves us from death.
Seasonal Insertions for Rain and Dew
The prayer begins with an opening statement: Your might, God, is “l’olam,
forever,” or “everlasting”—even past the time when we personally can know
it, for You are the One “m’haiyei metim, who gives life to the dead—great is
your power to save.” It is at this point that the traditional liturgy, during the
winter time, inserts an additional line: “meishiv haruach v’morid hagashem—
You cause the wind to blow and the rain to fall,” while from Passover until
the end of the Fall Holidays, one recites, “who causes the dew to fall.” These
insertions create their own problems! They correspond to the agricultural
seasons of the Land of Israel, identifying God as the source of nature, and
linking Jews everywhere to the land of Israel. Contemporary Reform prayer
books in Israel include these lines. They were removed from early Reform
prayer books, both because of a dezionization of the early Reform liturgy,
and, I suspect, because early Reform Jews didn’t want to create confusion in
the liturgy by having different readings for different times of the year. All
such special substitutions or seasonal changes were removed from the early
Reform liturgy. Mordecai Kaplan, the founder of Reconstructionism, removed
these lines from his prayer book because,
a recent commentary explains, he rejected
the idea of a God who “micromanages “What a prayer has meant in the past does
nature;” others solved the problem of not encompass all the richness and depth of
changing the liturgy seasonally by inserting
one of these lines into the fixed liturgy for meaning that it can hold for us today.”
use year round.
One of the proposals made for the new Reform prayer book is that the historical practice of including these blessings for rain and dew be restored.
This is in line with a general Reform tendency to restore pre-modern traditional practices, and to conform to what other Jewish communities do. Theologically, their inclusion expresses a closeness to nature and God’s presence
therein. But what are these lines about God’s actions in nature doing in the
middle of this prayer, which we had just decided is supposed to be about
resurrection?
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Rain and dew are both life-giving; the renewal of life which comes through
rain points to the promise of renewal after death. We learn in the Palestinian
Talmud, “For just as rainfall restores life, so does resurrection restore life to
the world.” As for dew, it is the instrument of the resurrection, as we learn in
the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Chagigah 12b: “In the highest level of heaven
are kept… the souls of the righteous and
the dew with which the Holy One, Blessed
“Rain and dew are both life-giving; the reBe, will hereafter revive the dead.” In the
imagination, the soul’s connecnewal of life which comes through rain points rabbinic
tion to the body is not all that firm; it can
be broken, and it also can be restored. The
to the promise of renewal after death.”
Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Berakhot
57b, teaches: “Honey is one-sixtieth of the
taste of manna, Shabbat one-sixtieth of the world to come, sleep is one-sixtieth of death, and dreams one-sixtieth of prophecy.” During the hours of sleep,
in the rabbinic imagination, the soul leaves the body and wanders in other
worlds, only to be restored by God in the morning. Thus, in the rabbinic
world-view, the daily waking from sleep is a rehearsal of the future resurrection, and the sight of the dew on the ground in the morning is a promise that
one day those who “sleep in the dust” will one day arise again. The images of
the Gevurot prayer are about how God’s sustains life now and the future
revival of the dead: “You sustain life with kindness/ Giving life to the dead with
great mercy.” The actions ascribed to God are all “mini-resurrections”:
You raise up the fallen
Heal the sick
And free the captive.
The Gevurot prayer, as we have received it, does not make explicit mention of
bodily resurrection, leaving unclear exactly what is intended by “mechaiyai
metim.” Some modern scholars propose that this point was left deliberately
vague by the ancient Rabbis to allow for a variety of beliefs. While this point
is debatable, the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead has been a feature of
Jewish faith for much of the last two thousand years.
Immortality, Yes; Resurrection, No!
Although bodily resurrection was emphatically rejected, German and classical American Reform Judaism never gave up on the idea of the eternality of
the soul. The old Union Prayer Book, in its 1895 edition, promises, “Thou wilt
fulfill Thy promise of immortal life unto those who sleep in the dust,” and concludes the Gevurot prayer with a phrase adapted from the blessings for reading the Torah: “Praised are You Adonai who plants within us eternal life.”
Our founders’ discomfort with the idea of bodily resurrection originates in
two values which were very important to them, but which are not as central
to us. On the one hand, they were universalists, and did not like Jewish and
Zion-centered particularism. Firmly convinced that European or American
soil was the new Zion and their cities, whether Hamburg or Charleston, the
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new Jerusalem—and not wanting anyone else to question their loyalties—
the idea of a physical return to the old Jerusalem and Zion did not interest
them one bit. Many were actively hostile, whether the return was proposed
in this life, by political Zionism, or in the future, as in the religious doctrine
of bodily resurrection. So it was not bodily resurrection per se that these early
Reform Jews found so objectionable but rather the idea that once the resurrection occurred, they would be physically returned and living for eternity in
the earthly Zion.
Their secondary discomfort, and this point is not as widely acknowledged as
the first, was their general uncomfortableness with their own bodies and all
things physical. In order to succeed as citizens in modern societies, Jews had
to drop the outward signs of difference which had, by edict and custom, set
them apart. Central to the claims for the legitimacy of modern Judaism was
the oft-repeated teaching that it was an exemplary ethical system, a spiritually elevated set of doctrines. Jewish teaching about the purity and eternality
of the soul—a doctrine, some suggest, which was explicitly anti-Christian—
was celebrated while references to the body, whether in this life or some future one, were systematically removed.
Our generation has witnessed a recovery of the Jewish body—ethnicity and
diversity are fashionable, we need no longer make our differences disappear
in order to fit in, and as a people we have returned to Zion. None the less, for
many of us, the idea of bodily resurrection is incompatible with our understanding of science and how creation works. The classical doctrine of tehiat
ha-metim, resurrection of the dead, suggests
a break with history, the end of the world as
“For many of us, the idea of bodily resurrecwe know it—while most contemporary Reform Jewish teachers speak, as Maimonides tion is incompatible with our understanddoes, of the messianic age as being continuous with the existing natural order and his- ing of science and how creation works.”
tory as we now participate in them.
But now we must resolve a very specific question: should we replace the current language of our prayer book, m’haiyei hakol, gives life to all, with m’haiyei
metim, gives life to the dead? Framed in this oppositional fashion, the question promptly becomes a lightening rod for accusations of “imitators of neoOrthodoxy,” on the one hand, against “defenders of atrophied, emotionally
dry classical Reform” on the other. Such polarization is obviously not helpful. In order to resolve this matter, Reform Jews, individually, congregationally,
and as a Movement, need to explore the questions raised below.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

The Significance of a Word: Theology, Language,
and Identity in the New Reform Prayer Book

T

his reading examines an issue where questions of language, theology,
and identity converge. Your team may wish to focus on just one of the
following questions. Question #1 below is specifically about the theme of
this unit; the following questions relate somewhat more to topics first discussed in Units Three and Four.

1. Is our existing language, m’haiyei hakol, a boundary marker for what
distinguishes Reform Judaism, and, therefore, itself a symbol of our Reform Jewish liturgical identity? Is it deserving of privileged status and “preservation,” even if it we don’t mean by its words exactly what its first exponents did?

2. Can we reclaim the metaphor of techiat hametim, the resurrection of
the dead? In the Talmud, we are taught: “A person who sees a friend after
a year’s absence should bless: ‘Barukh atah Adonai. . . m’haiyei hametim,
Praised are You God . . . who revives the dead.’” Can we invoke the
metaphor even if we don’t believe in its literal message?

3. Does the expression m’haiyai hametim have to be understood as “bodily
resurrection”? Consider this passage from the old Union Prayer Book:
The departed whom we now remember have entered into the peace
of life eternal. They still live on earth in the acts of goodness they performed and in the hearts of those who cherish their memory. May the
beauty of their life abide among us as a loving benediction.

4. How do the metaphor and language of these competing expressions
reflect our Reform Judaism’s theological teachings (see page 5-25)?
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Reform Jewish Statements on Life and Death
Pittsburgh Platform, 1875
We reassert the doctrine of Judaism that the soul is immortal, grounding the belief on the divine nature of human spirit. . . . We reject, as
ideas not rooted in Judaism, the beliefs both in bodily resurrection and
in Gehenna and Eden (Hell and Paradise) as abodes for everlasting punishment and reward.
Centenary Perspective, 1976
Amid the mystery we call life, we affirm that human beings, created in
God’s image, share in God’s eternality despite the mystery we call death.
Statement of Principles for Reform Judaism, 1999
We trust in our tradition’s promise that, although God created us as
finite beings, the spirit within us is eternal.
If both of these phrases are elevated, symbolic expressions, what is
reflected in one that is excluded by the other? Are they mutually exclusive? What other routes are available to us to express our theological
message?
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LOW-HANGING
FRUIT &
ACTION ITEMS

I

n this unit, you explored how the liturgy can be used to create identity
and to maintain a group’s boundaries. Does the liturgy function in this
way for you and for your community? What messages of inclusion or exclusion, whether deliberative or unintended, are expressed in your
synagogue’s liturgy?
As a team, discuss:
1. Are the topics raised in this unit likely to be of interest to other groups or
individuals in the congregation? Who? How can you connect with them?

2. What are times and places for introducing such conversations?
• During the service itself?
• In conversation groups after services?
• In the learners’ minyan or alternative worship settings?
• At Torah study?
• In school or youth group settings?
• As a suggested conversation for Shabbat dinners?
• At board and committee meetings?
3. Should there be new forums and/or new materials created for doing
this? Are any of the activities or readings you have done in this unit appropriate for use in other settings?

4. Who will take what actions in order to follow through on these suggestions?

5. What is the time frame for these actions?

The Chronicler for this session should enter the main points of the team’s
discussion into the Reminder Portfolio. The team should periodically discuss its progress in following-up on these actions.
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The Vocabulary of Symbols
About Section III: How We Shape Our Liturgy

I

n Section II, The Shape of the Liturgy, we studied the historical structure of
Jewish liturgy and how it continues to influence how we worship today. In
this section, called How We Shape Our Liturgy, we will learn how we can
transform our present-day worship experience with decisions ranging from
the music and the readings we choose to the arrangement of our chairs. We
will begin to understand how we can shape the received liturgy to meet our
contemporary spiritual needs, and to develop the aesthetic and creative skills
which are so important to their full expression. We will see how every action
we take, during, before and after prayer, contributes to creating a unique
worship experience.
In this section, comprising Units Six through Ten, we will focus on the “vocabulary of worship,” those elements of worship whose use we directly control: symbols, language, music, and space. We will explore how such elements
in the hands of our predecessors gave form to what we now consider to be
traditional practice, and how these elements—in our hands—al low us to
shape the liturgy today. We will also investigate how these elements combine
with many spontaneous and uncontrollable factors, from who sits down next
to us in the sanctuary to the news we heard on the radio on our way to the
synagogue, to produce our total “experience” of worship. You will be asked to
visit other congregations, both Jewish and non-Jewish, to see how these elements affect their worship services.

Unit Nine: The Vocabulary of Space asks you to go and visit other congregations, Jewish and non-Jewish, and look at their use of space. You may also
wish to visit other worship services as you move through Unit Six: The Vocabulary of Symbols, Unit Seven: The Vocabulary of Words, and Unit Eight:
The Vocabulary of Music. Such visits can be combined with the exercises in
Unit Nine or can be done independently.
It can be difficult to experiment with changing traditions and customs we
love and respect. The most deeply-held traditions began with people just like
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us, people who wanted to make the beauty and depth of Judaism live in their
hearts while remaining faithful t o the values and teachings of their communities. Over the course of Section III, we will address our own roles and responsibilities in the ongoing process of receiving, adding to, and passing on
those traditions.
Introduction to Unit Six: The Vocabulary of Symbols
Symbols are perhaps the most powerful of the elements of worship whose
use we directly control. Whether they are words, objects, qualities, or sounds,
the complex power of symbols derives from the lifetime of personal associations each of us adds to their formal definitions and meanings. As time goes
by, symbols become so imbedded in who we are, both as individuals and
groups, that we are often unaware of the extent of their influence over our
thoughts and actions.
In common usage, a symbol is something that evokes or corresponds to something else; for example, a red light is a symbol whose meaning is “stop.” In this
curriculum, we use a more precise definition of the word symbol. Following
contemporary social science, we distinguish between signs and symbols. A
sign is something whose explanation or meaning we can put into words; the
red circle of a stop light has a straightforward sign value whose meaning is
“stop.” A symbol, on the other hand, is something whose total meaning or
association cannot be adequately or fully described in words. The color red,
depending on how it is represented, may evoke danger, excitement, or numerous other complex responses, depending on the culture and life experiences of the person seeing it.
By understanding how symbols work, and learning to recognize, acknowledge, and respect our own vocabulary of symbols, both as a congregation
and as individuals, we will be able to understand the sig nificance of our symbolic attachments and, through our respect for these associations, become
able to facilitate transformational change.
Tallit As Sign and Symbol
Many things have both sign and symbol value. Consider, for example, the
tallit (the prayer shawl), one of the most familiar objects in the synagogue.
Taken as a sign, following Judaism’s “official” interpretation, the tallit tells us
that its wearer has become bar or bat mitzvah. The tzitzit (fringes) on the
tallit’s corners are also a sign. According to the Torah, they are reminders of
the commandments and the Exodus from Egypt.
Taken as a symbol, however, the tallit can summon up a host of personal
memories and associations. Many of us, for example, hold on to the tallit we
received at our bar or bat mitzvah years ago even though it has become faded,
frayed around the edges, or too small. We do so because the associations and
meanings our first tallit evokes help us define who we are by connecting us to
family, to sacred occasions, and to Judaism. We can only approximately describe in words the emotional power of these associations and meanings,
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which far overshadow the utilitarian value of the object itself. Even if we
never had a bar or bat mitzvah, the tallit may still be a rich and evocative
symbol for us.
Now consider the multitude of symbols that are seen and reflected on during
the simplest service, and you will begin to appreciate how important it is that
we acknowledge their power and develop our sensitivity to those they affect
most deeply. That is why, when we discuss how our liturgy works and how
we can shape it, it is essential not to confuse the straightforward use of an
object, gesture or action as a sign with its emotionally laden and sometimes
inexpressible power as a symbol.
Background Readings
In preparation for our study of symbols, please read Chapter Two, “Lost Symbols,” in The Art of Public Prayer, pp. 39–60. Two modern symbols which
were once controversial in Reform Judaism, kippah and tallit, are the subject
of Lawrence A. Hoffman’s essay, “The History and Significance of the Tallit
and Yarmulke,”p. 6-16.
Objectives
Team members will:
• Understand the importance of the differences between symbol and sign;
• Identify the symbolic significance of the objects in your synagogue’s worship space;
• Learn the history of your sanctuary and its sy mbols;
• Explore how the experience of worship can become more symbolically rich.
Action Items
The S2K team will:
• Make recommendations to the clergy and synagogue members about the
development of positively-charged symbols in the worship space and during services;
• Engage groups within your congregation in discussions similar to those in
the Synagogue 2000 meetings so that the elements of the S2K vocabulary
of worship becomes part of your synagogue’s culture;
• Identify existing opportunities, and create additional ones, for discussing
sign and symbol with interested synagogue members and staff.
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NOTES TO THE
FACILITATOR

Please begin by reading through the materials in this unit.
This unit provides materials for one or two meetings, depending on the interests of your S2K team. In order to complete Unit Six in one session, do not
spend meeting time on “Personal Symbols,” p. 6-10, or on “The Gestures and
Choreography of Prayer,” p. 6-11.
The distinction between the larger concept of the symbol and the limited use
of the sign is critical. Please work with team members to distinguish between
the sign values that they have learned and the larger, more complex symbolic
associations that objects, gestures, and words so often have. Encourage your
group to discuss the sy mbols that are strongly “charged”—either positively
or negatively—for themselves and for the members of the congregation.

S2K
Meeting
Format
• Food
• Opening prayer
or ritual
• Check-in
• Readings,
activities, and
discussion
• Process checks
• Closing prayer or
ritual

In preparation for the latter half of this unit, the facilitator should arrange
for one or more team members to research the history of the sanctuary and
its symbols. If your congregation has multiple worship spaces, different individuals may wish to research each of them. These team members should be
invited to report to the team before you begin “The Symbols of the Sanctuary,” p. 6-9.
Before concluding this unit, please work with the team to clarify its direction
and schedule for the coming months. If you decide to study the next several
units in smaller groups, plan to keep the whole Synagogue 2000 team in touch
on an ongoing basis. Unit Nine: The Vocabulary of Space asks team members
to visit other congregations and their worship services, and you may wish to
organize formal or informal visits as you move through all the units of Section III: How We Shape the Liturgy. Please encourage all team members to
visit and compare different congregations, keeping in mind the questions
and vocabulary presented in this unit. You also may wish to plan for an organized “debriefing” of team members after their visits, and encourage them to
report their observations and insights on an ongoing basis.
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Lost Symbols
Chapter Two in The Art of Public Prayer, pp. 39–60.

The History and Significance of the Tallit and Yarmulke
Gates of Understanding, Vol. II, New York: Central Conference of American
Rabbis (1984), pp. 56–62.
This companion volume to the Reform High Holiday prayer book includes a
history of Jewish, and specifically Reform, liturgy. This excerpt is a short essay
on the history and place of the tallit and kippah (yarmulke) in Reform Judaism, written when the reintroduction of these traditional accoutrements of worship was still a matter of controversy in some Reform synagogues.
(This reading is found at the back of this unit.)
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READING

Where Do Symbols Come From?

H

ow do the sign values of symbols evolve? Could the color red be used as
easily to tell us “go” as to tell us “stop”? Is there something about the
color red that intrinsically makes it appropriate to mean “stop,” or are we
eternally tied to an association that once may have been arbitrary but has
now become permanent? And how do we differentiate between the values of
symbols and the signs with which they are associated?
Here are four different explanations of how symbols and their sign values
evolve:
1. Assigned arbitrarily
Individuals and their cultures arbitrarily assign sign values to symbols. In
other words, anything can mean anything to anyone at any time. According
to this explanation, all sign values are random, and we can change them at
our discretion. For example, although we use tsitsit (the
corner fringes of the tallit) to symbolize our coming out of
“Anything can mean anything
Egypt, we could as easily use tsitsit to stand for something
else. The Jewish tradition of midrash, which provides alto anyone at any time.”
ternative sign values to symbolic biblical verses, seems to
endorse this arbitrary explanation.
2. Fixed by religious tradition
Although initially sign values arbitrarily are assigned to symbols, over time
they become fixed by religious tradition. So, while the significance of tsitsit
may have once been “available” for multiple explanations, tsitsit now stand
absolutely as a sign value for the Exodus, and we are enjoined from assigning
new meanings to them. Once religious tradition assigns one particular meaning to a word, that becomes its significance. Tsitsit symbolize the Exodus—
and that’s that!
3. Determined by “natural” associations
“Where there’s smoke, there’s fire,” is an obvious example. Such associations
describe inherent sign values which we cannot change. Other associations
that have “natural” sign values are called “icons” and look like what they stand
for. The color red possesses the sign value of danger because red is the color
of blood and of flames. Accordingly, a red light means “stop,” or, when we get
angry enough that we could kill, we “see red.” Many cultures consider the
moon and its cycles a natural symbol for women; in Judaism, the monthly
celebration of the new moon, Rosh Chodesh, is considered to be a “women’s
holiday.”
4. Reflecting inherent meaning
Some symbols have sign values that connect deep within our psyches, fixed
by what seem to be inherent, metaphysical properties. Carl Jung, among others, believed that archetypes, symbolic shapes, and ideas emerging out of
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human history are commonly shared by the simple virtue of being human.
According to this way of thinking, shapes like a cross, that stretch equally
toward the four cardinal points, serve as a sign for balance, pointing the way
to personal equilibrium. Other archetypes include Mother Earth and Mother
Nature, sign values of nurture that we find in myths from around the world.
Although we assume that signs evolve into symbols, the reverse process also
can take place. For instance, medieval Jews yearned to be redeemed from
“exile” and to return to Jerusalem. They likened their synagogues both to the
tabernacles in the desert and to the Temple of ancient Jerusalem. They therefore furnished their new synagogues with objects they thought had been used
in the ancient tabernacle, as both a reminder and a promise of the Temple: a
parochet (curtain) in front of the ark, a ner tamid (eternal light), and, often, a
menorah with seven branches. It is interesting to note that, while the ner
tamid remains a powerful symbol for many of us today, the parochet usually
does not (and, in fact, the ark in many Reform synagogues does not have
one). We may know the origins and explanat ions for the significance of these
objects, but if they no longer evoke strong passions from us, they only
“signify,” they do not symbolize.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Where Do Symbols Come From?
1. Review the four explanations of symbols and sign values above. Which
of these explanations best reflects your own understanding of how symbols are created?

2. Discuss the distinction between sign and symbol. (You may wish to review The Art of Public Prayer, pp. 43-56.)

3. Choose a prayer, action or gesture in the worship service like the Sh’ma,
the bar/bat mitzvah blessing before the ark, or the lighting of the Shabbat
candles. What is the function of this symbol in the service?

4. What are the sign values of this prayer, gesture, or action? (You can
figure out the sign value by imagining that you are explaining to a stranger
“what it means.”)

5. What does it symbolize for you?

6. If you cannot fully explain the symbolic significance of this prayer, action, or gesture, are there personal associations you have for this symbol
which are separate from the more formal explanations you gave in #3?
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Symbols in the Sanctuary

G

6-9

ACTIVITY

ather in the sanctuary. Ask each person to stand under, or adjacent
to, a place or object that serves as a significant symbol for him or her.
Those who can identify no such symbol may sit anywhere they like.
When everyone has found their symbol, ask each person to discuss their
choice. After everyone who wishes to has spoken, discuss their comments.
1. Did the members of the group relate their personal connection to the
symbol, or did they cite a sign explanation (be careful not to make the
symbol a “better” choice than the sign)?

2. In general, do people in the congregation have positive prayer associations with the symbols within their sanctuary?

3. What ideas do you have for making your experience of worship more
symbolically charged?

The Chronicler for this session should add any conclusions or significant
observations to the Reminder Portfolio.
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less time talking
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ACTIVITY

Personal Symbols

A

sk each team member to bring his or her favorite religious symbol
from home (candlesticks, tallit, Seder plate, shofar, Bible, etc.). Ask
each person to explain what the object they brought in symbolizes.
1. Does the explanation refer to a sign value (e.g., “Candles represent the
light of Shabbat”)?

2. What are the personal associations of the sign value (e.g., “Our family
always lights the Shabbat candles together”)?

3. What is the significance of this particular object (e.g., “My grandparents
brought these from the Old Country and gave them as a wedding gift to
my parents”)?
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The Gestures and Choreography of Worship
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READING

T

here are many gestures and movements associated with Jewish prayer,
from the lifting of the hands for the Priestly Benediction to “bowing
before the Ruler of Rulers, the Holy One, Blessed Be” during the Aleinu. Such
gestures and movements can add texture to our worship and deepen our
personal involvement in the experience of prayer. When specific gestures and
movements are visible to other members of the congregation, they may become identity markers for a community. Classical Reform Judaism discouraged gesture and movement in worship; both were considered, along with
tallit and head-covering, to be tokens of excessive “ritualism.” Their absence
was long a hallmark of Reform Judaism and shaped not only the identities of
individuals and communities but their understanding of what proper worship prayer should be. In recent years, many older practices—as well as some
new ones—have become increasingly common in Reform Jewish services.
Listed below is a selection of the most common gestures and movements
associated with Jewish prayer.
Blessing over candle lighting: Covering the eyes
After lighting the Shabbat candles, gently move the hands before one’s face in a
circular motion three times, cover the eyes with both hands, and recite the blessing. At the conclusion of the blessing, the eyes are uncovered.
This moment marks the beginning of the Sabbath. According to the halakhah,
a blessing is recited before the action for which it is intended (for example,
we say hamotzi and then eat bread). Once the Sabbath begins, however, one
cannot light fire. So, after the candles are lit, the blessing is recited with hands
shielding the eyes from the light. After saying the blessing, the eyes are then
opened and the Sabbath begins.
Recitation of Lecha Dodi
At the beginning of the last verse of Lecha Dodi, the congregation rises, and
turns to face the door of the synagogue. At the words, “Boi, kallah! Boi, kallah!
(Come, o bride!),” people may bow.
In this liturgical hymn, the Sabbath is personified as a Queen. The congregation enacts a formal gesture of welcome, as if they were in the physical presence of royalty, bowing as the Sabbath Queen enters.
Bowing during the Bar’khu
During the Bar’khu (the “Call to Worship”), the prayer leader bows at the opening word, “Bar’khu (Bless!),” and rises. The congregation then responds, bowing
at the first word (“Baruch”), and rising when saying the Name of God.
The most common physical movement in traditional Jewish prayer is bowing; it is an ancient, formal way of showing respect. Because Jewish tradition
likens the act of prayer to having an audience before a throne, one bows
upon approaching, upon leaving, and at other appropriate moments. The
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Amidah (standing prayer), in particular, is considered to be a personal meeting with the Holy One, and therefore is associated with a specific series of
movements. Traditional practice is to bend the knees when saying “baruch
(praised),” bend at the waist at “atah (are You),” and stand erect again when
saying God’s name.
Reciting the Sh’ma: Covering the eyes
While the Sh’ma is recited, cover the eyes with one hand.
This gesture is intended to increase concentration on the words and reduce
distractions. The custom derives from the practice of Rabbi Judah the Prince
described in the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Berakhot 13b.
The Amidah
Before beginning the Amidah, take three small steps backward followed by three
steps forward. Many people do this while reciting the introductory phrase, “Eternal God, open up my lips . . .”
This gesture, borrowed from the etiquette of the ancient court, marks our
recognition that we are entering into the presence of a Sovereign. It marks
and separates the Amidah from the prayers that precede it, and helps us imagine ourselves approaching closer to the presence of the Divine. The first three
backward steps are purely utilitarian, so as to make room to take the three
forward steps safely and with deliberation. Many people are careful not to
move their feet again until the conclusion of the Amidah.
Tradition teaches that one bows at four places during the Amidah: at the
beginning and end of the first blessing, and at the beginning and end of the
next to last blessing, the blessing for Thanksgiving called the modim.
This practice of bowing is taught in the Talmud (Tractate Berakhot 34a), and
is considered to be an act of humility. According to this passage, kings and
high priests were obligated to bow more often during the Amidah than during other prayers—perhaps because they had a greater need to cultivate their
own humility.
The third blessing of the Amidah, the Kedushah, is only recited by the service
leader in the presence of a minyan. The Kedushah describes the angels singing God’s praises at the same t ime that we do. At the words, “They called to
one another … (v’kara zeh el zeh …),” it is customary to turn and bow to
either side; and at each of the words, “Holy! Holy! Holy! (Kadosh! Kadosh!
Kadosh!),” to rise up on one’s toes, as if reaching upward to heaven.
At the beginning of the Amidah, one may take three steps forward. At the end
of the Amidah, many people take three steps backward, representing their
leave-taking from this time of special intimacy. Some people also bow to the
left and right after reciting Oseh Shalom, the last line of the traditional Amidah.
Over the years, many people have also added these steps and bows after Oseh
Shalom to the end of the Kaddish prayer.
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Bowing during the Aleinu
The literal meaning of the phrase, “V’anachnu kori-im umishtachavim,” is,
“We bend the knee and prostrate ourselves. . . .” In fact, the Aleinu began as a
Rosh Hashanah prayer, and on the High Holidays many Jews do prostrate
themselves. When the Aleinu was added to the daily liturgy in the early medieval period, this full prostration was considered inappropriate, and bowing
was substituted. As with other prayers, one rises up when God’s name is
mentioned.
Swaying during Prayer*
The most “stereotypical” gesture in Jewish prayer is the rocking or swaying
called “shokeling.” Based on a Yiddish word, shokeling is often identified with
the spiritual practices of Eastern European Jewry, specifically with Hasidism,
but shokeling has been a recognized feature of Jewish prayer since at least the
eleventh century, when Medieval Spanish sources—Jewish, Christian, and
Moslem—made note of this distinctive Jewish practice.
No one knows how the practice began. Most Talmudic sources seem to recommend standing straight and still while praying, emphasizing that concentration during prayer should be absolute. For example, based on Ezekiel’s
description of the angels of the divine chariot standing “with legs straight”
(Ezekiel 1:7), the Rabbis held that one should keep one’s feet rigidly together
during prayer.
Newly emancipated Jews in nineteenth-century Europe, however, considered
shokeling to be a medieval practice violating the solemnity and decorum of
worship. Having seen this practice in other communities, and having learned
various teachings about its meanings, some Reform Jews now bow and sway
in their personal prayer practice. While historically inaccurate, this practice
indicates the intensity of a community or an individual’s commitment to
what they consider to be traditional Jewish practice.

* This section is based on Eli Segal, “The Meaning of Shokeling,” found online at
http://www.ucalgary.ca/~elsegal/Shokel/891201_Shokeling.html.
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LOW-HANGING
FRUIT &
ACTION ITEMS

I

n this unit, you discussed the difference between sign and symbol, learned
about the history of the symbols in your own sanctuary, and explored the
symbolic associations of the synagogue’s objects and your own. As you
review together what you have learned and how your understanding has
changed, discuss how the topics and issues raised in this unit can be shared
with the rest of the congregation.
As a team:
1. Identify activities and readings in this unit that can be used or adapted
for other groups in the congregation.

• Are there existing opportunities for discussing these ideas?

The environment
of prayer should
evoke a God who
meets us in warm
intimacy as part of
a caring community.

• What additional events or activities could be developed for introducing
discussions of “sign and symbol” with interested lay and professional
individuals in the synagogue?

2. Is your congregational worship rich in symbols? Do congregants have
positively charged associations with the rituals of worship? If you are not
sure, how can you find out?

3. Do congregants know about the history of the objects in their synagogue’s
sanctuary? How can this information become more widely known?
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4. What changes can you propose that would make your synagogue’s worship more symbolically charged?

• Can your team recommend to appropriate entities within the synagogue
experiments with the service that would encourage the development of
positively-charged symbols in the services and the worship space?

These questions should be asked again as your team works through each
of the next four units. The Chronicler for this session should add your conclusions or decisions to the Reminder Portfolio.
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The History and Significance of the Tallit and Yarmulke
Lawrence A. Hoffman, Gates of Understanding 2: Appreciating the Days of Awe (New York: Central
Conference of American Rabbis, 1984), pp. 56–62.
This article was written for Gates of Understanding 2, the companion commentary to the Reform High
Holiday prayer book, Gates of Repentance. Lawrence A. Hoffman, co-founder of S2K, tells the history of
two well-known ritual symbols, the tallit and the yarmulke. Neither one, it turns out, is as ancient as many
of us might suspect. When this essay was published in 1984, some Reform congregations were debating the
acceptability of the tallit and yarmulke in their synagogues. While affirming that praying with head uncovered is legitimate Reform practice, the author argues for tolerance and acceptance for those who choose to
worship with “hats on.”

P

erhaps nothing has been more fiercely debated
through the ages of Reform Judaism’s development than the propriety of donning special ritual attire for prayer. At issue primarily were the prayershawl
(tallit) and head covering (then called yarmulke, but
now, under the influence of Israeli Hebrew, usually
referred to as kippah). Both ritual garments deserve
our attention, particularly since the debate, though
dormant until recently, has once again been joined.
Many Reform Jews find meaning in these traditional
worship symbols; others charge that their use betrays
a subtle move by Reform Judaism “back to Orthodoxy.”
European Roots
We may begin with the Hungarian rabbi Aaron
Chorin (1766–1844) who, in 1826, argued seriously
for the right to pray with uncovered head. His idea
was only part of a general Reform agenda, which he
had first offered in a learned responsum favoring relatively minor liturgical changes in Hamburg (1819).
His recommendation did not receive wide favor.
Only the Berlin Reform Association followed
Chorin’s advice; but from its inception, this body
had demonstrated itself to be the most radical of
Reformers. Its founder, Sigmund Stern (1812–1867),
had expressly organized the association as an amalgam of all radical groups, into what he called “a German Jewish Church.” Its prayer book eliminated almost all the Hebrew. Its first rabbi—Stern had not
been ordained—was the noted Samuel Holdheim
(1806–1860), known best, perhaps, for moving Sabbath services to Sunday, abolishing circumcision, and
viewing Jewish ritual generally as an outmoded vestige from an earlier age when Jews had required visible signs of their distinction from paganism.

In Europe, Chorin’s recommendation that head covering be abandoned was honored in Berlin. A smaller
community in Soest followed suit after an 1847 address in which the president of the Jewish consistory
of Westphalia urged them to do so. The same view
was later presented in a scholarly study of the history of covering one’s head, written by Leopold Loew,
another Hungarian rabbi (1811–1875), who included his essay as part of a lengthy tribute to Chorin.
But most Jews in Europe retained the custom of the
kippah.
Nothing Aroused Greater Opposition
In America, however, worshiping with uncovered
heads was accepted almost universally as a veritable
symbol of Reform, with the result that, as Gunther
Plaut summarizes, “perhaps no other innovation of
Reform aroused greater opposition than this; no
other change stirred so many sentiments.” New York’s
Temple Emanuel had first discussed the subject via
a lengthy responsum of its rabbi as early as 1859. In
1928, Jacob Z. Lauterbach reproduced much of
Loew’s essay within the parameters of his own
responsum. He concluded that Reform Jews had every right to worship with uncovered heads, that the
entire matter was purely one of custom, not law, and
that Jews on both sides of the question should show
forbearance toward those on the other side, since
“hat on or hat off . . . is a detail that is not worth
fighting about. It should not separate Jew from Jew
and not be made the cause of breaking the Jewish
groups or dividing Jewish congregations.”
The tallit occasioned far less invective. It, too, was
banned by the Berlin Reform Association, though it
was generally maintained in Europe. In America, it
was rarely worn by worshiping congregants, though
9/01
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rabbis frequently donned a tallit—or a more decorous modern equivalent of one—while leading services. In his “Ritual Directions” with which he introduced his 1866 prayer book, Minhag America,
Isaac Mayer Wise summed up the regnant Reform
attitude here: “It is no more necessary to wear a tallith [sic] in the temple than anywhere outside
thereof.... As a memorial, it will suffice that the minister wear it.”
Origins of the Tallit
Of the two ritual objects, certainly the tallit is more
authentically rooted in Jewish sources. The wearing
of tsitsit (the fringes sewn on the hem of the tallit,
and the religious rationale for the tallit in the first
place) goes back to a biblical commandment (Numbers 15:39–40), which explains that their purpose
is:”You shall see [the tsitsit] and remember all the
commandments of God and do them. . . . and be
holy unto your God.” Scholars are divided on the
kind of tsitsit worn in biblical times, but later, by the
second or third century C.E., at least, it was common for the scholar class (though not necessarily
for the masses) to attach fringes to a large tallit that
extended over the whole body. Wrapping oneself had
become a significant ritual act expected of judges
before trials, teachers before discoursing on weighty
subjects, and rabbis preparing for prayer.
Opinions differed on the extent to which a tallit
might be worn. Some wore it all day, though most
did not. In any case, it was generally not worn at
night, since the purpose of the tsitsit (which were by
now attached) was that they be seen, and without
daylight they could not be viewed clearly. Palestinian Jews went so far as to omit the last paragraph of
the Sh’ma from their Evening Service, since its primary topic is the commandment to wear and to see
the tsitsit.
Through the ages, two major changes in the wearing of the tallit occurred. The first was the introduction of a tallit katan, a little tallit, worn underneath
one’s outer garments. This was an innovation to meet
the need of generations who had decided that the
tallit should be worn all day, but who lived in an
environment where outward display of such garb
would have marked Jews off adversely from the nonJewish population. The second was the relaxation
9/01
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of the ban against wearing the tallit at night. All
agreed that it should be removed before the Evening
Service, with the exception of Yom Kippur, but some
Sefardic Jews wore it during the afternoon service.
At least in modern times both Sefardim and
Ashkenazim have favored the reader or the preacher
wearing a tallit even at night, “because of the honor
due to a congregation.” This latter innovation was
known as a custom among some by the 17th century; one hundred years later, it was frequently the
established rule.
Accordingly, Isaac Mayer Wise’s regulation in 1866
was not without precedent. He generalized the wearing of a tallit by the prayer leader at night to every
service. Considering the commandment to wear and
to see the tsitsit outmoded, and—as a Reform Jew of
his time—being hardly able to consider his own
wearing of the tallit an “honor to the congregation,”
he justified his custom as a “memorial” which, no
doubt, he thought would satisfy those in his congregation who might miss the familiar tallit if they did
not see it at all.
Hats On or Hats Off?
The yarmulke, on the other hand, has neither biblical nor Rabbinic legal basis. There is no evidence
that biblical Jews covered their heads for any other
reason except that, as desert dwellers, they needed
to protect themselves from the sun. In Rabbinic
times, some of the scholar class used headgear, sometimes as a halfway measure to meet the custom of
wrapping one’s body, sometimes as a mark of special piety (one rabbi in Babylonia remarked that he
would not walk even the shortest distance without a
hat, since God’s presence is everywhere).
Later, in Islamic environs, head covering was the recommended way for Moslems to distinguish themselves from unbelievers. Moslem tradition described
how Mohammed himself had worn it. Especially on
religious pilgrimage to a shrine, Moslems were advised to cover their heads. Jews followed suit, copying Moslem religious aesthetics. They, too, now wore
hats, and significant personalities such as
Maimonides selected the turban variety favored by
Moslem nobles. (Incidentally, many Jews also copied the Moslem custom of taking off their shoes before entering synagogues, and Maimonides’ concern
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for Moslem aesthetic sensitivities even extended to
his desire to do away with the silent recitation of the
Tefillah, since the masses made noise during it, thus
embarrassing Jewish potentates who had to explain
the unseemly display to their Moslem neighbors.)
Northern European Jews, on the other hand, had no
Moslem customs to observe, and they accepted the
practice of wearing hats much more cautiously. Only
in the thirteenth century was it becoming common,
and it was still by no means mandatory, even while
praying. A celebrated statement on the subject from
relatively modern times is a responsum by the Polish
Talmudist Solomon Luria (1510–1573), who was
asked whether someone suffering from a headache
might eat (and say the accompanying blessings)
without wearing a hat. Luria responded forthrightly
that there is no prohibition against praying with head
uncovered, and that he himself might even do so;
but in the end, he notes, covering one’s head has
become a universal Jewish custom, and custom
counts for something in Jewish reckoning. He did
not want to contradict great rabbis who had gone
before him, nor to advise dressing in such a way that
observers might be led to the false conclusion that
people are in the habit of blatantly disregarding Jewish law. Something that seems wrong is, in fact,
wrong; inasmuch as people assume that the head
must be covered, it would be incorrect to flaunt the
opposite practice, thus giving the wrong impression
publicly.
Reform scholars, like Lauterbach, later quoted Luria
at some length, but disagreed with his conclusion.
They were intrigued by the fact that Luria, one of
the mightiest Talmudic scholars of all time, had
proven that the whole matter of headdress was only
(!) a custom and, as such, could, in their opinion, be
abrogated in favor of other customs more in keeping with the dictates of modern times.
As far as terminology is concerned: the word tsitsit
is biblical; tallit emerged later, in Roman times, as
the technical name for a cloak of honor (similar to
the Latin pallium and the Greek tharos). Tallit is derived from the Aramaic root tly, meaning “hang
down.” The origins of the term yarmulke are less
clear. Gunther Plaut has argued that it derives from
the name applied to a hat worn by Catholic priests
at a particular point in the Christian Mass. Sixteenth-

century Polish Jews wore hats that looked very similar, so that the term for the clerical hat was applied
by non-Jews in their descriptions of the Jews. The
Church hat was an amice or armuce (with the “c”
pronounced like a “k”). A smaller version of that hat,
one similar to what Jews wore, was described by the
diminutive armucele. In time the “c” and the “l” were
transposed, becoming armulece, or, eventually, the
slurred Yiddish word yarmulke. Kippah is Hebrew,
and can be found among terms included in literature of the first two centuries C.E.
Women Claiming Ritual Practices
Finally, we should say a word about women who wish
to wear either the kippah or the tallit. Authorities
are divided on the question of whether women covered their heads in Rabbinic times. If they did, it was
only to follow rules of modesty then in effect. They
certainly wore no tallit. By the second century, the
Rabbis had ruled that women were exempt from
positive religious precepts governed by time; and
tsitsit, which one must look at during the day, falls
into that category. On the other hand, Moses Isserles
(the sixteenth-century Polish authority who rendered the Shulchan Aruch acceptable to Ashkenazi
Jews) says expressly that if women want to wear a
tallit and even to say the blessing over it, they may
do so. Thus, in his Reform responsum of 1971,
Solomon Freehof finds no objection in women joining men in the adoption of the tallit.
Freehof does not argue that the tallit should be worn,
only that in congregations where men wear it,
women may do so as well. The issue for him is not
only that there is no prohibition against the practice. There is also the positive consideration that “in
our Reform movement . . . special emphasis is placed
on the equality of men and women.” Interestingly,
the radical Berlin Reform Association, which took
the extreme step of prohibiting the yarmulke, argued
equally vociferously for the application of the Reform doctrine of sexual equality. This principle of
equality had no sooner been enunciated at the 1845
rabbinical conference in Frankfurt, when the association did away with the women’s gallery in favor
of seating women on the same plane as men.
Given all this information, every Reform Jew will
have to determine what his or her position ought to
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be regarding the tallit and the kippah. The structure
of our prayer books already presents us with a possible stand on matters of this sort, although worshipers are free to accept or to reject that stand along
with the prayer books in which they are found. What,
then, is the structured message carried by Gates of
Repentance, and how consistent is it with Reform
Judaism as described in the last few paragraphs?

ness he deplored. Clearly, the matter went beyond
the logic of academic debate. The reader of this commentary now knows all the relevant data that
Lauterbach’s readers did. Whether these data will be
used to harden positions for or against the wearing
of kippah and tallit, or to promote a patient acceptance of those on the other side of the issue, is a
matter that transcends the facts themselves.

Clearly, by its very decision to include ritual garb as
optional, Gates of Repentance differs structurally from
the Union Prayer Book. The traditional blessing (predating the year 200) appears on page 79. We recognize that people may now wear a kippah too, but because the kippah (unlike the tallit) is rooted only in
custom, there is no traditional blessing for it, and no
prayer book space need be allotted to it. But the page
begins with the instructions that what follows is “for
those who wear the tallit,” implying that some will
do so and some will not. Thus, the structural message of the new Reform Machzor is that the wearing
of special worship attire is optional.

We should recognize that the issue of tallit and
kippah is in the realm of symbol. By invoking the
realm of symbolism, we mean that our positions on
the wearing of worship attire are deeply rooted in
our psyches for reasons we understand poorly, if at
all. Yet, we feel so strongly about the matter that we
cannot comprehend the rationale of people who differ with us. Discussions are apt to flare into angry
debates.

At first it would appear that we have here a reversal
of the classical Reform position. Such a conclusion
would be only partly correct. To be sure, American
Reform worship now differs from what it traditionally has been, in that the tallit and the kippah have
become acceptable items. But the essence of Reform
Judaism was, and still is, its insistence that the eternal verities of religion go deeper than its obvious
trappings. Even the Berlin Reform Association,
which did away with special worship attire, did not
absolutely prohibit covering the head; rather, they
voted for “worship with uncovered head,” with the
stipulation, however, that “the wearing of a black
skull cap . . . [is] permitted to individuals.” We recall
how Lauterbach summed up his epic survey: “Hat
on or hat off. . . is a detail that is not worth fighting
about. It should not separate Jew from Jew, and not
be made the cause of . . . dividing Jewish congregations.”
Tallit and Kippah As Symbols
The reality has been, however, that temples which
allowed individuals to wear kippah or tallit in theory
often asked them to remove such garb in practice.
Even as Lauterbach wrote his summation, “hat on
or hat off ” was in fact provoking the very divisive9/01

Still, our new prayer book heralds the fact that the
Reform Movement remains open to change, and
change in our day implies a willingness to consider
a wide gamut of traditional options drawn from our
Jewish past. The founders of our movement would
have supported our continued emphatic reassertion
of Reform ideals, such as the Mission of Israel, the
ongoing covenant with God, a religious definition
of Jewish identity, and so on. By the same token, they
would agree with the view taken by Gates of Repentance: wearing a kippah or tallit to enhance the experience of worship does not belong to that critical
core of Judaism deserving of argumentation. Pioneering Reform ideologues proved that one could
be a good Jew without covering one’s head; the statement of our generation is simply the obvious corollary: one does not become a bad Jew if one covers
one’s head anyway.

The Vocabulary of Language
Think for a moment about your favorite prayer.
Did you think about your prayer in Hebrew or English? Did you imagine
seeing the words printed as they appear on the page of the prayer book, or as
you remember hearing them recited, read, or sung?
Our experience of the language of our liturgy is deeply affected by how its
words are presented. Prayers are more than the words printed on the page of
the prayer book, but these texts remain just words until they are voiced—
only then do they become prayers.
In this unit, The Vocabulary of Language, we invite you to explore the many
ways to present the texts of our liturgical tradition. We invite you to reflect
on the different ways in which language conveys the liturgy’s ideas.
In the following readings and exercises, we will consider:
• How translations are chosen;
• How texts are arranged on the page;
• How texts are read, sung, or otherwise presented;
• How the language in which a service is conducted is divided between Hebrew and English.
The following pages cover many, though certainly not all, issues related to
the presentation of the liturgy, as well as a range of suggestions and alternatives.
This unit includes a section on the history of vernacular prayer in the Jewish
religious tradition, as well as short essays by contemporary Jewish leaders on
the use of Hebrew and English in their synagogues. The balance between
Hebrew and English during services will raise highly charged questions for
many congregations.
As you read and discuss this mat erial, please ask yourself and each other:
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• Are my strong feelings about the use of Hebrew and English related to deeprooted values, or are they a response to unsatisfying experiences?
• Can a discomfort with Hebrew be alleviated by transliteration and translation?
• Can a dislike of English be changed by fresh English readings or newlyformatted presentations?
In preparation for this unit, please read Chapter 7, “The Script of Prayer:
Words Spoken,” in The Art of Public Prayer, pp. 144–170.
Objectives
Team members will:
• Recognize how the enactment of liturgy can be considered to be sacred
drama;
• Distinguish between sacred drama and other kinds of theatrical performances;
• Appreciate the influence of design and layout of the printed page on the
experience of prayer;
• Identify and explore a variety of routes to praying the liturgy;
• Reflect on the relationship between Hebrew and English in synagogue worship.
Action Items
The S2K team will:
• Identify and encourage the use of different routes to the presentation and
praying of the liturgy;
• Facilitate conversation and study within the congregation about the variety of modes in which prayer can be presented and expressed.
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T

he facilitator, or a planning group for the S2K team, should read through
the material in this unit in advance of the meetings, and should decide,
with the group, how many meetings will be devoted to this unit. Your team
may choose to break up into three smaller groups in order to give more indepth attention to this unit and Units Eight through Ten. (If dividing up,
Units Nine and Ten can be combined and studied by a single sub-team.) If
your team chooses to subdivide, you may wish to invite other people who
have not previously been formally part of the S2K team to participate now.
Be sure to pay attention to two important tasks: keeping the original S2K
team members connected and in regular contact, and integrating new people
into the methods, culture and values which have evolved in your work together until now.
The Activities in Unit Seven
The readings and activities in this unit relate to the question of language and
how we use it in prayer. The first two readings emphasize the idea that, for
many people, the fullest experience of worship begins when the printed words
of prayer are spoken, proclaimed, or sung aloud. This unit addresses both
what words are on the written page (“Layout and Language,“ p. 7-8), and
how these written words are transformed into speech (“Using English Effectively,” p. 7-20).
Vernacular Prayer
For many congregants, the choice between Hebrew and English is sy mbolically charged. A frequent comment about contemporary English prayer is
that it lacks excitement or depth. To trigger discussion about the values and
associations that these diff erent modes of prayer reflect, the readings in this
unit include a history of vernacular prayer and a series of short essays by
contemporary synagogue leaders about the balance between Hebrew and
English in their synagogues. Poet Dan Bellm provides examples of how poetry can be used to articulate and deepen the themes of the liturgy.
Suggestions for Planning the Sessions
This curriculum leaves to the facilitator and the planning team the decision
about how much time each activity will take. If you decide to dedicate only
two sessions to this unit, one possible arrangement would be:
To Prepare
Background reading
“Liturgy as Sacred Drama,” p. 7-6
First Session
“Layout and Language,” p. 7-8
Exercises with English options
Homework
Read “Hebrew and English in Prayer” and accompanying essays
9/01
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Second Session
Discuss “Hebrew and English in Prayer”
“Using English Effectively,” p. 7-20
Wrap-up
At this point, please feel free to create an alternative forum for working through
any activities and readings not discussed in the team meeting, or to explore
further any that are of particular interest to your team. Begin each session
with an opening ritual and a personal check-in.
Check-in on Progress and Direction
If your team has not done so recently, set time aside to check in about the
“big picture” of the S2K team. See “Notes to the Facilitator” for Unit Two,
p. 2-2, for possible questions and issues to raise with your team.
Please review your team’s progress on spreading the word in the congregation about what you are doing:
• Is it time to follow up on your low-hanging fruit initiatives?
• How have these initiatives been received?
• How can you get the word out about what you are learning and doing?
See “How to Spread the Word,” p. F-23, for ideas.
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Chapter 7 in The Art of Public Prayer, pp. 144–170.

BACKGROUND
READING

Liturgy As Sacred Drama

READING

The Script of Prayer: Words Spoken

S

ometimes we confuse the prayer book with the experience and reality of
worship. The words of prayer do not become fully alive until they are
recited, sung, proclaimed, or whispered. The text of the prayer book is to the
act of prayer as the script of a play is to a play’s performance on stage. The
script is essential, but there is a big difference between reading the script and
watching its performance. Liturgy is a unique type of drama—it is sacred
drama. Just as in theater, we go to a special place, at special times, and, when
the performance begins, we agree to suspend our customary ways of imagining and speaking about the world in favor of a different language and a different perspective.
The sacred drama of worship is different from the drama of the stage in three
essential ways. Most importantly, in sacred drama, there is ideally no audience—instead, everyone is involved in creating the performance. Obviously,
some will have larger roles, but sacred drama succeeds when the congregation participates as celebrants and not as observers. Second, a play on stage is
rehearsed again and again until the performers “get it right,” and then it can
be performed repeatedly. Our liturgy is not rehearsed, and every Shabbat
and each service is an entirely new creation. Third, whereas in theater, we
return to the world we left when the play is over, the goal of sacred drama is
to enable us to take away, and try out, the alternative world-view that the
sacred drama has created. When liturgy engages us, we discover that its narrative is “our” play, our contemporary enactment of the Jewish story which
resonates across the centuries.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Liturgy As Sacred Drama
1. Do you agree with the comparison between conventional and sacred
drama?

2. Have you personally experienced a sense of transformation in worship?

3. Have you ever attended a service which was more like a reading out of
the script than a sacred performance? What kept the service from rising to
the level of “sacred drama”?

4. How can the sense of “sacred drama” be increased in your congregation’s
services?
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Enactment, Remembrance, Prophecy

I

f we read the prayer book as a description of reality as it is, like the
news sections of the daily paper, we may become discouraged or
dismissive of the gap between what we know and what the prayers
say. The words of our prayers do more than just describe what is. The
language can effect change, remind us of our most important stories,
and point to the future.
Enactment: The language of prayer can effect change
At a Jewish wedding ceremony, when the correct words are spoken:
“Harei at m’kudeshet li … Behold you are sanctified to me … ,” the
couple formally become married. The recitation of the proper words
actually effects the marriage.
Remembrance: The language of prayer reminds us of our most
important stories

In the Mi kamokha prayer, we recall our people’s journey from slavery
to freedom and how they were saved at the Red Sea. At every service,
we return to that ancient moment of celebration and joy by singing the
song our ancestors sang as they stood at the shore.
Prophecy: The language of prayer points to the future
At the conclusion of the Aleinu, we say: “On that day, God shall be
one … “ Our recitation of the prayer summons us to imagine, commit
to, and live out the realization of the prayer’s prophetic promise. The
singing of the prayer simultaneously expresses hope, by contrasting
the present we know to the future we yearn for, and calls us to action.
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ACTIVITY

Layout and Language

T

he following four selections are all translations of the first blessing of
the Amidah, the Avot v’imahot. Read each paragraph aloud.

A.

C.

Praised are You Adonai our God and God of our
ancestors, God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel and Leah, great, mighty,
awesome, exalted God who bestows loving kindness, Creator of all. You remember the pious
deeds of our ancestors, and will send a redeemer
to their children’s children because of Your loving
nature. You are the Sovereign who helps and
guards, saves and shields. Praised are You, Adonai,
Shield of Abraham and Guardian of Sarah.

Adonai our God and God of our ancestors, God
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, Sarah, Rebecca,
Rachel and Leah. We praise You, God, who is
great, mighty and awesome, exalted; God who
bestows loving kindness, Creator of all: You remember the pious deeds of our mothers and fathers, and will send a redeemer to their children’s
children, for Your nature is love. You are the Sovereign who helps and guards, saves and shields.
We praise You, Adonai, Abraham’s Shield and
Sarah’s Guardian.

B.

D.

Praised are You,
Adonai our God and God of our ancestors,
God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel and Leah,
Great, mighty, awesome,
Exalted God
Who bestows loving kindness,
Creator of all.
You remember the pious deeds of our ancestors,
And will send a redeemer to their children’s children
Because of Your loving nature.
You are the Sovereign
Who helps and guards, saves and shields.
Praised are You, Adonai,
Shield of Abraham and Guardian of Sarah.

Adonai our God and God of our ancestors,
God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel and Leah,
We praise You.
God who is great, mighty and awesome,
Exalted God
Who bestows loving kindness,
Creator of all:
You remember the pious deeds of our mothers
and fathers,
And will send a redeemer to their children’s children
For Your nature is love.
You are the Sovereign
Who helps and guards,
Saves and shields.
We praise You, Adonai,
Abraham’s Shield and Sarah’s Guardian.
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Layout and Language
1. How did the layout of the words on the page affect the reading of the
prayer?

2. Which version appealed to you most, and why?

3. Did anything provoke a negative response, or make you feel uncomfortable?

4. Versions A and B, and C and D, are identical in content, but differ in
layout:
a. Did you respond differently to the two versions?

b. Did one appeal to you more than the other?

5. Can you make any general conclusions about how layout can affect the
way we respond to a prayer?
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READING

Hebrew and English in Services

J

ewish law permits prayer in any language. Prayer in public worship, with
few exceptions, was almost exclusively in Hebrew until the nineteenth century. During the first millennium of the Common Era, texts such as the beginning of the Mourner’s Kaddish and Kol Nidrei were conceived and written
in Aramaic, the vernacular of the Middle East. These may not have originally
been composed as synagogue prayers. In pre-modern Europe, a number of
prayer books, usually intended for women, were written in Yiddish, JudeoSpanish, or Italian.
At the beginning of the 1800s, most significantly in Germany, reformers initiated a movement to modernize Jewish practice. These leaders felt that many
Jews were leaving Judaism because they found what they described as
“Judaism’s medievalisms” inappropriate and unmeaningful to their modern
life. Many of these reformers thought that praying in Hebrew was such a
“medievalism,” and for them, praying in the vernacular became a defining
sign of their modern Jewish identity.
Hebrew: Necessity or Just Desirable?
Just which language should be used in prayer emerged as a central issue during a series of rabbinical synods held in Germany, beginning in 1844. The
compromise resolution that eventually was passed
termed the use of Hebrew to be “desirable,” and
“Public worship was almost exclumandated that prayer be divided between Hebrew
sively in Hebrew until the nineteenth and German. This disappointed both the more
radical reformers for whom Hebrew was no longer
century.”
desirable at all, and the traditionalists who believed
that Hebrew was a “necessity” and should remain
the sole language of prayer. In response to the compromise, Zecharias Frankel,
then Chief Rabbi of Saxony, walked out of the meeting in protest.
Conservative Prayer Books
Conservative Judaism traces its ideological lineage back to Frankel, while
Reform Judaism’s heritage is rooted in the majority opinion Frankel rejected.
Over the years, Conservative worship has increasingly become more Hebraic,
not less. The first official Conservative siddur is known as the Silverman Prayer
Book of 1946. It was patterned after a private prayer book edited by Rabbi
Morris Silverman of Hartford, Connecticut. Rabbi Silverman’s original book
featured transliterations for most of the congregational responses, but these
were omitted from the official prayer book that the movement published.
Forty years later, Siddur Sim Shalom (1985) was planned with Hebrew clearly
in mind as the language of Jewish prayer. It not only continued to omit transliteration but failed to address the sexist languag e that results from a strict
English translation of the Hebrew text. (The English translation was modified in the updated edition.)
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Samson Raphael Hirsch and Modern Orthodoxy
Modern Orthodoxy traces its roots to Samson Raphael Hirsch, another nineteenth century German rabbi. Hirsch strove to combine traditional ideas and
practice with a modern identity. Above all, he focused on the importance of
a rigorous, sophisticated Jewish education. Hirsch’s students compiled a siddur,
annotated with commentary learned from their teacher, which follows all
the traditional rubrics but is also leavened with occasional surprises. The
book omits Kol Nidrei, for example, because Hirsch believed that it might
give the appearance that Jews did not take responsibility for their vows. Although the original Aramaic text of Kol Nidrei does not really imply the notion that its declaration of annulment absolves Jews from personal responsibility, Hirsch feared that people who read the German translation might get
the wrong idea. Although Hirsch insisted on praying in Hebrew, he did favor
including vernacular translations on facing pages along with commentaries.
Of the many Orthodox prayer books in use today, the Artscroll series has
become increasingly popular, perhaps because, like Hirsch’s prayer book, it
includes a thorough vernacular translation and commentary.
Hebrew and English in Reform Worship
The balance between Hebrew and English in Reform worship has var ied over
the years. Isaac Mayer Wise, founder of the Reform movement in America,
edited a prayer book which he hoped would be used widely by all American
Jews, and so it was named Minhag America. Wise’s prayer book was roughly
half Hebrew and half English, with some German. He designed his book
with Hebrew pages on the right and matching translations on the left. The
other major forerunner for the American Reform movement, the more radical Rabbi David Einhorn of Baltimore, published a prayer book with almost
no Hebrew at all. Einhorn’s book, Olat Tamid, served as the model for the
first edition of the Union Prayer Book, published in 1894. The UPB opened
from left to right, and had significantly more English than Hebrew. Although
later revisions of the Union Prayer Book significantly increased the amount
of Hebrew included, a 1906 survey of Reform congregations reported that
over one hundred had entirely eliminated Hebrew in favor of a completely
English service.
At the present time, Reform congregations are committed to bilingual worship, but remain divided over how much of each to demand, whether to make
changes in the normative Hebrew text, and whether to include transliterations in the prayer book. Recent studies have shown that including transliteration in the prayer book, next to the Hebrew, increases participation and
encourages the learning of Hebrew.
Mordecai Kaplan and Reconstructionism
American Judaism’s youngest movement, Reconstructionism, arose out of
the thought of Mordecai Kaplan, who taught at the Jewish Theological Seminary in the first half of the twentieth century. Kaplan was convinced that
Judaism had to be reconceptualized as a civilization, not simply a religion.
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Reconstructionist litur gy goes back to Kaplan himse lf. The original
Reconstructionist liturgies retained the traditional structure, but amended
the contents to make room for Kaplan’s theology. The translations emphasized Kaplan’s ideas, including conceiving God as an impersonal, indwelling
force in the natural world, the “force that makes for salvation,” and his rejection of the notion of the Jews as the chosen people. Kaplan also provided
prayers for the American civic calendar, composing readings for Thanksgiving and the Fourth of July. Contemporary Reconstructionism has moved away somewhat from
“Kaplan also provided prayers for the Kaplan’s original thinking, and has integrated the
ideas pioneered by the chavurah movement of the
American civic calendar, composing
1960s and 1970s. The most recent Reconstructionist
prayer books strive to be faithful to the received
readings for Thanksgiving and the
structure of Jewish prayer, and to respond creatively
Fourth of July.”
to contemporary sensibilities and values, through
newly composed prayers in Hebrew and English.
Hebrew and English As Symbols
The quantity and use of a given language in the liturgy have profound symbolic significance and practical consequences. Beyond the fact that many distinguish between Conservative and Reform worship on the basis of how much
Hebrew or English is used during services, the use of language affects our
ability to relate to the entire experience of prayer. For example, the increasing use of Hebrew in Reform synagogues in recent years may disconcert those
who love the elevated English of the old Union Prayer Book, and can make
congregants who are accustomed to praying in English feel ignorant or displaced.
Our challenge, now and in the future, is to move away from absolute positions favoring or opposing prayer in one language or another, and to move
instead towards collaboratively creating a set of liturgical practices that are
meaningful, rich and authentic.
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Hebrew and English in Services
1. What do you like about praying in Hebrew? What do you dislike?

2. What do you like about praying in English? What do you dislike?

3. What balance between Hebrew and English in the service do you prefer?

4. Has your relationship to prayer in Hebrew and English changed over
time?

5. Do you ever use the transliterations?

6. Are there identifiable groups or populations within the congregation
whom you associate with different responses to these questions?
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READINGS

Hebrew and English in the Liturgy
How do we balance the use of Hebrew and English in our services? What communal, religious, and practical considerations should inform our decisions? In
four short essays, Reform Jewish leaders discuss how they balance Hebrew and
English when they lead worship.

English and Hebrew: Body and Soul of Our Worship
Lewis Kamrass
(Rabbi of Isaac M. Wise Temple, Cincinnati, Ohio, founded in 1842)

E

nglish is the body of the service, our language of understanding and of
contemplation. That is why a service entirely in Hebrew does not touch
the soul, yet using English alone does not distinguish us from our everyday
language of communication. In this regard, Hebrew can elevate or distinguish (i.e., add holiness to) our prayer. In considering the balance we seek,
the following significant element of participation should be considered.
Hebrew can play both a connecting and a distancing role in worship. For
virtually all Jews, regardless of when they entered Jewish life, and paradoxically, especially for those with minimal Hebrew literacy, the ability to join the
congregation in a Hebrew prayer is a tremendously meaningful act. It helps
people to know in their souls that the y belong to and participate in the life of
the Jewish community. The first time that such congregants join in that communal Hebrew prayer, there is a deeper level of feeling themselves to be more
intimately bound to that community and, indeed, to all the generations of
Israel. While English may be for most worshippers the body of our communal worship—the languag e that moves us and speaks to us, the language that
enables us to think and to feel—Hebrew is the connective tissue of our communal spiritual soul.
For that same reason, Hebrew can also be a terribly distancing bar rier in
worship. For one who cannot join in, there is a lingering sense of inadequacy,
sometimes expressed as a lack of interest in learning or joining in. This distancing phenomenon can be overcome in two ways. First, transliteration
should be published alongside every Hebrew prayer. When the transliteration is printed in a different place in the book, the physical act of turning to
a different page reminds the worshipper that he/she is in a diff erent place
than the community. The second route to overcoming the potential distancing barrier of Hebrew is for the service leader to read the Hebrew at a moderate or slow pace. Our goal should never be to demonstrate Hebrew reading
fluency on the part of the service leader, but to invite the community to join
in and to feel that they too are growing in fluency.
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Hebrew and English in American Reform Worship
Rabbi Lance Sussman, Ph.D.
(Senior Rabbi of Reform Congregation Keneseth Israel, Elkins Park, Pennsylvania, founded in 1847)

R

eform Judaism uses Hebrew in at least three different ways in our services: as a non-rational vehicle for music, emotion and identity; pedagogically, in the context of reading and teaching classical texts; and functionally, as part of our regularly used vocabulary. The non-rational, pedagogical,
and functional uses of Hebrew in Reform synagogues are all generally on the
rise despite the fact that the official ideology of the movement has moved
away from the cognitive use of religious language. The current move towards
“traditionalism” in American Reform Judaism should not be understood
merely as a “return to tradition” but as a complex process combining restoration of old customs with religious innovation. This process is generally predisposed to the increased use of Hebrew. More broadly, the increase in Hebrew in American Reform life is conditioned both by the general revival of
the Hebrew language by Zionism and by the changing place of non-English
loan words in American English.
The non-rational use of Hebrew in Reform worship includes both musical
presentation and the plain reading of Hebrew texts. To some extent, the nonrational use of Hebrew in our services approximates the use of Italian or
other non-English languages in opera. Often aesthetic choices, including
chanting, folk music, and four-part choral music, are as significant to a
congregation’s worship as the content of the Hebrew text which is set to this
music (the Hebrew text rarely exceeds a paragraph in length). The adaptation of wordless Hasidic niggunim in Reform services is another expression
of the place of this non-rational “traditionalism” in our prayer experience.
Thus, the non-rational, symbolic use of Hebrew simultaneously promotes
and limits its use in Reform Judaism today.
The pedagogical use of Hebrew in Reform Judaism, on the other hand, centers mostly on Torah readings and sermons, especially where the Torah is
read and not chanted on Shabbat and holidays. Interlinear translation of the
Torah, while still very popular in Reform circles, is yielding in many places to
the essentially “non-rational” practice of chanting according to the
cantillation. The decline of formal preaching is offset by the increased use of
Hebrew terms in contemporary Reform homiletics. The formal quoting of
classical texts, however, seems to be in decline, while the use of colloquial
Hebrew in sermons is on the rise.
The functional use of Hebrew is growing in Reform synagogues today. Phrases
such as “please rise for Tefillah” have been added to the well-established greeting, “Shabbat Shalom,” or the somewhat more esoteric “Chag Sameakh.” These
functional terms are part of a larger socio-linguistic complex I would call
“American Jewish English” which is made up of Hebrew, Yiddish and
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American English components. American Jewish English, however, needs to
be understood broadly in the context of the “ethnicization” of American society, and not exclusively as a religious phenomenon.
In practice, I used more Hebrew five years ago and have pulled back slightly
in response to congregational desires. In our services, the combination of
sung and read texts in Hebrew approaches one third of the tefillot. When I
read Torah, I read and translate, line by line. I generally favor the increased
use of Hebrew, but would like to strengthen the rational and cognitive use of
our sacred language in our synagogues. Reform Judaism, as Leo Baeck and
others taught, represents both the rational and the mystical expressions of
human spirituality.

Hebrew and English: Latent and Manifest Meanings
Dev Felder-Noily
(Lay leader and co-editor of the new siddur at Congregation Sha’ar Zahav,
San Francisco. Founded in 1977, Sha’ar Zahav is a progressive Reform synagogue with a special outreach to gay and lesbian Jews, their friends, families,
and communities.)

I

n general, the English is important for its manifest content, and the Hebrew is important for its latent content. Our most appreciated English
prayers and readings seem to be those that were composed more recently
and speak to our experience in the contemporary world, in our secular culture, and even to the particularity of our experience as (mostly) gay/lesbian
people. We want our English prayers to honestly reflect our experiences, and
to give voice to feelings and yearnings that are stirring somewhere inside us
but which we often haven’t articulated for ourselves. We want the words to
ring true.
We are wedded to the Hebrew and Aramaic prayers because of their latent
content: because of the sound and the rhythm of the language, because we
feel connected through those sounds and le tters to ancestors we never knew,
and because reciting prayers which we think of as ancient and unchanging
places us in the continuum of generations and draws us into something much
larger than ourselves.
We tried in our synagogue’s new siddur, for example, to replace the Hebrew
Ma’ariv Aravim with a version in which the God language was feminized. We
chose to experiment with this prayer because we “never” say it in Hebrew,
and we thought we could add it to the service as a way of introducing feminized Hebrew without taking something familiar away from the congregation. We were wrong. Some people told us they wanted the traditional version included as well. Others have expressed uneasiness ab out the addition
of “livnotekha” [lit., “to your daughters”] to the V’ahavta. As a rule, we do not
change biblical texts, but we did so in this case because “l’vanekha” had been
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read historically as “your sons but not your daughters,” and was in the past
used as a proof text justifying why girls should be kept from learning.
I do see increasing interest in the Hebrew prayers for their meaning, as a way
of learning the Hebrew language, and as a possible trend toward “understanding” the prayers differently without “rendering” them differently.

Opening the Gates to Spiritual Connection
Rabbi Beth J. Singer
(Associate Rabbi of Temple Beth Am, Seattle, Washington, founded in 1956)
“U’fitchu sha’arai’ikh tamid. Therefore, thy gates shall be open continually.” (Isaiah 60: 11)

A

t Temple Beth Am, we are engaged in the ongoing process of transforming worship so that the g ates to spiritual connection “shall be open continually.” What are the she’arim/gates? What does it mean to be patu’akh/
open? Why tamid/continually?
She’arim—Gates
We embrace Hebrew prayer as a gateway to spirituality. In addition to their
authenticity and rootedness in tradition, many of the Hebrew prayers we
pray possess a rhythm that touches the spirit as one vocalizes the prayer.
Praying in lashon hakodesh [“the holy tongue”] fosters a powerful spiritual
connection. Gradually over the past few years we have increased the number
of prayers we say or sing in Hebrew. Likewise, music is a gateway to spirituality. We sing about seventy-five percent of the service. We often preface this
musical offering by inviting our congregants to experience the sense of God’s
presence as we sing together.
Unlike the Conservative shul just a few blocks away from us, we also read
parts of the service in English because we continue to experience English
prayer as another gateway to spirituality. To connect with the Spirit that Pervades All Creation is a matter not only of the heart and soul, but of the intellect as well. The majority of our congregants do not comprehend the meaning of the Hebrew words as they pray them. Sometimes after completing the
recitation of a Hebrew prayer, we repeat that prayer in its English interpretive translation. Other times, we recite or chant the prayer solely in Hebrew,
but our service is interspersed with contemplative English meditations. When
we are able to focus on these English texts, they elevate the consciousness
and the spirit of the listener.
Patu’ach—Open
As one who mostly understands the meaning o f Hebrew words as I say or
sing them, I encounter God’s Holy Spirit in the open gates of the Hebrew
language. For many of our congregants, the increased use of Hebrew in our
services is just the opposite: a closed gate. We utilize three keys for opening
those gates:
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• We offer ongoing adult Hebrew classes, and find a number of congregants
who eagerly take these classes and feel the greatest sense of pride as the
gates of Hebrew prayer language open for them.
• We provide transliterations for our many congregants who wish to enter
the gates but cannot or will not learn Hebrew.
• We often take time in the service itself to teach our congregants how to sing
a particular prayer in Hebrew.
Tamid—Continually
We will always have some members of our prayer community who believe
that our service needs more Hebrew. We will always have other members of
our community who feel that we have tipped the balance in favor of too
much Hebrew. We will continually visit and revisit the value and quantity of
Hebrew in our services.
In every Reform congregation I have served, I have met congregants who
desire a validation of their right not to learn Hebrew. For them, Reform
Judaism’s historical emphasis on praying with full meaning in one’s own language takes precedence over what they see as the trendy encroachment of
Hebrew into the Reform worship. For myself and for the other religious leaders
of our synagogue, the inclusion of added Hebrew is neither trendy nor indicative of our inner desire to be a Conservative synagogue. Rather, it is rooted
in our heartfelt belief that to pray and sing in lashon hakodesh opens the
gates for us, continually, to an awareness of God’s presence in the world and
in our lives.
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Hebrew and English in the Liturgy
1. According to these authors, why is it important for contemporary Reform Jews to pray in Hebrew? To pray in English?

2. Which of these writers most closely reflects your own feelings about the
balance between Hebrew and English?

3. Were there any statements that strongly resonated for you, positively or
negatively?

4. How would you describe the balance of Hebrew and English in the services of your congregation? Does it differ at different services?

5. What criteria do each of these authors present for planning a service?

6. If you were creating your own set of guidelines about how to balance
Hebrew and English in worship, what would they be?

7. (Optional Exercise) Plan one or more services, or portions of a service,
using different sets of guidelines. If possible, conduct these services and
evaluate them in light of what you have learned in this unit.
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ACTIVITY

Using English Effectively

O

ne of the complaints of the nineteenth century early reformers was
that most people could not follow the service. When the service was
conducted entirely in Hebrew, each person prayed at his or her own pace.
The reformers argued for decorum in worship, both for its aesthetic value
and as a means of creating a more accessible worship experience. Responsive readings in the vernacular were therefore added as a way of increasing
congregational participation and enabling everyone to pray together. Responsive readings were a hallmark of the original Union Prayer Book, and
although in Gates of Prayer the instruction “responsive reading” was removed, most congregants know that any text printed in italics is to be read
aloud.
In recent years, some rabbis and congregations have moved away from
responsive readings. Detractors find that reading entire paragraphs of prose
together out loud can become tiresome, and that reciting multiple paragraphs of identical length dull. The passages themselves are criticized as
being poorly written for oral recitation, bland, or inauthentic.
There is nothing inherently wrong with responsive reading itself. Call-andresponse is one of the most ancient forms of Jewish prayer, as evidenced
by the Bar’khu and the Sh’ma. Reading together, a congregation enters a
powerful, inclusive mode of prayer, encouraging greater personal investment in the words and messages of the liturgy. Our challenge is to provide
an English text which is compelling, engaging, and appropriate for public
worship.
Exercise
There are many different ways that the English text can be presented out
loud. Read the same passage using several different presentations from
the list below.
You may use any passage from the prayer book you like. Here are several
different types of reading from Gates of Prayer:
Responsive readings
“The God of Freedom,” p. 182 (formula repeats)
“We give thanks to You . . . ,” p. 191 (declarative)
“To Be Redeemed,” p. 252 (prayerful)
Candle lighting, p. 189 (short lines)
“The Help of Our People,” p. 338 (metered lines)
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Litany (a litany is the repetition of a key word or phrase)
“Hear Our Prayer And Bless Us,” p. 342 (long paragraphs)
“We rejoice . . . ,“ p. 235
Prose text
“Thanksgiving,” p. 311
Hebrew/Translation
“For Our Blessings” (Hebrew/English), p. 365

1. Read responsively: one reader, congregation responds.
2. Switch, and ask the congregation to read the leader’s part.
3. Read antiphonally by dividing the group in half. Explore the different
ways you can divide the group besides where people are sitting.
4. Read the first lines out loud, then read the responses silently.
5. Repeat any of the above, having a different person read each of the
leader’s paragraphs.
6. Read the entire selection silently.
7. Read the entire selection out loud in unison.
8. Read the entire selection out loud, without worrying about whether you
are reading in unison.
9. Chant the English (the Cantor or a volunteer may need to prepare this
ahead of time).
10. Do any of the above, with partners or small groups doing the same
type of reading simultaneously.
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READING

Using Contemporary Poetry in the Liturgy
Dan Bellm

W

hen we look for ways to renew and deepen our experience of liturgy,
modern poetry in English is a rich source of readings, interpretations,
and midrashim that can expand our appreciation of the liturgy’s received texts
or “canon.” Poets have wrestled with the texts of our tradition from the very
beginning, in tones ranging from praise and devotion to doubt and rebellion.* Many other poems, even if they were not consciously written in connection with any Biblical or liturgical text, explore themes that are found in our
liturgy and therefore can find a useful
and provocative place in our worship.
Miriam: The Red Sea
High above shores and times,
But good poetry—like the poetry of the
I on the shore
Hebrew prophets—does not necessarily
forever and ever.
fit easily into its surroundings. Because
Moses my brother
it deals in ambiguities and layers of
has crossed over
meaning, poetry is often challenging,
to milk, honey,
troubling, even subversive. It will rarely
that holy land.
fit a narrow devotional agenda. Even
Building Jerusalem.
when it is uplifting—and liturgical writI sing forever
ers are often asked to supply “something
on the seashore.
uplifting” for this or that portion of the
I do remember
service—a poem will often contain pashorseman and horses,
sages that yield more than one interprewaves of passage
tation. It may enter areas of distress and
poured into war,
all poured into journey.
darkness even when talking about joy.
My unseen brothers
And yet this very “trouble” is a major
have gone over;
reason why many of us need and want
chariots
poetry in our lives again and again: not
deep seas under.
necessarily for words of celebration, afI alone stand here
firmation or comfort—though all of
ankle-deep
these can be found in poems—but for a
and I sing, I sing,
reflection of the startling ambiguities
until the lands
within ourselves.
sing to each other.
Here are three examples of poems that
—Muriel Rukeyser, from “Searching/Not Searching,” in Breaking
have been used in connection with the
Open (New York: Random House,
Ge’ulah portion of the Shabbat liturgy.
1973).
The traditional text in our prayer books
praises God as the Redeemer of Israel
who led us from bondage in Egypt to freedom, and introduces the song Mi
chamokha, whose words are taken from Moses’ “Song of the Sea” in the book
of Exodus.
* For one recent collection, see Modern Poems on the Bible: An Anthology, ed. David Curzon,
(Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1994).
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Any of the poems might be read as settings or introductions to the Ge’ulah
prayer before Mi chamokha, or could replace the prayer altogether. When
using one of them—or any other poem—a service leader should consider
whether the poem itself needs a brief introduction in order to help the congregation listen with more appreciation. He or she should also consider
whether there are specific occasions during the year when any of the poems
might be especially appropriate. Also, will the congregation get tired of any
of the poems if they are used often or all the time? Finally—since poetry is an
art form that is meant to be heard—it is particularly important to present
any poem in a service with a strong, clear tone of voice. The reader or service
leader should become familiar with the poem in advance, in case any passages are confusing or difficult.
The Jewish American poet Muriel Rukeyser’s poem in the voice of Miriam is
a fine instance of poetry’s usefulness in introducing new shades of meaning
into a service. As with midrash, it teases out and explores the ambiguities in
the traditional text. It can be seen as a feminist commentary on the traditionally male activities of migration, conquest and war: one woman standing
aside and offering a kind of wry commentary on what it means to triumph
over others and become free. We can read in it a lament for the brothers who
have in some sense “crossed over” and departed from her, as well as for the
purported enemies whose chariots lie at the bottom of the sea. She sings so
that the lands can “sing to each other”—a wish for reconciliation and peace
that actually contradicts the warlike tone of triumphalism in the “Song of
the Sea.” And yet it is also a song of praise and joy that leads very well into the
joy of singing Mi chamokha. It is all of these things at once.
The African American poet Lucille Clifton wrote “won’t you celebrate with
me…” at the time of her sixtieth birthday. Although she has written widely
about the themes found in the Hebrew and Christian Bible, she was
won’t you celebrate with me
probably not thinking specifically
what i have shaped into
about the liberation from Egypt
a kind of life? i had no model.
when she wrote these lines. Yet her
born in babylon
own experience as a Black woman
both nonwhite and woman
in America does call to her mind the
what did i see to be except myself?
i made it up
exile in Babylon—and in doing so,
here on this bridge between
it invites us to look at the themes of
starshine and clay,
exile and liberation in Jewish history
my one hand holding tight
from another perspective, and to celmy other hand; come celebrate
ebrate more broadly with all people
with me that everyday
who have become free. In its own
something has tried to kill me
way, it is a very Jewish poem, not
and has failed.
only in its exultat ion that she has
—Lucille Clifton, from The Book of
survived all attempts to destroy her,
Light (Port Townsend, WA: Copper
but also in affir ming her own reCanyon, 1993).
sponsibility in making freedom hap9/01
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pen. We have to shape our own lives; we have to lead ourselves by the hand;
we may even have to “make it up,” with help from others or not.
I wrote “The Crossing (Ge’ulah)” for the Friday evening siddur of Congregation Sha’ar Zahav, a San Francisco synagogue with a special outreach to gay
and lesbian Jews. Using a traditional verse form called the villanelle, the poem
begins with a close English rendering of Exodus 13: 17-18—in which God
leads the people out of Egypt, but not “by the nearer way”—and then takes
these words in an unusual direction. On behalf of Jews who have often been
excluded from a full participation in synagogue life—and have often had to
go well out of our way, through various kinds of wilderness, to live as who we
are—the poem recasts the Exodus as a kind of “coming out” story. It suggests
that freedom is not simply given to us by God: like coming out about one’s
sexuality, it requires choice, courage and commitment. Yet even as it affirms
this experience, the poem admits our oneness with the Jewish people, who,
even in their season of liberation, complained at times about the circuitous
route, half yearning for the old familiar exp erience of remaining unfree. The
“outstretched arm” of God must also be our own. The miracle does not happen unless we step forward, and stand fast.
The Crossing
(Ge’ulah)
God did not lead us by the nearer way
when Pharaoh let the people go at last,
but round-about, by way of the wilderness—
pillars of fire and cloud marking night and day—
to the edge of the flood-tide—uncrossable and vast.
If God had led us by the nearer way,
we cried, we would not die here; let Egypt oppress
us as it will; let us return to the past.
But we have come out, by way of the wilderness,
in fear, on faith—free now, because we say
we are free—no longer the unchosen, the outcast.
God did not lead us by the nearer way,
but into rising waters, which do not part unless
with an outstretched arm we step forward, and stand fast.
Roundabout, by way of the wilderness
we have come here, blessed with love, lesbian, gay,
or sanctified in ways of our own, to bless
our God, who did not lead us by the nearer way,
but roundabout, by way of the wilderness.
—Dan Bellm, from Siddur Le’erev Shabbat (San Francisco:
Congregation Sha’ar Zahav, third edition, 2000).
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Using Contemporary Poetry in the Liturgy

E

xperiment with these poems. Ask a reader to read one out loud. Does
hearing the poem bring up liturgical associations for you?

Try reading the same or a different poem, prefacing it with a brief explanation of how it relates to the Ge’ulah prayer. Imagine you are at a service,
and listen to the poem and then sing the Mi kamokha. (Which melody
would you choose?)
Invite members of the S2K team to bring in other examples of poetry or
short readings which resonate with them and which might be included in
the liturgy.
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ACTIVITY

Comparing Prayer Book Design

A

ssemble a wide selection of old and new, movement-wide and congregational prayer books from different movements, including singleservice pamphlets. Ask each person to examine one or more examples
with the following questions in mind:
1. How is this book designed?

2. What are its main features?

3. How does the English relate to the Hebrew?

4. How are the pages laid out?

5. How big is the type?

6. Are there instructions for the user?
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7. How easy or difficult is it to navigate?

8. Who do you think is the intended user?

9. Would you enjoy praying from this book?

10. What other observations do you have?

Please meet in small groups to “introduce” and discuss the books you have
examined. Identify common themes or values that emerge. Report back on
your conclusions to the entire team.
The Chronicler for this session should add any conclusions or significant
observations to the Reminder Portfolio.
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LOW-HANGING
FRUIT &
ACTION ITEMS

I

n this unit you explored the idea of the worship service as a form of
sacred drama, how the language of the liturgy shapes the experience of
prayer. Does the liturgy in your synagogue create an aura of sacred drama?
Is the language of the prayer book you use engaging? Is the English language used in meaningful and creative ways?
As a team, discuss:
1. What have you learned about how language affects the experience of
worship?

2. How can you engage the entire congregation in conversation about:
• the balance of Hebrew and English?

• literal versus thematic translations?

• performance versus participation?

3. Are any of the activities or readings you have completed in this unit
appropriate for use in other settings in the congregation?

4. What steps can clergy and service leaders take to further the experience
of worship as the shared enactment of a sacred drama?

5. What specific ideas do you have for increasing (if desirable) the variety
of English readings and how they are presented?
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6. If you have not already done so, consider whether some of the ideas in
“Using English Effectively” (p. 7-20) can be tried on an experimental basis
at regularly scheduled services?

7. Can you create a means for other members of the congregation to
contribute texts, prayers, or readings which might be included in some
fashion in the liturgy?

8. Do you wish to increase the opportunities for members to read or otherwise participate in the leadership of services? How can you go about doing
this?

9. Who is not on the S2K team and needs to be included in the conversation before any of the above ideas can be implemented?

10. Who will assume responsibility for establishing a time line, following
through, and reporting back to the S2K team?

The Chronicler for this session should add conclusions and significant
observations to the Reminder Portfolio.
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T

he history of Jewish music goes back to the time of the Bible. The Temple
in Jerusalem had its own small orchestra and a choir of Levites sang as
pilgrims mounted the Temple steps. While the Psalms mention several of the
instruments that would have been played—shofar, harp, lyre, lute, cymbals—
we know almost nothing about how that music sounded. We do know that,
since Judaism’s earliest days, music has been a central part of Jewish worship
and spirit; in every generation, the Jewish people have heeded the Psalmist’s
instruction: “Shiru l’Adonai shir chadash! Shiru l’Adonai kol ha-aretz! Sing
unto God a new song; sing unto Adonai, all of the earth!”
Our practice of chanting the Torah at public readings is an ancient one, and
the Masoretes (the scribes who determined the grammatical and cantillation
marks during the ninth and tenth centuries) were vitally concerned about
how the Torah’s words would be pronounced and chanted. While we presume that they passed on earlier traditions, we have no understanding of
how ancient systems for chanting the Torah actually sounded. The earliest
music about which we have any firm knowledge is the group of melodies
called Mi-sinai, literally “from Sinai.” In truth, these so-called “melodies from
Sinai” date only from the tenth century C.E. at the earliest, but they are such
an integral and longstanding par t of the Ashkenazi tradition that they are
considered to be as ancient as Sinai.
Most of the standard synagogue repertoire is more recent still, and often reflects the influence of the varied communities and cultures where Jews have
lived. The most familiar melody for the Sh’ma, for instance, is usually called
“the Sulzer Sh’ma” after Salomon Sulzer, a nineteenth-century Viennese cantor. While it appears that Sulzer himself may not have arranged this particular setting, the stirring, waltz-like “Sulzer Sh’ma” illustrates how wider musical trends contributed to the shaping of the music of classical Reform Judaism. Sulzer and his peers—like other Jewish musicians before and after—
were immersed in the music of their day, and we can discern its influence in
their compositions.
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Jewish music, like Jewish art, architecture, law, cooking, and every other aspect of Jewish culture, has never been completely isolated from the wider
civilizations where Jews have lived. Often, though, Jews have preserved musical or cultural elements from the past and have brought them to new places.
With the beginning of Jewish emancipation in Europe, nineteenth-century
Jews had many more opportunities than before to observe and interact with
the culture around them. In recent decades, Jews are no longer just assimilating Jewish culture into non-Jewish civilization; they are increasingly co-creators of a common, modern Western culture.
The range of contemporary Jewish liturgical music encompasses influences
and trends which have shaped Western popular and art music over the last
three hundred years. Along with the new, many cantors and communities
are seeking to enrich their worship by including older music from the Western and Eastern Sefardi traditions.
In this unit, we will learn about the history of Jewish liturgical music, explore
a variety of musical styles, and reflect on the role that music plays in synagogue worship. Many conversations about the place of music in the synagogue
quickly become a debate about style: art song vs. folk song, or about instruments: organ vs. guitar. We encourage you to avoid limiting the conversation
to such either-or choices, and instead to focus on the various roles that music
plays in the life of your synagogue’s communal worship and how a variety of
different musical settings, styles and moods might all make a contribution.
Many Jews feel strongly about preserving the music that is used in their synagogue. Over the course of time, we have come to associate certain prayers
with particular tunes, and many of us are reluctant to change them. This
loyalty is healthy. Familiarity is a key part of ritual. A central function of
religious practice is to connect our present to our past, and, by extension, to
connect us to a history which extends beyond our own life-spans. We are
obviously not the first generation to sing music that evokes memories of eras
we never saw and things we never witnessed. Mi-sinai melodies and traditional chazanut, for example, can be exceptionally moving links to the past.
The sense of history these settings bring can link us to our deepest roots and
help create a spiritual environment in which some things appear to endure.
But sometimes, singing the same song over and over again, regardless of the
antiquity of the melody, may not be beneficial. What evokes positive associations or nostalgia for some people may elicit neutral or negative memories,
or nothing at all in others. When we learn about the history, meaning or
function of texts or musical settings, our relationship to them may of course
change. Nonetheless, insisting on always keeping the same melodies may prevent us from finding other spiritual rewards, because it closes the possibility
that new music might lead our prayer in a different direction. Every worshipping community needs to find a balance between the familiar—with the
comfort and associations this brings—and the regular appearance of the new,
with its possibilities and challenges.
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Because many of us feel so passionately about music, and because its emotional associations are so strong, it is especially important to pay attention to
group process during this unit. Be sure to take time to check in, to review the
process and agenda, and to create safe and respectful ways for people to express their opinions and issues. Most importantly, be sure to listen.
Please begin your study by reading Eliyahu Schleifer’s essay, “Jewish Liturgical Music from the Bible to Hasidism.” (A glossar y of the technical terms he
uses is included.) Our present-day challenges are articulated in Chapter Seven
of The Art of Public Prayer, “The Script of Prayer: Words Sung,” pp. 171–200.
Team Objectives
Team members will:
• Study the history of Jewish music;
• Learn how music functions liturgically;
• Reflect on the place of music in their synagogue’s liturgical life;
• Explore the relationship between a text and its musical setting;
• Identify the variety of moods that music creates in a service;
• Develop a deeper insight into the connections between music and text;
• Cultivate a wider vocabulary to discuss litur gical music;
• Understand how Jewish liturgical music organizes and punctuates Jewish
sacred time.
Action Items
The S2K team will:
• Facilitate learning and dialogue about the place of music in the worship
life of the synagogue;
• Encourage the use of a variety of musical moods and styles in the worship
life of the congregation;
• Make recommendations to the clergy and synagogue members about how
to deepen and strengthen the place of music in the worship life of the synagogue;
• Encourage the ongoing musical education of the congregation.

“Since Judaism’s earliest days, music has been
a central part of Jewish worship and spirit.”
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NOTES TO THE
FACILITATOR

S2K
Meeting
Format
•

Food

•

Opening prayer
or ritual

•

Check-in

•

Readings,
activities, and
discussion

•

Process checks

•

Closing prayer
or ritual

T

his unit requires greater advance planning than most of the other units
in the curriculum. The musical illustrations that accompany the articles
in this unit are available from Synagogue 2000; if you have not already received the tape or CD, please contact the S2K office. Your synagogue’s cantor
or music director may wish to serve as the “expert resource” for this unit,
singing the various illustrations or providing additional background information; alternatively, the cantor or music director may opt to be just a participating team member. (One activity in the unit asks the cant or or music
director to present the process of how the music for a service is chosen in
your synagogue.) All the information needed to present the material in this
unit, along with the appropriate music, is available from S2K. The facilitator
should check in with the cantor or music director about this when planning
the unit, and explain at the first me eting what the role of the cantor or music
director will be. The facilitator may need to remind the team periodically to
honor this decision. The team may also wish to invite other “stakeholders” in
the musical life of the synagogue—organist or accompanist, choir director,
music committee chair, and/or school song leader—to participate in these
sessions.
Be sure to arrange appropriate sound equipment for the meetings when the
recordings will be played. It may be necessary or desirable, in advance of the
team meeting, to make a tape recording of the music which is customarily
heard in the synagogue on Shabbat, or perhaps, if feasible, to make a recording of an actual service. Arranging for this should begin well before the scheduled team meeting.
The Activities in Unit Eight

There are three different kinds of readings and activities in this unit. The first
group is primarily educational. This includes the background readings and
the activities on nusach (p. 8-7) and “Music As Expression of Text” (p. 8-11).
All of these are intended to expand the team members’ vocabulary for thinking about Jewish music. Both of the group activities involve listening to selections of Jewish liturgical music and discussing the m together. The group’s
ability to follow the material on nusach, however, may depend on their prior
familiarity with traditional synagogue chant. If your synagogue has a cantor,
she/he may wish to lead this section, using other examples from the liturgy
of your synagogue.
The second set of activities looks at the music the congregation sings. The
reading and exercise on “The Many Faces of Jewish Sacred Music” (p. 8-18)
will also help the group develop a more sophisticated and neutral vocabulary
for talking about music and its place in the synagogue. The congregation’s
own history is an important source of information; what we do today is always informed by what we did in the past. There are two aspects to the “History and Place of Music” exercise: interviewing people who have influenced
the musical culture of the congregation over the years, and inviting team
members to reflect on their own Jewish musical experiences and values. These
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latter conversations are best held after the team has developed a shared language for talking about liturgical music. You may also wish to conduct a
“Musical Inventory” (p. 8-26) of your congregation’s repertoire.
The final part of this unit should be a process of goal setting. The pair of
readings at the back of the unit, “Ten Steps for Increasing Congregational
Singing” and “More Ideas for Increasing Congregational Singing,” contain
ideas from other congregations about how they achieved their musical goals.
They are included as resources for your team in its thinking ab out the steps it
can take in realizing your own musical goals.
Suggestions for Planning the Sessions
As elsewhere, it is up to the facilitator or planning group for the S2K team to
decide how many sessions to devote to this unit. We suggest that you allow a
minimum of three meetings. One possible arrangement of the material in
this unit would be:
To Prepare
Background reading: “Jewish Liturgical Music from the Bible to Hasidism”
“The Script of Prayer: Words Sung”
First Session: About Liturgy and Music
“Nusach: The Traditional Chants and Chant Patterns of the Synagogue,”
p. 8-7
“Music As Expression of Text,” p. 8-11
“The History and Place of Music in Your Synagogue,” p. 8-28
(assign interviews)
Second Session: The Music We Sing
“The History and Place of Music in Your Synagogue,” p. 8-28
(reports back)
“The Many Faces of Jewish Sacred Music,” p. 8-18
“Musical Inventory,” p. 8-26, or “The History and Place of Music in Your
Synagogue,” p. 8-28 (S2K team members)
Third Session: Goal Setting and Moving Forward
“Ten Steps for Increasing Congregational Singing,” p. 8-30
“More Ideas for Increasing Congregational Singing,” p. 8-32
Low-Hanging Fruit & Action Items
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BACKGROUND
READINGS

Jewish Liturgical Music from the Bible to Hasidism
Eliyahu Schleifer, from Sacred Sound and Social Change: Liturgical Music
in Jewish and Christian Experience, Lawrence A. Hoffman and Janet R.
Walton, eds., Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1992,
Vol. 3, pp. 11–58. (Glossary by Judah Cohen.)
Schleifer is Professor of Sacred Music and Director of the School of Sacred Music
at HUC-JIR/Jerusalem. In this essay, he traces the history of Jewish liturgical
music from its Biblical origins until the eve of the modern period. While some
passages are technical in nature, the article is a whole is an accessible survey. A
glossary of the musical terms is included.
(This reading is found at the back of this unit).

The Script of Prayer: Words Sung
Chapter Seven in The Art of Public Prayer, pp. 171–200.
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Nusach: The Traditional Chants and Chant
Patterns of the Synagogue
Andrew Bernard
(This section is adapted from a forthcoming curriculum being developed by
the American Conference of Cantors and the UAHC Department of Sacred
Music.)

T

he Jewish liturgical calendar organizes time in three different ways:
according to the time of day, the day of the week, and the season of
the year. The liturgical modules (see p. 3-7) included in a particular service
are determined by these variables. Every morning service throughout the
year contains the “Morning Blessings,” but they are never found in an
afternoon or an evening service (see the chart of service modules on
p. 3-7). Within each module, individual prayers change or are added depending on the time of day or day of the week. For example, the words of
the Mi kamokha are slightly different at the evening and morning services.
Shabbat services contain insertions in honor of the Sabbath day which are
not included in weekday services. High holidays, festivals, and other seasons of the calendar determine other additions or changes in the liturgy.
The traditional music of the synagogue reflects each of these changes. The
traditional chants and chant-patterns of the synagogue are collectively called
“nusach.” There is weekday nusach, Shabbat nusach, and special nusach
for holidays, festivals, and the Days of Awe.
(The numbers in the examples below correspond to the musical selections
on the accompanying tape/CD).
Nusach Tells Time, Day, and Season
The music of the service often reminds us of “what time it is” on the Jewish
calendar. Melodies associated with a holiday are woven into the nusach of
the regular liturgy. For example, the Mi kamokha is customarily sung to a
melody that is associated with the holiday:
1 – Rock of Ages/Maoz Tzur inserted in Mi kamokha
2 – God of Might/Adir Hu inserted in Mi kamokha
The High Holiday season is distinguished by its special nusach, when we
hear familiar prayers in a different way, and by those prayers and melodies
which are only heard during this season:
3, 4, 5 – Barkhu, Mi kamokha, Chatzi Kaddish in High Holiday nusach
6, 7 – Kol Nidrei and U’teshuvah, u’tefillah [closing line of U’nataneh
tokef]
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Each regular service is associated with a particular nusach, which creates
continuity and familiarity over time. By listening to the nusach, one can
“know” without thinking that “this is Shabbat.”
8 – Nusach for Kabbalat Shabbat – Psalm 93 [Adonai malach mode]*
9 – Nusach for Shabbat evening – Magein avot [Magein avot mode]*
The musical motifs of the Shabbat, festival, and High Holy Day liturgy can
be heard by comparing the same text as it would be sung differently on
each occasion. Listen to this passage from the end of the Kedushah.
10 – Ledor va-dor for Shabbat morning [Ahavah rabah mode]
11 – Ledor va-dor for Festivals [Festival mode]
12 – Ledor va-dor for High Holidays [High Holiday mode]
Musical Hints about What’s Coming
An important function of the nusach within any service is to give a hint or
“prelude” of what is coming next. These musical clues direct our attention
to where the liturgy is moving. They bind the different parts of our worship
together and help create a seamless experience of prayer. This foreshadowing helps create a bridge to what comes next, both within individual
services and also between one service and another.
Anticipation within a Service
The blessing which is sung before the haftarah, for example, is not sung
using the Sabbath or holiday nusach but instead uses the haftarah
cantillation:
13 – Haftarah blessing
14 – Sample haftarah: Isaiah 40:27–29 (Parshat Lech L’cha).
The very last phrase of the haftarah itself, though, is always sung in the
nusach of the blessing which follows it:
15 – End of the sample haftarah: Isaiah 40:27–29
16 – Blessing after haftarah

* The Shabbat evening nusach is divided between that for Kabbalat Shabbat and the nusach
for the latter part of the evening service. The nusach for Kabbalat Shabbat is called Adonai
malach, after the first words of Psalm 93. Psalm 93 is part of Kabbalat Shabbat. The nusach
for the regular evening service on Shabbat evening (see the chart on p. 3-7) is called Magein
Avot mode. Magein Avot is the summary of the Shabbat evening Amidah, chanted in lieu of
a complete repetition of the Amidah (see p. 3-7; GOP, p. 141). Both texts are only recited on
Shabbat evening and therefore the musical modes when they are recited are named after
them.
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Perhaps less familiar is how the chants of the Torah service are linked. The
closing phrase of the blessing following the reading of the Torah anticipates the invitation to call up the next aliyah:*
17 – End of blessing after reading Torah
18 – Invitation to come up for an aliyah: Ya’amod . . .
The Chatzi Kaddish, which marks the transition between one section of
the service and the next, uses the nusach of the next portion of the service,
not the unit just completed.
19 – Chatzi Kaddish on Friday evening, at the end of Kabbalat
Shabbat [Magein Avot mode]
Anticipation between Services
We may be less familiar with how the tradition anticipates upcoming holidays by including elements of their music in the Sabbath services immediately before them. On the Shabbat before the new month, a special blessing is included announcing when the new moon of the coming month
falls. Cantors may include a “hint” of the musical themes of the holidays
coming in the new month in the Rosh Chodesh (New Month) blessing or in
the Kaddish on the Shabbat before a holiday.
20, 21 – Rosh Chodesh blessing for Nisan and Kislev
22 – Chatzi Kaddish for Erev Shabbat with Chanukah candle blessing
23 – Chatzi Kaddish for Erev Shabbat with Pesach theme
24 – Ki heim chayeinu with High Holiday insertion into folk melody
for Ahavat olam

*The Mi shebeirach for the individual called up for an aliyah is rarely done in Reform synagogues. It too is sung in this nusach.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Nusach: The Traditional Chants and Chant
Patterns of the Synagogue
1. How familiar are you with the traditional nusach?

2. How and when is nusach used in your synagogue? (The cantor or key
music leader may be asked to give a more detailed explanation.)

3.What was new or unfamiliar to you in this lesson?

4. By what other routes, besides nusach, is information about liturgical
season, day and time announced?
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Music As Expression of Text
Evan Kent
(This section is adapted from a forthcoming curriculum being developed by
the American Conference of Cantors and the UAHC Department of Synagogue Music.)

J

ews have been composing, adapting, and singing liturgical music for
centuries. In this activity, we will explore a selection of Jewish musical
styles and genres through listening and reflecting on a series of settings
from the Book of Psalms (Sefer T’hilim). Our text is Psalm 150, the last
psalm in the book, and also the closing psalm in the P’sukei d’zimrah (Passages of Song) section of the morning liturgy (see p. 3-13 and chart on p.
3-7).
Part I
As a large group, brainstorm answers to the following questions:
1. What do you know about the Book of Psalms?

2. What associations do you have with it?

After the group has completed its brainstorming, the facilitator or a group
member may present additional background information about the Book
of Psalms.
Part II
Divide into pairs or small groups and read Psalm 150 out loud.
Discuss:
1. Why do you suppose this psalm was placed at the very end of the Book
of Psalms? Why do you think that this psalm was included in the daily and
Shabbat liturgy?
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2. Why has it been retained as part of our Reform Jewish liturgy?

3. If you were a composer writing music for this psalm, what would you
want it to sound like? What instruments, if any, would you use?

Report back to the large group on your discussion.
Part III
We will listen to a series of settings of Psalm 150. Please listen to each
setting of the psalm as openly as you can. After you and the team have had
the opportunity to discuss each setting, the facilitator will report on the
composer and time period for each piece.
1. With your partner or small group, listen to the first setting of Psalm 150.

2. Together, complete the matrix on pp. 8-16 and 8-17, answering the
questions for Setting 1.

3. Listen to Settings 2-5 in turn and answer the questions after each one.
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8-13

Psalm 150
hallelu Yah
hallelu El b’kodsho
halleluhu b’rakia uzo
halleluhu big’vurato
halleluhu k’rov gudlo
halleluhu b’teka shofar
halleluhu b’nevel v’chinor
halleluhu b’tof u-machol
halleluhu b’minim v’ugav
halleluhu b’tzil’tzelei shama
halleluhu b’tzil’tzelei truah
kol ha-neshama t’hallel Yah
Hallelujah!
Literal Translation

A Contemporary Translation

Hallelujah!
Praise God in His sanctuary;
praise Him in the sky, His stronghold.
Praise Him for His mighty acts;
praise Him for His exceeding greatness.
Praise Him with blasts of the shofar;
praise Him with harp and lyre.
Praise Him with timbrel and dance;
praise Him with lute and pipe.
Praise Him with resounding cymbals;
praise Him with ringing bells.
Let all that breathes praise Yah.
Hallelujah!

hallelu Yah praise Yah

—JPS Tanakh

praise God in the holy place
in the firmament of God’s power give praise
praise God for acts of might
give praise to God’s infinite greatness
praise God with a shofar blast
and with the harp and lyre
with drumming and dance praise God
and on the lute and pipe
praise God with resounding bells
with loud clashing cymbals
let all the soul and breath
praise God
hallelu Yah praise Yah
—Dan Bellm
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Rejoin the large group. Discuss together the team’s responses to the different settings.
1. How many of the settings were familiar to team members?

2. What were different ways that the composers expressed the text through
their music?

3. Which words get emphasized in the various settings, and how does that
change the way you hear the text? Do the different settings create a different reading of the text?

4. Which settings reminded team members of familiar music or styles?

5. Which of these settings would team members choose to use in worship?

6. How do the various settings enhance or support different worship services?
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7. How did each setting invite the listener into the text?

8. When might the various settings be used at services or other occasions?

9. How did familiarity affect team member’s responses to the various settings?

10. Are there any overall observations or conclusions which you can draw
from this exercise?

The facilitator should distribute information about the composers and their
music.
The Chronicler for this session should add conclusions and significant observations to the Reminder Portfolio.
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Music As Expression of Text:
1. Have you heard this piece of music
before? Where?

2. Do you think the music matches the
text? Why or why not? How does the
music express the text?

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5
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“Let Everything That Has Breath Praise God…”
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READING

The Many Faces of Jewish Sacred Music
Benjie-Ellen Schiller
First prepared as an address to cantors, Schiller introduced her now well-known
formulation of the various moods of Jewish music in this essay. You may already
be familiar with the categories of “majesty, meditation, meeting, momentum,
and memory.” As you read it now, ask: How do these apply to the music of my
synagogue?

W

here are we going with the music of prayer of our Reform synagogues?
Does some larger cultural process exist within the contemporary Jewish community that will predetermine our sacred music as it develops into
the next century?
Although the numbers of affiliated Jews are diminishing, due largely to our successful assimilation, an inner core of synagogue regulars, those who religiously
attend our services and “keep the fires burning” within our communities, is
thriving. Enthusiasm is flowering among those seriously committed to synagogue life. They exhibit impressive vigor and passion for prayer, study, and social activism. They take our adult education courses, attend kallot, learn to read
from the Torah, and sing in our volunteer choirs. Some are so hungry for involvement, learning, and spirituality that they even join synagogue committees!
Singing: An Entrance into Jewish Ritual Life
These regulars have wholeheartedly expressed their desire to sing within the
service. We cantors have responded to their call for inclusion by finding ways
to sing with them, rather than for them, at every possible opportunity. Let us
first try to understand the underlying sociological, psychological, or spiritual reasons for their desire to participate actively in the
service. They tell us that they feel welcomed and accepted
“Singing gives them the sacred within our community when we invite them to sing with
us. Moreover, singing prayers has become their entrance
key that allows their access to
into Jewish ritual life as well as their gateway into learning
Jewish sacred texts. Through singing Hebrew or English
Jewish sacred tradition.”
words, made possible either by soaring melody or simple
nusach (prayer modes), they feel empowered to pray as Jews,
in a way that undeniably links them with the larger Jewish community and
affirms their Jewish identity. Singing gives them the sacred key that allows
their access to Jewish sacred tradition. If the regulars are giving us this message, we can only imagine how first timers feel!
Our future will include ever more communal singing within our synagogues.
Today we join in singing the melodic refrains within large, complex compositions for cantor, choir, instruments, and congregation. In such settings of
rich, sophisticated harmony and several layers of melodic counterpoint,
modern composers often include sections with lyric melodies. From the first
hearing, congregants can easily relate to these accessible moments and eventually enjoy the more challenging sections as well.
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An Ever Richer and More Complex Mix
What are the musical elements of congregational song, and how will this
song develop? Which styles are timeless, and which will disappear with the
next stylistic wave? I believe that we will see a gradual increase in traditional
chant within our services. Cantors will teach us to chant some of the liturgy
in nusach, whether in Hebrew or English. In addition, we will continue to
implement various ethnic traditions within Jewish sacred music. We have
discovered the Chasidic niggun and Sephardi melody, and we are rediscovering Yiddish music and culture. We are experimenting with Middle Eastern
and Yemenite traditional music. Secular American styles too have permeated
our contemporary musical idiom. In short, we are broadening our definition
of contemporary liturgical music by incorporating various musical traditions, ancient to modern, from across the Jewish spectrum. Our artistry will
be proven as we attempt to integrate this rich, diverse mix into an artistically
cohesive whole.
How do we create a fluid, musically sound, and spiritually meaningful service? What will be the balance of styles? Is our music to become fully participatory? Will the pendulum swing so far toward inclusivity that we exclude
music that requires the performance by a cantor and a professional choir
and instrumentalists? We must first consider a larger perspective. What dynamics affect our choices of particular musical styles? Jews today want to feel
both welcomed and empowered to participate within the service. They have
sought out the synagogue for communal gatherings. They come perhaps to
find solace, or to meet friends. They come, in some way, to meet God. Many
are burdened by the mundaneness of their lives and yearn for meaning and
purpose to nourish their minds and calm their souls. What kind of prayer
will speak to them? How will the music help them on their spiritual path?
A New Vocabulary of Sacred Music
We need to understand clearly what occurs within music itself that creates a
sense of prayerfulness. If we could scientifically break down sacred music to
isolate various moods of prayer, perhaps we could perceive how certain prayer
experiences directly relate to particular musical expressions. We have spent
too much energy defending particular musical styles as if the music were the
end in itself. Let us instead develop a new vocabulary of sacred music that
will focus on the unique phenomena at the intersection of prayer and music.
Here are descriptions of several distinct kinds of prayer. Even though the
following terms may appear simplistic, perhaps they will help us discuss synagogue music beyond purely musical categories.
Majestic: A Sense of Awe and Grandeur
Our first mood is majestic: that which evokes within us a sense of awe and
grandeur. A classic example is the music of the First and Second Temple periods. The Levites, with full choir and orchestra, assembled a magnificent
offering suited only for God. What is our equivalent of majesty in musical
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prayer? Our liturgical texts certainly intend to inspire such passion on a regular
basis. Look at the texts of the Torah service, Kedushah, Adon olam, Sh’ma, or
Hashkiveinu, not to mention our High Holy Day and festival liturgy. When
are we ever so moved within our service as to sense the majesty implicit in so
many of our prayers? How can we create awe and grandeur when inclusivity
has become the hallmark of our age?
Meditative: Inward and Reflective
Our second mood is meditative: that which leads us inward, toward reflective, contemplative prayer. It is to know the “still small voice” within ourselves, the one that often eludes us. Consider the Silent Prayer, “May the
Words,” Mi shebeirach, or even Kol nidrei. Is our liturgical music conducive
to moments of genuine meditation?
Meeting: Creating and Encountering Oneness
Our third mood is meeting: moments in which we become aware of the larger
community and literally meet other souls through prayer. When all voices
join to create a resounding chorus of prayer, when every voice contributes its
sound to the whole, a new expression of prayer is born. Even among strangers, we sense both a personal and a spiritual connection with those with whom
we pray. Imagine a seder table where everyone joins to sing a blessing or song.
We have so many opportunities to create “meeting moments” within our
liturgy: when the Torah is taken from the ark, or at the beginning or end of a
section of the service, or on Yom Kippur. Whether majestic or meditative—
whatever the musical style—the meeting of voices defines this type of prayer.
Moving Along: Creating Momentum
Of course, not every melody fits into one these categories. Some music functions as the “connective tissue” of the liturgy, carrying the worship from one
section to the next—the Chatzi Kaddish on Shabbat evening, for example,
may not readily be identified as music of meeting, meditation or majesty—
although some of us no doubt experience it in each of these ways. Mostly, I
think of it as the music of “moving along”or “momentum.” In this case, its
music is traditional and connects us to our musical history. Its familiarity is
comforting; its specific melody, chant or prayer mode, is a reminder of where
we are in Jewish sacred time. As an individual piece of music it is relatively
neutral; its function is simply to punctuate one section of the service. But
“connectors,” such as the Chatzi Kaddish, fulfill an important task—they create momentum, so that one prayer flows smoothly into the next.
These four M’s of prayer just begin to address the many subtleties of the
dramatic and musical nuances inherent in sacred music. Invariably there are
overlaps, for the boundaries between majesty, meditation, and meeting easily blur, but that does not lessen the individual function of each mood within
a service. Some music’s primary task is to “move things along.” Memory may
also be associated with any of these moods. These distinctions remind us to
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focus upon the larger process of what prayer does, rather than solely upon
the repertoire we choose. We will never get beyond our disagreements about
musical style! Sacred music nurtures meaningful, honest prayer, whether or
not the music we ultimately choose satisfies our artistic selves. The real test is
whether our sacred music satisfies our spiritual selves, as individuals and as a
community. To me, a successful service offers a healthy combination of moods
of prayer to express an array of paths toward knowing God.
Balance Between the Different Moods
Today our people call out to be included. They ask us to enrich their sense of
meeting. Whether they know it or not, they do not wish to abandon either
the majestic or the meditative moods of prayer. Ultimately these four moods
succeed when they complement and balance one another. When a part of the
whole is not fulfilling our communal needs, however, we must examine the
effectiveness of that part and its relationship to the whole. Do we offer an
array of paths to God which all can appreciate? Does our music express the
affective moods of our sacred texts? If we assess our meeting moments, both
at specific times and within the entire service, perhaps we can determine
how our music can encourage a sense of welcome and empowerment, even
amidst a fully balanced range of moods and styles. Let us make a correlation,
then, between our prayers and their most vivid musical expressions. Let us
do this as individuals, and then with our community. I hope that our prayers
will continue to uncover the majesty within the Godly world around us and
the intimacy of our sacred relationship with the Divine. I pray that we meet
one another, both in honest debate and in the prayers we sing.

Memory: Connecting to the Past
Some people suggest that a fifth function should be added to the list: memory. Sometimes it is
the associative connection that one’s memory makes to a particular melody that moves people
the most. In these situations, the melody and/or the words are symbols. The significance of these
associations may be private—“The melody that my grandmother sang as she lit the Shabbat
candles” or “The song we always sang at our family seder”—but if many people in the community have the same memory and bring similar associations, then the memory is a mood of shared
prayer. If the music of meeting establishes connections with our community today, the music of
memory creates continuity with our communal past. In Jewish tradition, particular musical themes
serve as leitmotifs for corresponding Holy Days: imagine Yom Kippur without the Kol Nidre melody!
While style and our own musical tastes have changed over time, we must nonetheless respect the
power of the music of memory to evoke and embody the sacred. Memory is not a separate mood
from the four M’s of meeting, majesty, meditation, and momentum; it is an over-arching category
that is often experienced simultaneously with the others.
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ACTIVITY

The Many Faces of Jewish Sacred Music

S

chiller distinguishes among four distinct moods: majesty, meditation,
meeting, and momentum. (Memory may be associated with any of these
moods.) In this exercise, you will evaluate how the music at a service in
your own congregation creates and supports these different moods.
The leader should be prepared to sing, or arrange for someone to sing, the
major liturgical musical pieces as they are sung/chanted/played in your congregation on a typical Friday night. Alternatively, the leader may prepare a
tape of these selections.
Allow time for team members to reread the article. Invite each team member to share a brief reaction to it.
Distribute copies of the four M’s chart (p. 8-25). On this chart, the vertical
axis represents Schiller’s prayer “moods.” The facilitator should then lead
the group in filling in the horizontal axis with the names of the musical
liturgical selections used during a typical Friday night service.
(The chart can be prepared in advance by the facilitator and distributed at
the meeting; however, team members will have a better grasp of the relationship between individual prayers and the liturgy as a whole if they complete the chart themselves.)
Team members should be asked to listen as each musical selection of the
service is sung or played. Ask team members to “plot” each musical piece’s
“mood” on their chart. Participants should work independently. There are
no “right” answers in this exercise and responses may differ widely.
If desired, the team may divide into small groups and report back responses
to these questions:
1. In what ways did the team’s responses agree? How much did they differ?

2. At our synagogue, is the mood evenly divided between the “majestic,”
“meditative,” “meeting” and “momentum”?
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3. What do you think about the balance of musical styles in a typical service in our synagogue? Is there more emphasis on one mood than on the
others? If so, why?

4. How are each of the moods created or supported by the non-musical
aspects of our service?

5. How does this compare to the music at other places of worship you have
visited?

6. Would this exercise be significantly different at a Shabbat morning service? A bar/bat mitzvah? A festival? High Holidays?

If the team chooses, this exercise might be repeated for one or more of
these services.
If the team has broken up into small groups, each small group should
report back to the entire team.
The Chronicler for this session should add conclusions and significant observations to the Reminder Portfolio.
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Mood
Barkhu

Kabbalat Shabbat
song (Lecha Dodi)

Candelighting

Opening song

Momentum

Meeting

Meditative

Majestic

V’ahavta

Hashkievanu

Mi kamokha

V’shamru

Friday Night Service: Musical Selections

Ahavat olam

Sh’ma

(Sample)

Amidah

The Many Faces of Jewish Sacred Music

Y’hiyu ratzon

Shalom rav

Aleinu
Closing
song
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Momentum

Meeting

Meditative

Majestic

Friday Night Service: Musical Selections

The Many Faces of Jewish Sacred Music
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ACTIVITY

Musical Inventory

W

hat is the musical repertoire of your congregation? What are the
congregational favorites? Which places in the liturgy need renewal?
How does the music support or hinder the flow of the service? Does the
congregation regularly sing music which supports each of the different
moods of meeting, majesty, meditation, and momentum? In this exercise,
you will compare how different individuals, including the synagogue’s cantor or key music professional, think about organizing a service.
The team should be divided into small groups and each person given a
copy of the congregation’s prayer book. The entire team can look at the
same service, or some groups can look at a Friday evening service while
others look at a Saturday morning service. The goal of this exercise is to
create an “inventory” of the musical options in your congregation.
1. Start at the first page of the service. How does a service customarily
begin? (Is there a song before people are asked to open their books?) As
you come to each text that is customarily sung, list the various melodies
that the members of the group know. For places where there is no specific
text—for example, at the beginning or end of the service—list all the songs
and melodies that are used in the congregation. (Most people probably
will not know the composer of a particular setting. You may need to identify different settings as “the fast tune” or “so-and-so’s favorite.” You may
use a tape recorder, too.)

2. For each tune that is listed, invite the members of the group to freeassociate about any memories or “feeling tones” they connect with each
song. People may say, “I’ve sung that all my life,” “We sang that at my
son’s bar mitzvah,” “I just love when the cantor sings that piece,” “I hate
that melody,” and so forth.
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3. In the large group, each group can briefly report on its work. After the
groups have reported on their remembered repertoire and their responses
to it, the cantor (or key music person) should be asked to comment on the
list. How does the cantor think about and categorize these melodies? The
cantor may also add additional information about the composer, history, or
style of the different melodies in the congregational repertoire.

If you have scheduled time for this activity: How is music planned for a
service in your synagogue? The cantor or key music person can present the
outline of a service and explain the criteria used for planning the music of
a service in your synagogue.
For Discussion:
1. Look for patterns in the inventory. Which, if any, of the “M’s” predominates? Are all the functions represented? Are individuals’ favorites concentrated in one type of music?

2. Were you challenged in any way during this session, regarding anything
you may have taken for granted about the music of the synagogue?

3. What did you learn about the “musical culture” of your congregation?

4. Are there significant groups within your congregation that are not represented at this meeting? What might their responses be to this exercise?
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ACTIVITY

The History and Place of Music in Your Synagogue

W

hat is the musical history of your congregation? Where did the musical traditions come from? What melodies are most important to
people and why? Before you begin to discuss possible change, gave respectful attention to the past and present.
In teams of two, identify people in the congregation who have been involved in the musical life of the synagogue in the past or are active today.
These individuals may include the cantor or music director, the organist or
accompanist, choir director, rabbi, choir members, and members of the
congregation from different age groups and backgrounds. If appropriate,
interview people who served in these roles in the past, too. If your synagogue has a long history, you may wish to also research its older musical
history.
The S2K team may also do this exercise internally, interviewing one another and discussing the answers in small or larger groups. In this case,
members of the S2K team do not need to be interviewed outside of the
regular meeting.
Questions to ask include:
1. What was the music of the synagogue like when you first arrived?

2. What have been the Jewish musical influences on your life?

3. If you grew up in a synagogue, what kind of music was heard in your
synagogue then?
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4. What values did you bring to selecting or singing music in the synagogue?

5. What were your favorite melodies or types of song in the past? Today?

6. What do you cherish about the music life of our congregation?

7. What about the music life of the congregation would you like to change?
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Twelve Steps to Increasing Congregational Singing
These steps are based on what has been learned from other congregations' experiences. (On
page 8-32 is a group of ideas submitted by team members of other S2K congregations.)
1. Avoid scapegoating.
If there is less congregational singing than you
wish, avoid scapegoating any single group or
individual. It is not simply the “fault” of the
rabbi, cantor, music director, ritual or music
committees, or anyone else. Begin your change
efforts by a clear understanding that you are
not criticizing anyone for real or imagined shortcomings in the music of prayer.
2. Watch for principles, not precedent.
Each congregation is unique; what is appropriate or successful in one setting may not be in
another. Do not try to make your congregation’s
worship a clone of another’s! Concentrate on
the values and principles which make for effective congregational singing.
3. Choose the best times in the liturgy.
Singing together at the beginning of a gathering establishes community, while ending with
common song reinforces the sense of community before we leave to go home alone. Consider increasing congregational singing at these
two places in the service.
4. Choose different theological types of
song.
Congregational melodies can be of any of the
types mentioned in Cantor Schiller's article. Music that “works” engages the congregation and
elevates people to a different plane. We can
be engaged in a variety of ways—at times of
harmony, in vigorous unison, in reflective listening.
5. Review the music you have.
Review the current musical inventory that your
congregation usually uses. Consider how much
of it was written for community singing. Where

in the flow of the service is it appropriate to
add more community singing?
6. Try it out.
The cantor or person leading the singing may
want to step forward and teach or lead from a
spot closer to the congregation. Other strategies may include altering the register of the
music leader’s spoken presentation to encourage more participation. Musically, the cantor
needs to check the register and range too;
congregants will sing along if the music is sung
in a register that invites participation.
7. Give the congregation the words and the
music.
Make sure the congregation has the correct
words to the music as it will be sung. This should
include transliteration and Hebrew. Are the
words in the prayer book identical to those
which will be sung? If words or lines are repeated in the song, how will the congregation
know this? If possible, provide the music, too.
Many more people can read music than we
often imagine.
8. Teach outside of the service.
If introducing an entirely new song, or one with
challenging words or music, consider teaching
it outside of the service proper. The song can
be taught at the very beginning of the service,
before the official “opening song,” and then
sung at its proper place in the service. The Ritual
Committee, Board, or other groups can be
taught the song at their regularly scheduled
gatherings before it is introduced at services.
The adult choir can introduce a new melody
and then “hand it off” to the congregation.
(continued on the next page)
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Twelve Steps (continued)
9. Consider changing instruments.

11. Take lots of time to teach.

While the organ can be quite effective as an
instrument for both meditative and majestic
music, American Jews do not enthusiastically
sing with it. Do not be afraid of using piano,
guitar or other instruments, even in a big crowd,
and even on the High Holy Days. What you sing
and how you sing it will determine how people
respond to the guitar or any other instrument.
Try guitar with other instruments for harmony:
perhaps flute, violin, or oboe. Almost any other
instruments such as piano, flute, harp or cello
can add to the musical experience during
prayer.

Do not let people who know the song rush into
singing it, thereby possibly inhibiting those who
do not know it yet. Take the time you need to
teach the newcomers and request the patience
of the seasoned singers to wait and listen. Teach
in simple singable ideas—not too much at a
time—and then put them together slowly.

10. Use a niggun.
Begin by teaching a niggun, from the midst of
the congregation (off the bimah). The niggun
has the advantage of demanding no words.
Repetition is the key; the moment when some
in the congregation may become tired or bored
with the melody is often just when many
congregants are first becoming fully comfortable and able to pray through the music.
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12. Avoid the tendency to “raise up” music.
The most common error of congregations who
already enjoy a fine classical repertoire of sacred music, but want to add congregational
music, is that they try to set it to organ accompaniment or rearrange it such that it no longer
has the intended pathos. A congregation can
enjoy classical and folk repertoires side by side;
each creates paths to experiences of the sacred.
Keep singable melodies singable. Once the congregation has learned a new tune, let it enjoy
what it has learned. Stay away from changes
and embellishments to the music, which could
leave the congregation feeling left out.
Congregants can quickly become self-conscious
about their singing, fearful that they will make
a mistake.
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More Ideas for Increasing Congregational Singing
The following ideas were submitted by members of other S2K teams around the country. What
was right for a different congregation may not be right for yours—but what variations on these
techniques would be appropriate and useful for your congregation to try out?
Learning and Teaching the Congregation’s Music
•

Make a cassette or CD so that would-be worshipers can listen to the music in their cars. New
members automatically receive the music when they join the congregation.

•

One congregation made a tape with twelve new melodies, one for each month of the year.
People listen to it in advance, and the melody is introduced and sung regularly during the
month in question.

•

A congregation made a CD of its Friday evening Shabbat service and mailed it to every household in the synagogue.

•

Offer a “sing-in” for people to practice a variety of melodies. Repeat regularly until those who
come are familiar with the congregational melodies. Could this take place before or after
services?

•

Schedule a sing-along class annually for new members who want to feel at home with the
congregational music tradition.

•

If the current practice is to have a completely different musical program from week to week,
the cantor/key music person might begin building a repertoire that is consistent (in addition
to the music that will continue to be changeable).

•

Teach a refrain from a larger prayer, and ask people to sing it several times at length, punctuated by solo lines. Settings that combine solo verses with congregational refrains add different textures within the service.

Introducing New Music to the Congregation
•

If the repertoire of “predictable” music is stale by now, the cantor or music leader might
begin teaching new music that can alternate with the music already in place.

•

Prepare a handout for each Shabbat, listing the music that will be sung, its origin, and the
composer.

•

When new music is to be introduced, prepare a simple music sheet for those who can read
music. Even those who do not read music will find the words helpful.

•

Keep the pace of new music manageable. A single new piece at a service is just right.
(continued on the next page)
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More Ideas (continued)
Increasing Participation at High Holidays
•

The High Holiday musical “theme,” which recurs regularly through the High Holiday liturgy,
can be taught during the month of Elul, and then again before Selichot services.

•

Try a simple and compelling tune to Hashivenu, and start or end all services with it on Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur. Use it as a niggun and then apply the words, making sure that
people have the words before them in a handout. Get the whole congregation singing as a
meditation to evoke the necessary kavvanah before the official liturgy of each service begins,
and then again at major intervals.

•

One cantor who follows tradition and sings Kol Nidrei three times, sings it himself the first
time, with the choir the second time, and with the entire congregation the third time.

•

It is not true that the High Holy Days resist change, or that the liturgy is already so wonderful
that nothing new should be attempted. This is the time when the entire community is really
present. Give them the full experience—not just the wonderful things you already do, but the
glory of thousands of voices raising their voices in prayer together.

Learning from Others
•

Take time to go visit another denominational service. You will be amazed at what you can
learn from each other. Many Reconstructionist communities, for example, know how to chant
English well.

•

It is very important to let your worship leaders go to other synagogues to learn what other
people are doing differently. A Shabbat spent in an altogether different congregation is a
wonderful investment in keeping our own clergy fresh and challenged.
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LOW-HANGING
FRUIT &
ACTION ITEMS

T

his unit discussed the place of music in the liturgy of the synagogue.
You explored how your synagogue’s musical culture has evolved and
the values that team members and key leaders bring to their own appreciation of music. Having deepened your understanding of music and its
importance in the articulation and celebration of the sacred, please turn
now to how these conversations can be brought to the congregation as a
whole.
As a team, discuss:
1. What did you learn in the course of this unit? Are there ways in which
you “hear” liturgical music differently than you did before?

2. What experiences did you have that you would like others in the congregation to participate in?
• Are there activities or readings in this unit that can be used or adapted
for other groups in the congregation?

• Are there existing opportunities for discussing these issues?

• What additional programs or activities could be developed for introducing discussions about the place of music, and different types of
music, to the congregation as a whole?

• Do congregants know about the musical history of the congregation?
How can this information become more widely known?
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3. How might the music at your synagogue’s worship further create or
enhance your experience of the sacred? Is there a consensus within your
team? If not, how can the different needs be addressed?

4. Can you agree on specific steps for how to achieve these goals? If increasing congregational singing is a goal, which of the ideas on pp. 8-30 to
8-34 can best be adapted to your congregation?

5. What forums will be used to enlist the entire congregation in identifying
and implementing the goals you have created?

6. What is the time frame for any next steps, and who is responsible for
implementing them? Who will report back and when?

7. What song will you now sing to conclude your study of this unit?

The Chronicler for this session should add conclusions and decisions to the
Reminder Portfolio.
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The Vocabulary of Space

W

hat do you feel when you walk in the door of your synagogue? If you
were walking in to services for the first time, would you have the uplifting experience of being in a sacred place—or simply feel lost in space? In
this unit, you will learn how the physical environment of your synagogue
creates and sends messages. You will then create a plan for using your
synagogue’s space to further your congregation’s programmatic goals.
For background, please read two articles on the history of synagogue architecture: art historian Joseph Gutmann’s “Architectural Aspects of the Synagogue” and Rabbi Daniel Freelander’s “Why Temples Look the Way They
Do” (both found at the end of this unit). As you read, consider what the
important values and messages were that informed the design of your synagogue, and how the design criteria which were important to prior generations of Jews are similar to—and different from—your own.
Our experience of the synagogue does not begin when we walk in the sanctuary door; it begins when we drive into the parking lot before we first enter
the building. In Unit Nine, you will complete a series of “Spatial Inventories,”
evaluating how your synagogue presents itself through its physical space. For
comparison, you will be asked to visit and complete a similar evaluation of
both a second place of worship and a commercial location.
People’s experience of space is shaped by more than the building and its physical elements; our perception of the space we are in can be greatly affected by
how it is arranged and used. Very intimate encounters can take place in vast
rooms; yet we can be in a very intimate space and have a communication experience that feels as if a solid wall has been erected between ourselves and others.
This unit also discusses how we communicate in space, and suggests a variety of techniques for deepening the experience of our worship space as a
sacred place. These techniques do not require remodeling the bimah or moving any walls (although ideas for such major changes may become part of a
long-term plan). Rather, these techniques involve small changes that can be
implemented without significant cost or disruption.
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S2K
Meeting
Format

In preparation for your discussions about sacred space and worship, please
read Chapter Eight, “Sacred Space: The Message of Design,” in The Art of
Public Prayer.
Team Objectives

•

Food

• Understand space as an extension of the identity of those who inhabit it;

•

Opening prayer
or ritual

• Identify the messages about identity that are conveyed by the synagogue
space;

•

Check-in

• Compare how different institutions express their message through their
physical environments;

•

Readings,
activities, and
discussion

• Evaluate the spatial ambiance of worship.

•

Process checks

The S2K team will:

•

Closing prayer
or ritual

• Generate proposals for increasing your awareness of the sacred through
creative use of the existing worship space;

Action Items

• Plan and implement opportunities to explore the effectiveness of these proposals;
• Create both immediate and long-term goals for improving the physical
environment of worship.

NOTES TO THE
FACILITATOR

T

he materials in this unit are sufficient for several meetings, depending
on the interests of the S2K team. There are two different groups of activities in this unit: the “Spatial Inventories” (pp. 9-4ff.) and the management of the worship space (pp. 9-19ff). The spatial inventories look at the
entire physical environment, starting at the curb. Teams that are less interested in these questions may wish to focus on the specific issues of what takes
place in the sanctuary itself during services, but please explain to them the
importance of the larger physical context. If focusing on the sanctuary alone
remains your team’s preference, we encourage you not to skip over the visits
to other institutions. Critical examination of how others arrange and use
their space will give team members new insights and ideas about their own
arrangement and use of space. Allow time for planning the visits to other
places, and for de-briefing the visits after they have been completed.
In advance of the appropriate meetings, team members should be asked to
read the background articles. Nonetheless, the readings should always be
briefly summarized by the leader, or the group should be given time to review the material at the meeting.
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Architectural Aspects of the Synagogue
Joseph Gutmann, from Encyclopedia of World Religion, Vol. 14, pp. 214–218.

BACKGROUND
READINGS

In broad strokes, Gutmann outlines the history of synagogue structures, the earliest of which were probably indistinguishable from other urban buildings of
their time. From the beginning, Gutmann points out, the interior focus of the
synagogue was the ark.
(This reading is found at the back of this unit.)

Why Temples Look the Way They Do
Daniel H. Freelander, from Reform Judaism, Vol. 23, No. 1 (Fall 1994),
pp. 35–37.
Director of Programs for the UAHC, Freelander identifies three stages in the
history of Reform Jewish architecture in America, from Stage One’s large, proud,
downtown “statements” to Stage Three’s suburban, flexible-seating approach.
(This reading is found at the back of this unit.)

Synagogue Architecture
1. What are the common threads in synagogue design over time?

2. Does your synagogue building fit into one of Freelander’s three stages of
architectural style? Where?

3. What are the strengths and challenges of these types of spaces today?
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ACTIVITY

Spatial Inventories
In the course of an ordinary week, we typically visit different kinds of places:
• Institutional places such as libraries or schools
• Our own and others’ homes
• Commercial places such as stores, malls, and shopping centers
• Offices of all sizes
• Various public places such as airports, plazas, bus and train stations, etc.
Each one of these spaces puts out messages about whether we are welcome, what we are expected to do, where we are supposed to go, and
how important we and our activities are to the “authorities.” We gather
this information by “reading” visual clues that include appearance, layout,
upkeep, furnishings, and signage.
In the following exercises, please perform a “spatial inventory” of three
different places:
1. Your own synagogue,
2. A shopping center or mall,
3. A local religious institution, such as a church or a synagogue,
affiliated with a different movement than yours.
At each location, please ask:
• How welcoming is this place?
• What does a visitor learn about its values and purpose?
• How does the physical facility and its arrangement advance or
detract from the institution’s goals?
Visiting a local church may help you experience what it is like to be a stranger
in a place that is supposed to embrace strangers. You may experience feelings of anxiety or discomfort before you walk in the door; you may walk
around cautiously, not sure where to go. If you are uncomfortable visiting
a church, visit another synagogue, perhaps one that belongs to a different
movement than your own.
Your experience of feeling “lost” in a church is, unfortunately, the way many
people feel in your synagogue. They may be Jews who attend infrequently
or almost never, and who are embarrassed because others assume they
know their way around. They may be non-Jews seeking a new spiritual
path who are learning their way around Jewish space and ritual practice.
They may be Jews affiliated with another stream of Judaism who may know
their way around the synagogue they grew up in, but are “lost” in yours.
Please ask your team to complete the inventory for your own synagogue.
Suggest that they visit a variety of other religious institutions in order to
expand their range of comparisons. And don’t forget the mall or shopping
center; you will be surprised by how much you can learn.
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Inventory A – External Inventory: Your Synagogue
This inventory may be done by an individual with a partner, or as part of a small group. It can
be accomplished by walking outside to the street and observing the synagogue from the
sidewalk, by walking up to the synagogue from the street, or, if appropriate, reviewing the
questions and then driving up in a car. If you wish, you can continue immediately with the
internal “Spatial Identity Inventory” (Inventory B).
Date & time of observation: ___________________________________________________
1. Passing by on the street, what did you notice:
Are the grounds: Well kept? Inviting? Other comments?

Is the external building structure: Well kept? Inviting? Other comments?

Can you tell from each structure what its purpose is (sanctuary, school, offices, etc.)? Does
one structure predominate?

Does the synagogue have any signs? On the building? On signboards? Are any activities
advertised? According to the signs, do any activities “matter”?

From what you’ve seen so far: What is the message of this place?
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Inventory A (continued)
2. In the parking lot:
How easy is it to find the right place to park? Is it easy to know where to park depending on
where you are going within the synagogue?

Is the lighting adequate? Is it attractive?

What “feel” do you get from the outside? Is there anything that invites you in? Puts you off?
How do you know it is a synagogue? Is it cold and barren-looking? Warm and inviting?
Other?

How far away is the parking? How many spaces close to the building are reserved for professionals and others? Are there spaces reserved for parents with children? For newcomers?
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Inventory B – Spatial Identity Inventory: Your Synagogue
This inventory may be done by an individual with a partner, or as part of a small group. You
may learn a great deal, and perhaps be surprised, if you attend a service while imagining
yourself to be a first-time visitor. If team members choose, this inventory can be completed at
the same time and/or with the same partner(s) as the previous inventory.
Imagine that you are coming to this synagogue for the first time, to attend a bar/bat mitzvah,
seek a Jewish message, or say Kaddish on a Yahrzeit. You drive to the synagogue, park your
car, make your way inside, and settle into the sanctuary. Later, you follow the crowd to the
Oneg Shabbat or Kiddush room, get your coat from the coatroom, and leave. Along the way,
use a bathroom, visit the Judaica shop or museum area, and do whatever else you would do
on an average visit to the synagogue. As an alternative, try this inventory at a time when the
synagogue office is open during the week.

Date & time of observation: ________________________________________
1. Doorways
What kind of doorway do you go through to enter the building? A front or side door? Is it
decorated? If so, with what message? Is there a mezuzah?

Do you have a sense of entering a portal that goes somewhere special?

How easy is it to open the doors to enter and leave? How easy would it be to do so if you
were elderly or disabled? Do you have to walk across the grounds in order to get from one
door to another?

2. Entry room
What is the message of the first room that greets you? Is it bright? Dull? Clean? Interesting?
Exciting? Other?
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Inventory B (continued)
What signs are readily visible? What else is on the walls? Are the visual displays interesting?
Current? Eye-catching? Artistic? What impact, if any, do they make on you? What message
do they give?

Are you greeted? What’s the “human temperature” in this place: “warm” or “cold”? If you
need help, is there anyone to ask? Does the guard or receptionist seem happy to help you? Do
they offer to do so? Do they have name tags? What, exactly, do they say when they see you?

How hard or easy is it to find your way to the coatroom, the bathroom, the sanctuary, and
other destinations?

3. Sanctuary
How do you know where to sit? How does it feel to enter the sanctuary? Do other people sit
with you? Does anyone talk to you? Greet you? Offer you a book? Can you readily locate a
kippah and, if at a morning service, a tallit?

What is the message of the sanctuary? Big and cold? Warm? Formal? Friendly?

From where you are sitting, can you hear people at the front?
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Inventory B (continued)
Look around you. What are other people near you doing? Are they engaged in services?
Bored?

Is the “human temperature” right? Too hot? Too cold?

4. Oneg Shabbat / Kiddush room
Do people greet you? Do you stand alone? Do people sit down at tables, and is there room
for you? Are you welcome here?

Is there grape juice for people who do not drink wine?

5. Halls
What is the visual message of the hallways, the walls, the pictures, and displays?

Whose pictures are on the wall? Do they tell you who “matters”?

6. Bathrooms
Are the bathrooms clean and well stocked?
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Inventory B (continued)
7. Overall
What visual focal points does the synagogue have in its various rooms, and what rooms seem
to matter most? Where do you find your eye wandering as you walk through the rooms?
What matters to people here?

As you review your visit, complete these sentences:
This synagogue is a place that appeals to certain kinds of people, namely:

The people here can be described as:

They seem especially concerned about:

In general, the physical plant here is:

I would go here in order to:

Unlike other synagogues, this one stands out because:
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Inventory C – Spatial Inventory for a Mall or Shopping Area
This inventory may be done by an individual with a partner, or as part of a small group.
Choose a mall or shopping area that you enjoy visiting. During your visit, pay special attention
to details you might customarily overlook or take for granted. Do any of these details contribute to your enjoyment of this destination?

Location: _____________________________________________________________________
Date & time of observation: ____________________________________________________
1. Why do you like this place?

2. Does this place have a “feel,” friendly or otherwise? What gives it this quality?

3. What kind of place is this? Upbeat? Happy? Expensive? How do you know?

4. How do you know where to go? Are there information booths? Maps?

5. Do people greet you anywhere?
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Inventory C (continued)
6. Is there a focal point around which the place is organized? How do people know to congregate there? Do they congregate in other places, perhaps ones never contemplated by the
planners of the place?

7. What kinds of people come here?

8. What does their being here tell them about themselves?
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Inventory D – External Inventory: Church (or Synagogue)
This inventory may be done by an individual with a partner, or as part of a small group. It can
be accomplished by walking outside to the street and observing from the sidewalk, by walking up to the building from the street, or, if appropriate, by reviewing the questions and then
driving up in a car. If you wish, you can continue immediately with Inventory E.

Date & time of observation: ___________________________________________________
1. Passing by on the street, what did you notice:
Are the grounds: Well kept? Inviting? Other comments?

Is the external building structure: Well kept? Inviting? Other comments?

Can you tell from each structure what its purpose is (sanctuary, school, offices, etc.)? Does
one structure predominate?

Does the church or synagogue have any signs? On the building? On signboards? Are any
activities advertised? According to the signs, do any activities “matter”?

From what you’ve seen so far: What is the message of this place?
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Inventory D (continued)
2. In the parking lot:
How easy is it to find the right place to park? Is it easy to know where to park depending on
where you are going within the church or synagogue?

Is the lighting adequate? Is it attractive?

What “feel” do you get from the outside? Is there anything that invites you in? Puts you off?
How do you know it is a church or synagogue? Is it cold and barren-looking? Warm and
inviting? Other?

How far away is the parking? How many spaces close to the building are reserved for professionals and others? Are there spaces reserved for parents with children? For newcomers?
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Inventory E – Spatial Identity Inventory: Church (or Synagogue)
This inventory may be done by an individual with a partner, or as part of a small group. You
may learn a great deal, and perhaps be surprised, if you attend a service while imagining
yourself to be a first-time visitor. If team members choose, this inventory can be completed at
the same time and/or with the same partner(s) as the previous inventory.
Imagine that you are coming to this church or synagogue for the first time. You drive to the
synagogue, park your car, make your way inside, and settle into the sanctuary. Later, you
follow the crowd to the coffee/reception room, get your coat from the coatroom, and leave.
Along the way, use a bathroom, visit the gift/book shop or museum area, and do whatever
else you would do on an average visit to the church or synagogue. As an alternative, try this
inventory at a time when the church or synagogue office is open during the week.

Date & time of observation: ________________________________________
1. Doorways
What kind of doorway do you go through to enter the building? A front or side door? Is it
decorated? If so, with what message?

Do you have a sense of entering a portal that goes somewhere special?

How easy is it to open the doors to enter and leave? How easy would it be to do so if you
were elderly or disabled? Do you have to walk across the grounds in order to get from one
door to another?

2. Entry room
What is the message of the first room that greets you? Is it bright? Dull? Clean? Interesting?
Exciting? Other?
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Inventory E (continued)
What signs are readily visible? What else is on the walls? Are the visual displays interesting?
Current? Eye-catching? Artistic? What impact, if any, do they make on you? What message
do they give?

Are you greeted? What’s the “human temperature“ in this place: “warm” or “cold”? If you
need help, is there anyone to ask? Does the guard or receptionist seem happy to help you? Do
they offer to do so? Do they have name tags? What, exactly, do they say when they see you?

How hard or easy is it to find your way to the coatroom, the bathroom, the sanctuary, and
other destinations?

3. Sanctuary
How do you know where to sit? How does it feel to enter the sanctuary? Do other people sit
with you? Does anyone talk to you? Greet you? Offer you a book? If you are visiting a synagogue, can you readily locate a kippah and, if at a morning service, a tallit?

What is the message of the sanctuary? Big and cold? Warm? Formal? Friendly?

From where you are sitting, can you hear people at the front?
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Inventory E (continued)
Look around you. What are other people near you doing? Are they engaged in services?
Bored?

Is the “human temperature“ right? Too hot? Too cold?

4. Coffee Hour/Reception Room
Do people greet you? Do you stand alone? Do people sit down at tables, and is there room
for you? Are you welcome here?

If appropriate to that community, is there grape juice for people who do not drink wine?

5. Halls
What is the visual message of the hallways, the walls, the pictures, and displays?

Whose pictures are on the wall? Do they tell you who “matters”?

6. Bathrooms
Are the bathrooms clean and well stocked?
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Inventory E (continued)
7. Overall
What visual focal points does the church or synagogue have in its various rooms, and what
rooms seem to matter most? Where do you find your eye wandering as you walk through the
rooms? What matters to people here?

As you review your visit, complete these sentences:
This church/synagogue is a place that appeals to certain kinds of people, namely:

The people here can be described as:

They seem especially concerned about:

In general, the physical plant here is:

I would go here in order to:

Unlike other churches/synagogues, this one stands out because:
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Ambiance of Space

T

9-19

ACTIVITY

his activity is based on the concepts introduced in Chapter VIII of The
Art of Public Prayer, which begins: “We mistakenly take for granted the
spaces that we occupy.” In order to make sure that everyone on the team
understands the concepts, first evaluate the room or meeting place where
you are gathered. After everyone is comfortable with the terms and what
they mean, you can apply them to the experience of worship in your
synagogue’s sanctuary.
I. How would you describe the room you are in right now:
1. Sociopetal or Sociofugal
Sociopetal space brings people together. Sociofugal space scatters
people apart.
Are you sitting in sociopetal or sociofugal space at this moment? How do
you know?

Place vs. Space
We modern men and women of the West think of space as empty, something to be lived in,
passed through, and filled up. In itself, we think, space is neutral.
In a way, that is true. We buy a home with spatial packets called rooms that are empty space until
we move in. Then we decide one room will be a den “space” rather than a music or a TV center
“space.” Once we outfit our rooms for one purpose rather than for another, however, we act a
certain way in them. They take on character, and what we do in them becomes a memory that we
are able to recall for ourselves or for others. The spaces become transformed. They become places.
When we refer to a synagogue area as a sacred “space,” we imply that its utility remains openended, and that we can change it according to our needs. By calling our synagogue sacred
“space,” instead of “place,” which in many ways it becomes at specific moments over time, we
invite those who occupy it to lend it their own distinctive, self-renewing, sacred character.
9/01
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2. Fixed, Semi-fixed, or Personally Negotiable
In fixed space, chairs are bolted to the floor, or so heavy you cannot
move them easily. In semi-fixed space, chairs and other fixtures can
be rearranged in advance. When people are using the room, can
they make (i.e., negotiate) small modifications to the existing seating arrangements? This could involve picking up a chair and moving it closer, or choosing to sit in a different place. Some spaces are
arranged, however, so that you are not allowed to decide which
seat you sit in (at a theater, for example).
Look around the room. To what extent is the space fixed, semi-fixed, or
negotiable? Did you negotiate it during your meeting? Did you move in
order to sit next to a friend, or to hear better? Are there changes you can
make right now which would improve the room’s functionality for this
meeting?

3. Distance: Intimate, Personal, Social, or Public
What kind of distance marks your conversation now? What sorts of interchanges does it encourage, discourage, and prevent?

Distance and Register
Different distances tend to go along with different conversational registers. Large public spaces
encourage a formal register that we associate with not only physical but interpersonal distance.
In large public spaces, speakers also use a more complex vocabulary and speak in complete
sentences; they talk at their audience, not with them, and the audience can feel instructed, or
uplifted. The effect is very different from the bantering that might be used in a more intimate
social space.
As space becomes less public and more social, people relax. They speak in a less formal register,
preferring a simpler vocabulary and shorter sentences (including sentence fragments). They interact with each other much more easily. Vocal register becomes still more informal in private and
intimate space.
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How would you describe the discussion or conversation in the room you
are having now?

4. Register
What register are you using now? You probably adopted it naturally, taking
your cue from the room you are in, or the table around which you are sitting.
Try different registers and see how they sound. Please note: Register is not
just tone of voice. It includes vocabulary, sentence complexity, gestures, and
body language.

5. Communication: Actional, Reactional, or Transactional
How much of the communication in your meeting this evening has been
actional? Reactional? Transactional? (For definitions of these terms, see
p. 9-22.) In what kind of communication are you engaged now?

6. Focus (see The Art of Public Prayer, pp. 223–226)
Study and meeting-room conversations tend to diffuse focus. On
the other hand, the person leading your discussion at the moment
may have situated him/herself in a way that provides a common
focus for everyone. This is because when people sit around a table,
they tend to lean forward, treating the tabletop as a focus.
Is there a focus in the room at the moment?
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Communication: Actional, Reactional, or Transactional
Actional: Actional communication is one-way communication—a lecture, for instance, where a
speaker reads prepared remarks to an audience that listens and takes notes. Public distance
encourages formal register, anonymity of people, and one-way, actional communication. In large
formal spaces, group prayer may tend toward formal actional style—the cantor and choir may
sing at anonymous crowds of people who may not be paying attention. The worshipers may not
get to answer “Amen”; if they do, their voices may be overwhelmed by the choir’s response.
“Actional communication is one-way communication.”
Reactional: Reactional communication is like a telephone conversation. People talk to each other,
but one person starts talking only when another person finishes. In reactional communication,
social distance encourages the kind of middle-range register and conversational patterns that
follow rules of social etiquette. Good worship tends to be similarly reactional; Jewish prayer in
Hebrew, for example, is naturally antiphonal, and a feeling of satisfaction results from the alternating give and take of cantor and congregation. Reform worship tried to make Jewish prayer in
English reactional by introducing responsive, book-based readings. Reading from a book, however, tends toward the formality of public register and rarely imposes a musical flow on the words
the way traditional chanting does. If you would like to pray in English, try to maintain a sense of
musical flow and you may be able to achieve the desired sense of reactional ambiance.
“Reactional communication is like a telephone conversation.”
Transactional: Transactional communication is like holding hands. The communication is simultaneously two-way, arising naturally when social distance shrinks to personal and intimate distance. At personal distance, people abandon full sentences; they become acutely aware of the
people sharing the space; they feel free to begin tossing out formal communicative structures
that govern discussion in social space. Worship becomes distinctively personal when distance
collapses to the point where people feel comfortable about sharing intimate feelings with each
other. This is not something we want all the time, however, and it should never be forced on
anyone. Personal communication is possible without asking people to speak. Singing together
can be such an occasion, especially if it is accompanied by holding hands throughout the congregation. Focusing attention on a baby being blessed, or an engaged couple at an aufruf, can
induce a feeling of transactional communication by extension. We watch and silently smile within,
maybe even shed a tear or two. We may say nothing, but we have been moved by the impact of
the moment.
“Transactional communication is like holding hands; it is simultaneously two-way.”
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II. The Sanctuary
Divide into groups of three or four and move to the sanctuary. Please ask
each group to answer the questions below and record their comments for
a later discussion. If you use other spaces for worship, one or more groups
may also use these criteria to evaluate those spaces.
1. Sociopetal or Sociofugal
Is the sanctuary generally sociopetal or sociofugal? What is the relationship
between people seated near each other? What about between different
parts of the room? Between the clergy and the congregation?

2. Fixed, Semi-fixed, Personally negotiable
Do you have fixed seating? Moveable chairs? When is the space rearranged?
When people walk into the room, how do they decide where to sit?

Sanctuaries tend to be largely fixed, but the space can be personally negotiable to some extent. If you want to pray in space that brings people
together (sociopetal), you may have to overcome fixed space that was deliberately arranged to accomplish the opposite. Using cordless, clip-on microphones can substantially enhance the negotiability of fixed space.
Ask the cantor and rabbi to try out different negotiated spaces and give
them feedback on how it feels to you as they talk, sing, teach, and lead
services.
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3. Distance: Intimate, personal, social, public
What distance is “felt” from the pulpit of the sanctuary? Ask the rabbi or
cantor to share the sense he or she has there. Similarly, what is it like sitting
in the seats or pews? How is the distance between you and others experienced? What interchanges are encouraged, permitted, discouraged, or
prevented by the arrangement of the space?

Brainstorm on how to create different kinds of space for worship—intimate, personal, social, and public—and how to use them wisely.
• Intimate space is desirable for blessing individuals, couples, and
small groups.
Where can intimate space be created?

• Social space is excellent for a discussion after the Torah reading.
Can the rabbi descend the bimah in order to creatively negotiate
the space?

• Music may best be taught from a public space.
What public spaces—on and off the bimah—already exist or can be
created?

What other activities take place in the sanctuary during the course
of worship?

What type of space best suits each activity? How can the space be
used to enhance the activity?
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4. Register
Think about services as they take place in this sanctuary. What register is
used for prayer? What register is used when people address the congregation, or when the cantor directs music?

By changing the register, we can alter the perception of spatial and social
distance. Remember: Register is not just tone of voice; it includes vocabulary, sentence complexity, gestures and body language.
5. Relationship: Actional, Reactional, Transactional
How much of services are actional? Reactional? Transactional? Which should
services be? There are appropriate moments for all three, but measure the
satisfaction you feel with each one, and decide how much the service has
to change to encourage the ones that you do not get enough of. How can
you do that?

6. Focus
Where are the focal points in the synagogue? If prayer is a sacred drama,
what are the focal points around which the dramatic action occurs? What
distance do these focal points necessitate of others?

You change the focus, for example, when the cantor teaches a song from
among the people, not from the pulpit far away. By cutting down on the
social distance, s/he cuts down on public space. In less public space, people
lose inhibitions and may sing more readily. For many in the congregation,
this change will result in the perception that the social distance has been
reduced from formal to social range, and the atmosphere will become
more like conversation than like public proclamation.
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DISCUSSION/
ACTION

R

eassemble and compare notes from the different small groups. (See
the Facilitator’s Guide, p. F-16, for ideas about how the different groups
can report). Keep a list of suggestions and ideas that emerge from the
exercise.
What actions do you want to recommend?

Distinguish between:
• What clergy and service leaders at services can do.

• What can be differently planned or organized in advance.

• What can be changed in the existing space without significant effort (perhaps providing a small lectern off the bimah, rearranging
chairs, or using non-fixed microphones).

• What medium- to long-term goals have been identified and committed to.

Some of these changes can be implemented immediately; some need to
be experimented with to see whether they work well in your congregation;
some require the involvement or approval of others.
As a team, decide who will be responsible for following through on the
action plan you have made.
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Options for Changing Worship Space Ambiance
1. Overcome the limits of fixed space design through negotiating space
personally.
Who can do that? What specific suggestions can you make?
2. Encourage social, rather than public distance; at times, encourage
a sense of personal and intimate distance.
How can this be done? When is personal or intimate distance
appropriate? If intimate distance is “vicariously” experienced—
at a life-cycle blessing, for example—how can the witnessing
members of the congregation be included?
3. Alter register to promote the feeling that is associated with the
desired kind of space rather than allowing the fixed space to decide
the register.
Who controls the register? Do the clergy want to experiment
with this and the above ideas, asking S2K team members for
their reactions?
4. Move toward reactional and transactional communication. The
majority of the service might be reactional, while most of the singing and personal moments are transactional.
Are there specific times when these different types of communication are especially desirable?
5. Reset focal points to re-orient the space—do not settle for fixed
focal points you already have.
Are there other potential focal points for specific parts of the
service?
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Reflection: A Place of Spiritual Wholeness

T

he Mishnah has only a few laws regarding synagogues; one is that
you may not walk through a synagogue as a short cut. The point
seems to be that synagogues are not purely utilitarian. They are sacred
places and the sacred, in Judaism, cannot be “used” for arbitrary or
extraneous ends.
For example, after lighting the Hanukah candles, many people sing a
passage called Hanerot halalu. This prayer, which goes back to at least
the 8th century, announces, “These lights are sacred; we do not have
the right to make use of them.” These candles are used only, confirms
the Talmud, “to proclaim the miracle of Hanukah.” In fact, everything
holy in Judaism is identified and reserved so that it will not be used
extraneously. “You may not use the Torah as a spade to dig with,”
teaches Pirkei Avot. This is an important concept. Torah is a sacred
inheritance, not a source of profit. After all, Shabbat is holy and we do
not use it to do work of any sort. Accordingly, since Judaism teaches
that human beings are made in the image of God, and are thereby
holy, we are not to “use” people either.
Holy things are utilized only to proclaim the wondrousness of God’s
presence. God is present in Torah in the form of sacred words. God is
present in Shabbat in the form of sacred time. God is present in the
synagogue in the form of sacred space.
The synagogue, then, is not a place where people should “buy time or
services,” the way they buy a seat at the theater or an hour of court
time at the racquet club. People come to the synagogue because it
reminds them of the reality of the sacred in a place where they encounter and touch God.
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A Synagogue Where Spirituality Matters

W

hat is your vision of a synagogue where spirituality is central? What
creates its spiritual ambiance? What would alienate you? Below are
some answers from other S2K teams. Read them over, and if you wish,
add your own suggestions.
•

“People feel welcome.”

•

“You don’t get lost in huge rooms where everyone but you seems to
know where they are going.”

•

“The pictures on the wall should include the people who attend here,
not just once-upon-a-time presidents and rabbis, or the confirmation
classes from years gone by.”

•

“There should be a contemplation or meditation area where you can
go to be alone, perhaps to listen to tapes of healing services or just
some music; and you should be able to access tapes of prayers, maybe
the psalms being read aloud, for people who cannot or do not want to
read them themselves.”

•

“Can’t there be an information area like a spiritual tourist bureau? I go
to the Automobile Association of America to find offerings about the
place I am visiting. How do I find out what a synagogue has without
having to explain my needs to a stranger? There ought to be handout
flyers announcing a host of study, healing, social action, and support
groups like Jewish Alcoholics Anonymous, or Moms with Teenagers.”

•

“You feel physically safe in the parking lot and psychologically safe
inside when people make you feel welcome; you are spiritually safe
inside, too, to talk about God as you wish: hesitantly, critically, passionately or with certainty, as the case may be.”

•

“The signs that you see tell you what matters. I would expect to find
more than cardboard displays urging me to support UJA.”

•

“You ought to be able to get to the rabbi or other ‘spiritually helpful
personnel’ without curt and business-like office staff who mean well,
but give the impression they are standing guard and scare you away.
Some ‘border guards’ are necessary, but they should greet you in an
atmosphere that doesn’t just make you give up, get frightened, and go
home.”

•

“Reserved parking should go to someone other than the president and
staff—what about the old and disabled, for instance? How do firsttime visitors feel when they get here? Are they sent to a distant part of
the parking lot and left to find the right door in the dark? Some places
have a first-time visitors’ area, near the main door, where they can be
greeted and shown the way in, with all the consideration for comfort
that you would show a visitor to your home.”
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•

“You could have a sign outside, like a church signboard, that displays
thoughtful messages about the human condition, rather than a list of
who works at doing what. Signs ought to put a smile on your face, not
read like a list of who’s who in Temple politics.”

[Add your suggestions here]
•

•

•

•

•

•

How would you answer these questions? The answers prepared by team
members can be read at a meeting, collected and distributed in written
form, or circulated by e-mail. Your team’s answers should be added to the
Reminder Portfolio.
1. How would you describe a synagogue where spirituality matters?

2. Does your synagogue give a message of the sacred?

3. Would a first-time visitor recognize your synagogue as a spiritual place?
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A

s you worked on the activities in this unit, you may have begun to
dream of physical changes that would make your synagogue a more
welcoming, spiritual place. Please remember that large-scale, physical
changes occur slowly, over time. Do not hurry to make too many changes
too quickly.
For starters, changing the physical space of an institution may be very expensive. If cost were not a factor, space still would be hard to alter because
people relate to it personally, almost as if they owned it. People often like
things just the way they are. For the regulars who go there or the people
who work there, the space is a symbol of who they are within the congregation.
A 1996 New York Times article on changing church space tells about a
pastor who removed just the front pew from his sanctuary so that he could
have room to come down from his pulpit and engage people in conversation during services. Under the removed pew, the original, brightly-colored
carpet stood out boldly in contrast to the soiled carpeting around it that
had been exposed to wear for so many years. In order not to draw too
much attention to the unintended spatial change he had initiated, this
pastor actually spent hours rubbing grime into the new carpet to make it
look old! Sounds crazy, but he knew that people often reject changed
space, even if it has been changed for the better.
On the other hand, small things can sometimes happen quickly. You may
want to consider tackling some small items now just to see how they work,
and to get some idea of how change works in your institution. Here are
two ideas that other S2K congregations have implemented successfully. In
some congregations, a large bulletin board with pictures of families and
children has been added to the wall on which the paintings of former
rabbis and presidents hang. In others, bulletin board areas have been added
for posting notices about families sitting shivah, people who are sick, or
members celebrating simchahs.
Larger projects may take more time, but can be manageable without too
much stress and strain. One synagogue is discussing a meditation area
where people can listen to tapes, or simply reflect and pray. Another synagogue is adding extra lighting to a dingy front hall. Still another is hanging
relatively inexpensive wall banners with messages of identity. On the surface, any of these steps could be seen as new and risky by risk-averse
congregants, and therefore could be harder to implement than they should
be. Try to be patient: Changing public displays and making structural changes
in buildings usually has to go through a Building, House, or Grounds Committee which is obligated to proceed carefully and patiently. In such deliberative situations, please take the opportunity to allow other people the
time to go through the same process of learning and achieving insight that
you have.
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Review the ideas and observations that emerged from the various activities
in this unit.
1. What changes would your team like to see happen at this congregation?

2. What immediate changes can be made or experimented with?

3. What might become a longer-term project, feasible over the course of
the next year or so?

4. Revisit your team’s understanding of what a spiritual center might look
like.

5. What can be readily accomplished while saving the larger project for
later?

6. What are the “next steps” for implementing these plans? Who will be
responsible for following up?

The Chronicler for this session should add conclusions and significant
observations to the Reminder Portfolio.
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Spectacle and Game

T

his unit looks at what happens outside of worship in order to examine
the context in which worship takes place. Scholars make a distinction
between a main event—in our case, the worship service—and everything
that surrounds it, calling the former the “game” and the latter the “spectacle.”
Customarily, we focus on what happens during the game. In your efforts to
make the synagogue a more healing and spiritual place, however, it may be
necessary to pay equal attention to what happens during the spectacle.
Shabbat As a Time of Wholeness and Healing
Many of us are familiar with the description of Shabbat as being made up of
two main and necessary aspects: a time of rest and a time of sanctity. The
idea of sanctity predominates in the Bible, and the idea of rest is emphasized
by the Rabbis. In our generation, however, we need to lift up and focus on yet
a third aspect of Shabbat: Shabbat as a time of wholeness in the sense of
spiritual healing and completeness. This third aspect of Shabbat is beautifully articulated by Abraham Joshua Heschel in his book, The Sabbath, from
which we include a selection.
Objectives
Team members will:
• Understand the distinction between game and spectacle;
• Acknowledge Shabbat at synagogue as a time for wholeness and spiritual
healing;
• Identify the positive aspects of the spectacle experience at Shabbat;
• Describe barriers to connecting during the spectacle experience for nonregular attendees.
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Action Items
The team will:
• Articulate a vision of how to make the context of worship welcoming and
healing to all who attend;
• Work with others in the synagogue to implement this vision.

NOTES TO THE
FACILITATOR

T

S2K
Meeting
Format

This is the last of the five “vocabulary” units in this curriculum. Unlike the
four prior units, this one looks not at what happens in worship but rather at
what takes place around worship. This is because what we call the spectacle,
the context in which worship occurs, has as much of an impact on people’s
experience of the sacred as what actually takes place during the formal service. Some people may resist this idea and therefore dismiss the questions
raised here, but the experience inside the sanctuary cannot be divorced from
the one outside. Whether you are the facilitator or a team member, please do
not ignore challenges or concerns that are raised by this topic; take the time
to directly respond to any concerns that are brought up. When the team is
completing the activities, encourage team members to imagine ways in which
their own experiences are like, and unlike, those of other groups of people
who either presently attend, or might attend, the synagogue.

hese materials are sufficient for one or two meetings, depending on the
interests of the S2K team. The team may choose not to spend meeting
time on “Kabbalat Shabbat in Safed,” p. 10-7.

• Food
• Opening prayer
or ritual
• Check-in
• Readings,
activities, and
discussion
• Process checks
• Closing prayer or
ritual
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The Sabbath
Abraham Joshua Heschel, The Sabbath (New York: Farrar, Straus, 1951),
pp. 95–101.

BACKGROUND
READING

This excerpt is from the epilogue of Heschel’s famous ode to the sanctity of time,
and to the Sabbath as a sanctuary in time. “Time is the process of creation, and
things of space are results of creation. The clean, silent rest of the Sabbath leads
us to a realm of endless peace, or to the beginning of an awareness of what
eternity means.”
(This reading is found at the back of this unit.)

Shabbat As Sanctuary and Safe Harbor

A

braham Joshua Heschel tells us that our experience of the synagogue on
Shabbat should be a spiritually comforting and nurturing one, such that
the Shabbat becomes a “sanctuary in time and space.” “In the midrash,” he
says, “we are told that the souls of those whose eternal destiny is to suffer
come back to earth to enjoy Shabbat with us. At Havdalah each week, they
try to stay longer, reluctant to return whence they came for the week ahead.
The synagogue on Shabbat should be a similar haven for the troubled among
the living, a safe and sheltered harbor where one is free of the worries that
occupy the week. Thus, we raise up mourners from their shivah on Shabbat,
inviting them to the synagogue for that day, taking them out of their private
grief to be held in the embrace of the Shabbat and community.
“Our visioning for Shabbat at synagogue should lead us to ask: how can we
make Shabbat a healing time? Only when Shabbat itself has become a time of
healing can we allow God and the healers a day of rest, for Shabbat will fill in
for them. Our task is to create a spiritual environment in the synagogue such
that everyone will experience the truth of the liturgy: in the true Shabbat
ambiance, healing is near at hand.”

“The synagogue on Shabbat should be a haven
for the troubled among the living,
a safe and sheltered harbor
where one is free of the worries
that occupy the week.”
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Shabbat As Sanctuary and Safe Harbor
1. What is your experience of Shabbat at synagogue? Is it a time of wholeness for you?

2. What would need to change in order for you to experience Shabbat at
synagogue as a time of wholeness and healing?

3. What do you know about others’ experiences of Shabbat as a time of
wholeness?

Develop a sense of Shabbat in the synagogue such that
healing is its very essence. People who come to pray then
should be given such support, such love, such care, that
they cannot help but feel healed. Healing presents itself in
the broader sense of temporary respite from their pain,
their anxiety, their loneliness, and their distress.
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Shabbat Services As Game and Spectacle

M

ost attempts to provide meaningful Shabbat services ignore the fact
that the service is only part of what draws people to services. Rightly
or wrongly, people also come for such things as the Oneg Shabbat, to be with
their friends, or, if they are teenagers, just to chat in the back row while a
schoolmate is becoming bar/bat mitzvah.
Rabbis look askance at this, of course. They wish people would come for “the
right reasons.” Anthropologists, who long ago learned to differentiate the
official reason that people attend events from the unofficial attractions that
draw them there, would be less dismayed. Anthropologists call the official
reason to attend, the game; they call the unofficial things that happen before,
during and after the game, the spectacle.
The Game Sometimes Takes a Backseat
Consider a football game: the players are sure the fans who come to the game
pay careful attention to each play, from the kickoff to the final whistle. People
do go to watch the game, of course, but they also look forward to doing the
wave, enjoying the tailgate party beforehand, and walking through the crowd
eating a hotdog. For some people, these activities may be the most eagerly
anticipated parts of the entire experience (the spectacle) for which the game,
theoretically the center of attention, is just an excuse. In the 1950s, a hit song
featured the nostalgic line, “On New Year’s Eve, we did the town; the day we
tore the goal posts down; these are the moments to remember.” That’s what
some people come for—not the winning touchdown, but tearing the goal
posts down!
At concerts, some musicians so hate it when people come in late or leave
early that rules often prevent people from being seated during the performance, if it will disrupt the concentration of the performers or the enjoyment by the audience. In fact, though, many people really come not just for
the music, but also to enjoy the ambiance at intermission, or, at open-air
concerts, to lie on the ground in the sun. On opening nights, many people
pay a lot of money to meet the composer, mix with society, and display their
evening finery; they hope to read about themselves in the society pages of the
newspaper the next day. These surrounding events, the clothes, the parties
and all the hoopla—in other words, the spectacle—are often more important
than the main event, the game.
As some sports franchises have discovered, people will attend a bad game as
long as they continue to enjoy the spectacle. Of course, it usually pays for the
team to become a contender—and the Philharmonic that performs at the
high standard that its followers expect will usually enjoy greater success at
the box office. Simply put, a good football team and the best orchestra will
lose the loyalty of their fans if they neglect the spectacle in which their “game
performances” are embedded.
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The same holds true for synagogues where, if the form of worship (the game)
is not readily amenable to the kind of change that will increase attendance
and enthusiasm, the spectacle which frames it may be. The truth is that people’s
experience of events that constitute the spectacle can have as profound an
impact on their experience of the synagogue as a place of healing and wholeness as anything that happens in the service itself.

DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Shabbat Services As Game and Spectacle
If the worship service is the game, what is the spectacle?
1. Before services, what do people do? Do they greet each other? Do they
stand around in the hall? Are non-regulars greeted by anyone?

2. During services, what do people do? Do they sit with friends? Do they chat?
(Ask them; you’ll get some surprises!)

3. After services, what do people do? At the Kiddush or Oneg?

Within the worship service, are there times of game and spectacle?
4. What happens during the Torah liturgy? Is there a procession? Who
carries the Torah?

5. Who is involved, and who is not? What happens during the Torah reading?

6. Are there any times when there is action on the bimah that leaves the
congregation feeling excluded?
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Kabbalat Shabbat in Safed
Adapted from Gershom Scholem, “Tradition and New Creation in the
Ritual of the Kabbalists,” in On the Kabbalah and its Symbolism
(New York: Schocken, 1969), pp. 141–142.
An example of how game and spectacle may evolve in relation to each other
comes from the Jewish mystics of medieval Safed (pronounced, “Tsfat”). These
Safed Kabbalists developed a solemn and impressive ritual to greet the Shabbat
bride by surrounding and infusing the existing game of Sabbath observance
with a powerful spectacle.

O

n Friday afternoon, some time before the onset of the Sabbath, the
Kabbalists of Safed and Jerusalem, usually clad in white, went out of
the city into an open field and transformed themselves into the “holy apple
orchard,” the Bride. In the course of the procession, the people sang hymns
to the bride and psalms of joyful anticipation. (Today, these psalms, numbers 29 and 95–99, compose the Kabbalat Shabbat liturgy.) In the most famous of these hymns, Lecha Dodi, still sung in synagogues as composed by
Rabbi Solomon Alkabez, mystical symbolism is explicitly combined with Messianic hopes for the redemption from exile of the Sh’khinah.
Welcoming the Sh’khinah
When the actual procession into the fields was dropped, the congregation
met the Bride in the courtyard of the synagogue. When this observance fell
into disuse, it became customary, as it is to this day, to turn to the doorway at
the last verse of the hymn, and bow to the approaching Bride. It is recorded
that Isaac Luria, standing on a hill near Safed, beheld in a vision the throngs
of Sabbath-souls accompanying the Sabbath-Bride. A number of our sources
tell us that the Sabbath songs were sung with closed eyes; as the Kabbalists
explained, the Sh’khinah is designated in the Zohar as “the beautiful woman
who has no eyes.” That is to say, she has lost her eyes from weeping in exile.
On Friday afternoon, it became customary to sing the Song of Songs, traditionally identified as the indissoluble bond between “The Holy One, blessed
be He,” and Israel, but here taken also as the Sh’khinah. Only after the meeting of the Bride were the traditional Sabbath prayers spoken.
Shabbat Eve at Home
After the prayer, the mystical ritual was resumed at home. According to Luria,
it was highly commendable and “rich in mystical significance” to kiss one’s
mother’s hands when entering the house. The family marched solemnly
around the table, from which they took in silence two bundles of myrtle for
the Bride and Bridegroom. They sang a greeting to the two angels of the Sabbath who, according to the Talmud, accompany us to our homes at the onset
of the Sabbath. The four stanzas of the hymn to the angels, Shalom Aleikhem,
are followed by the 31st chapter of Proverbs (“A woman of valor, who can
find . . .”), which seems to sing the praises of the housewife and her activities,
but which the Kabbalists interpreted line by line as a hymn to the Sh’khinah.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Kabbalat Shabbat in Safed
1. Assuming that innovations started as spectacle, what was game and
what was spectacle in the observances of the Safed Kabbalists?

2. How does what begins as spectacle become transformed eventually to
game?

3. Which aspects of what we would now consider essential or central parts
of our Shabbat eve observance (game) originated as spectacle?

4. What spectacle does your synagogue have that is directly connected to
the experience of worship? Unconnected to worship?
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Looking at the Spectacle Experience

A

s a child, did you ever play a game called “Statue”? In it, you were
asked to walk, run, or move around until someone yelled out,
“freeze!”—at which point you had to stop in mid-motion, like a statue. In
our “updated” version of Statue, you move through the experience of attending services, but “freeze” at points along the way. At each frozen
moment, in lieu of waiting for someone to come around and “unfreeze”
you, reflect on what you would be thinking, feeling, or experiencing on a
typical Shabbat.
The goal of this exercise is to add perspective to the motions we go through:
arriving at services, choosing a seat, getting settled and so forth, up to and
including the end of services. You are to continue going through the motions as you customarily take part in the Friday night Oneg Shabbat (if you
have one) or the Shabbat morning Kiddush (again, if your synagogue includes one) as part of its normal “spectacle.”
1. Begin in the parking lot or sidewalk where you normally approach the
synagogue for Shabbat services, either on Friday night or on Shabbat morning. At various points on the way into the sanctuary, the facilitator for this
exercise should say, “FREEZE!”

2. At that moment, each person should ask what he or she would be doing
on an average Shabbat eve or morning at that point, and tell the group
what that would be. (“I look to see if I recognize whose cars are already
here”; or, “When I get into the lobby, I always look for my friends, who
usually gather near the bulletin board.”)

3. Continue to make your way into the building, find seats, sit through the
service, exit, and go to the Oneg or Kiddush. The facilitator should continue to announce the passing of time (“The rabbi has given the final benediction and asked everyone to say ‘Shabbat shalom’ to their neighbors”),
and when to “freeze” and observe what you would be doing at that moment at a regular Shabbat.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Spectacle Events

T

he spectacle comprises activities before, after and during services that
may be customarily, but not necessarily, part of the prayer service itself.
The truth is that most regulars find the spectacle comforting. They have
grown accustomed to meeting friends, enjoying the routine they know and
understand, finding time to share their lives with others, and socializing around
food. All of these activities are spectacle events: by providing solace, sustenance, comfort, and companionship, they produce a sense of wholeness.
The regulars also find wholeness in the service itself: not only in the game—
they know the prayers—but in the spectacle. They know how to get a
name added to the Yahrzeit list; they sit with friends in a favorite place;
they arrive when their friends do; they check in with each other over small
talk during the course of the service.
1. List things people find comforting about the service and the spectacle.

2. Ask the clergy how they feel at different times. How do they feel when
they look out at the congregation at different occasions and at different
groups (bar/bat mitzvah, Shabbat evening, festival morning)?

3. What do you imagine newcomers or watchers think when they attend?

4. What do mourners feel when they arrive?

5. How can people who are not regulars access the nurturing, comforting
aspects of the spectacle activities?

The Chronicler for this session should add any conclusions or significant
observations to the Reminder Portfolio.
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I

n this unit, you learned about the relationship between game and spectacle. The spectacle can be very satisfying and comforting if you are familiar with its rules; it can be off-putting and alienating if you are not. How
can you make the spectacle of worship at your synagogue’s services a part
of a program of welcoming, deepening connections, and healing?
1. Are there next steps you can recommend, based on what you learned
during this unit?
a.

b.

c.

d.

2. For each of your ideas for change, ask:
a. How can this change be implemented?

b. Who should be included in discussion about this proposal?

c. Are there costs associated with this change?

d. Is there a downside to this change?
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3. Who will assume responsibility for establishing a time-line, follow through,
and reporting back to the S2K team?

4. Are there long-term changes you want to recommend? Are these changes
long-term because they involve capital or material outlays, because others
have to be convinced of their importance, or both?

5. Are changes necessary in the culture of the synagogue to realize your
goals? If so, what steps lead towards such a change?

The Chronicler for this session should add any conclusions to the Reminder
Portfolio.
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Planning and Leading a
Service

U

nit Eleven has two parts: 1) lay leaders and service leading, and 2) meditation. Your team may decide to spend time on one or both of these
sections, which are independent of each other.
Lay Leadership of Services
A distinguishing quality of communal Jewish prayer is that any adult member of the community can be a shaliach tzibur or prayer leader. Many congregations are exploring whether and how to increase the opportunities for lay
participation in worship. This section includes a discussion exercise on the
place of lay leadership in the synagogue; this exercise may be appropriate for
use with the Board and other groups within the congregation.
Planning and Leading Services: In order to encourage and develop lay leaders,
this unit includes a step-to-step guide to planning a Shabbat evening service.
The four outlines which comprise this section can be used by individuals in
planning an actual service, or can be studied by the team as a learning exercise. The principles and steps which are illustrated in these outlines can be
applied to the planning process for any other Jewish service.
Meditation and Jewish Liturgy
Meditation has grown as an important component of Jewish worship in many
communities in recent years. The second section of Unit Eleven introduces
Jewish meditation, and includes a variety of suggestions for how meditation
can be included in the life of the congregation.
Objectives
Team members will:
• Review the modules and rubrics of the Sabbath evening service;
• Appreciate the considerations and decisions that inform service planning;
• Reflect on the place of lay-led services in the synagogue;
• Explore the place of meditation in contemporary Jewish prayer.
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Action Items
The S2K team will:
• Plan one or more Shabbat services;
• Engage in dialogue with clergy and synagogue leaders about the place of
lay leadership of services in the synagogue;
• Explore creating or expanding the place of meditation in the worship life
of the synagogue.

NOTES TO THE
FACILITATOR

S

ince Unit eleven has two distinct sections. The facilitator and the team
should decide together which parts of the unit will be studied by your team.
Lay Leadership of Services

The material on planning and leading services is designed to help individuals who have been asked to lead a service. The four outlines are a step-by-step
guide to planning a Shabbat evening service. These outlines can be used,
however, in other ways as well. Sub-groups of the team could be asked to
work their way through the outlines and plan out a service; such an exercise
would be an effective way of reviewing the curriculum and of applying the
team’s learning. Another exercise would be to ask the team or smaller groups
to create outlines for different occasions in the life of the synagogue. Of course,
the team may wish to lead a service collectively in honor of the completion
of their study of the S2K prayer curriculum, in which case the team would
have the opportunity to implement the outline it had planned. In such a
case, it would also be valuable to gather afterwards and to evaluate whether
the service’s individual elements and the entire worship experience met the
planners’ expectations and goals.
The planning section has four outlines:
“Modules of the Shabbat Evening Service,” p. 11-4.
“Rubrics of the Shabbat Evening Service,” p. 11-5.
“Planning a Shabbat Evening Service,” p. 11-7.
“Sample Shabbat Evening Service Outline,” p. 11-14.
Outlines One and Two are guides to the structure of the service. They complement the readings about the structure of the liturgy in Unit Three of the
curriculum. Team members may wish to review Unit Three as part of their
work in this section.
Outline Three uses the same modules and rubrics as the prior two. This outline asks questions about the organization of the service and lists various
choices which the service leader needs to make. Not all of these choices or
options will be appropriate for every service; many will be determined by the
prayer book in use or by the customs of the congregation. Likewise, the out9/01
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lines in this Unit do not allow for every addition or variation which might
take place in a service; they are intended as models only.
Outline Four is a sample of an actual service. It demonstrates how the questions presented in Outline Three must be answered in order to plan an actual
service. When planning a service, an original outline similar to Outline Four
is often created.

11-3

S2K
Meeting
Format
• Food

Whether or not the team learns about service planning, it may wish to explore the place of lay leadership of worship in your synagogue. This is the
subject of the exercise on “Lay Leaders and Public Prayer,” p. 11-18.

• Opening prayer
or ritual

Meditation

• Readings,
activities, and
discussion

The section on meditation is merely an opening to a complex and multifaceted area. A great deal of literature has been produced on Jewish meditation
in recent years. The essay by Rabbi Amy Eilberg and the accompanying material are intended as a first introduction to the possibilities of including
meditation in your synagogue’s worship life.
Low-Hanging Fruit & Action Items
Because of the structure of this unit, there is no separate “Low Hanging Fruit
& Action Items” section. The questions and tasks which usually appear in
this section are integrated into the two sections of the unit.
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Part One: Lay Leadership of Services
Outline 1: Modules of the Shabbat Evening Service

W

hich siddur will you use at your service? The structure of the liturgy
is always the same, but the interpretations of it vary widely. For comparison purposes, this unit lists page numbers from four different Reform
services. Gates of Prayer, Service I, is based closely on the “traditional” Shabbat
service. It is the basis for Service I in the gender-sensitive Gates of Prayer for
Shabbat and Weekdays. The theme of Gates of Prayer, Service IV, is social
justice (see “A Guide to the Services and Their Themes,” at the back of Unit
Three in this curriculum). Service II in Gates of Prayer for Shabbat and Weekdays is based on Gates of Prayer, Service II, and has a humanistic theme. A
final column is left empty for inserting the page numbers from any other
service or book you may be using.
Gates of
Prayer,
Service I

117

Gates of
Gates of
Prayer for Prayer,
Shabbat & Service IV
Weekdays,
Service I
38
176

Gates of
PrayerPrayer for book and
Shabbat & service:
Weekdays,
Service II
65

Gathering/Introduction
(including candle lighting)
Kabbalat Shabbat

118-128

39-49

190-198

66-69

Sh’ma and its Blessings

129-143

50-55

180-185

70-75

Amidah

134-141

56-64

185-188

76-81

615-630

148-161

615-630

148-161

Additions/Insertions
(These may include:)
Torah reading
Mi shebeirach
Prayers or readings for a
festival or special occasion
D’var Torah or sermon
Life cycle
Kiddush
Closing Prayers
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Outline 2: Rubrics of the Shabbat Evening Service

T

his chart lists all the texts of the typical Shabbat evening service. For
each module, all the prayers and texts are listed in their order in the
prayer book. A Reform service which followed the model of the traditional
prayer book will include all of the texts and prayers included below; in most
Reform services, a variety of selections, substitutions, and alternatives are
used. For example, there are many different ways in which Kabbalat Shabbat
could be structured; the services outlined below are only examples. Notes
and ideas for how to lead the different prayers and texts are found in the
pages which follow; for now, write in the page numbers from the service you
will be using in the blank column on the right.

Gates of
Prayer,
Service I

Gates of
Gates of
Prayer for Prayer,
Shabbat & Service IV
Weekdays,
Service I

PrayerGates of
Prayer for book and
Shabbat & service:
Weekdays,
Service II

Gathering/Introduction
Opening
Lighting the Shabbat candles

117

38

118-123

39-45

176

65

177-179

67-68

Kabbalat Shabbat
Psalms 95–99 & 29
(“traditional”)
Readings/songs in honor of
Shabbat (“Reform tradition”)
Lecha Dodi
Psalms 92 & 93
(“traditional”)
Reader’s Kaddish

123
125-127

46
47-48

128

49

179

69

129

50

180

70

Ma’ariv Aravim

129

50

180

70

Ahavat Olam

130

51

181

71

Sh’ma
V’ahavta

130
130

51
52

181
181

71
72

Ge’ulah

131

53

182

73

Hashkivainu
V’shamru

133
133

54
55

184
185

74
75

Sh’ma and its Blessings
Bar’khu

66

(continued on the next page)
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Outline 2 (continued)
Amidah
Adonai, sefatai

134
134

56
56

185
185

76
76

134

57

186

77

Kedushat Ha-shem—
God’s holiness
Kedushat Ha-yom—
Holiness of the day
Avodah—Worship
Hoda’ah—Thanksgiving

135

58

186

78

136

58

186

78

137

60

187

79

138

61

187

79

Birkhat shalom—Peace

140
140

63
63

187
188

80
81

141

64

188

81

Avot
Gevurot

Silent prayer
Song: Oseh shalom or
Yihiyu l’ratzon
Me’eyn sheva:
Essence of the Tefillah
Additions/Insertions
(These may include:)
Torah reading

141

Mi shebeirach
Prayers or readings for a
festival or special occasion
D’var Torah or sermon
Life cycle
Kiddush
Closing Prayers
Aleinu

615

148

615-621

148,149

English or Hebrew after
Ve’ne’emar

615
616

150
149

615-621
616-621

149, 150
149

Introduction to Kaddish:
”Our thoughts turn …”
Meditations before the
Kaddish
Kaddish
Closing song

622

151

622

151

622-628

151-153

622-628

151-153

629
729ff

154
156-161

629
729ff

154
156-161

Benediction
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Outline 3: Planning a Shabbat Evening Service

A

uthentic Jewish worship always combines the structure and texts of our
received tradition with the spontaneity and spiritual creativity of leaders and congregation. Even the most simple service, conducted exactly in the
sequence of the printed liturgy, requires numerous decisions about melodies, readings, translations and other matters. When properly planned, the
worship service flows smoothly as all these decisions have been made in advance. The movement from one moment to the next is seamless in a well-led
service.
The outline below uses the same modules and rubrics as were used in the last
two outlines. This outline asks many questions about the organization of the
service and lists various choices which the service leader needs to make. Not
all of these choices or options will be appropriate for every service; many will
be determined by the prayer book in use or by the customs of the congregation. Likewise, the outlines in this unit do not allow for every addition or
variation which might take place in a service; these outlines are designed as
models only.
In Unit Seven of the curriculum, you discussed different ways to approach
the text of the prayers. All of the options discussed in that unit are possibilities for each prayer or text of the service. A summary of the options at any
time are included below, “Options for Leading a Prayer,” p. 11-17.
In Unit Eight, you learned about a variety of ways that music can be used in
the liturgy. You may wish to revisit the chart you created of the different
moods of a service, p. 8-25. As you plan a service, keep in mind the need to
include musical selections which evoke each of the different moods over the
course of the service.
In Outline 3, prayers, texts or settings that may be included at the service
leader’s discretion are labeled with a diamond (❖).
The answers to the questions in this outline should be turned into an outline
that the service leader can use at the bimah while leading the service. Outline
4 is an example of what a leader’s outline might look like.
(continued on the next page)
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Outline 3: Planning a Shabbat Evening Service
Gathering/Introduction
Opening
❖ How will the service begin? It may include one or more of these elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Introducing yourself/selves as the service leader(s);
Asking people to greet one another;
An opening song:
An opening reading or prayer;
Quiet or meditation.

Lighting the Shabbat Candles
Invite the candle lighter(s) up.
•
•
•
•

Before the service, invite one or more people to lead the candlelighting.
Is anyone celebrating a simcha or special occasion?
Are there customs about who is asked to light the candles?
Be sure to tell candle lighter(s) exactly what to do: When to come up, what to read, when
to actually light the candles, how the blessing is to be recited, whether the translation
should also be read.

❖ Is there an opening reading or meditation? Where is this reading from:
• The siddur?
• An outside source?
• A meditation or kavvanah?
The candles are lit. How is the blessing recited?
• Do candle lighter(s) recite the blessing and then the congregation sings?
• Is the English translation read?
• Do candle lighter(s) sing the blessing?
❖ Is there a closing reading? Who reads it?
Kabbalat Shabbat
❖ Kabbalat Shabbat in the traditional siddur
• The Kabbalat Shabbat service was introduced in the 16th century and grew in popularity
in the centuries that followed (see p. 10-7).
• The traditional Kabbalat Shabbat begins with six psalms, Psalms 95–99 and 20, corresponding to the days of the week. Customarily, the shaliach tzibur (service leader) sings
the first line or two and the last verse, and the individual reads the rest silently.
• Lecha Dodi is sung in honor of the Sabbath, the seventh day. Psalms 92 & 93 follow.
• The full complement of psalms is found in Gates of Prayer, Service I, but is rarely included
in Reform worship.
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❖ Kabbalat Shabbat in Reform services may include:
• Psalms—
Selections from the psalms for Kabbalat Shabbat;
Other psalms;
Alternative translations of these psalms.
• Readings on the theme of Shabbat;
• Meditations or reflective readings;
• Lecha Dodi and/or other Shabbat songs.
❖ After singing Lecha Dodi, some congregations greet the mourners.
• This is an old custom which has been reintroduced in recent years.
• A service leader might say:
“We turn in greeting to those who are in need of comfort on this Shabbat with these
traditional words of welcome:
“May the Eternal comfort you along with all who mourn in Zion and Jerusalem (and
throughout the world).

Ha-makom yenachem etchem betokh sha’ar avlai tziyon veyerushalayim.
Reader’s Kaddish
• The end of Kabbalat Shabbat is marked with the Reader’s Kaddish.
Sh’ma and Its Blessings
Bar’khu
• What melody will you use?
• Will it be read in English? In Hebrew?
• When does the congregation rise? Sit down?
Ma’ariv Aravim
• How will this blessing be led? See “Options for Leading a Prayer,” p. 11-13.
Ahavat Olam
• How will this blessing be led? See “Options for Leading a Prayer.”
Sh’ma
• What melody will you use?
• Will it be read in English? Hebrew? Both?
• When does the congregation rise? Sit down?
(continued on the next page)
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Outline 3 (continued)
V’ahavta
• How will this prayer be led?
Ge’ulah
• Do you go directly to the singing of Mi kamokha.
• Consider the “Options for Leading a Prayer,” p. 11-13.
Hashkivainu
• How will this blessing be led? See “Options for Leading a Prayer.”
V’shamru
• This passage is a quote from the Torah announcing the importance of Shabbat.
Amidah
❖ What kind of Amidah?
• Will the congregation begin the Amidah together and then continue silently? Will the
Amidah be entirely silent or recited together with a short silent prayer at the end?
• Traditional practice is for the entire Amidah to first be recited silently by the individual
worshippers.
• In most Reform congregations, at least the first three blessings of the Amidah are prayed
by the congregation together.
• Some services are designed for the entire Amidah to be prayed by the congregation
together (GOP, Service IV).
Announcement/Introduction
• Does the congregation need any information in order to participate?
• Is there a kavvanah or introduction?
• Some congregations sing “Adonai, sefatai… Eternal God, open my lips… “ together.
Avot
• Common practice is to chant the first two blessings.
• Consider the “Options for Leading a Prayer” for each of these blessings.
Gevurot
Kedushat Ha-Shem—God’s Holiness
• In many congregations, everyone sits after the third blessing.
• If the congregation is invited to continue silently, they may remain standing.
• If the congregation is asked to continue silently, when will the leader resume?
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Kedushat ha-yom – intermediate blessing for Shabbat
• The thirteen intermediate blessings of the daily Amidah are replaced on Shabbat by a
single blessing. This blessing summarizes the themes of the blessings it replaces and
celebrates the Shabbat.
• The traditional text of the blessing has three parts: an introduction, a passage from the
Torah (Gen. 2:1-4) and the blessing proper (see Gates of Prayer, p. 136).
• In Reform services, substitutions or replacements on the theme of Shabbat are sometimes made; Gates of Prayer Service IV has the song Yismechu at this location. Depending on the siddur you are using, the various Options for Leading may apply here.
Avodah—Worship
• This begins the three closing blessings of the Amidah.
Hoda’ah—Thanksgiving
Birkhat shalom—Peace
• The “Options for Leading” apply to each of these.
• The blessing for peace is usually given more attention than the preceding two.
• These blessings are also known by their first key words:
Avodah = R’tzai
Hoda’ah = Modim
Birkhat Shalom = Shalom Rav
Silent prayer
• If there has not already been a time for silent prayer, allow time now.
• A common concern about Reform Jewish worship is that there is not enough time for
silence and reflection.
❖ Conclude the Amidah with a song:
• Oseh shalom
• Yihiyu l’ratzon—May the words
These two texts are both in the traditional liturgy for the end of the Amidah.
❖ Me’eyn sheva: Essence of the tefillah
• The nineteen blessings of the weekday Amidah become seven on Shabbat. These seven
are further distilled into a single blessing, known as Me’eyn sheva, literally “the essence
of the Tefillah.”
• The Me’eyn sheva was recited by the cantor or service leader on behalf of anyone who
did not know how to pray the full Amidah correctly.
• The Me’eyn sheva is usually chanted. It can be read in English or, if desired, an alternative
“summarizing reading” could be used. It is not regularly included in Reform worship.
(continued on the next page)
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Outline 3 (continued)
Additions or Insertions to the Service
❖ Torah reading
❖ Mi shebeirach
❖ Festival/special occasion
❖ D’var Torah/sermon
❖ Life cycle
❖ Kiddush
Closing prayers
Aleinu
• What version of the Aleinu is sung?
• Is there an English or Hebrew reading after?
• Does the congregation sing Ve’ne’emar?
Kaddish
• Introduction: “Our thoughts turn to those who have died…”
❖ Is the Kaddish preceded with a reading?
• Read the yahrzeit list in accordance with your congregation’s customs.
• Before the service, be sure to get a copy of the list. Check for any names whose pronunciation you are unsure of. If possible, practice reading the list out loud.
❖ Many conclude: “May the source of peace send peace to all who mourn and comfort all
the bereaved among us [or here and throughout the world]and let us say: Amen.”
Closing song
• Does the congregation remain standing or sit?
Benediction
• The congregation should stand if not already doing so.
• Keep it short.
• The benediction should be phrased in prayerful language.
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Options for Leading a Prayer
•

Introduce or frame what you are going to do with a short preface
or kavvanah.

•

Chant or sing all or a portion in Hebrew.

•

Chant or sing all or a portion in English.

•

Read the Hebrew.

•

Read the English. (See Unit 7, especially “Using English Effectively,”
p. 7-20, for ideas for presenting English prayers.)

•

Read an alternative translation or a different text on the theme of
the blessing.

•

If you do not read the traditional text, you may mark the closing
of this rubric and the transition to the next by reading or singing
the chatimah (the thematic, closing “seal” of a Jewish prayer—
see p. 3-6).
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Outline 4: Sample Shabbat Evening Service Outline
(Gates of Prayer for Shabbat and Weekdays, Service II, p. 142)

E

very synagogue and every service leader will have their own styles for
creating an outline for leading a service. What follows below is an actual
sample outline for leading a service based on Service II of Gates of Prayer for
Shabbat and Weekdays. This is a congregation that likes to sing and prefers a
lot of Hebrew in the service. The outline shows the sequence of the entire
service, page numbers in the book and when to announce them, and notes to
the service leader about connecting comments and kavvanot. Melodies which
are “standard” for this congregation are indicated by a musical note ( );
other musical selections have to be made, and a space is left for the composer’s
name or other identifying information to be added. Some music leaders prefer to have a separate music cue sheet.
This is an only a sample. If you are planning a service, create an outline that
has the information you need to organize and lead the service.

Outline 4: Sample Shabbat Evening Service Outline
Gathering/Introduction
Opening
• Welcome everyone to congregation.
• Ask people to say Shabbat shalom to their neighbors.
Sing Bim bam, Shabbat Shalom
Lighting the Shabbat Candles
• Announce candle lighting, p. 65. Invite the candle lighter(s) up.
• Candle lighters (parents of Saturday’s bar mitzvah) come up and read introduction, top
of p. 65.
• Candles are lit. Lighters read the blessing in Hebrew and English.
Congregation sings the blessing.
• Lighters read responsively at bottom of page and then sit down.
Kabbalat Shabbat
• Explain how Kabbalat Shabbat prepares us for Shabbat; invite everyone to slow down
and take a moment of silence to open themselves for Shabbat. Invite congregation to
welcome Shabbat with singing of Lecha Dodi, p. 66. (Remind them to rise on the last
verse!)
• Sing Lecha Dodi.
• Read responsively, bottom of p. 67: “We have come together . . .”
Sing Hinei ma tov, p. 68. (first slow, then fast)
• Read p. 68, bottom, silently.
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• Announce Reader’s Kaddish, p. 69, which will go directly into Bar’khu on next page
(congregation rises at last line).
Chant Reader’s Kaddish.
Sh’ma and its Blessings
Bar’khu
• Do not announce page.
• Read Hebrew, read English.
Chant responsively.
• All are seated.
Ma’ariv Aravim
• Read together in Hebrew.
Ahavat Olam
Chant together in Hebrew (announce page 71).
• Announce that after we read the English together, we will sing the Sh’ma.
Sh’ma
• After congregation rises, read Hebrew and English (first line only).
All sing: _____________________
• Congregation sits down.
V’ahavta
Chant V’ahavta together using Torah trope.
• Read the English together.
Ge’ulah
• Introduce outside reading on the theme of the Ge’ulah: “Miriam on the shores of the
sea” by 20th century American poet Muriel Rukeyser (text is in S2K curriculum, Unit 7).
Words of poem are on back of announcement sheet.
Join in singing Mi kamokha on p. 73. _____________________
Chant the chatimah.
Hashkivainu
• Read Hashkivainu in Hebrew, p. 74 (through end of first paragraph).
Sing U’fros aleinu with congregation.
Chant chatimah.
V’shamru
• Explain that this passage comes from the Torah.
• Read together in English.
Sing together in Hebrew. _____________________
(continued on the next page)
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Outline 4 (continued)
Amidah
• Invite congregation to read the “Meditation” on p. 75 silently.
• Ask the congregation to turn to p. 76 and rise.
• Sing Adonai, sefatai… 1x Hebrew, 1x English.
___________________
Avot
Chant in Hebrew.
Gevurot
Chant in Hebrew.
• Read responsively in English (congregation begins first).
Kedushat Ha-Shem—God’s Holiness
• Announce page 78.
• Read in Hebrew and then in English.
• Ask congregation to be seated.
Yismechu
Sing together. __________________
Kedushat ha-yom—Intermediate blessing for Shabbat
• Announce “We read together the blessing for Shabbat on p. 79.”
Avodah–Worship
• Read in English.
Hoda’ah—Thanksgiving
• Read together in English, p. 80.
Birkhat shalom —Peace
• Sing Shalom Rav with congregation:
_____________________
Silent prayer
• Announce silent prayer.
Close with: Oseh shalom ____________________
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Additions or Insertions
Mi shebeirach
Sermon
• After sermon, invite congregation to sing Pit’chu li, p. 128.
____________________
Kiddush
Closing Prayers
Aleinu
•
•
•
•

Announce p. 148, ask congregation to rise.
Call up children to open the ark.
Ask congregation to sit, then announce p. 149.
Read the English responsively.
Sing Ve’ne’emar…_____________________

Kaddish
•
•
•
•
•

Read p. 151, top: “Our thoughts turn . . .”
Announce reading on p. 153, # 4.
Read the paragraph on bottom of p. 153, inserting names from the yahrzeit list.
Lead the Kaddish.
“May the source of peace send peace to all who mourn and comfort all the bereaved
among us, here and throughout the world, and let us say: Amen.

Closing song
• Ask congregation to remain standing.
Adon Olam, p. 156. _____________________
Benediction
• Priestly benediction, all Hebrew, then all English.
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Lay Leaders and Public Prayer

T

he official term for the prayer leader in the synagogue is sh’liach tzibur,
which means the “messenger” or the “envoy” of the community. The
Hebrew term is sometimes shortened to the word “shatz.” What is the
history of lay leaders serving as shlichai tzibur in your synagogue? Has it
changed over time?
According to the Shulchan Arukh (the 16th-century code of Jewish law),
the sh’liach tzibur must demonstrate humility, acceptability to the congregation, knowledge of the rules of prayer and the proper pronunciation of
the Hebrew text, an agreeable voice, proper dress, and a beard. (The beard
may be waived except for the High Holidays.) For all but a few preparatory
prayers and hymns, according to the Shulchan Arukh, the sh’liach tzibur
can only be a male of bar mitzvah status.
As a team or in smaller groups, discuss:
1. How has the role of the prayer leader changed from the Middle Ages to
the present day? In what ways is the role similar? In what ways is it different?

2. How do you feel about the characteristics that are required for the prayer
leader as described in the Shulchan Arukh?

3. What is the history of lay-led worship in your synagogue?

4. Are lay-led services appropriate for your congregation? Are there advantages? Are there disadvantages? What are they? Are there some things
laypeople can do that professional clergy cannot?
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5. Under what circumstances (if any) would you be most comfortable with
lay leadership of worship? Under what circumstances would you be least
comfortable?

6. If you yourself have led worship as a layperson, where and when did you
do so, and what was the experience like for you? If you have been a worshiper led by a layperson, where and when did this happen, and how did
you find that experience?

7. Are there parts of your synagogue worship that you feel could be enhanced by the use of lay leaders? What are they? How do you think the
congregation would respond to such changes?
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Part Two: Meditation
READING

Meditation and Jewish Liturgy
Amy Eilberg
From The Jewish Book of Healing, by Amy Eilberg and Nancy Flam (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, forthcoming). Used by permission of
the authors.
Elohai neshamah shenatata bi tehora hi. My God, the spirit/the breath
that You have given me is pure. You created it, You formed it, You breathed
it into me, You preserve it within me. Someday You will take it from me
and return it to me in time to come. As long as spirit breathes in me, I
thank You, Adonai my God and God of my ancestors, Sovereign of all
creation, Master of all souls. Blessed are You, God, who returns the spirit
to the lifeless, exhausted body.

O

n the first pages of every Siddur we find this exquisite prayer, a morning
meditation on the gift of spirit. The Hebrew word neshamah, like the
English word “spirit,” carries a double meaning: it means both “spirit” or
“soul” and “breath.” Recited by traditional Jews early each morning, this blessing draws attention to the gift of the breath, which is the gift of life. After
hours of sleep, a time of unconsciousness in some ways
akin to death (the Rabbis describe sleep as “one sixtieth of
“Paying attention to the breath, death”), we may find ourselves awake enough to notice that
then, is as old as the traditional we have been given life again, as we awaken to a new day.
We may recognize that we do not control our own capacity
to breathe, and that without the breath moving through
Jewish prayer book.”
us, we would have only moments to live. This might lead
us to reflect on how we want to use the gift of the day ahead,
or to contemplate, as the prayer does, the fact that life itself belongs to God.
The Rabbis, placing this prayer at the start of the morning service, hoped to
make us more grateful for the gift of life, and more grateful for the moments
of blessing throughout the day.
What Is Meditation?
Paying attention to the breath, then, is as old as the traditional Jewish prayer
book. In our time, meditation—a disciplined practice of attending to the
breath, the contents of the mind, or a particular object of contemplation—
has been the focus of a great deal of study as our culture has sought to understand more about the mind-body connection in health and healing.
We have come to know that meditation may contribute to a sense of calm
and relaxation in the body and in the mind. Significant clinical research has
begun to suggest that the physical state evoked by meditation may, in turn,
have impact on physical health. As practitioners of Buddhist meditation have
long known, the regular practice of meditation may be an effective tool for
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eliciting a sense of wholeness or connectedness, and greater clarity of mind.
As Jewish meditation teachers have long taught, meditation may be a potent
technique for deepening spiritual awareness, even for sensing the Divine Presence in the moments of our lives.
Meditation As Jewish Practice: Gratitude
When we live at a very fast pace, rushing from one experience to another, it is
difficult to savor special, even sacred, moments that come our way. A flood
of thoughts can so consume us that we can fail to notice a genuine miracle
unfolding before our eyes.
Jewish tradition gives us particularly rich teachings on the cultivation of gratitude in everyday life. A Talmudic teacher, Rabbi Meir, teaches that each of us
should recite one hundred blessings each day. We believe that this is by no
means a mechanical instruction on how many prayers to recite. Rather, this
is an ancient Jewish teaching about stopping throughout the day to take note
of that which is beautiful, wondrous, and awesome, precisely in the midst of
ordinary moments. We are invited to notice the small wonders of everyday
living, like using the bathroom, drinking a glass of water or eating a piece of
bread or a peach or seeing a rainbow or an old friend. We may then recite a
b’rakhah (blessing), acknowledging the presence of the Divine in all of these
“ordinary” experiences. We are asked, over the course of a lifetime, to cultivate grateful awareness, practicing being thankful for what is working, what
is whole, what is beautiful in our lives.
Meditation practice helps the mind to develop greater awareness of the small
wonders that are present each day, because it trains us to notice what is going
on within us and around us moment by moment. Many Jews have found
that meditation practice, regularly focusing the attention on present-moment experience, brings traditional Jewish gratitude practice to life. Some
find that mindfulness leads them to notice many more moments in the day
that are filled with blessing, and to recite traditional blessings with deepened
understanding.
In the middle of a Buddhist meditation retreat, my mind filled with a
peace I had not known before—completely restful, balanced, alert, joyous peace—and I said, “Barukh Hashem (Praise God).” The next thing
I did was say the Hebrew blessing of thanksgiving for having lived long
enough, for having been “sustained in life and allowed to reach” that
day. The blessings arose spontaneously in my mind. I didn’t plan them.
My prayer life in those days was a memory rather than a habit, but the
blessings felt entirely natural.*

*

Sylvia Boorstein, That’s Funny, You Don’t Look Buddhist (San Francisco: Harper
SanFrancisco, 1997), p.1.
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Meditation As Jewish Practice: God-awareness
For many, the practice of meditation is a route to deeper and more regular
awareness of the Divine. This may be because, as we have said, the practice of
actually paying attention to our experience moment by moment may inspire
gratitude. When we spend more moments in our day noticing the miraculousness of our bodies, a grape, or the tree outside our window, we may become more aware of how completely our lives depend on the Source of Life.
For others, periods of quiet offer an invitation into experience of the Holy.
When we sit quietly, we have more of a chance of hearing the “still, small
voice” of the Divine in our lives. In the stillness, we may recognize the spark
of The All that lives within us. With the Psalmist, we may find that silence
instinctively becomes praise of the Holy One: “To You, silence is praise”
(Psalms 65:2).
For still others, meditation is the time of day devoted to consciously seeking
a sense of God’s Presence. Some classical forms of Jewish meditation invite
us to use the sound or letters of one of the names of God as the focal point of
meditation. Thus, meditation can be consciously directed toward our awareness of our small part in a larger whole, to the trustworthiness of Life, to the
divine essence residing in every thing and every moment.
Jewish Mindfulness Meditation
The Eastern term “mindfulness” has no direct translation in Hebrew, but the
nearest equivalent might well be “kavannah.” Usually translated as “intention,” the word refers to a focusing of the heart and mind, that is to say, bringing
one’s full attention to a thing of beauty, to a word of gratitude, or to the
performance of a sacred act. As such, the disciplined quest to pay attention
to the blessings, wonders, and sacred opportunities of life is a quintessentially
Jewish pursuit. Most clearly, the rich collection of ancient berakhot (blessings) to be recited at special moments of life (e.g. upon using the bathroom,
before and after eating, upon seeing a rainbow or a wise person or an old
friend, and many more) seem oriented to precisely the same spiritual purpose: to train the person to appreciate more deeply the wonders of life.
Using meditation in Jewish liturgical prayer
The Jewish prayer experience is notoriously verbal (some would say “wordy”).
The Siddur brings us many pages of prayers written by those who have come
before us, and Jewish prayer services contain a great number of words. Yet
arguably, the goal of reciting all of these words has always been to reach a
kind of consciousness that is beyond words. Sometimes one uses the words
on the page (and the liturgical music) as a device for focusing the mind, in
order to let the mind rest, go deeper, let the heart speak, listen for the voice of
the Divine.
Thus, any moment of prayer can include a moment of meditation. The key is
to slow down the normally fast pace of Jewish prayer, and to bring a quality
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of mindfulness—calm, alert attention—to the moment of prayer. This is the
opposite of the all-too-familiar experience of reciting written prayers by rote—
because they are in the book, because someone told us to, because we think
we are supposed to. When one prepares for prayer with a meditative moment—quietly focusing, centering, making connection with the deepest part
of ourselves, prayer is deepened immeasurably. This quality of kavvanah (“attention”) can transform rote prayer into prayer of the heart.
In this way, meditation may prepare the heart for specific prayers of gratitude, acknowledgment, or petition. Meditation may also open the heart to
another kind of prayer—a stance of prayerful reverence and receptivity to
whatever this moment may offer us. Such prayerfulness need not give rise to
words at all. It is an intention, an attitude, a way of being.
Suggestions for practice:
• When preparing to recite the Sh’ma, let yourself just
breathe for a moment. Let the breath move through you.
You might want to gently breathe out any thoughts or
sensations that may be distracting you in the moment.
Or you might want to silently say to yourself, “One,” on
each in-breath and out-breath, until you feel ready to recite the prayer. During the prayer itself, give yourself permission to slow down the normal pace. You might want
to say two words on each in-breath and two words on
each out-breath. Notice how the prayer may resonate differently for you at this pace.

“Meditation may open the heart
to another kind of prayer—
a stance of prayerful reverence
and receptivity to whatever this
moment may offer us.

• When you are about to recite the Amidah, stand silently for a moment before you bring your eyes to the words in the book. Take a few breaths. Imagine that you are about to address Life itself, the Universe, the Divine Presence. Perhaps you can imagine a Presence or energy of some kind in front
of you. Perhaps a sensation in your body will suggest to you a place within
yourself where the Divine is present. Just stand quietly for a moment, focused on your desire to make this moment of prayer meaningful. This
moment may itself be a moment of prayer; don’t rush. Whenever you are
ready, begin the Amidah.
• At the end of the Amidah, before you step back from this time of encounter, stop for a moment. Allow yourself to breathe. Let all the words you
have recited settle in your mind, as the cloudiness in a cup of fruit juice
gradually settles, leaving clear liquid behind. Savor this moment of clarity.
If another prayerful thought comes into your awareness, stay with it for a
moment. If a painful thought comes to you, allow yourself to ask for help.
Listen for a still small voice, or for your own heart.
• The niggun (plural: niggunim) is a simple melody without words which is
sung again and again. The Hasidic community, in particular, has developed the use of such spiritual chanting as an aid to prayer and meditation.
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While singing in this way, the conscious mind is occupied with the “task”
of singing the melody. With many repetitions, we may find ourselves in a
deeper state of consciousness, beneath the surface level of thought and concern that normally fills in the mind. The niggun can be an invitation to a
meditative state.
At home:
• Upon awakening in the morning, try staying still in bed for a moment.
Take three breaths, or perhaps even ten, just noticing the sensations of being awake. You may, if you like, add the traditional words of blessing upon
awakening (page 11-20, above).
• Before eating or drinking, sit or stand still for a moment. Look at the food
you are about to eat. Notice its color, its texture, its aroma. Let yourself
imagine for a moment who and what contributed to this food being here,
available to you. Notice the sensations in your mouth and your stomach as
you prepare to take in this nourishment. If you are about to eat with others, look at each of them for a moment, and appreciate their being here
with you. When you are ready, you may wish to recite the traditional b’rakhah
over the food.

Introducing Meditation into Synagogue Worship:
Three Examples
Many synagogues are exploring how to bring meditation into their worship. Here are three reports from Reform congregations.
•

We don’t build meditation into our regular weekly services, but twice a year we do an Erev
Shabbat meditation service instead. We follow the themes of the service, but utilize guided
meditation and periods of silence instead of spoken words for large portions of the service. By
labeling the service in advance, we make it possible both for those who are particularly open
to such an experience to make a point of being there and for those who are uncomfortable
about it to take a pass. (We once made the mistake of scheduling the night before a bar
mitzvah, with all the out-of-town relatives around. It won’t happen again.)

•

Following some instruction initially and with reminders periodically, we have extended our
Friday night “moment of silence” to one-and-a-half minutes. I am pushing the congregation
gradually to an even longer period.

•

On Shabbat morning at our study minyan, we recite the first three berakhot of the Amidah
and then follow with a standing mediation. Each person may sit down when he or she is
ready, but everyone remains silent until all are seated. That usually takes about three to four
minutes.
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Meditation and Jewish Liturgy
1. What is your experience with meditation? Do you or anyone you know
have a meditation practice? Is there a specifically Jewish dimension to this
practice?

2. What associations, positive and negative, do you have with meditation?

3. Eilberg sees a direct parallel between the goals of meditation and historical Jewish teaching—do you agree?

4. Has your congregation included any meditation practices in its worship
life? Have they affected your experience of worship?

5. In the examples from other congregations, “Introducing Meditation into
Synagogue Worship,” p. 11-24, extending the amount of silence during
worship has been an important change. How comfortable are you with
silence during worship? How comfortable is the congregation?
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6. The activities that Eilberg cites are primarily suggestions for individual
practice during prayer. Are there ways that ideas like this can be included
in the liturgy as suggestions or opportunities, without requiring everyone
to participate?

7. Several different models of bringing meditation into Jewish prayer are
proposed in these readings:
• creating more room for quiet;
• encouraging worshipers to prepare themselves for prayer;
• adding meditations or reflections to the service;
• naming a particular service as the meditation service.
Which, if any, of these would be appropriate for your synagogue?

8. What are the next steps to following through on your answers to the
previous question?

The Recorder for this session should and conclusions or significant observations to the Reminder Portfolio.
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Cheshbon Hanefesh:
Taking Stock

M

azal tov! Congratulations on completing the Synagogue 2000 T’fillah
curriculum. Before you begin the next stage of your work together,
now is the time to reflect on what you have accomplished so far. Some of
your team’s early initiatives have been implemented; others are in the planning stages; and, no doubt, others are envisioned for the future. In this concluding unit, you will reflect on your own personal journey, review the work
your S2K team has completed together, and plan for follow-through on the
various tasks you have begun.

This unit is entitled “Cheshbon Hanefesh: Taking Stock.” This expression, whose
literal meaning is “an accounting of the soul,” is often used to describe the
tasks of the High Holiday season. You are at a time of reflection, renewal and
recommitment in your project of helping your synagogue community deepen
and grow as a Jewish spiritual community. The evaluation and review of the
S2K T’fillah curriculum begins with your own experiences as a member of
the S2K team: What were your expectations when you began? What have you
learned over the course of the last eighteen months? Has your own Jewish
spiritual life changed as a result of your participation in this process?
When you began meeting together, most of the members of the S2K team
did not know each other well. How has your team worked together through
the course of this curriculum? Were the values and goals that your team identified at the beginning of this process honored? Are there any issues about, or
changes to, how the team works together which should be discussed before
you move on?
After examining and reflecting on your own and the team’s internal movement and growth, your team should take stock of what you have learned and
how your initiatives have been received in the congregation. How is the work
you have done reflected in the life of the community? Much of what you have
been discussing may only now be starting to come to fruition; before you
move on to a new area of work and study, it is important to make sure that
there is a plan for accountability and follow-through on what has already
begun.
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Finally, it is a mitzvah to celebrate the completion of a mitzvah! In Pirkei Avot
we learn, “It is not upon you to finish the work, but neither are you free not
to begin.” Having reached this point in your congregation’s work, you and
your team should recognize and celebrate your commitment and accomplishments.
Objectives
Team members will:
• Reflect on their personal spiritual growth, prayer life, and relationship to
the synagogue over the course of their participation on the S2K team;
• Review whether their original goals and objectives for joining the S2K process have been realized;
• Learn how their own experiences compare to those of other team members;
• Review the S2K prayer curriculum;
• Create and participate in a ritual to mark the conclusion of this period of
work and study.
Action Items
The S2K team will:
• Review the S2K prayer curriculum;
• Evaluate whether the S2K team meetings have been faithful to their values,
and identify any necessary changes;
• Evaluate the initiatives undertaken by the S2K team;
• Revisit its goals for each unit, and create plans for further follow-up;
• Identify cultural or institutional barriers to successful implementation of
the team’s initiatives;
• Recognize its members for their contributions and accomplishments;
• Mark the conclusion of this period of work and study with a collectively
created ritual.
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T

his unit includes three distinct and substantial activities. All are important and worthy of your team’s time and attention, but you and the S2K
team may choose to devote more time to one or two of them. One way to
divide up the unit is to devote one session to the personal experiences of
individual team members (“Cheshbon Hanefesh: Personal Reflection,” p. 124) and devote a second meeting to the team’s internal process (“‘All of Life Is
Meeting’: Reflecting on S2K Meetings”) and the impact of the team’s work
on the congregation (“Initiatives and Impact: Assessment and Review”).
Different members of the team should be asked to prepare brief presentations for each unit of the curriculum for the discussion of “Initiatives and
Impact: Assessment and Review.” This can be done at the end of the first
meeting in this unit. Depending on the wishes of the group, the planning for
the siyyum, the closing ritual, can also be assigned to a small group at this
time.

Barukh atah Adonai Eloheinu melekh ha-olam asher
kidshanu b’mitzvotav v’tzivanu la’asok b’tzorkhai tzibur.
We praise You, Eternal God, Sovereign of the universe:
You hallow us with your mitzvot, and command us
to engage in the needs of the community.
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S2K
Meeting
Format
•

Food

•

Opening prayer
or ritual

•

Check-in

•

Readings,
activities, and
discussion

•

Process checks

•

Closing prayer
or ritual
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ACTIVITY

Cheshbon Hanefesh: Personal Reflection
Option A: Break into groups of four. Each person should be given five
minutes to speak about the following questions. The other three members
of the group should listen attentively, but not interrupt or ask questions.
After each person has spoken, sit quietly, and then invite the next person
to speak. When all four people have had the chance to speak, you may
wish to ask questions of one another or discuss your responses. The team
may reconvene as a large group and report back on the conversations.
Option B: Do this exercise as an entire team so that everyone can listen to
each other. If the team is larger than twenty people, it will probably be
necessary to allow two meetings for everyone to speak.
1. What motivated you to join the S2K team?

2. What were your expectations when you began? Have those expectations been realized?

3. How has your spiritual life grown or changed since the kick-off conference?

4. Has your prayer life or your relationship to prayer changed during this
period?
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5. Has your experience of worship or attending synagogue changed over
this period?

6. What have you enjoyed about being involved in the S2K project?

7. What has been challenging for you in your work with the S2K project?

8. What are you looking forward to in the next stage of your participation
in the S2K team?
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ACTIVITY

“All of Life is Meeting”:
Reflecting on S2K Meetings

M

artin Buber taught: All of life is meeting. Where do we find God?
Not in the aron ha-kodesh, the Holy Ark. Not in the Torah. Not even
in the sanctuary itself. We find God in a simple Hebrew word “bein,” which
means “between.”
We find God in between—between a wife and husband, between a parent and child, between two beloveds, between a student and teacher. We
find God in relationship—between human beings, bein adam l’chavero,
and as well as between human beings and God, bein adam lamakom.
At the end of Unit Two of this curriculum, we wrote: “Your Synagogue
2000 team meetings are intended to be living examples of the building
and nurturance of a sacred community.” At that early stage of your work
together, you were asked to reflect on how well you and your team had
succeeded at creating and maintaining a sacred community together. More
than a year has passed since that meeting—perhaps almost two. Take a
few moments to reflect on your experience of as a member of the S2K
team.
This exercise can be completed with a partner, in small groups, or with the
entire team. The suggestions for change in meeting format or process should
be gathered and addressed by the facilitator or leadership team before
beginning the next curriculum.
1. As you think back over the S2K meetings, can you remember particular
“moments of meeting”—times of deepened relationship between people?
Particular moments of deepened relationship between yourself and God?

2. As you recall the S2K meetings since you began, can you remember
moments when “meeting” did not occur?
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3. What got in the way of true meeting: Unresolved conflict? Too little
communication? Insufficient time? Too much distraction?

4. How might meetings of the S2K team move towards “meeting” in the
way that Buber describes?

5. Are there specific aspects of the S2K team meetings that you especially
value or appreciate? Are there specific aspects of the team meetings that
you would like to change?

6. Has the S2K team brought the concept of “sacred meetings” into the
life of the congregation as a whole? How can these values become part of
the culture of the congregation?
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DISCUSSION/
REFLECTION

Initiatives and Impact: Assessment and Review

A

t the end of every unit, your team was asked to plan next steps. These
plans were recorded in the Reminder Portfolio. Now is the time to
open the Portfolio and review what you have done. If the Portfolio was
kept in a large pad, the various pages could be posted around the room; if
in a smaller format, everyone should receive a copy or digest. The following questions might be asked about each unit of the curriculum in turn.
For each unit or topic:
1. Briefly summarize the contents of the unit and the activities that the
team completed.

2. What initiatives or activities were begun in the synagogue? Which are
still in progress or have not begun?

3. Did the initiatives which have been started meet their goals?

4. What was originally proposed but never implemented? What were the
barriers to implementation? Is the original proposal of value to the congregation today? If so, can the previous barriers be overcome?
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As you move through the various units, take notes of the initiatives or
activities related to the work of the S2K team, listing those which have
been successfully implemented or completed, those being planned or underway, and those which have not been started.
4. Looking at the various initiatives and programs your team has undertaken, what general observations can you make about which ones worked
and which did not? Are there organizational or cultural barriers which need
to be addressed? What are the ingredients for success in your synagogue?

5. Review the list of items which the team said it wanted to initiate or
implement but has not begun. Prioritize this list, asking: Which of these
tasks are relevant to the congregation now? Which are most important to
the success of the mission of the team? Which do we have the resources to
implement? Be sure to assign responsibility for follow-through and next
steps.

6. How well have you “gotten the word out” about S2K? Are you satisfied
with the membership’s awareness of—and inclusion in—your team’s efforts?
If not, plan time in upcoming meetings to focus on how to re-engage the
congregation before you move to the next curriculum.
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ACTIVITY

Siyyum: Concluding Ritual

C

onclude your study and work on the S2K T’fillah curriculum with a
ritual of celebration, recognition and closure. Since you are now well
versed in Jewish prayer and the ways that ritual works, we at S2K have not
designed a closing rite for you; we are confident that you can do it yourselves. Using the skills and tools and tools you have studied in this curriculum, design and celebrate a closing ritual, marking your accomplishments
to date and celebrating your commitment to continuing this work.
There are several ways that this task can be accomplished:
• Small teams can each create short rites of approximately five minutes, which they would in turn lead for the group.
• Small teams can each be assigned a different section of the ritual
and then each leads their section. One possible sequence might be
small sections on:
Opening;
Recognition;
Closure on this curriculum;
Celebration;
Moving forward in our work;
Closing.
• A small group could plan the closing ritual for the entire team.
Here are several questions and ideas for planning your siyyum:
1. Will the closing ritual be at the conclusion of a regular S2K meeting or at
another time?
2. Will there be food? (Of course!)
3. Where will it be held: In the sanctuary? On the bimah? A different
location?
4. Ask your synagogue’s art teacher or art specialist to create a group art
project or mural as part of your celebration.
5. Is this siyyum for team members only; or do you want to invite families,
synagogue leadership, or the entire congregation?
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